Introduction
When Guru Nanak in his mystic trance was honoured by cosmic
enlightenment, he, challenged the prevailing status quo by saying “I
am neither a Hindu or a Musalmann”. The founder of Sikh religion
created a multitude of enemies who went into “cognitive dissonance”
and reacted very sharply to Sikhism as an independent religion.
Historically speaking a positively actualized and evolved Sikh of Guru
Nanak’s times, or Guru Gobind Singh’s Khalsa, has been enigma to the
role dancing, docile, linear, convergent, myopic, “instrumental” Sikh
researchers. H. Oberoi is one such pseudo-Sikh who has chosen to
follow blindly Trumpp-McLeodian paradigms to make a living as a
professor at the cost of a troubled Sikh community.
Sikhs had many enemies. The Mughal rulers, the enemies within,
the close minded Arya Samajists, and finally the Eurocentric Colonial
Missionary Research Scholars, have all taken sadistic pleasure in
destroying Sikhism. These scholars, with their role dancing disciples,
want to bring correctness to Sikh history. They use social science
methods, developed in Europe, to understand Sikh Gurus and their
mystic writings. Calvinistic thought and an arrogant belief in the
inferiority of Asian religions, is at the root of their Euro centric research.
Oberoi’s work, under cover of Academic Freedom, forgets all norms of
civility, and even tramples over the guidelines set by Social Science
Research Council of Canada (1993).
Dr Oberoi is a willing victim of “scholarly”, unsubstantiated
arrogance when he calls Aad Sri Guru Granth Sahib an amorphous
collated anthology without uniqueness. Clumsy distortions, mindless
anthropological constructions and assumptions, producing
ig-nominious forged postures, sacrilegious statements about mystic
Gurus, effectless effort of a bland, blunted, unattached, constricted,
shallow, pathetic Oberoi has produced a disjointed cynical,
conscienceless and unscrupulous book called “Construction of
Religious Boundaries” to attack the independent Sikh Identity. His parasitic
personality has caused embarrassment, humiliation and disgrace to the
independently emerging Sikh community of Canada. In writing this
book, he has shown his pathological idenification with Eurocentric
paradigms, and has attempted to bring nihilistic depersonalization by
biting the hands that fed him. A strong reaction formation to his childhood
socialization gets verbalized in this book, which could be easily called an
incoherent Eurocentric autoecholalia or anthropological word salad.
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Many senior scholars of Sikh Studies have attempted to make sense
of the garbled rambling of Oberoi, which can be seen from their
credentials. All feel indignant because of the obnoxious, egocentric,
and disdainful verbigerations of Oberoi and other Eurocentric “instant”
role dancing Sikh historians. We would recom-mend that Oberoi and
his “think tank” will benefit if they read Dr Edmund Hasserl’s book
entitled “General Introduction to Phenomenology” (Allan and Urwin,
New York). Some of the points are as follows:
Sikhs migrated to North America 100 years ago, and worked
hard against racial discrimination and immigration bans. But still, they
maintained their independent identity by establishing different Sikh
Gurdwaras since 1907. Ever since the 1960s, as immigration policies in
North America became more liberal, more educated Sikhs got the chance
to migrate. Sikhs wanted to work with westeners at academic levels in
the hope of getting a partnership which would secure best results at
western universities, and paid with open mind to the U.B.C, U.O.T.,
Univ. of Michigan, and Columbia Univ. As the Sikhs have no political
independent power to promote their Own identity, the Punjab crisis in
the early 1980s forced the western Sikh community to take the
responsibility on themselves to project the authentic image of Sikhism
in the West (which was being eroded politically by anti-Sikh forces).
Sikhs contributed generously so that a generation of promising young
scholars would provide some long-term faculty appointments ending
in long lasting results that would provide the future generations’ with
the true Sikh identity and their roots as enshrined in Sikh scripture
and early 17th and 18th century historical process in the making of
Khalsa Sikh identity we]] documented in Persian and Sikh historical
literature. The Sikh community gave all their trust, understanding,
commitment and respect to the western university tradition of freedom
of academic inquiry. They also thought that the western scholarship
would also abide by the academic responsibility, honesty, humility,
and integrity. They also hoped that the evidence and critical analysis
would not mean hostility or insensitivity. But, all the dreams of the
perspective donors were shattered at the U.O.T. by the planned attack
on the authenticity of their Sikh scripture (original available in
Kartarpuri Bir) by the use of unauthenticated MS#1245 (with no date,
no history before 1987, no authorship). Somebody published articles under
the authorship of Dr Loehlin while he was invalid or dead. The same author
later on at Akal Takhat accepted the charges for doing such irrespponsible
research (for details, read “Abstract of Sikh studies”, July ’94). At the
U.B.C there was a clear cut understanding in the memorandum
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agreement that the chairperson would present m accurate manner the
Sikh doctrines, religious practice, and philosophy. Inspite of this
agreement, the chairperson academically suppressed the historical
evidence by Dr Rose and the Sikh identity as established in Sikh
scripture and early Persian and Sikh historical sources of 17th and
18th century. Dr Oberoi, masquerading as a Sikh historian, will identify
with the agres-sor “due to his repression, projection oriented
personality and would become a ‘turn-coated Sikh Scholar”, thereby
inflicting subjective pain to 16 million Sikhs.
Dr Oberoi has openly admitted that he is not a student of religion.
Then why did he write about the “religious boundaries”? Sikhs feel
that he simply did this to make his masters happy, who helped him to
get his job. S. Mohinder Singh Gosal, President of the Sikh Societies of
Canada, said “that there is sufficient evidence to prove that the two
year delay to start this chair was intentional under pressures from antiSikh political forces”. It is possible that the two year wait was a design
to hire a groomed applicant,. We request that the Multi-Culture
Department, who is also a party to the contract with U .RC, should
investigate this issue. Dr Oberoio did as Asad notes, “it is a notorious
tactic of political power to deny a distinct unity to populations it seeks
to govern, to treat them as contingent and indeterminate... It is precise-ly
the viewpoint of interventionist power that insists on the permeability
of social groups, the unboundedness of cultural unities, and the instability of individual selves’ (Talal Asad. “Multiculturalism and British
Identity in the Wake of the Rushdie Affair”, Politics and Society 18(4)
1990). The Sikh Gurus made a new scripture with new ideologies and a
new separate Sikh identity. The Vedas and Upanishads are without
doubt the scriptures of all Hindu systems. Sikhism completely denies
their authority and Guru Nanak even calls some of their injunctions to
be wrong. The Sikh Gurus were clear and particular about the
independent and separate identity of their religious system, and they
compiled and authenticated the Sikh scripture in 1604. The Tenth
Master took two important steps in this regard. First, he introduced
the Nash doctrine, thereby making a complete and final break with
all other Indian ideologies. Secondly, he sanctified Guru Granth as
the living Guru and the sole scripture of the Sikhs, so that nobody
would have the chance of any addition, alteration, or any departure
from
the
authenticities or contents. To defme Sikh identity without the basis of
the Sikh scripture is inadequate.
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The Sikh community is clearly aware of the implications of
methodological atheism that charcterize all rational empirical research
today. We will give one example here that shows how these critical
scholars manipulated the concept of rational empiricism. Numerous
examples can be found in different books related to this issue.
Perspec-tive donors felt cheated and humiliated, when the famous
doctrine of succession of Guru Granth as the living Guru of the
Sikhs from October 6, 1708 was altered. There are enough historical
sources (Sikh, Persian, Sanskrit, Indian and European historians
as quoted by Dr Ganda Singh, Dr Harbans Singh, Dr Madanjit
Kaur) available, which indicate that Guru Gobind Singh, on October
6,1708, sanctified Aad Guru Granth as the living spiritual Guru of
the Sikhs. Now let us see how these critical scholars at western
universities suppressed the above historical evidence:
1) In 1994, Dr Oberoi’s “Constuction of Religious Bounaaries” said
“When in 1708, at the death of Guru Gobind Singh, there was
no one to succeed him as Guru, the Panth turned into his
collective successor. This was to be an abiding belief of Khalsa
Sikhs, one that came in handy when waging battles for collective
survival and political sovereignity over the course of the 18th
century.”
2) In 1991 Dr Pashaura Singh’s unpublished thesis “Text and
Meaning of the Adi Granth” on page 91 says “The Singh Sabha
reformers sanctified this standard version and set aside all other
versions used in earlier centuries.”
3) Dr Gurinder Mann’s “Studying the Sikhs” on page 147 says
“The death of Guru Gobind Singh, in 1708, began a new chapter
in the history of the Sikh community. With the limited sources
at our disposal, it is hard to understand clearly how the
com-munity effectively filled the vacuum caused by the passing
away of the Guru and the dissolution of this central Sikh
institution. Why was the Guruship discontinued?
Why couldn’t the above western scholars find the historical
evidence of such, crucial Sikh doctrine, which has been cited by famous
Sikh scholar, like Dr Ganda Singh, Harbans Singh, and Madanjit Kaur.
Is this western rational empirical approach ethical? According to
Collier’s Encyclopedia, “academic freedom is never unlimited and the
general social law including that of libel applies equally to it. Under
academic freedom, individuals have the right to protest against
re-search which can produce psychological pain, suffering and
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misinterpretation of doctrines.” After the candidate gets his degree,
PhD thesis btKomes a public property. Why is the PhD thesis (Making
of the Sikh Scripture) being locked at Columbia University since 1993?
Why did Dr Lou Fenech, another McLeodian student who finished
his PhD degree (Playing the Game of Love, Sikh Tradition of Martydom)
on December 16, 1994, have his thesis restricted until January 31,1997?
(see appendix) What is there to hide? Is this a good example of
methodological atheism? Good academics always have the ingredients
of responsibility, honesty, humility, and integrity.
We regret, the Association of Asian Studies, which is the largest
organization of Asian scholars in North America, issued an “open
letter of concern” without clarifying in detail the issues raised by both
sides. Sikh Studies in North America has been under seige of
one group of scholarship whose motive seem to be more political
than academic. Dr Tarlochan Singh in his book “Ernest Trumpp and
W.H. MeLeod: As Scholars of Sikh History, Religion and Culture”
quotes on page 254: “A reading of ‘Evolution of Sikh Community’
(1975) reminded me of a white and physically attractive Bull who entered
a China shop of rare curios and broke as many precious glassware as
his first momentous attack could. Considering it a great and impressive
feat, the Bull came out, started wagging his tail and became the leader
of a whole group of White Bulls. Sometime all alone, sometimes with a
team of White Bulls, Hew McLeod entered his China shop of Sikh
Studies again with the express motive of reducing all the precious
possessions of this China shop of “Sikh Religious and Historical
Studies” to rubble and rubbish in his four thin books having the same
themes, the same chapters and repetitions of malicious attack on Sikh
religion and history on the basis of misstatements, distortion of facts
and calculated ministerpretations of Sikh history and religion.”
Asian scholars, after reviewing the “Construction of Religious
Boundaries,” will also end up in the limited gaze of Sikh history provided
by McLeod and Oberoi, because it is an attempt at vacuous theorization
and destruction of the unique Sikh identity built by Guru Nanak to Guru
Gobind Singh (1469-1708). The full gaze of history for true scholars of
Sikhism, who would like to find the ideal Sikh identity, should seek the
Sikh scripture and early historical sources of 16th, 17th and 18th
centuries. What kind of justice can the academic world expect anyway,
from a scholar who is attempting to demolish the Sikh identity, and yet
continues to occupy the chair funded by the community?
Any honest clarification is being dubbed as fundamentalism
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and religious orthodoxy. Separate independent Sikh identity and
authenticity of the Sikh scripture is being attacked. Main stream Sikh
thought is being marginalized by this politically oriented scholarships.
The acccuation of intimidation is being thrown at every scholar or
institution who tries to give his opinion on the issues. Wrong
statements are being made about the fact that people who object to
this unethical scholarship are not qualified historians or academic
scholars of Sikh studies. All issues have been discussed in detail at
different academic conferences and proceedings of such seminars are
available for scrutiny. The issues have been clearly defined and must
be taken up for dispassionate academic discussion. We request
Association of Asian studies UBC, UOT, Univ. of Michigan, and
Columbia Univ. to set up an immediate independent committee to review
the issues. We will be more than happy to provide all books and articles
published expressing such unethical and libellous issues of Sikh
studies. We want cooperation from all concerned, and feel that South
Asia council can take a lead on this, and it is only then that academic
freedom for the scholars and the rights of the Sikh community will not
be in danger.
Dr Oberoi has charged Dr Dhillon in relation to his thesis
“Character and Impact of Singh Sabha Movement”. Suprisingly, Oberoi
has got all his published writings on Singh Sabha movement,
containing extensive discussion and rebuttal of his arguments. Why
hasn’t he used this published work? Details of the objections raised
by Dr Oberoi can be found in Dr Dhillon’s review of “Construction of
Religious Boundaries.” Oberoi’s entire effort seems to be con-centrated
on eroding the religious base of the Sikh community. If, as perceived
by Oberoi, the “religious boundaries” were not clearly demarcated
between the Hindus, Sikhs, and Muslims, then where was the need for
Arya Samaj to launch its vituperous propaganda followed by
proselytisation campaign known as Shudhi which polluted the
com-munal atmosphere in Punjab, and sowed the seeds of communal
animosity leading to language tension, ethnic clashes, bloodshed and
the partition of 1947, and ultimately ending in Operation Bluestar and
Delhi Riots in 1984.
Dr Oberoi has willfully indulged in an irreligious exercise knowing
full well the sentiments and beliefs of the Sikhs. He has produced
tremendous psychological pain and suffering to 16 million Sikhs for
whom the Aad Sri Guru Granth is their living Guru. Many of his
statements about the Guru and their works (including Amrit ceremony)
are illogical and ill-conceived. The Sikh community ap-proached a
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group of senior scholars who reviewed the agreement between the
Sikhs and UBC (July 1994, see appendix for report) They also reviewed
the publications of Dr Oberoi since 1987. They were of the opinion
that Dr Oberoi’s publications were incompatible with the objectives of
the Sikh chair; an irrelevant exercise in historiography; and suppressed
the crucial historical record, therefore groslly unfair and harmful to
Sikh sensitivity. We request all Sikh institutions, SGPC and Akal Takhat
to create a standing committee of unbiased scholars to review such
irresponsible research which is destroying the inde-pendent Sikh
identity and to take action according to the religious code.
The Sikh religion or its identity cannot be studied with such
parameters as are applied to Judo-Christian studies, because the latter
are based on the concept of phenomenology, as their religion and
scriptures, which numbering over 60, make it a history grounded
religion. S. Kapur Singh in his book “Sikhism: An Oecumenical
Religion” says, “Dr. Otto who in his book ‘Idea of the Holy’ (1928)
clearly showed that the core of religious experience consisted of an
awareness of non-moral holyness as a category of value, which was
quite distinct from the aesthetic and the moral experiences. This
category of value he called, as numina, i.e., a spiritual experience of
reality, peculiar to religion. This numinous experience which is the
core and base of religion and its ingredients... Sikhism is essentially,
and more than anything else, the religion of Numenon, and throughout
the voluminous Sikh scripture, consisting of approximately 30,000
hymns, there are not many hymns or pages of this Book where it is not
asserted through repeated statements, literary similies and allusions,
that the essence of the true religious theory and practice is the Name”.
As Sikhism is not a history grounded religion, the application of Judo-Christian principles in Sikh studies will bring about the wrong results.
Sikhism is not a product of history. Rather, the Sikh thought is its
cause, and the historical events that followed, represent the unfolding
of the philosophy preached by the Gurus, and enshrined in Sri Guru
Granth Sahib.
The author of the ‘Construction of Religious Boundaries’ has
obviously failed to see this fact, or deliberately ignored it.
Oberoi is no student of religion, and is hardly qualified to pass
judgement on a delicate subject like religious boundaries. His
knowledge of Sikhism is particularly superficial and borrowed from
sources known for their hostility towards this great faith. No wonder,
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therefore, that his thoughtless exercise attracted a sharp global
reac-tion. The present volume is a collection of the views of 27 eminent
scholars, known for their understanding of the philosophy of the Gurus
and history of Sikhs, on the clumsy attempt of Dr Oberoi to dissolve or
obscure the boundaries of Sikhism. The composition of the authors,
and their opinions clearly show that condemnation of Dr Oberoi’s
publication is spontaneous, unanimous and universal. The articles
examine his book threadbare, from all angles and expose the hollow-ness
of his postulates.
In order that readers can properly assess Dr Oberoi’s work, it
seems necessary to provide some basic and authentic information on
some of the issues raised in his book, as a background. This is provided
in the first five chapters by distinguished authorities on Sikh religion,
history and culture. In his article on Sikh Identity, Sardar Daljeet Singh
has established that Sikhism is a revealed and an independent religion,
distinct from all other religions, and that it is radically different from all
denominations of Hinduism, particularly, Vaisnavism and Vedanta. The
departure is evident in the concept of God, spiritual goal of man, the
methodology prescribed to achieve the goals, and the world-view.
This chapter in itself is a great contribution to an understanding of the
Sikh faith. In another article, Dr Gurdarshan Singh Dhillon shows that
Sikh identity is a continuing feature.
Dr Gurdarshan Singh Dhillon also gives a brief history of the
Singh Sabha movement and establishes that its aim was revival of the
pristine Sikh faith as preached by the Gurus. He has very ably and
successfully rebutted the erroneous proposition of Oberoi, that it was
a reform movement. In fact, Oberoi went to the extent of making the
ridiculous suggestion that the present form of Sikhism has been given
by the Singh Sabha in supersession of the one prescribed by the
Gurus.
Dr Oberoi is never tired of painting Sikhs as fundamentalists, and
attributing the recent Punjab problem to their fundamentalism. Since this
suggestion runs in the veins of most of his writings, it has been
considered necessary to include a chapter by Dr Kharak Singh, which
clearly shows that Dr Oberoi’s assertions are ill-founded.
After giving this background, the book presents the assess-ment
of different scholars who have reviewed Dr Oberoi’s book, in chapters
6 to 25. The contributors to this volume are no casual observers or
amateur writers. They are world authorities like Dr Noel King. They
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hold responsible positions in the disciplines of religion and Sikh
Studies. They include Heads of departments of Religious Studies, and
eminent professors, from the Panjab University Chandigarh, Punjabi
University Patiala and Guru Nanak Dev University Amritsar, besides a
galaxy of internationally known scholars, who are authorities on Sikh
Studies in their own right. Dr Oberoi has unethically used the University
of British Columbia, Vancouver, as a base for his attack on the
‘Boundaries of Sikhism’, where he is currently holding a Sikh Chair. In
order to understand the larger conspiracy against Sikhism and the
clandestine designs of a group of ‘Friends of Sikhism’, Dr Jasbir Singh
Mann has explained in Chapter 26 the history of this chair. He recalls
how the Sikhs of Canada contributed their hard-earned money to create
the chair in order to present the true image of their religion and culture.
Dr Mann exposes the conspiracy of enemies of Sikhism who
manipu-lated their hold on the chair and delayed the appointment for
two years, until the present incumbent, who had been properly
groomed for their purpose and perfectly fitted into their requirements,
was available, although he lacks the essential qualifications prescribed
for the job. The article also highlights the stubborn and partial attitude
of the University and its surprising insensitiveness to the feelings of
the entire Sikh Community. Dr Mann has built a case for investigation
into the appointment of the author of the ‘Construction of Religious
Boundaries’ to the UBC Sikh chair. The demand is fair, and we earnestly
hope it will be conceded by the authorities. The specific questions
that the enquiry should address are given in Appendix VIII. In a
somewhat similar situation the Government of Canada has earned the
appreciation of the Sikh Community by ordering a fresh enquiry into
the ‘Air-India’ plane Kanishka crash of 1985. The suggestion is obvious
that the earlier ‘inquiry’ and its ‘fmdings’ could be a part of a global
misinformation campaign against the community. We trust the same
spirit of justice will be demonstrated in the present case.
The three chapters that follow, also deal with this Chair.
Appendixes added to the book, support the story.
It may be pointed out that a team of distinguished scholars from
universities from Punjab, visited the UBC to assess the work done at
the Chair. Their report is quite revealing, and appears in this volume as
Appendix III.
Three reviews written in Punjabi are added at the end.
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The present volume is a demonstration of the solidarity of the
Sikhs behind their great faith, the latest among the revealed religions.
It also indicates that the community is alert, as never before, and will
no longer tolerate such distortion or misrepresentation of the
philosophy or history of Sikhism, as have been going on for the last
over one century and intensified during the last couple of decades.
The present invasion has been successfully repulsed. I t will be
dangerous, however, to assume that invaders will retreat into their
shells, pledged to a life of peace. They are still in their trenches. Constant
vigilance is necessary. This is a continuing challenge to the Sikh
community.
The Editors are indebted to the Canadian Sikh Study & Teaching
Society, Vancouver, for funding this publication, to the authors of the
articles for their contributions, and all those who have helped in the
compilation, editing, proof-reading and production of this book.
Jasbir Singh Mann
Surinder Singh Sodhi
September 1, 1995.

Gurbakhsh Singh Gill

Sikhism: Its Identity
Daljeet Singh
For some years past there have, even in the academic field, been
politically oriented writings, some open, some oblique, attacking the
identity of Sikhism as an independent religion. In this article, we propose
examining the issue with particular reference to the state-ments of a
well-known writer. In 1963. he recorded in his “History of the Sikhs”,
under the caption ‘The Teaching of Nanak’: “Nanak not only founded
a new religion and started a new pattern of living, he also set in motion
an agrarian movement whose inpact was felt all over the country”1. In
1984, he wrote about Guru Nanak in ‘The Punjab Story’: “Being himself
a Hindu, was at the same time concerned with reforming Hinduism. But
as the years went by and his message caught on among the masses,
he decided to give his teachings permanency through a sect of his
own”.2 Evidently, the ‘sect’ which he indicates is of Hinduism. In 1991,
in the Illustrated Weekly he stated: “Sikhism is an offshoot of Hinduism
and is only distinguished from it by the external symbols of the Khalsa
faith. The theology is entirely Hindu”. “Almost nine tenths of Granth
Sahib, composed largely by Guru Arjun, is in fact Vedanta, an essence
of all that you read in the Upanishads and the Gita”.3 Apparently, for a
normal reader, these are three variant statements, although the usual
plea taken by some writers is that the context has not been taken into
account. The first statement clearly states that Guru Nanak’s teachings
and his religion are new. The second state-ment does give Sikhism the
status of a sect, but within the Hindu fold. The last observation says
that it is a Hindu branch, being virtually Upanishadic and Vedantic in
character. Maybe, consistency has not been the virtue of political
writers, or maybe, there are other reasons or compulsions for the
seemingly shifting stand of the learned writer.
It is also reported that in an entry in the Encyclopaedia Britannica
(15th Edition, Volume 27), considered to be authored by him, he
observed, “Sikhism was a historical development of the Hindu
Vaishnava Bhakti movement - a devotional movement among
fol-lowers of god Vishnu- that began in Tamil Country and was
introduced to the North by Ramanuja (traditionally, 1017-1137)”.
Accordingly, it is necessary to analyse and compare the doctrines
of Vedanta, Vaisnavism and Sikhism so as to understand the ideological
stand of the three systems and to know whether there is any
affinity between Sikhism, on the one hand, and Vendanta and
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Vaisnavism, on the other hand; or, whether they are systems
fundamentally opposed in their essentials. We shall consider the subject
in reference to the spiritual experience of the Gurus, their concept of
God, their goal, their methodology and their approach to the empirical
life.

SIKHISM
Sikhism is a revelatory religion, and this claim is made by Guru
Nanak himself, “O Lalo, I speak what the Lord commands me to
convey”.4 Other Gurus have also spoken similarly. In the Siddh Gosht
he says in reply to a question that his mission in life is, with the help of
other Godmen, to ferry people across the turbulent sea of life.5 As to
the Guru’s concept of God, it is recorded, “ Friends ask me what is the
mark of the Lord. He is All Love; rest He is ineffable”.6 He is also called:
‘Ocean of Virtues’ , ‘Benevolent’, ‘Gracious’, ‘Eyes to the blind’, ‘Milk
to the child’, ‘Riches to the poor’,7 etc. He is interested in the world.
For, “True is He. True is His creation”.8 “God created the world and
permeated it with His light”.9 “God created the world of life and planted
Naam in it, making it the place for righteous activity”.10 “It is the
innermost nature of God to help the erring”.11
God being Love, it means He is Creative and Dynamic; second,
He is the Fount of all values; third, He has a Direction or a Will; and
fourth, He is deeply concerned with the world, since Love can be
expressed only in a becoming universe. For, the Guru says that when
God was all by Himself, and the world was not there, the question of
devotion or love or time could not arise. Further, it is because of his
concept of a Loving Divinity that Guru Nanak calls life a game of love,
saying, “If you want to play the game of love, come with your head on
your palm.”12
There are five clear corollaries of ‘God is Love’, and, ‘life being
a game of love’. First, that the world is real, against its being mithya, a
misery, or a suffering as in other Indian systems. The second corollary
is that Sikhism involves a combination of the empirical life and the
spiritual life of man. In other words, it is a whole-life system, a miri-piri
system, where under man has to be both God-aware and Earth-aware.
This is against the generally known life-negation of the Hindu systems.
The third corollary is that the householder’s life is accepted and
monasticism and sanyasa are rejected. For, “The spiritual path can be
trodden not by mere words or talk, but by treating all alike. Yoga does
not He in living in cremation grounds, doing one-point meditation, or
visiting places of pilgrimage, but by remaining God-centered and doing
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the affairs of the world”.13 It is for this reason that Guru Nanak made
Guru Angad, a householder, his successor, and by-passed his son,
Baba Sri Chand, a recluse. The fourth corollary is that since God is
working the world with His Altruistic Will, the goal of life of the seeker
and the Gurmukh is not withdrawal, but to work actively according to
God’s Altruistic Will. ‘One gets not to God by despising the world,.14
‘One gets liberated even while laughing and playing.15 ‘The God-centred
lives truthfully, while a householder.16 Hence, the goal is not merger in
Brahman, but an active life of the Gurmukh living truthfully. Fifth, such
being the goal, Guru Nanak and the other Gurus prescribe a religious
methodology of deeds: For, with God only the deeds one does in the
world count’.17 ‘True living is living God in life’.18 ‘It is by our deeds
that we become near or away from God 19 ‘Good righteousness virtues
and the giving up of vice are the ways to realise the essence of God’.20
‘Love, contentment, truth humility and virtue enable the seed of Naam
(God) to sprout. 21 ‘Everything is lower than Truth, but higher still is
truthful living,22. Guru Nanak was called a Gurmukh, and how a Gurmukh
should live, has been historically demonstrated by the ten Gurmukhs
and their ‘truthful living’ .
Next we come to the implications of living according to the
altruistic Will of God defined above. Truthful living involves five
responsibilities of the religious man. The first is to accept equality
between man and woman, instead of considering her a temptress or an
impediment in the religious path. In fact, considering the position of
woman in other religions, including Christianity, it is a revolutionary
step of Guru Nanak when he recommends the householder’s path, and
rejects celibacy which in other Indian religions is an essential discipline
for the seeker. The second implication is of accepting equality
between man and man. It was a major blow to the system of Varn
Ashram Dharma and the allied concept of pollution. The Gurus
have emphati-cally stated that the religious man must treat
everyone equally. Guru Nanak by taking Mardana, a Muslim Mirasi,
as his life companion, took a major step against untouchability,
caste system and the Muslims being consideredmalechhas. The
institution of langar, started by him, had also the same objective
in view. The third implication of the Guru’s system is work and
production. Guru Nanak says: “The person in capable of earning his
living, gets his ears split, (i.e. truns a Nath Yogi), and becomes a
mendicant. He calls himself a guru or a saint. Do not look up to him, nor
touch his feet. He knows the way who earns his living and shares his
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earnings with others.”23 Hence, work and sus-tenance of life and the
world become an essential duty of the religious man. Upto the time of
the Fifth Guru all the Gurus were married householders doing a
profession or business. It is only when the organisation of militancy
and confrontation with the Empire became an absorbing and hazardous
duty, involving frequent movements and military clashes, that the later
Gurus remained wholly concerned with the work of the Sikh Movement.
Fourth is the important implication of the sharing of wealth. The Guru
says, ‘God’s bounty belongs to all, but men grab it for
themselves.’24’Man gathers riches by making others miserable25
‘Riches cannot be gathered without sin, but these do not keep company
after death’.26 Guru Nanak’s acceptance of Lalo’s invitation and
rejecting that of Malik Bhago, indicates his censure of exploitative
living. The fifth implication is Guru Nanak’ s condemnation of injustice
and oppression. He calls God the ‘Destroyer of evil- doers’27 and also
the ‘Punisher of the demonical’.28 The hymns that He is ‘Shelter to the
shelterless; and showers His grace where the weak are cared for’,29
also indicate the same thing. Guru Nanak decried the rulers who were
unable to provide security and saftey to their subjects, and condemned
the tyranny of the invaders. His complaint to God for allowing the
weak to be trampled upon by the strong, clearly means two things.
First, that injustice and oppression are violative of the Order of God
and that, as such, it is the duty of the man of religion to see that
injustice and oppression do not occur, and, if they do, the man of
religion must individually and socially confront such injustice and
oppression. Since large scale aggression and encroachments are always
done by political groups or the State, there is the essential need of
organising a society that should take up such challenges and resist
injustice. The important fact is that the five implications of Guru Nanak’s
system mentioned above are not just paper directions. But in his system,
these are the five responsibilities enjoined on the man of religion, and
this is why Guru Nanak asks for total commitment while giving the call
for the game of love. Similar total commitment was indicated by the
Fifth Guru, when he advised Bhai Manjh that he should better continue
being a Sakhi Sarwaria, instead of becoming a Sikh, which involved a
major risk both to his life and his wealth.30 And, it is the same total
commitment that the Tenth Master asked for while selecting the Five
Piyaras for administering Amrit. In Sikhism spiritual responsibilities and
worldly responsibilities are combined inalienably, it being a miri-piri
system.
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It is in this context that the three uncommon steps, which Guru
Nanak took, show the independence and radical nature of his system.
The first step was the organisation of a sangat or society at his own
place and at every place he visited. Because, Sikhism is not a salvation
religion for a few individuals, but a whole-life system with socio-spiritual responsibilities both of God and man. The second uncommon
step was his starting the institution of successors. As the society he
had organised, was only at the infant stage, and as its principles were
entirely different from the principles in vogue in the country, the
motivation of his flock and its organisation into a well-knit society had
naturally to take very long The third step was his clear rejection of
ahimsa. He stated, ‘Men discriminate not and quarrel over meat-eating.
They do not know what is flesh and what is non-flesh, or in what lies
sin and what is not sin’. 31 He also state that life was in every gram of
food. What he meant was to reject the seeming value or the piety of
observing certain rituals or of religious prohibitions against meat-eating. Actually, his particular definition of God as ‘Destroyer of the
evil-doers and the demonical’, mentioned above: also shows his
rejec-tion of ahimsa. He explained all this because he envisaged his
society to take up political challenges. This was also repeated by Guru
Har-gobind when he spoke to Sant Ramdas of Maharashtra, saying
that Guru Nanak never gave up this world and that his sword was to
protect the weak and to destroy the tyrant.32
So far as his whole-life thesis was concerned, it stood clearly
explained in the bani of Guru Nanak; and yet he started the system of
succession, indicating that his mission, as a whole, still required
com-pletion and for that reason continuance. In any case, Guru Granth
Sahib, the Scripture, had been compiled by the Fifth Master, and yet
the succession was continued until the Tenth Master created the
Khalsa, introduced the Nash doctrine of the five freedoms from earlier
religions, customs, lineage, taboos, 33 etc. He closed the institution of
succession, obviously because the Sikhs had been well organised as
a cohesive society, which under Banda Singh brought about an
unprece-dented social revolution.
We do not want to go into the details of how each Guru calculatedly
enlarged, organised and motivated the Sikh society into a well-knit and
responsible organisation. But we should like to state one fact as to how
detailed was Guru Nanak’s criticism of various evils in the contemporary
society. He criticised the greed and hypocrisy of the priests, pandits
andmullahs, the corruption, injustice and blood-suck-ing practised
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by officials of different levels in the administration, the discriminatory
and high-handed misrule, oppression and tyranny of the rulers, the
barbarity and brutality of the invaders, etc.. There was hardly any dark
spot in the religious or the socio-political life of his times which he did
not point out. His criticism meant two things. First, that faults in empirical
life were the concern of the religious man and second, that their
rectification was also the moral responsibility of the spiritual man.
Guru Nanak’s criticism was not idle rhetoric. The con-trast between
his criticism and point of view, and the approach of a religious man like
St. Augustine, one of the greatest exponents of the Christian Gospel
and theology and the author of ‘City of God’, is clear from the following
observation of Bertrand Russell: “It is strange that the last men of
intellectual eminence before the dark ages were con-cerned not with
saving of civilisation, or expelling the barbarians, or reforming the
abuses of the administration, but with preaching the merits of virginity
and the damnation of the unbaptised infants. Seeing that these were
the occupations that the Church handed on to the converted barbarians,
it is no wonder that the succeeding age sur-passed almost all fully
historical periods in cruelty and superstition”.34 The contrast between
the concerns of Guru Nanak, a Gurmukh of a miri-piri system, and the
interests of a pious theologian from a paclficist system, is too obvious
to need further comments. The spiritual ex-perience and the concept
of the Ultimate Reality of the founding prophet, forms the bedrock, on
which are based the goal, the methodol-ogy, the ethics and the
doctrines of a system. A brief outline of the essentials of Sikh
Monotheism has been given above. Hereafter follows a corresponding
description of Vaisnavism and Vedanta.

VAISNAVISM
It is generally accepted that Bhagawatism arose as a non--Vedic
cult 35 which for the first time, was included in the Hindu Complex, as
an alternative mode of Moksha in the Bhagawad Gita, which is
admittedly an eclectic compilation36 The system is ritualistic, and
involves: (i) visit to the temple, (ii) selection of material for worship,
(iii) salutation and resorting to the feet of Hari, and (iv) surrender of
the soul with devotion37 It is significant that this Bhakti is entirely
ritualistic, without any reference to socio-moral conduct.
Second, it was accepted only as an alternative mode of Moksha, and
as given a lower priority. Bhagawad Gita does not prescribe a unified
system. Apart from the different modes of Moksha being unintegrated
into any unified whole, the metaphysical position is also incongruous,
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because the dualism of Yoga and the pantheism of Upanishads, exist
side by side with the concept of Vedic ritualism and mysticism.38 It is
believed that the Gita was more concerned in bringing variant systems
within the Hindu fold than with their integration into a systematic
rational whole; and that the permission of Sudras and women to the
path of devotion was allowed because Buddhists had allowed them to
their monastries without discrimination.39 This is supported by the
fact that the Gita gives full sanction to the discriminatory rigidity of
the caste system. It says that the Lord created the four Varnas with
their separate specified duties; and that it is more meritorious to do,
even though inefficiently, the duties of one’s own caste, than to do
even though efficiently, the duties of another caste. “Congenital duty.
O son of Kunti, though defective, ought not be abandoned”.40 “On
the one hand, we purify our minds by non-attachment, and yet, on the
other hand, we continue to perform all the ritualistic and other duties
belong-ing to our particular caste or stage of life, i.e., the prescribed
stages of Four Ashrams”.41 In the Bhagawad Gita and the system of
Ramanuja, Bhakti meant only Upasna and just meditation with
contemplative union with God as the goal. This Bhakti does not involve
any devotional or personal love.42 The duties prescribed are just those
of one’s caste or profession. Any mobility in choosing a profession is
barred. In the social field, caste ideology was supreme. Arjun was
induced to take up arms, because that was his caste duty as a Kshatriya.
It has been the duty of kings to keep Brahmin advisers, maintain the
caste order, and to do justice according to caste rules.43
Later arose the theory of Avtaarhood, meaning that God
incarnated Himself in order to save man. This doctrine is a Vaisnava
contribution. It is believed that, as in the case of eclectic
Bhagawad Gita, the doctrine of Avtaarhood was only a way of
absorbing heterodox and variant cults, by declaring their gods
to be the incarna-tions of Vishnu. 44 Accordingly, founders of
even dualistic systems like Sankhya and Jainism, Kapila and
Rsabha respectively, were declared Avtaars. While this doctrine
helped the absorption of heterodox creeds, and made the new
entrants to accept the authority of the Vedas and the Brahminical
ideology of the caste, it could evidently not make
for the development of a coherent or unified religious or metaphysical
system, prescribing an integrated methodology or goal.
The next phase in Vaisnavism is the period of Sandilya and
Bhagawat Purana. Alwar saints appeared in the South, and saints like
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Tukaram, Ramanand, Mirabai, Chaitanya and others, arose in the West,
North and East of India. Or Tara Chand believes that this development
took place, quite often in the lower sections of the Hindu society,
following the influence and impact of Islam, which was non- hierarchical.
Although there are many exponents of Vaisnavism like Nimbarka, or
Madhava who is a dualist, Ramanuja, the author of ‘Vashist Advaita’,
is considered to be the best among them. His system is pantheistic,
Brahman being both manifest and unmanifest. The individual souls
and the material world are considered the body or the attributes of
Brahman. 45 He accepts the presence of Ahankara, and explains
human activity virtually on the basis of dualistic Sankhya. Ishwara
exists in five forms, (i) as Narayana or Paravasudeva, wearing jewels
and ornaments, he lives in Vaikuntha on a throne, surrounded by
Sesa (the Serpent), Garuda and other delivered souls, (ii)as in four
other forms including that of Vasudeva to enable men to worship
him, (iii) as in the Avtaras, Lord Rama, Fish, Tortoise, Swan and
others, (iv)as in the soul of each being when it goes to heaven or
hell, arid (v) as in the idols kept in houses. Souls are of three kinds:
(i) eternal souls like that of Garuda, (ii) the delivered souls, and (iii) the
bound ones.46
The Bhakti is integrated with ritualism and Jnanayoga, which
are its essential components. Ramanuja considers Vedic ritualism and
Brahm Vidya of Upanishads as of equal validity, so much so, that
ritualistic acts have to be practised even by a Jnani. This Bhakti is
open only to the three higher castes. To Sudras, only the system of
surrender or Prapati is open.47 The caste ideology and ideas of
pollution, are accepted and practised. Brahmins only can be priests for
idol worship. The concept of pollution is so important that if while
cooking or eating one’s food, another person casts a glance on it, the
entire food has to be thrown away.48 Celibacy is recommended and
women are con-sidered sin-born. They are, therefore, neither admitted
as Vaisnavas .49
In Bhagawat Purana nine modes of worship are suggested,
which are all ritualistic, like listening to the praise of God, repeating the
name of God, image worship, etc., without any socio-moral activity.
Padrna purana prescribes seven modes of worship, (i) imprinting of
marks on the body and forehead, (ii) repeating mantras, (iii) drinking
water used for the feet of the idol, (iv) eating food offered to the idol, (v)
service of the devotees, (vi) fasting on designated days of the lunar
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month, and (vii) laying tulsi leaves at the feet of the idol.50
Both Vallabha and Chaitanya accept Bhakti as the sole mode of
Moksha. In Vallabha’s system the modes of worship are all formal, like
singing the praises of God, Aarti, image worship, etc, A householder’s
life is allowed, but the devotee visits the temple of the Guru for worship
of the idol at fixed intervals.51 For Chaitanya, Bhakti is extremely
emotional, involving ecstatic dancing and singing. His devotees were
from all castes and creeds. including Muslims. But, the followers, except
for Bairagis, observed the caste system, regarding cooking and other
matters. The spiritual teachers are celibates.52
It is necessary to state that Karma yoga meant ritual acts and
not socio-moral deeds.53 Because of general insistence on celibacy,
socio-moral activity is virtually excluded. Maitra, who made a detailed
study of the ethics of all Hindu systems, writes that a common feature
of the doctrine of the ideal life, is “the conception of the ideal as a
negation or at least as a transcendence of the empirical life proper and
that this state is thus a supermoral spiritual ideal rather than a strictly
moral idea.54 “It is a transcendental state of deliverance from all struggles
of life.”55
In sum, Vaisnavism has seven fundamentals. Its scriptures, as
of all Hindu systems, are the Vedas and Upanishads. Second, it accepts
the doctrine of Avtaarhood. Third, the ideology of caste is accepted
fully, as also the concept of pollution. Fourth, the methodology of
worship or devotion is formal, ritualistic, contemplative, or intensely
emotional, without any reference to socio-moral activity. Hooper, who
has made a detailed study of Alwar saints, says that moral character is
hardly a strong feature of their Bhakti.5656 Spencer, S.: op. cit., p. 58
Fifth, the entire approach is other-worldly, and for liberation from the
tangles of life. Consequently, except in the case of Vallabha, celibacy
is the rule, and the position of woman is distinctly downgraded, being
considered a temptress. Ramanuja denies Vedic studies to women.
They were not allowed to become nuns. Shankradeva, a liberal saint,
says, “Of all the terrible aspirations of the world, woman’s is the ugliest.
A slight side glance of hers captivates even the hearts of celebrated
sages. Her sight destroys prayers, penance and meditation. Knowing
this, the wise keep away from the company of women”.57 This saint did
not allow women to join the religious functions of men. It is stated that
he was interested only in: “Establishing religious freedom and
fellowship rather than a social overhaul. The trouble about the
improvement of social conditions, perhaps, deemed to him as little
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profitable.” Sixth, ahimsa is prescribed as a cardinal rule for all
Vaisnavas. Seventh, the goal is union with or merger in God or Brahman.
The Jivan Mukta has no role to play in life, although ritualistic duties
are prescribed until the end of one’s days. In Hinduism, the sexual or
Tantric method is accepted as an alternative system of Moksha, and a
saint like Rama Krishana58 also accepts its validity.

VEDANTA
Basically Upanishadic thought is the Vedantic thought. This
system is mainly opposed to the earlier Vedic ritualism (Purva
Miman-sa). But, in itself it is very variant. It can form the basis of
Pantheism, Monism, Materialism, etc., i.e., of the world being the
emanation of Brahman, the world being just illusory, and Brahman
alone being real, etc.59 Philosophers like Shankra, Ramanuja, Madhava,
Nimbarka and others, have all given divergent interpretations of the
Upanishads. Upanishadic thoughts were not meant to be a religious
system. These comprise teachings meant only for a small section most
of whom had withdrawn to the seclusion of the forest. The search was
for an intui-tional and mystic experience of unity with Brahman, with
the knowledge of which everything became known. The fundamental
reality is not personal, like God of theists to whom one prays with
devotion and love. Hence the concepts of “That thou art”, “I am
Brahman”, of Katha Upanisad, “He who perceives diversity in this
world, suffers the death of all deaths”; and of Brahman alone being
real, the rest being false and illusory. 60 Upanishads being speculative,
contained divergent and contradictory thoughts without any attempt
to reconcile them. The methodology is primarily meditational with the
ideal of four Ashramas, the last two Ashramas being basically
other-worldly and ascetic, involving disconnection with the delusive
secular life.61 The final achievement is the result of one’s own efforts
and not the gift of God or His grace. The Jivanmukta has no role to
play and is indifferent to all activity, good or bad.62 For, he transcends the
condi-tion of worldly existence. Later, the authors of the Upanishads also
accepted the validity of Vedic ritualism and its social commands regarding
caste. As such) they have become a component of the overall Vedic system,
and have got scriptural sanctity as a limb of the Vedas. This background
of the various Upanishads has to be kept in view in understanding
Vedanta. Hmyanna writes, The diversity of teaching noticed in
connection with theoretical teaching of the Upanishada has its reflex
in then means of achieving it.63 For example, one Upanishad alone
mentions three such different means of attaining immortality, devotion
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to truth, penance and Vedic study and ascribing them to three specific
teachers”.64 Second, the Upanishads and the sanctioned social system
of the period gave clear approval to the caste system. The Chandoya
writes, “The wicked are born again as out cas-tes, dogs or swine”. 65
The Brihadaraniyaka (VI.2, 15-16) gives a similar account. Evidently,
the Upanishadic system, although other-worldly and meditational,
accepts the ritualism and the caste ideology of the Vedas. We have
briefly indicated the views of Ramanuja and his Vashist Advaita. We
give hereafter the Vedanta of Shankra, which is the most popular
Vedantic system.
Shankra and his predecessor Gaudapada pursue the line of
thought in the Upanishads which considers the world to be just mithya
(illusion), and Brahman alone to be real. Gaudapada, writes, “The
manifold universe does not exist as a form of reality, nor does it exist of
itself’. “Having attained to non-duality one should behave in this
world like an insensible object”.66 According to Shankra, all diversity
is false (mithya). Therefore, to work while accepting the phenomenal
existence of the world is sheer avidya (ignorance). The goal is to
realise the truth of Brahman alone being real, and to deny the world.
Ishwara and individual souls are parts of Brahman. Man is ignorant,
since he fails to realise that all change in the world is without meaning
or validity. This view denies the very basis of all socio-moral life.
Shankra says, “I am not born. How can there be either birth or death
for me? I am neither male nor female, nor am I sexless. I am the blessed
peaceful one who is the only cause of origin and dissolution of the
world”.67 Change in the world is due to Maya which is neither real nor
unreal, nor related to Brahman. The methods of devotion or worship
are considered fruitless, the goal being the Absolute and not Saguan
Brahman, God or Ishwara, which is a lower stage to be transcended by
the Jnani. The faith of devotion, he says, is for persons of narrow or
poor intellect.68 As he cannot deny the scriptural character of the Vedas,
he says that the path of ritualism or sacrifices is prescribed out of
compassion for persons of low or average intellect, and it can gain for
them only heaven.69 As in Sankhya yoga, Withdrawal from the illusory
adjuncts or Maya is suggested. Starting with Vairgya and dissociation
with the world, the mystic achievement can be made only as Sanyasin,
by giving up all works, good or bad, and as one who is unwilling to
accept even the grace of God. The goal is to realise, ‘I am Brahman,
(Aham Brahm asmi).’ It is an intellectual realisation accompanied by
Anubhava. The Jivanmukta has no role to play in life.70 Swami
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Sivananda writes, about the modern Jnanis, Kalkotswami and Mowni
Swami, saying that they “were unconscious of the movement of their
bowels, and the Sevakas had to wash their bottoms.” 71 Such a
Videhimukta “whose individuality is absolutely merged in Brahman,
cannot have the awareness of the world which is non-existent to him.
If his body is to be maintained, it has to be fed and cared for by others.
The Videhimukta is thus not in a position to engage himself for the
good of the World”.72 Self-realisation breaks the chain of causation
and the world appears false to him. Even the idea of God, being of a
lower level, has finally to be transcended. For, “God is only the most
subtle, most magnificent, most flattering false impression of all in this
general spectacle of erroneous self-deception.”73 Evidently, celibacy
is recommended and Shankra calls woman the ‘gateway to hell’.74 No
wonder Zimmer writes, “Such holy magalomania goes past the bounds
of sense. With Sankara, the grandeur of the Supreme human experience
be-comes intellectualized and reveals Its inhuman sterility.”75 Such is
Sankara’s monism for which the world is mithya.

CLASSIFICATION
In the above background, we should like to give a broad
classification of the different religious systems of the world. First, is
the category of religious systems, including practically all Indians
systems, except Sikhism. They are dichotomous in the sense that the
paths of spiritual life and the empirical life are separate. The two Hindu
systems outlined above, belong to this class. In them monasticism,
asceticism, pacificism, sanyasa, celibacy, downgrading of women, caste
ideology in the social life, and ahimsa are normal features. For that
reason, they are considered life-negating, socio-moral activities, as
concluded by Maitra, being irrelevant and of no consequence. The goal is
merger in Brahman or the realisation ‘I am Brahman’. Metaphysically, these
systems are either pantheistic or monistic.
To the second category, belongs Christianity. It is a life affirming
system, but accepts pacificism, monasticism, celibacy and nunneries
as a valid path of spiritual life. To that extent, there is dichotomy in
Catholic Christianity. Women are still not ordained as priests. Life
participation is accepted, but the Sermon on the Mount prescribes
non-resistance or pacificism. It is a Theism, accepting participation in
life and calls God Love. But, because of the appearance of monasticism
and celibacy, it has, like dichotomous systems, become a salvation
religion, more especially after the coming up of Science and
Technol-ogy, when Secularism has become supreme in the empirical
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life. The religion is exclusive in the sense that salvation can be sought
only through Christ.
To the third category, belong the whole-life or miri-piri sys-tems
of Judaism and Islam. Prophet Moses and Prophet Mohammad were
simultaneously spiritual and political leaders. In both the systems,
organisation of social life and a religious society are accepted as the
duties and responsibilities of the religious man. Similarly, the use of
force for a righteous cause is also sanctioned. But, in both these
religions, in the later part of their history, pacificism, monasticism,
asceticism, withdrawal from life and even celibacy, have appeared,
forming separate sects of these religions, like Essenese, Kaballists,
etc., in the former case and different Silsilas or sects of Sufis in the
latter case. This has led to dichotomous tendencies in the life of these
otherwise whole-life or miri-piri religions. Besides, both these religions
are exclusive.
To the fourth category belongs Sikhism. It is a whole-life or a
miri-piri system, involving participation in life and total socio-political
responsibility. In addition, it has three other features. By prescribing
the Kirpan as a part of the wear of Sikhs, two things have been
emphasised by the Tenth Master. First, that the Sikh should not at any
time forget his social responsibility concerning injustice and
oppres-sion. The Kirpan as a hukumnama (order) of the Guru reminds
him of the history and tradition created by the Gurus regarding the
social responsibilities of the Sikh society. Second, the Kirpan stands
as a warning that in Sikhism the paths of withdrawal, pacificism or,
monas-ticism are considered invalid. The point is clarified by the fact
that the sufis never organised a resistance against the tyrannical rule
of the times, although some of them did side with the Gurus; and it was
left to the Sikh Gurus to confront the misrule of the Empire. Its two
other features relate to its universalism. For, the Guru prays to God to
help the troubled world by any means, He may be Gracious enough to
do.76 Second, it is Guru Nanak who says that his mission is, with cooperation of other Godmen, to ferry man across the troubled sea of
life.77
Hence, the above four clear categories, each one of which has
many of its essentials quite distinct from those of the other three.

CONCLUSION
We have stated that the fundamental that determines the
essential principles of a religious system, is the spiritual experience of
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the Prophet, saint or seer, and his vision of the Ultimate Reality. In the
case of Hindu systems, especially the Vedanta, the Reality is satchit-ananda. It is thus a quietist concept of tranquility, peace, truth
and bliss. As against it, in the concept of the Gurus, God is Love and
an Ocean of Values, a God of Will giving direction to the World, and a
Benevolent Enlightener. This determines for the seeker, who is to carry
out His Altruistic Will, total responsibility in all walks of life, God’s
domain being unlimited. The distinction about the Fundamental Reality,
we have indicated, is real, and not just argumentative. For, this is the
first and fundamental cause of difference between dichotomous
religions mentioned above and the life-affirming religions like Sikhism,
Islam and Christianity. Stace has tabulated the spiritual experience of
mystics from the world over. He records blessedness, tranquility,
holiness, unitary consciousness, paradoxicality, etc., as the features
of their experience.78 Similarly, William lames also records that
ex-perience to be passive, noetic, ineffable, transient, and unitary in
consciousness.79 Neither of them states ‘Love’ as the feature of that
religious experience. But Bergson, in his statement about the ultimate
mystic experience calls ‘love’ the principal feature; the other or quietist
experiences, he thinks, do not constitute the final achievement of the
mystic path; and it is for that reason that such mystics are not fully
creative and life-affirming. For him, the test of such experience is that
for mystics having the summit experience, the love of God is
trans-formed into God’s love for all beings in the shape of their activities
and functioning.80 That is the reason that the parable of Abu Ben
Adam is a model in a whole-life religion like Islam. That the distinction
is not artificial, has also been stressed by Aldous Huxley: “The Indians
say, the thought and the thinker and the thing thought about are one,
and then of the way in which this unowned experience becomes
something belonging to me; then no me any more and a kind of satchit-ananda, at one moment without karuna or charity (how odd that
the Vedantists say nothing about Love)... I had an inkling of both
kinds of nirvana - the loveless being, consciousness, bliss, and the
one with love, and above all, sense that one can never love enough.81
Staying
in
this
ecstatic consciousness and cutting oneself off form participation and
commitment to the rest of the world - this is perfectly expressed today,
in powerful slang, in the phrase ‘dropping out’. It completely denies
the facts, it is morally wrong; and finally of course, absolutely
catastrophic”. “Absolutely Catastrophic”.82 “Love and Work - if I
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should put in a nutshell the essence of Aldous’s life. I could not find a
more precise way of saying it”, writes his wife.83 What needs emphasis
is the fundamental difference between the spiritual experience of the
Gurus and that of the Hindu mystics-cum-philosophers. It is because
of this basic difference that one system becomes dichotomous,
involv-ing the separation of the empirical life from the religious life,
with its features of monasticism, asceticism, sanyasa, celibacy and
ahimsa, in the spiritual life, and the discriminatory and hierarchical
caste struc-ture in the empirical life; and the other system becomes
whole-life, sanctioning moral activity and total responsibility in the
empirical life as outlined earlier.
The Guru’s God is both transcendent and immanent, Sargun
and Nirgun,84 as against the Vedantic concept of Brahman being higher
than the concept of Ishwara of God. Second, it thus, remains unrelated
to the delusive world. Third, following from the above, in one case life
is real, and in the other case it is mithya and an entanglement. Fourth,
as against monasticism, asceticism, withdrawal and sanyasa, a
householder’s life is accepted. Fifth, against the recommendation of
celibacy and woman being considered a temptress, she is regarded as
the equal of man and the mother of alllife.85 Sixth, against ahimsa, the
use of force for a righteous cause, as a last resort, is accepted. It is no
accident that of the ten Gurus, five kept armies, organised militarisa-tion
and confrontation with the oppressive Empire. Hence, also the warning
through the Kakka of Kirpan against diversion or reversion to
pacificism or monasticism ignoring social responsibility towards one’s
fellow beings, cardinally essential in a whole-life system. Seventh, the
goal life is to carry out the Altruistic Will of God,86 involving creative
activity, as against merger in Brahman or realization of ‘I am Brahman’.
Eighth, the methodology of virtuous deeds and an active moral life of
securing justice, sharing and equality is recommended as against
ritualism, reflection, contemplation or meditation alone, involving a
super-moral ethic, and not a moral ethic as in a whole-life system.
Hence, there is a complete contrast between the world-view
Vedanta and Vaisnavism, on the one hand and of Sikhism on the other
hands. Sikhism, we may say , accept the “idea that specifically
designated organised bands of men should play a creative part in the
political world destroying the established order, and reconstructing
society according to the Word of God.”87 It believes, as observed by
Collingwood, “The discovery of a relation is at once the discovery of
my thought as reaching God, and of God’s thought as reaching me;
and indistinguishable from this, the performance of an act of mine by
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which I establish a relation with God, and an act of God by which He
establishes a relation with me. To fancy that religion lives either below
or above the limits of reflective thought is fatally to misconceive either
the nature of religion or the nature of reflective thought. It would be
nearer the truth to say that in religion the life of reflection is
con-centrated in its intensest form, and that the special problems of
theoretical and practical life, all take their special forms of segregation
out of the body of the religious consciousness, and retain their vitality
only so far as they preserve their connection with it and with each
other in it”.88 The Gurus state that unless man reaches the fourth stage
of evolution or of Gurmukh, whose consciousness is linked to the
Univer-sal Consciousness or Will, man’s problems of conflict, poverty,
im-morality, and war will continue. It is stated, “God created first Himself,
then Haumain (a sense of individualism), third Maya (multifarious
beings and entities) and fourth the higher stage of Gurmukh, who
always lives truthfully.”89 Thus, Sikh ism is a system of hope, activity
and optimism about the future of man, with willingness to co-operate
with other religions, while accepting God’s graciousness in creating
other paths as well.
Our analysis of the three systems reveals that the world-views
of the Hindu systems, namely, Vaisnavism and Vedanta, are entirely
different, if not in some sense diametrically apart, from that of Sikhism.
Their religious perceptions are different, and consequently their goals,
methodologies, approach to the world, ethics, and world-views are
entirely different. They belong to the class of dichotomous and
salva-tion systems, while Sikhism belongs to a whole-life or miri-piri
system in which the Gurus have particularly guarded the society
against accepting a monastic, pacificist, or life-negating system.
In this context, we fail to find any relevance, meaning, or validity
of any observation indicating that Sikhism is a sect or an offshoot of
Hinduism, with a common theology, and ‘with nine-tenth of Guru
Granth Sahib being Vedantic in essence’. It is well known that neither
Shankra, nor a Jnani, nor a Videhi Mukta would ever, contemplate
participation in the world which is non-existent for him, and
which activity they consider delusive and a fall. We hope that scholars
with a variant view would concede that Guru Arjun who created a
‘State within a State’ and the following five Gurus, who started
militarisation and confrontation with the Empire, well understood the
bani of Guru Nanak and of the other Gurus. Guru Tegh Bahadur, whose
bani is also in the Guru Granth Sahib, distinguished himself as a soldier,
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and for that reason was called Tegh Bahadur. It is he who clearly
spurned the offer of the Emperor that if he gave up socio-political
activities, or organising what he considered to be ‘a Millat and
consequent rebellion’, and confined himself to prayers and preaching,
he would get official grants.90 For, in the perception of the Moghul
Administration: “The Guru was moving around with his disciples, quite
intoxicated with pride, with a view to revolt”.91 But, in the Master was
burning the same Light of spirituality, the same Spirit of Saint-Soldier
as in Guru Nanak. Only because of our personal prejudices and
predilections human perceptions vary.
Ideologically, the Sant-Sipahi or whole-life concept is based on
the view that cultures that fail to provide for moral moorings, which
can be supplied only by religion, so as to enable the society to meet
the challenges of the destructive and aggressive forces of life, inevitably
decay into dichotomy, involving monasticism, sanyasa and
other-worldliness as the path of salvation, and unbridled greed and
injustice in the empirical life. It is for this reason that the inequity of the
caste ideology could survive unchallenged for over three millenia in
India. Similarly, even though Christianity and Christ were life-affirming,
it is because of its pacificism and the exposition of its early theologians
that made it other-worldly, dichotomous and a religion for the search
of a life in heaven. For, Saint Augustine in his ‘City of God’ clearly
believed: “The spread of Christianity would not ensure political and
economic improvement. The earthy city of self-will would continue to
exist amidst the rise and fall of states and empires”.92 It is this dichotomy
that led to large scale massacres, ghettos and crusades in the early
centuries of the Christian Rule, and Hitler, Stalin and Hiroshima in our
century.
We do not propose making any further comments and leave it to
the readers to make their judgment on the issue of the inde-pendent
ideological identity of Sikhism. It is not our intention, in any Way, to
misunderstand or misrepresent the two Hindu systems. For that reason
We have, by and large, purposely confined our interpretation of those
systems to what has been expounded by scholars from
that society.
In the end, it is essential to record that however honest and
analytical may be the interpretation of a believer or of a non-believer in
God or the Ultimate Reality, there will continue to be great
differen-ces between their views. King writes: “One general
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conclusion which I draw from a long study of critics, of which the
above is a sketch, that it is most important to remember the
personality and circumstances bf the critic. In a Natural Science
like Chemistry, it may not be necessary to know anything about
the human being who is writing. In any subject which entails human
subjects the work must be put into a personal context. Accordingly,
one feels every work of critical scholarship should have a
government statutory warning that its consumption may be
deleterious to the soul’s health. If it is to do with religion, it should
also have a statement of ingredients, including the religious
standing of the writer. If he or she is a believer, it is necessary to
know this, so that the critical reader can allow for bias. If he or she
is not a believer, we should have some indication of that too, lest
the disillusionment or enlightenment of a post-Christian, a postJew or a post-whatever, should give the critic rosy coloured
spectacles or a jaundiced outlook”.93 It is not our argument that
non-believers, atheists or agnostics should not write about religion
of their own society or about any other religion. But, we should
like to stress that any attempt on the part of a non-believer to be
dogmatic about a religion or its principles would be plain naivety.
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Singh Sabha Movement – A Revival
Dr Gurdarshan Singh Dhillion
INTRODUCTORY: In recent years some writings have
ap-peared, which seek to suggest that the Singh Sabha Movement
was a reformist movement, that made innovations in the Sikh thought
and practices. Academically speaking, the method to determine whether
a religious movement (Singh Sabha in this case) is reformist or revivalist
is to study four aspects of it. The first aspect is the ideology of the
original movement (Sikhism), and especially whether the movement
under study created changes in that ideology or only invoked the
original ideology of the system to bring about changes in the then
existing practices. Second is the level of achievement in practices which
the original movement (Sikh religion in this case), had made during its
hey day and whether the leaders of the movement under study had
invoked those achievements and the tradition as a model to follow.
Thirdly, what was the fall, if any, in the state of things in the life of the
community that was sought to be changed and how did it measure
with the earlier high mark of the tradition, i.e. what was the then state
of affairs and practices that were sought to be changed. Fourthly, how
do the changes brought about by the leaders of the new movement
(Singh Sabha in this case) compare with the earlier tradition and whether
or not those were in consonance with it or entirely variant from it.
We are dividing our present paper into four parts so as to make
a proper assessment of the Singh Sabha Movement. Side by side we
shall be considering some variant views in the light of our discussion
of the subject. We shall first state the fundamentals of the Sikh ideology
especially those where Sikhism radically departed from the earlier Indian
traditions.
SIKH IDEOLOGY: Sikhism arose in the 16th century as an entirely
new ideology, opposed in its fundamentals to those of the contemporary
religions. It challenged the fanaticism and religious hypocrisy of the
Brahmins and the political oppression of the contemporary rulers. Guru
Nanak, the first Sikh Guru, stressed the oneness of God, Immanent,
Creator, ‘who is the Timeless, Eternal Reality, Formless, Unborn,
Unincarnated and self-existent without Fear and Rancor and who is
realised by the Enlightener’s Grace.’ These attributes are incorporated in
the ‘Mool-Mantra’ of Guru Nanak’s Japji, which is the ‘fundamental primal
text expounding the beliefs of Sikhism’. He explicitly denounced all
those religious traditions which denied the unity of God. He declared
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that “the belief in gods and goddesses was the source of Maya (The
great Illusion)”1 which led people astray. The Gurus accept ‘Ek Onkar’
as a declaration of the unity of God. In Asa Rag, the Guru says: “Six are
the (Hindu) Shashtras and six their authors who have laid down six
different philosophical concepts. But the Guru of these gurus is God
Himself.”2
Guru Nanak led a crusade against the caste system, idolatory,
ritualism, asceticism and Brahmin’s claim to superiority. He put an end
to the role of middle-men (Brahmins) in man’s relation with God. He
advocated that man can be one with Him through his own good deeds.
He emphasised moral virtues and considered rituals to be a hindrance
in the salvation of man. He denounced idol worship of gods in most
explicit terms: “The ignorant fools take stones and worship them, O
Hindus, how shall the stone which itself sinketh carry you across?”3
He rejected asceticism and emphasised truthful living based on good
deeds and righteousness. He impressed upon his followers that
salva-tion could be attain, through the fulfilment of one’s duties towards
family and society. For Guru Nanak social responsibility forms an
integral part of the spiritual attributes of the ideal man. It is this element
that constitutes one of the essential tenets of the Sikh faith. It is this
element that gives Sikhism its distinctive and historic charcter, role
and personality.
Guru Nanak laid emphasis on the brotherhood of man and
strongly condemned social inequality. He declared: “The sense of
high and low, and of caste and colour, such are the illusions created in
man.”4 He raised his voice against economic exploitation and political
despotism of his times. According to Guru Nanak, the world is not
only real but it is a meaningful place where God’s Creative and
Attributive Will works. That is ‘God being riches to the poor, milk to
the child, and eyes to the blind’,5 the seeker has to follow the ethical
path of values and virtues laid down by God and the Guru. It is clear
that in Guru Nanak’s mission of love, two objectives become logically
uppermost; and these he emphasized unambiguously in his Bani,
namely that he was to establish equality and fraternity among men,
and that it was the duty and responsibility of the religious man
and the religious society he was creating to resist oppression
and safeguard human rights and values. The life affirming faith
founded by Guru Nanak attracted a large number of followers
who found in it a welcome escape from the
debasing caste discrimination, Brahmanical domination and empty
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ritualism. It is a revolutionary system in which the dichotomy between
the spiritual life and the empirical life of man was emphatically broken
for the first time in the East. It was Guru Nanak who laid and led the
path of universal love and the emancipation of man without distinction
of caste and creed. The call for this mission was given by him in these
terms:
“If thou art zealous of playing the game of Love,
Then come upon my path with head on thy palm
Yea, once thou settest thy foot on this way,
Then find not a way out, and be prepared to lay down thy head.’6
It is in this context that the importance of Guru Nanak’s criticism
of the doctrine of Ahimsa should be understood. “Men discriminate
not and quarrel over meat eating, they do not know what is flesh and
what is non-flesh, or what is sin and what is not sin.”7 “Life”, he said,
“is in every grain of corn or seed.”8
LEVEL OF ACHIEVEMENT: It is in this background that we
have to charter the course of Sikh history from Guru Nanak to Guru
Gobind Singh. After Guru Nanak, the period of the next three Gurus
relates mainly to the creation, expansion, and organisation of a cohesive
society or Panth Guru Nanak had started. With each succeed-ing Guru,
Sikhism became increasingly crystallised and in-stitutionalised into a
distinct faith and society. The next major landmark was the time of the
fifth Guru, who not only complied the scripture of the new society,
thereby weaning it away from all earlier beliefs, sought confrontation
with the empire, and made the supreme sacrifice of his life, but also
created in his life-time what Dr. H.R. Gupta calls “a state within state”.
No wonder Emperor Jahangir took note of this mounting challenge
and attacked the Sikh society.9 From this time onward, the Sikhs had to
make tremendous sacrifices and undergo sufferings to preserve their
faith.
Further, it is important to understand that the doctrine of Miri
and ‘Piri’ proclaimed by the sixth Guru, Hargobind, is the natural and
inevitable corollary of the path of love and true service of man, of the
rejection of asceticism and monasticism, the acceptance of the
householder’s life and responsibilty, and of securing justice, equality
and freedom for all, preached by Guru Nanak. The Guru justified the
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use of force to uphold justice and righteousness and to defend the
oppressed. The ninth Sikh Guru, Tegh Bahadur, carried on the Sikh
tradition of martrydom for the cause of justice and emancipation of
man.
The tenth Sikh Guru, Gobind Singh, laid down baptismal (Amrit)
ceremony for the Sikhs, initiated them into the Khalsa and prescribed
the wearing of five K’s. Those who went through baptism, became
members of the Khalsa brotherhood. The organisation was committed
to pursuing the right path and resisting and undoing injus-tice, tyranny
and aggression, since in the Sikh society it was a religious duty and
social responsibility to promote and maintain righteousness. The Guru
also furnished the order of the Khalsa with the institutions of ‘Panj
Piyaras’ (Five beloved ones or leaders) and Daswandh (volun-tary
contribution of one tenth of one’s income to the exchequer of the
Panth), thereby bestowing upon the organisation the character of a
self-contained community. It is significant to note that of the five
beloved ones (Piyaras) baptised by the tenth Guru, four belonged to
what the Indian society then regarded as the Shudra caste. The Guru’s
object was to obliterate all distinctions of caste and creed and weld his
followers into a choesive society. The Sikhs and the five beloved ones
were amazed when the Guru requested them to initiate him into the
Khalsa brotherhood in exactly the same manner as he had initiated
them. By this symbolic act the Guru invested the Khalsa with leadership
of the Panth and the authority of his pesonality. Henceforward the
Guru was the Khalsa and the Khalsa was the Guru. Sikhism, thus,
emerged as the most democratic religion in the world.
The Gurus categorically rejected all those beliefs, rituals or
ceremonies that implied the recognition of anything but one true Lord.
In order to emphasize the complete independence and separateness of
Sikh ideology, Guru Gobind Singh introduced the ‘Nash’ doctrine,
involving ‘Kritnash’ ‘Kulnash’, ‘Dharamnash’, ‘Bharamnash’ and
‘Karamnash’ i.e. giving up of all those beliefs prejudices and traditions
that stood in the way of the sole worship of the Supreme Being.10 In this
way they made a complete break of the Sikh society with the past religious
systems, traditions and customs. The Guru accomplished this manysided transformation in bold defiance of the age old beliefs, dogmas and
conservatism of the traditional Indian religions. The Khalsa created by
Guru Gobind Singh was unique both in its internal features and external
form and was to play a vital role in the Indian History. In the words of
J.D. Cunningham, “A living spirit possesses the whole Sikh people
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and the impress of Gobind has not only elevated and altered the
constitution of their minds but has operated materially and given
amplitude to their physical frames.11
Let us here record the relevant and clean injunctions of Guru
Gobind Singh, “He who keeps alight the torch of Truth and with love
has faith only in One Supreme Being, and does not believe, even by
mistake, in fasting, monstic life, or worship of graves or ancestors, is.
the true Khalsa.”12 Further, a few extracts from the report of a Muslim
chronicler, Ahmad Shah Batala, as given in his book ‘Twarikh-i-Hind’,
of the speech by Guru Gobind Singh given at the time of the Amrit
(Baptism) ceremony are as follows: “I wish you all to embrace one
creed and follow one path, obliterating all differences of religion. Let
the four Hindu castes, who have different rules laid down for them in
the Shastras, abandon them altogether and mix freely with one another.
Let no one deem himself superior to another. Do not follow the old
scriptures. Let none pay heed to the Ganges and other places of
pilgrimage which are considred holy in the Hindu religion or adore
Hindu deities, like Rama, Krishna, Brahma and Durga, but all should
have faith only in Guru Nanak and his successors. Let men of four
castes receive my baptism, eat out of the same vessel and feel no
disgust or contempt or one another.”13
The spirit of Guru Gobind Singh was carried on by Banda Singh
Bahadur and his men, who fought against the Mughals under the
most inhospitable circumstances. But they stuck to their faith and
principles till the end of their lives. The Sikh devotion to their religion
and their spirit is evident from the fact that out of 740 Sikh prisoners of
war, who were executed in Delhi along with Banda, not one deserted
the faith, even while given the choice to do so.14
SIKHISM IN 19TH CENTURY: Here it is necessary to give a
demographic picture of the Sikh community from the 18th to the 19th
century. The struggle and the persecution of the Sikhs was severest
during the mid 18th century. A price was put on every Sikh head and
three times it was reported to the authorities that the Sikhs had been
exterminated root and branch.15 During this period of struggle, it is
reported that at one time barely two thousand guerillas were left.16
This was spirit and character of the Sikhs, when they gained power in
after half of the 18th century. The establishment of the Khalsa
commonwealth, naturally, gave, opportunity both to Muslim and Hindu
populations to seek conversion for reasons which were obviously
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mun-dane. The Sikhs never started any proselytising campaign because
it is not sanctified in their religion. Obviously, these new entrants were
slow in shedding some of their old personal, family or customary
prejudices and beliefs, which included faith in local gods and
goddesses, saints, fakirs and Pirs. In the time of Ranjit Singh the number
of Sikhs, thus, rose to 10-11 lacs.17 The first census in 1881 reports that
the number of Sikhs was 17 lacs.18 It is evident that this large-scale
increase in the number of Sikhs is certainly not due to the natural
increase in the members of the faith, who had struggled to power in the
18th century. Regarding the Sikhs in the second half of the 19th century,
Ibbetson reports that with the exception of the Akalis, who still adhered
to the ordinances of the Khalsa, many of the original observances of
the Sikhs had fallen in disuse but for the five external signs and
abstinence from tobacco.19 Similarly, the Sehjdhari group of Nirankaris,
who were sixty thousand at the time of the census of 1891 never
believed in any god or goddess and adhered strictly to faith in Guru
Granth Sahib as the sole scripture and guide.20
A demoralising effect of the annexation of the Punjab was that
some of the Sikh Gyanis, who were very learned in their special
departments, did not find jobs for their talents. They, therefore, went
over to the Hindus and taught their religious books. Apart from decline
in the dissemination of Sikh thought, they, in order to please their
employers, started giving Hindu tint to the Sikh doctrines and beliefs,
casusing thereby great harm to Sikhism. Secondly, it is also true that
many of the Hindu entrants of the Sikh faith who had naturally curbed
or shed Hindu rituals and customs during the Sikh rule, reverted to
their old prejudices and practices.
Before the advent of the Singh Sabha Movement in 1873, the
Sikh society was, thus, passing through a lean phase. With their
uncer-tain political future, Sikhs had become a prey to Brahmanical
Hin-duism and the socio-religious fabric of the community was being
damaged. Owing to the weakness of some of the Neo-Sikhs, the number
of Sikhs embracing the other faiths was increasing steadily.21 A
con-temporary observer noted, “Just as we do not see any Buddhist
in the country except in images, in the same fashion, the Sikhs, who are
now here and there, visible in their turbans and their other religious
forms like wrist-bangles and swords, will be seen only in pictures and
museums. Their own sons and grandsons clad in coats and trousers and
suppporting mushroom-like caps will go to see them in museums and
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say in their Pidgin Punjabi, ‘Look, that is the picture of a Sikh - the tribe
that inhabited this country once upon a time.’22
The proselytising activities of the Christian missionaries also
alarmed the Sikhs. The historic conversion of Maharaja Dalip Singh
(son of Maharaja Ranjit Singh) and Raja Harnam Singh of Kapurthala
to Christiamty came as a rude shock to the Sikhs.23 The loss of political
power (Punjab was annexed by the British in 1849) also left a
demoralising effect on them. It was at this juncture that the Singh
Sabha assumed the leadership of the Sikhs.24
The Singh Sabha played a significant role in the socio-religious
regeneration of the Sikh community. It made the Sikhs aware of their
great spiritual and cultural heritage, and of their being the ‘Khalsa is
the pure. By emphasis on the Sikh practices, social laws, customs and
Punjabi language, it welded the Sikhs, once again, into an independent
community, bound together by faith in the teachings of their Gurus.
The key-note of the Singh Sabha was ‘Back to Guru Granth Sahib’.
The object was to restore the purity of Sikhism by abolishing later
accretions and superstitious practices, which did not stand the test of
old Sikh Maryada or the teachings of the Gurus.
As stated earlier, the Sikh society consisted of the two distinct
segments; those from the old Sikh stock who had struggled
successfully through the persecutions and the revolutionary fire of
the 18th century; and second, those large number of Hindu converts
to Sikhism who had for the sake of convenience swelled the Sikh ranks
during the Sikh rule. Ibbetson made it clear that the Akali section fully
adhered to the injunctions of the Guru;25 the same was the position of
the old Sehjdharis or Narankaris.26 Obviously, all the Hindu converts
could not shed some of their old customs and prejuices in a generation
or two. Almost three fourth of the Sikhs belonged to this stock. The
position, so glibly talked about that in old days one member of a family
was. a Hindu and another a Sikh, related exectly to this converted
section of the Sikhs, and not to the old Sikh families of the 18th century,
when being a Sikh involved risk to life. It is this large section that
carried a back-log of Hindu prejudices which the Singh Sabha was out to
eliminate. There was also another problem. Some of the descendents of
the Gurus, because of the wealth bestowed on them and the respect they
commanded during the Sikh rule, started the cult of personal worship and
collection of offerings. This practice, though in con-sonance with the
old Hindu culture, was violative of Sikh doctrines, where the Gurus
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“had prohibited touching the feet of so-called pious men and had
stated that the religious path lay in working hard and sharing one’s
income with others”27 But, these wealthy Sikhs had got a vested interest
in these cults, because personal worship brought them offerings from
both their Sikh and non-Sikh followers.28 Out of the sheer self-interest
of maintaining their income and offerings from their Hindu followers,
they started saying that the Gurus had preached the same religious
system as in the Vedas, even though the Gurus had called “the Vedic
doctrines to be misleading concerning caste, heaven, hell, etc.’29 The
Singh Sabha had, thus, not only to preach against Hindu practices,
but had also to fight these Sikh vested interests who kept and
patronised men like A.S. Vahiria and Gulab Singh, who wrote things
which were palpably against the Guru Granth and its message.
Recently some scholars in the West have presented a distorted
version of the nineteenth century Sikhism. H.S. Oberoi, (presently in
the chair of Sikh and Punjabi Studies at the University of British
Columbia, Canada) for example, is a clear instance of having
mis-represented the Sikh Tradition30 He has tried to romanticise the
myths and glamourise the long-forgotten superstitions. His entire
exercise seems to be devoted to projecting the late 19th century revival
of Sikhism as neo-Sikhism. His evaluation of Sikhism is neither
com-prehensive, nor objective. In fact, it is obvious that his treatment
of the subject betrays a major lapse in the methodology of study.
Because, in his entire paper, he has completely ignored the two
essential aspects of the issue discussed by us earlier. He has completely
misrepresented the matter by harping only on some features of the late
19th century Sikhism and then wrongly projecting them to be the
integral part of earlier or original Sikhism.
H.S. Oberoi in his paper entitled, ‘Re-reading Sikh Ex-perience in
the Nineteenth Century’, read recently at a seminar at Berkeley (U.S.A.),
observes, “The word Sanatan derives from Sanskrit and has
connotation of something that is ancient, almost as if out of secular
time. The Sanatanist Sikhs, therefore, believed that these cus-toms,
tites and rituals had origins in the beginnings of time, when the universe
came into existence and were beyond the pale of diachronic time’... ‘The
fact that the Sikhs took part in the myths, worship and cults of miracle
saints, goddesses and village gods does not imply that Sikhism was in a
state of decline or irrational. These practices were an
integral part of a coherent way of life and should not be judged from
standards which were invented at the turn of the century.”
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Let us now examine the position stated by Oberoi in his paper.
He mentions four practices which he claims to be ancient and native to
Sikhs of the times. These are the worship of Sakhi Sarvar, Guga Pir,
Seetla Devi and village ancestors. A close examination of Oberoi’s
paper reveals that he has merely tried to conceal the reality by resort to
vague generalisations and by giving unnecessary details of the
con-cerned practices without specifying the extent of their prevalence
in the Sikh Society.
We first take up the case of the worship of Sakhi Sarvar which is
the only practice of which he has indicated some data in support of his
argument by saying that less than 3% Sikhs had faith in Sakhi Sarvar.
Otherwise, about twenty pages of his paper are filled with irrelevant
verbiage giving just a journalistic description of the four practices.
The entire structure of Oberoi’s argument is based on the flimsy premises
that these practices were native and ancient and no one ever prohibited
them. He writes, “It was Sikh reforemers in the 19th century who for
the first time labelled many of the current beliefs and practices among
the Sikhs as acts of deviance and expressions of a superstitious mind.”
This observation of Oberoi is a clear mis-statement. The Guru Granth
is full of hymns rejecting the spiritual character of Devis, Jogis, Pirs,
etc. “Afflicted are Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva, afflicted is the entire
world.”31 “The Vedas do not know His greatness. Neither Brahma, nor
Shiva have any clue of Him. The Devis and Devtas have sought to
know Him but failed.”32
In the Sikh tradition there are four stories concerning the futility
of Sakhi Sarvar worship. The first story is of a Sakhi Sarvaria, Bhai
Manj, coming to Guru Arjan for religious guidance. The Guru’s reply is
very revealing of the Sikh thesis. He said, “You may go on with the
easy path of Sakhi Sarvar worship, because Sikhism is a very difficult
path and unless you are willing to be dispossessed of your wealth and
to sacrifice your very life, it is no use coming to me.” But, Bhai Manj
did become a Sikh.33 The second story also concern, Guru Arjan when
he deprecated the Sakhi Sarvar practice of preparing a big cake and
presenting it before the priest who read Durud (a verse from Quran)
and then kept the cake, giving only a marginal part to the devotees.
The Guru says, “Without the true Guru they must sit and Watch
without eating until the Durud is read.” 34 The Guru, thus,
denounced the practice of seeking benediction of the priest, for, only
a true Guru could lead one to the right path. The third story is of a
Sikh’s daughter having been married to the son of a Sakhi Sarvaria.
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The bride seeks the blessings of Guru Hargobind and her husband
also becomes a Sikh. A tussle develops between the groom and his
father when the former demolishes the family shrine of Sakhi Sarvar.
But the groom continues to be a Sikh. Later, his handsome son founds
a village called now Bhai Rupa in Nabha State.35 A similar story
concerning the futility of Sakhi Sarvar worship relates to the time of
Guru Tegh Bahadur, when he visited Patiala area. 36 In fact, Sikh writings
and Rehtnamas or categorically prohibit the worship of Devi, Devtas,
saints etc37 Even Bhangu in his “Panth Parkash” (mid 19th century)
specifi-cally condemns the worship of Sakhi Sarvar. He says that the
Sikhs did not believe in ghosts, spirits and graves nor did they have
any faith in the Guga and the Sakhi Sarvar. He rather refers to the
“frequent clashes between the Sikhs and the Sarvarias in the villages
and towns of Punjab.”38 Therefore, in the face of a clear rejection of the
Sakhi Sarvar practice by the Guru, the Sikh religious literature, and the
tradition, the existence of a marginal residue of the Sakhi Sarvarias
among the new Hindu entrants of Sikhism, only shows how
insignificant is its value in drawing a correct picture of the Sikh society
in that period. In fact, it is creditable that under the Sikh influence all
except about 3% of the new entrants had given up their old Hindu
practices.
In this context, Rose clearly endorses Bhangu’s view,
“com-paratively few Sikhs are followers of Sarvar and there is in fact a
sort of opposition in the central districts between Sikhs ‘and Sultanis.
You hear men’ say that one party in a village worships the Guru, the
other worships Sarvar; that is that one party are Sikhs, the other
ordinary Hindus who follow Sarvar. It has been suggested that the
worship of Sarvar probably spread eastward among the Jats in1he
15th and 16th centuries, and was the prevalent cult at the time of the
great develop-ment of Sikhism in the days of Guru Gobind Singh; and
that most of the conversions to the Khalsa faith were from the
worshippers of Sultan. This appears a very probable account of the
origin of such opposition as does exist between these two forms of faith.
As between the Hindus generally and the Sultani there is no sort of
opposition; there are instances in the popular legends of men opposing
the cult of Sarvar, but in the present day the Sultanis are looked on as
ordinary Hindus.”39 Oberoi while he gives irrelevant details of the miraculous
powers attributed to Sakhi Sarvar and lavishly quotes Rose as evidence,
seems to have deliberately concealed the above mentioned conclusion
drawn by Rose and, instead, made the distortion that Singh Sabha
leaders were the first to object to such practices. Such clear mis-
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state-ments are generally made by partisan propagandists but never,
we believe, by any academician. This indicates either a lack of in depth
study or a conscious attempt to suppress facts with a view to
mis-representing Sikhism.
There is another mis-statement when Oberoi says, “His-torians
cannot simply reproduce these value judgements and employ
categories invented by a section of the Sikh elite.” We have seen that
prohibition of these practices was neither the invention of the Singh
Sabha, nor was it the first to object to them. Nor is it true that leaders
of the Singh Sabha formed a section of the Sikh elite. In fact, the
pioneers of the Singh Sabha, namely, Bhais Ditt Singh and Gurmukh
Singh were persons of extremely humble beginnings. Ditt Singh
belonged to a poor Ramdasia family of a small village (Nandpur Kalaur)
of district Ropar .40 Gurmukh Singh’s father was just a cook in
Kapurthala.41 As against that, the persons with vested interests in
personal worship were Baba Sir Khem Singh Bedi, Baba Gurbakhsh
Singh Bedi and Raja of Paridkot. Men like Vahiria were the proteges of
wealthy persons, whom they had kept to propagate their point of view,
even though clearly opposed to the Sikh doctrines in the Guru Granth
Sahib. And who constituted the elite and who represented the voice of
the people and the Sikh culture is evident from the fact that in the
tussle between them, all the local and base Singh Sabhas in the country
shifted their loyalty to the Ditt group, except three which belonged to
the towns or places of these feudal kings.42 It is, therefore, just naive
to suggest that these persons of small beginnings could achieve the
tremendous success, they did achieve, by just innovations or
Inventions, ‘unless what they promoted or preached had the clear
sanction of the scripture and the Sikh tradition.
Regarding Guga, Sitla and ancestor worship., Oberoi has given
no data at all in suppoprt of his argument, meaning thereby that the
extent of these practices was even less significant than the practice of
Sakhi Sarvar worship. Oberoi instead of being precise has written page
after page of a journalistic account of the practices without suggesting
the extent of these practices, their sanction by the Sikh tradition, or
their existence during any earlier period of Sikh history. Every student
of Hindu religion knows that the system, especially under Purva
Mimansa, believes that spiritual and other benefits can be obtained by
the practice of Yajnas, sacrifices, mantras, etc. On the other hand, even
the most elementry student of the Granth Sahib is aware that all such
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practices and worship of Devi, Devatas and the like are regarded as
futile in Sikhism. Let us here just indicate two instan-ces. Every scholar
of Sikhism and Sikh history knows that the basic reason why the
Hindu Hill Rajas refused to cooperate with the tenth Guru was his
rejection of Devi worship and their rituals and caste observances.43
The second instance is of a complaint made to Guru Hargobind about
a Sikh having broken an idol of a Devi.44 The Sikh explained as to what
was the worth of a Devi idol if it could not protect itself. It indicates
that no one respected the Devi or Devatas in the Sikh Society.
Withour indicating any statistical evidence, Oberoi makes another
assertion saying that “the popularity of Sakhi Sarvar among the Sikhs
was matched by another Pir called Guga Pir.” It is necessary to
understand that in the old Punjab, Sikhs were less than 14% and the
Hindus were more than double the number of Sikhs; and even among
the Sikhs about three fourth were 19th century Hindu converts of
convenience. It is, therefore, highly misleading to talk in vague terms
about some Hindu practices current among Punjab Hindus and then
to relate them to the Sikhs on the mere ground that the Singh Sabha
had also preached against them, as being contrary to the Sikh tradition.
Regarding Sitla worship too, Oberoi is equally irrelevant and
vague. The Sikh position about Devi worship both in precept and
practice, has already been indicated. In the article of the ‘Khalsa Akhbar’
of March 6, 1896, it is the entire Punjab population that has been
addressed to give up Sitla worship, without even mentioning the word
Sikh therein. And the advice to the people is to have themselves
inoculated instead of suffering the disease.
About ancestor worship among Sikhs, Oberoi’s observations
are even more far-fetched. He cites Dube’s, ‘Indian Village’ and
Brubaker’s ‘A Study of South Indian Village Goddesses and their
Religious Meaning’. The only reference to the Sikhs is a manual by an
army officer mentioning that Satnamis, Hindus and Sikhs had a prac-tice
of ancestor worship.
From Oberoi’s own paper, it is evident that Sitla, Guga and ancestor
worship among the Sikhs were even less significant than the worship
of Sakhi Sarvar prevalent among less than 3% Sikhs. It is suggested
by Oberoi that though the practice of Sakhi Sarvar worship was
insignificant in 1911 it must have been wide-spread and native to the
Sikh society before the Singh Sabha propaganda. The argument is
quite meaningless. If in the earlier four hundred years of preaching by
the ten Gurus themselves and others, the Sikh tradition could not
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eliminate these Hindu practices entirely, how could the Singh Sabha
workers, with humble beginnings, work this miracle in about one
generation? It is quite significant that in order to prove his point that
in the 19th century there was not much of an ideological difference
between the Hindu and the Sikhs, Oberoi has quoted neither the Gum
Granth nor any Rehtnamas, nor any earlier Sikh Literature or tradions,
but only A.S. Vahiria and Gulab Singh, both spokesmen of the Bedi
group with vested interests in maintaining the cult of personal worship.
So far as the loyalist Gulab Singh is concerned, his propagandist
statement that the four Vedas are also the religious books of the Sikh”is
quite understandable. But for Oberoi to quote him approvingly shows
either poor scholarship and a gross ignorance of the contents of Gum
Granth Sahib, the Nash doctrine of Gum Gobind Singh, the Rehtnamas
and the Sikh religious literature and practices, or a deliberate attempt
at distortion by his avoiding all references to the Guru Granth and
Sikh literature. Even in the article of the Khalsa Akhbar, dated March
29, 1901, it had clearly been argued by the Sikh paper, by quoting the
Guru Granth, that the Gurus had specifically repudiated the doctrine of
the Vedas. But by the use of pointless phraseology, Oberoi suggests
that in the 19th century, Sikhs like the Hindus were believers in Devis,
Devatas, Guga, Sakhi Sarvar and the like. His conclusion is that the
key to understanding Sikhism is that it is a peasant faith as of a
peasantry elsewhere in the world. Even a most elementary knowledge
of the Guru Granth and the teachings of the Gurus, shows that the
Gurus severely condemned these Hindu prac-tices. The view of Vahiria
or Khem Singh Bedi were, thus absurdly in contradiction to the Sikh
religion. And, obviously, it was such clear misrepresentations of the
Sikh Scripture, the leaders of the Singh Sabha were out to oppose. But,
interestingly, it is these very distorters, and promoters of the
malpractices whom Oberoi quotes as authorities so as to prove
what, he asserts, was the norm of Sikhism. Oberoi has also failed
to record the categoric contemporary evidence that the Akalis, the
core of the Panth, were fully adhering to the norm prescribed by
the Gurus. If his conclusion were correct and Sikhs like the Hindu
peasantry were more superstitious worshippers of Devi, Devatas
and Guga and Sakhi Sarvar Pirs, how does Oberoi explain that (i) the
Sikhs, an insignificant section of the population, were able to supplant
the Mughal Empire in the entire north-west and stem once for all the
wave after wave of invaders that had plagued India for a thousand
years, (ii) a leaderless community gave to the British the toughest
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fight, almost to the point of their defeat and annihilation, on the Indian
soil, (iii) the Sikhs were predominantly the people who organised and
manned the first rebellion (Ghaddar rebellion) against the British, (iv)
of the 121 persosns executed and 2646 sentenced to life imprisonment
during the entire freedom struggle during the 20th century, 93 and 2047
respectively were Sikhs45 and (v) during the period of Emeregency
from June, 1975 - March, 1977, involving the suspension of the Indian
Constitution and the abrogation of all human rights and individual
liberties, it was only the Sikhs who conducted a regular civil
disobedience movement (Save Democracy Morcha) suf-fering
imprisonment of over forty thousand persons,46 while in the rest of
India, not even half that number courted arrest or imprisonment,47
CHANGES MADE BY SINGH SABHA: Now, considering the
fourth aspect of the Singh Sabha Movement, namely, the revival it
brought about in the Sikh society, we find that every step they took
and change they made had the full sanction of the Sikh scripture and
tradition. One has only to read Ham Hindu Nahin Hain by Bhai Kahn
Singh and Nakli Sikh Prabodh by Ditt Singh to find that almost every
page quotes the Bani of the Gurus, in support of their suggestions.48
The only new step they took was the establishment of educational
institutions on modern lines and the publication and propagation of
religious literature, not available earlier, because the services of the Printing
Press had then become an easily available facility.
Oberoi denies that Sikh resurgence in the 19th century derived
its inspiration from the teachings of the Gurus and the Sikh scripture.
The greatest contribution of Sikh Sabha lies in projecting Sikh religion
in its traditional perspective. Sikhism is a revealed religion and has a
recorded scripture authenticated by the Guru himself. Oberoi looks
upon Sikhism as a rural religion, which “by definition is a part of the
oral culture of people and it is always difficult to reconstruct and
recover all the elements which go into its making,’” Such statements
completely misrepresent the reality in so far as there is a clear blackout,
of the teachings of the Gurus, of Sikh tradition and practices, and of
Sikh history in the earlier three centuries. In his entire paper, Oberoi
has not quoted even on~ line from the Guru Granth Sahib, indicating
he principles of the Sikh faith; nor has he mentioned any of its
fundamentals on which the Gurus insisted. To talk of the characteristics
of the Sikh faith and beliefs without reference to the Gurus, Guru Granth
Sahib, and the Sikh tradition and history is something com-pletely
incomprehensible, if not delibreately biased. One wonders, how Oberoi
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found a free and easy access to the so-called ‘Oral tradition’ to the
exclusion of the actual Sikh history.
The burden of Oberoi’s thesis is to highlight the points of
deviation and departure from the Sikh tradition. In analysing the nature
of Sikhism he forgets the historical prespective and the Sikh ideology.
Marked by descriptive profusion and meaningless rhetoric, his thesis
betrays an obvious ignorance of the basic tenets of the Sikh faith. By
characterising the aberrations in the 19th century Sikh Society as the
original or ancient Sikhism, he has identified Sikh norms with the Hindu
practices of the neo-converts. He has made a particular black- out’ of
the Sikh history and the Sikh literature and injunctions that specifically
prohibited pre-Sikh Hindu beliefs and practice. The author has taken it
upon himself to select or reject any opinion; thus completely ignoring
the traditional model and negating the original sources and opinions
of many earlier or contemporary scholars. His contention that ‘Sanatan
Sikhism,’ (a term coined by him to name pre-Singh Sabha Sikhism)
constituted real Sikh tradition is self-contradictory and deceptive. This
term has had no place or relevance in the entire history of Sikhism or
any earlier writings pertaining to the Sikhs. A Sikh movement, Singh
Sabha or any other, should be judged in terms of what the Gurus had
taught and the Sikhs had practised in the Guru or the revolutionary
period. Any attempt virtually to legitimize the Hindu practices or the
aberrations against which the Sikh Gurus, the Rahtnamas and Sikh
writings had launched a crusade, is nothing but misleading. Apart
from the clear injunctions of Guru Gobind Singh quoted earlier, a nearcontemporary source also records that ‘Guru Gobind Singh rejected
the paths of both the Hindus and the Muslims and created his own
Panth.’ 49 The Rehtnamas emphasized that ‘The Sikhs should
maintain their separate identity from the caste society.’50 Rattan
Singh Bhangu in his Prachin Panth Prakash, talks of “separate
Identity of the Panth, its egalitarian character, and the plebian
political objectives and character of the Khalsa.”51 The testimony
of earlier injunctions, writings and contemporary observers, cannot
be ignored. Therefore, to designate the lean period of Sikh ism, when
Hindu
practices had crept into it, as Sanatan Sikhism is a misnomer. To assess and
measure the significance of an aberration in the period of decline of
the Sikh movement, without reference to the norms, the long standing
tradition or the injunctions in the scripture or Sikh writings, suggests
a lack of sense of proportion or an attempt at distortion.
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The Singh Sabha leaders aimed at “restoring the pristine purity
of Sikhism,”52 without propounding any philosophy of their Own or
introducing a new practice un sanctioned by the ideology or the
tradition. Any Sikh, who adhered to the injunctions of the ten Gurus
and was ready to serve the community could be admitted to the fold of
the Singh Sabha.53 There was no ceremony to be gone through for this
purpose nor was there any distinctive dress, badge or mark to be
worn. The movement was not a new cult. It retained its democratic
character, despite the efforts of some persons to style themselves as
Gurus and wield control over its affairs. Baba Khem Singh Bedi
introduced a new cult and tried to gain supremacy over the activities
of the Sabha. Being a direct descendent of Guru Nanak, he virtualy
aspired to become a Guru.54 He wanted a well-furnished seat (gadella)
for himself, even in the presence of the Granth Sahib.55 Baba Khem
Singh Bedi wished his authority to be regarded as paramount and
absolute in religious mat-ters and himself to be looked upon as the
Guru in succession to Guru Nanak.56 Bhai Avtar Singh Vahiria, was a
chosen associate of Baba Khem Singh Bedi. In his books, ‘Khalsa
Dharam Shashtar,’ ‘Sikh Dharam Tat Darshan’ and ‘Gurdarshan Shastar,’
he writes that the Sikh Gurus did not prohibit the worship of gods and
goddesses and it was wrong to remove caste distinctions.
Actually, it was such obvious mis-statements that Prof.
Gur-mukh Singh, Giani Ditt Singh, Bhai Mayya Singh and Bhai Jawahar
Singh of the Lahore Singh Sabha were out to controvert. They aimed
at checking “outside influences and undesirable elements which had
crept in Sikhism and thus to restore it to its former purity. “57 Whereas the
appeal of the Khem Singh Bedi and Vahiria group, who had their own
vested interests, was mostly confined to their personal circles, that of
the Lahore Sabha went further and touched the hearts of the general
mass of the community.58 Missionaries (Parcharaks )were sent even in
the interior of the province to spread the message of Sikhism among
hundreds and thousands of the village folks, who constituted the
backbone of the Sikh community and without whose cooperation no
movement could acquire a mass base. They made them aware of the
fundamentals of the Sikh religion, thereby removing all doubts,
regard-ing the identity and practices of the. Khalsa. In the words of
Giani Ditt Singh, “Having sprung from the Hindus, the Sikhs are yet a
separate community, clearly distinguished from them in outward form,
religious and social outlook, conception of God and Gurus, mode of
worship, language of the scriptures and their ideas regarding caste,
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pilgrimage and priesthood.”59 In fact, the pamphlets and writings of
the Singh Sabhaites profusely quote the scripture and religious
writings in sup-port of their views, exhorting Sikhs to shed the wrong
practices that had crept in the Sikh fold following the political confusion
after the defeat of the Khalsa. Bhai Kahan Singh’s book, Ham Hindu
Nahin, (We Are Not Hindus) was a conscious reaction against the
propaganda by some of the Hindus and Sikhs like the Khem Singh
Vahiria group. Giani Gian Singh’s ‘Panth Parkash,’ Naurang Singh’s
‘Sikh Hindu Nahin,’ Jodh Singh’s Sacha Dharmi’ and many others,
also quoted several passages from the Sikh scripture to prove that the
Sikh religion was an independent religion and had nothing to do with
Hinduism. In fact, Sikhism had controverted almost every fundamental
of Hinduism.
Such writings inspired the Sikhs with self confidence and gave
them a renewed sense of distinctiveness and direction.60 The masses
became sufficiently enlightened not to be misled by the Sikh vested
interests and the Arya Samajists, who tried to say that the Sikhs were
a part of the Hindus. The Singh Sabha leaders had a clear and firm
grasp of the issues facing the Sikhs. They rightly realised that the form
and spirit of the Khalsa could be kept intact only if the Sikhs conformed
to the code of conduct prescribed by Guru Gobind Singh. Any laxity in
maintaining the five symbols (the five K’s), they knew would mean a fall from
the faith and would lead to the gradual erosion of the basic Sikh ideals.61 Bhai
Kahan Singh in his books, Gurmat Parbhakar and Gurmat Sucdhakar
quoted several passeges from the Sikh scripture in order to prove that the
worship of images was contrary to the teachings of the Gurus.
The Singh Sabha leaders laid emphasis on the inculcation of
such virtues as love of God, service of one’s fellow beings, purity of
living, charitableness and truthfulness. They made it clear, as the Gurus
had emphasized in their Bani, that the way to one’s moral and spiritual
uplift lay through good deeds and not through miracles, mysteries
and mantras. “The worship of the Almighty in homes is the best of all to
obtain eternal happiness, rather than going to the pilgrimage, where one
Was bound to be misled by the selfish and greedy priests.”62 Misguided
notions regarding the worship of graves, tombs, Samadhs and cremation
marks, which were contrary to Sikh religious injunctions and traditions,
were clearly condemned in the preachings of the Singh Sabha.63 Giani
Ditt Singh’s booklet, Durga Parbodh, was written primarily to dispel
the belief in Pirs and Fakirs which was of no avail and diverted man’s
attention from the path of righteousness. That is why, as indicated
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already, all the thrity seven Singh Sabhas, except the three Sabhas of
Rawalpindi, Faridkot and Amritsar which were per-sonally connected
with Khem Singh and Raja of Faridkot group, followed the lead of the
Ditt Singh Gurmukh Singh group.64
As a result, the period of diffidence was over and Sikhism
regained its self confidence in its historic mission. The Census Report
of 1921 noted: “Sikhism is a religion with a very distinct worship of its
own and having attained a position of independence, is fully entitled
to rank as a separate religion.”65
The passing of the Anand Marriage Act in 1909, legalising the
Sikh form of marriage was a significant achievement of the Singh Sabhas.
Various Sikh organisations and Singh Sabha, sent telegrams and
petitions signed by lacs of Sikhs, demanding the passage of the Act’66
The Government was Impressed by this demonstration of Sikh unity
in favour of this legislation which involved separate Sikh entity. It was
an important step forward because the State was forced to accept the
self assertion of the will of an independent socio-religious com-munity.
The Sabha periodicals, the Khalsa, the Khalsa Akhbar, the
Khalsa Samachar, the Khalsa Advocate and the Sikhs and Sikhism
helped a great deal in projecting the true image of Sikhism. The influence
of these periodicals was tremendous and they greatly helped in
quickening the pace of revival. They succeeded in counteracting the
attack of the Arya Samajists and the Christian Missionaries, who were
misrepresenting the teachings of the Sikh Gurus. These periodicals
were run by persons like Giani Ditt Singh, Bhai Gurmuk Singh, Bhai
Mayya Singh, Bhagat Lakshman Singh, and Bhai Vir Singh who had
been nurtured in the Sikh tradition.
People came in large numbers to receive baptism. A major plank
of the Singh Sabha was a crusade of Amrit Parchar because to revive
the institution of baptism and the connected doctrine of ‘Nash’, making
a complete break with all earlier religious and social traditions, was the
best means of eliminating the Brahmanical practices that had appeared
among the Sikh ranks.67 The Singh Sabha preaching being in line with
the earlier tradition, and having the sanction of the Gurus and the
scripture, no Sikh could ignore or defy them. In fact, the tremendous
success the Singh Sabha revivalists had in bringing back dynamism in
the Sikh life, was entirely due to their ability to invoke the authority of
the Sikh Gurus, the Guru Granth Sahib and the Sikh tradition in support
of everything they said and preached. The chief pillars of the movement,
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workers like Giani Ditt Singh, Bhai Gurmukh Singh, Bhai Mayya Singh,
Bhai Jawahar Singh and Bhagat Lakshman Singh, were very ordinary
persons of hardly any consequence in the socio-economic or the
political life of the community. There was nothing to recommend them
except their devotion to the cause of the great tradition which the
mass of people understood very well.68 It would, therefore, be naive to
suggest that these simple Singh Sabha workers could have the capacity
to impose on the community a new system, or make innovations in the
Sikh ideology or even a major reform, without their suggestdions and
programme being strictly in line with the thesis of the Gurus, especially
when many socially and politically influential persons in the Sikh
community continued to oppose them.69
The Chief Khalsa Diwan formed a sub-committee to suggest
ways and mean to reform the Gurdwaras that had gone into the hands
of Brahmanical priests and vested interests70 But it could not take
effective measures because Mahants and Pujaris who controlled the
Gurdwaras enjoyed the support of the Government.71 After this tussle,
the Mahants and the Pujari’s became hostile to the Singh Sabha
leaders.72 The Sikh public was rudely made conscious of the evil
designs of the Pujaris when they condemned the Komaghata Marn
Sikhs at the Akal Takhat and presented a robe of honour to Gerenal
Dyer after the tragedy of Jallianwala Bagh.73 This made the Sikhs furious.
It took the Sikhs quite some time to get their shrines liberated from the
Mahants and the Pujaris.
Nevertheless, the Singh Sabha succeeded in renewing a sense
of self-awareness among the Sikhs. The movement, which derived its
inspiration from the great spiritual heritage of the Gurus, did not ‘invent’
any standard of its own. It is highly incorrect, rather misleading, to
attribute innovations to a movement which was wholly revivalist in Its
nature and character. In fact, to propound a new ideology was against
the very basic principles of the Singh Sabha. A scholar who sets out to
study and understand the true nature of Sikhism should do so in the
context of the Sikh scripture and the historical background of the
emergence of Sikhism. Oberoi’s assertion that Sikhism is first and
foremost a peasant faith or rural religion, displays a complete lack of
knowledge and understanding of Guru Granh Sahib and the
fun-damentals of Sikhism. This deficiency is common with those who
use social-science methodology in studying a religion and its history.
No where in the history of India or elsewhere in the world, is there any
evidence to suggest that the peasantry could, on its own, devise a
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radically new religious system or sustain a social revolution of the
kind that took place in the Punjab.
Throughout the ages, Sikhism has shown a remarkable poten-cy
and will to grapple with all crisis, without compromising the basic and
enduring values of its faith. It is through tremendous sacrifices and
sufferings that the Sikhs have maintained their identity, ideals and
ethos and carried out the mission entrusted to them by their Gurus.
Their birth, training, tradition and history have marked them out as a
people separate from the rest. It is quite idle to draw simplistic
conclusions about the Sikh religion and its history, without an indepth study and analysis of the Sikh scripture and the role of each
doctrine and institution in shaping the Sikh movement and the
revolutionary changes it brought about.
The study of the Singh Sabha movement in isolation, and in
complete disregard of the Sikh ideology and the earlier Sikh history,
apart from being methodically inadequate and faulty, shows very
clear-ly the failings of a narrow and lopsided approach. Lloyd has
drawn a very interesting caricature of an anthropological view which
would first magnify a very narrow aspect of a social phenomenon’ and
then try to draw inferences therefrom. The social anthropologist who
views religion as a social institution, quite often, fails to take into
account the socio-cultural complex, “constituted by institutions, rules,
beliefs and intentions” and arrives at erroneous conclusions74 Lloyd
has provided a rather amusing account of what a tribal anthropologist
might see if he visited the Brighton beach in the middle of summer The
anthropologist’s account, he says, may read somewhat like the
follow-ing:
“The people of England are religious and devout worshippers
of the sun. Each year they leave their homes and travel to the coast for
the purpose of worship and often take up small accommodation in
tents or in what they call caravans, or live with other people during
their short stay. Each day they begin worship by prostrating themselves
on the shingle in the heat of the sun, which is often so hot that they
wear shields over their eyes. Their bodies become burnt and some
become ill, but few are deterred by this, such is their devotion. At
various times people will baptise themselves in the waters, calling to
each other and waving their arms in ecstacy. At midday, families group
together when a symbolic ceremony takes place. Three-cornered pieces
of bread, known to the natives as ‘sandwiches’, are passed around
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and eaten. During their afternoon they throw symbolic, large, inflated,
multi- coloured orbs to one another, illustrating the dominance of the
sun in their lives. Throughout all this, elders lie motionless in their
canvas seats with their faces covered, in deep and prolonged meditation.
These observances may continue for a family for upto fourteen days,
when they return to their work until the following year.”75
Lloyd says that such an interpretation of what the people of
Brighton beach were doing seems quite consist ant with their physical
movements. That is to say, if these people really were sun-worshipping,
instead of sun-bathing and enjoying themselves, their bodily
move-ments may be no different. The difference lies in how they saw
their movements. What the anthropologist did not do was to see things
the way the natives did, to entertain the ideas they had, to understand
the significance that these things had for them. If we wish to understand
what a person is doing we have to understand not only his beliefs and
intentions but also the socio-cultural context and institutions, norms
and rules which provide the framework within which he forms his
purposes in terms of appraisal of his situation. Oberoi’s study is equally
narrow and inept in its vision.

CONCLUSION
Unless there is a conscious or unconscious effort to damage
and erode the very roots of the Sikh ideology and the Sikh religion, a
correct evaluation of Sikhism cannot be made by a lop-sided or isolated
study of a few rituals and beliefs prevalent in a very small section of
the community during a particularly lean period. The worshipping of a
‘Sakhi Sarvar’ by less than three percent of ignorant and illiterate
villagers or a similar local aberration or belief cannot be regarded as
the views and practice of the entire Sikh community, especially when
the Sikh scripture, tradition and writings had specifically and repeatedly
condemned them, and when three was hardly a trace of them in the
Sikh community of the Guru period or of the 18th century.
People of different religions are quite often found harmonising together in social life and mutually respecting, understanding and
taking part in each other’s modes, ways and doings. For example
‘Purdah’ system which crept into the Hindu society bore the stamp of
Muslim culture. It is misleading to draw inferences about the form and
dynamics of a religion on the basis of socio-cultural practices and
usages, which are local and temporary in character. A visitor to a
Christian Sunday worship in a Punjabi village observed that “many
aspects of the worship were strongly influenced by Punjabi village
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culture - the timing of worship, taking off shoes outside the church,
the separation of the men from the women, the noise and informality of
worship, the music and musical instruments.”76 If some Sikhs and
Muslims worshipped the Sakhi Sarvar, it does not mean that Islam and
Sikhisms are not independent religions or that such worship is native
to the two religions. “Saturnatia, the Roman winter festival of 17-21
December, provided the merriment, gift -giving and candles typical of
later Christmas holidays. Sun worship hung on in Roman Ciiristianity
and Pope Leo I in the middle of the fifth century, rebuked worshippers
who turned round to bow to the sun before entering St. Peter’s basilica,
some pagan customs which were later Christianised,...” In short many
pagan customs continued in Christianity in one form or the nther for
centuries on end.77
There are features which are particular to Punjab and there are
practices derived from the surrounding culture which give it a particular
flavour not found in other parts of the world. Popular legends of “HeerRanjhah’, ‘Sassi-Punnu’ and ‘Sohni-Mahiwal’ (men-tioned by Oberoi)
which found mention in the Punjabi literature placed no impediments
in the recognition of Sikhism as an independent religion.
There are certain features of a culture which are local and
temporal and cannot by any stretch, he deemed to be a part of the
prevailing religious system. Just as the pop music that is a common
feature of the urban life of the Indian community today, could not be
called an integral part of the Brahmanical religion, in the same way it
would be wrong to charcterise folk fables and love stories of Hir Ranjha,
Sassi Pannu, etc. as a part of the Sikh religion.
Our discussion of the four related aspects of the Singh Sabha
movement shows that while it played an important and significant
regenerative role during a lean period of the Sikh history, it was wholly
a revivalist movement working strictly within the parametres of the Sikh
religion and its tradition. In fact, the very reasons that it invoked the
authority of the Guru and the Gurus Granth Sahib and placed before
:he public examples of the Sikh society and Sikh heroes who had
suffered and sacrificed for the principles of Sikh religion, account for
the success of the Singh Sabha leaders in safely and creditably steering
the Sikh community towards its goals.
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Sikh Identity: A Continuing Feature
Dr Gurdarshan Singh Dhillon

INTRODUCTION
In recent years, some western writers, as also a few Indian writers,
particularly sociologists and historians, while writing about Sikh
religion, its injunctions, doctrines and practices have made two
fundamentally fallacious observations by calling Sikhism a tradition
and a pluralistic religion. Such descriptions, apart from being doctrinally
incorrect, give an entirely wrong image of the fundamentals of the
religion and the Sikh society as a whole.
In this paper, we intend clarifying the issue by showing that
Sikhism is not only a well-defined religion but is far from being
pluralis-tic. To out siders not acquainted with Sikhism such
misrepresentations might seem plausible because Hinduism with its
innumerable sects and cults and undefined doctrines has generally
been taken to be a tradition and a pluralistic system. But, for scholars
in India there could hardly be a ground for confusion about Sikhism.
Another two factors have also led to such loose statements even in the
academic field. First, studies in sociology and anthropology have become
so specialised and narrow in scope that scholars sometimes lose the
overall perspective. Unfortunately, after independence the political factor
and the ensuing tensions have also led to some skewing of visions.
We have taken up this issue because in the writings of W:H.
McLeod1, Rajiv Kapur2 and in papers contributed at Berkeley (U.SA.)
and Toronto (Canada), an entirely wrong perspective has been
presented. Our essay deals with, as a case study, the paper of H.S.
Oberoi (presently in the Chair of Sikh and Punjabi studies at the
University of British Columbia, Canada), read at the Conference held
at Toronto in February, 1987 (published in the book, ‘Sikh History and
Religion in the Twentieth Century’ (Joseph T.O .’Connel, Milton Israel,
Willard G. Oxtoby, eds., with W.H. McLeod and J.S. Grewal, visiting
eds.), brought out by Center of South Asian Studies, University of
Toronto, 1988). We have chosen this paper, ‘From Ritual to Counter-Ritual: Rethinking the Hindu-Sikh Question, 1884-1915’, because W.H.
McLeod, book, ‘Who Is A Sikh?”, also suffers from the same drawback, which H.S. Oberoi3 quotes liberally, and presents practically the
same faulty and narrow point of view.
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Oberoi in the opening para of his paper writes, “Until then (late
nineteenth century), the Sikhs had shown little collective interest in
distinguishing themselves from the Hindus. Sikh notions of time, space,
corporality, holiness, kinship, social distinctions, purity and pollution,
and commensality were hardly different from those of the Hindus.
Also, the two shared the territory, language, rites de passage, dietary
taboos, festivals, ritual personnel and key theological doctrines. The
construction of personhood within the two traditions and their
solutions for existential problems were quite alike. In brief, the semi-otic,
cultural, affective and territorial universe of the Sikhs and Hindus was
virtually identicaI.”4
The confusion in the paper starts from the very loose and
incorrect connotations accepted by Oberoi of the words ‘tradition’,
‘holiness’, ‘societal distinctions’, ‘purity’, ‘pollution’ ‘commensality’,
‘key theological doctrines’, etc. Oxford dictionary defines tradition as
something which is supposed to have divine authority but is not
com-mitted to writing;(1) Opinion or belief or custom handed down, from ancestors to
posterity especially orally or by practice. (2) Theological doctrine etc.
suppposed to have divine authority but not committed to writing,
especially. (a) laws held by Pharisees to have been delivered by God to
Moses, (b) oral teaching of Christ and Apostles not recorded in writings
by immediate disciples, (c) words and deeds of Muhammad not in
Koran.

IDEOLOGY
In no religion of the world key theological doctrines, ideas of
purity and pollution, holiness, societal distinctions, commensality, etc.
have been more rigorously defined and authenticated than in the Sikh
scripture, Guru Granth, which the Gurus call the revealed Words
(Shabad)5 But in making his descriptions in reference to theological
Ideas and doctrines, Oberoi completely distorts their meanings since
he never makes any reference to the Guru Granth. Because, a cultural
practice or the acceptance of an idea, if contrary to the injunctions in
the scripture, is an aberration and can never be deemed to redefine the
doctrine or be made the basis of the presence of a deviant group.
Oberoi’s basic fault is that he neither defines Sikhism nor clarifies
how a deviant practice forms the faith of a pluralistic group in Sikhisll1.
For, in a religion, persons violating the vows of marriage are not taken to
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form a new sect of that religion, or a pluralistic group. Therefore, in
order to show the contrast between Sikhism and Hin-duism, and the
two societies, it is necessary to state briefly the fun-damentals of the
Sikh ideology and their difference form the doctrines of Hinduism.
Significantly, the basic principles of Sikhism were defined by Guru
Nanak and he also laid the foundations of its social structure.6 The
later Gurus, only developed that structure and built the Sikh society
clearly in pursuance of those principles. Guru Nanak is the first man in
India, who broke the dichotomy between the spiritual life and the
empirical life of man and made an inalienable combination between the
two. Further, in the Japuji he defines ‘who is a Sikh’ and ‘how to be a
Sikh’ by saying that to be a true person (Sachiara) and break the wall of
darkness, obstructing man’s vision one has to carry out His Will, the
same being Altruistic7 It is this clear definition that brought about a
fundamental departure from the earlier Indian religion, including
Hinduism. At one stroke, Guru Nanak made the following revolution-ary
changes; (1) Instead of the world being Mithya, or a suffering, he
called it rea1.8 (2) He rejected monasticism, asceticism and withdrawal
from life and instead recommended total participation in life and
acceptance of social responsibility9 (3) Instead of down-grading the
status of woman in relation to spiritual life and recommending celebacy,
he recommended a householder’s life and equality of man and woman.10
(4) Instead of the religious doctrine of Varna Ashram Dharma and
consequent rules of caste, pollution, social segregation and
professional immobility, he accepted equality of all men. 11 (5) He rejected
Ahimsa as an inviolable religious doctrine.12 (6) Instead of life-negation,
he recommended life-affirmation in all fields of life.13 (7) In his ethical
monotheism, the Guru Granth clearly denies the idea of Avtars and
their worship, including those of gods and goddesses.14 (8) Instead of
religion being a matter of personal devotion and salva- tion, he, because
of his fundamental doctrine of combining the spiritual with the empirical,
organised a society in which promotion or defence of righteousness
became essentia1.15
Accordingly, Guru Nanak not only organised a society, but he
also created a system of succession so as to develop it on the lines of
his thesis. Hence, the clear difference between Hindu and Sikh societies,
their value systems and social practices. The call Guru Nanak gave to
every seeker was, “If you want to tread the fath of love, then enter
upon my path with your head on your palm”.16
Guru Nanak’s successors from the second Guru onwards created
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various institutions of Manjis and Masands, centres of Sikh
organisation, etc. For, according to Guru Nanak, he was a prophet
ordained to carry out a mission. The Sikh Gurus thus weaned away the
Sikhs from the old Hindu society and created new motivations among
their followers to pursue the mission. Exactly the same words as of
Guru Nanak were spoken by Guru Arjun when Bhai Manj, a Sakhi
Sarvaria, came to seek his advice. The Guru’s reply is very revealing of
the Sikh thesis. He said, “You may go on with the easy path of Sakhi
Sarvar worship, because Sikhism is a very difficult path, and unless
you are willing to be dispossessed of your wealth and to sacrifice your
very life, it is no use coming to me.” But Bhai Manj did become a
Sikh.17 Guru’s statement made two things very clear, namely, the risk
and sacrifices involved in following the Sikh faith, and, secondly, that
a dual loyality to Sikhism and to any other religious system was out of
ques-tion. The Sixth Guru while creating the institution of Akal Takhat
only institutionalised the fundamental doctrine of Guru Nanak
combining spiritual and empirical lives of man. Guru Hargobind made
it clear to Sant Ram Das that he was simply pursuing the mission of
Guru Nanak.18 Guru Nanak’s mission of creating whole men motivated
to accept total responsibility in respect of all spheres of life (SantSipahi ideal) was continued by the subsequent four Gurus till Guru
Gobind Singh did the epitomic work of creating the Khalsa, closing the
line of personal Gurus and entrusting the ideological Guruship to the
Shabad (Guru Granth). He directed the Khalsa to shoulder the total
respon-sibility of defending and pursuing righteousness and justice.
It is ex-tremely significant that demand for total commitment to the
mission, and willingness to sacrifice everything for the cause was the
same as had been made by Guru Nanak and repeated by Guru Arjun to
Bhai Manj. Just like Guru Arjun, Guru Gobind Singh also made it clear
by his Nash doctrine that multiple loyalities and plurality of beliefs
were out of question in Sikhism.19 The only difference was that whereas
both the Khalsa and non-Khalsa Sikhs were Sikhs, every Sikh was not
member of the Khalsa till he had made the necessary commitment
required by the Tenth Master.
FAULTS IN THE ASSUMPTIONS AND METHODOLOGY OF
OBEROI
This conclusion is evident so far as the doctrines were concerned,
everything laid down in the Guru Granth was final and unal-terable.
Secondly, that so far as plurality is concerned one could only
be a Sikh or a Khalsa with unalloyed loyalty to the Scripture.
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Accordingly, there is no scope for accepting any doctrine of ‘holiness’,
‘theology’, ‘rituals’, ‘practices’, ‘customs’ and ‘rites’, variant from those
embodied in the Guru Granth. Nor is there any scope for plurality of
sects and sub-sects, tradition and sub-tradition, big tradition and small
tradition in any sense different from the Sikhs and Khalsa defined
above. Accordingly, it is ridiculous for Oberoi to call groups like Udasis,
Suthreshahis, Sangatshahi, Jitmalis, Bakhatmalis, Mihan- shahis,
Sarvarias, etc. as lying within the framework of the Sikh faith20 Further
examination of Oberoi’s paper will proceed in the light of the doctrinal
position stated above.
Oberoi’s statement that, “In the absence of centralized Church
and an attendant religious hierarcy, heterogeneity in religious beliefs,
plurality of rituals, and diversity of life styles were freely
acknowledged” 21 is obviously baseless. For, elimination of the
Brah-minical heirarchy was a major achievement of the Sikh Gurus.
How- ever, there was no bar to attending festivals, fairs, or be a part of
institutions so long that partaking was not incongruous with the
doctrines of the Gurus. The Sikh cosmology stood well defined and
there was only a single Sikh identity, impossible of variation or
trans-gression. It is strange that without defining Sikhism Oberoi writes,
“Most Sikhs moved in and out of multiple identities, defining themselves
at one moment as residents of this village, at another as members of
that cult, at one moment as part of this lineage, at another as part of
that caste and yet another as belonging to a “Sect”. The boundaries
between what could be seen as the centre of the Sikh tradition and its
periphery were highly blurred. There simply was no single source of
authority within the Sikh tradition and thus several competing
definitions of what constituted a “Sikh” were possible”.22
We have indicated the definitions laid down by the Gurus both
for Sikhism and a Sikh. It makes it also clear how essential was Guru
Gobind Singh’s step of Amrit ceremony and the related Nash doctrine
clearly defining the Sikh. In this context, Oberoi’s statements about
Sikhism and Sikh identity are just unwarranted by facts. He makes
another observation, borrowed from Arya Samaj writings of the late
19th Century, that Sikh separatism was the result of economic
competition between Sikh and Hindu middle classes, and it had some
backing from the British. He gives no evidence whatsoever to support
his observations regarding the supposed competition and the economic
distress. With this preamble, he proceeds to make a detailed description of some social and superstitious practices prevalent in Punjab.
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Before we proceed to examine his statements regarding the Hindu
and Sikh societies, it is necessary to expose the basically wrong
assumptions in his preamble and his method of study. All social studies,
if those remain unrelated to earlier periods or religious doctrines, and
are done in isolation for a narrow period of time would be distortional,
unless, they appropriately give some background of the societies that
are under study. This is far more true of emerging religious societies,
especially prophetic religions that make a major and radical departure
from the earlier religious societies. Oberoi’s paper makes an entirely
baseless assumption that for four hundred years, before the end of the
19th century, the Hindus and the Sikhs formed one society. This means
that in those four hundred years there was a single and peaceful Hindu
society without any major historical events. In short, he makes a
complete black out of the Sikh epoch, the Sikh Scripture and its radical
doctrines, the ten Gurus and their mission, the Sikh society and a
century of its persecution and revolt, and the phenomenal
achieve-ments of the Gurus and the Sikhs in those four-hundred years.
No student of social history can ignore the radical regeneration brought
about by the Sikh Gurus by introducing the creative institution of
martyrdom, practically unknown to the Indian society. No understanding
of the 19th Century Sikh society is possible without a clear grasp of its
religion, history and achievements. Obviously, this gross omission by
Oberoi, evidently deliberate, vitiates his entire paper and shows its
motivated slant.
What we have emphasised above is the presence of an entirely
new Sikh society with radically different motivations, ideals and ethos
as separate from the old Hindu society. Those motivations and ethos
were created by the Guru through the glorious institution of martyr-dom
over a period of more than two hundred years. In the 18th Century,
started the period of Sikh revolt, struggle, intense persecution by the
state, ending finally in triumphs of the Sikhs and their freedom from
socio-political oppression. Sikh society alone went through this fire of
turbulations and trials. It is during this period of four hundred years,
that their ideological, social, ethical and cultural separateness from the
Hindu society was defined and welded clearly. But all this has been
naively ignored by Oberoi.
After their success came the fifty years of Sikh rule in the Punjab.
Some facts and features of this period are necessary to state.
Apart from the fact that power brought some weaknesses, it also drew
the flock of fair-weather friends, who had stood clearly apart during
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the earlier centuries, especially the Century of struggle and
persecu-tion, but for the first time entered the Sikh fold to reap benefits
of the Sikh Raj. Here, some demographic facts are extremely important.
During the Guru period, the question of plurality of Sikhs did not and
could not arise because Sikhism was led and defined by the Gurus
themselves. In the 18th Century, when there was price on Sikh heads,
and thrice it was reported that all Sikhs had been exterminated,23 the
chances of plurality of faith were still less. It was a completely
homogeneous society with singleness of faith, with its members ready
to sacrifice their all as desired by the call of the Gurus. It is this history
of persecution, struggle and martyrdoms that welded the Sikh society
with a unity of ideals, ethos and practices, entirely different from the
surrounding Hindu society. We have given this background, because
in the 18th Century, the population of Sikhs was once reported to be
only twenty thousand,24 but in the period of Ranjit Singh it rose to the
peak figure of 10-11lacs.25 We just wanted to indicate that it is naturally
these converts of convenience, who formed a significant part of the
Sikh Community in the second half of the 19th Century.26 These were
drawn largely from the Hindu society, who naturally did not shed
straight away many parts of their earlier practices. The characters of
these two segments of the Sikh society were found notably different
by discerning observers.
John Malcolm in his book, ‘Sketch of the Sikhs’, published in
1810, writes, “The character of the Sikhs, or rather Sinhs, which is the
name by which the followers of Guru Govind, who are all devoted to
arms, are distinguished, is very marked. The Sikh identity is shared by
the Sikh merchant, or cultivator of the soil, if he is a Sinh, not merely by
the soldiers who so conspicuously paraded it. The followers of Guru
Govind or Khalsa Sikhs are clearly distinguished. Another category of
Sikhs whom he calls Khalasa Sikhs he considers them quite different
in character. “Their character differs widely from that of the Sinhs. Full
of intrigue, plaint, versatile and insinuating, they have all the art of the
lower classes of Hindus, who are usually employed in transacting
business; from whom, indeed, as they have no distinction of dress, it is
difficult to distinguish them.”27 A similar distinction is made by Forester
and J.D. Cunningham. Malcolm also indicates Nanak Putras, who were
Bedi descendents of the family of Guru Nanak from Lakhami Das.28 It is
these Nanak Putras who because of the favours gained by them during
the Sikh rule, later continued the practice of personal following among
Sikhs and Hindus, a practice distinctly censured by the Gurus.
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It is in this context of a distinct and radical difference between
the Hindu and the Sikh societies of the earlier three centuries, that we
proceed to examine the sociological observations made by Oberoi in
the rest of his paper. He has prefaced his description with the wholly
incorrect statement that in the earlier four hundred years, the Sikhs
and the Hindus formed a single homogeneous society, and the gap
was created by the Singh Sabha on account of economic competition
among the middle classes and stringency of resources among the
traders and agriculturists. We have indicated the serious
methodological fault of Oberoi and his deliberate exclusion of important
facts about the earlier period of Sikh history and Sikh struggles and
achievements. Religious societies are formed only if they have an
ideology and successfully emerge out of the fire of persecution. It is
these struggles and the institution of martyrdom for the faith, which
frame and mould their character. Students of history know that there
would have been no Christian religion or society unless the followers
of Christ had gone through decades of persecution and shown their
defiant response of suffering and martyrdoms in the early two hundred
years. A view is held even today that Christ never wanted to create a
religion separate from Judaism, but it is his martyrdom and the
subsequent response of his followers, the Christians, who created
Christianity, and the Christian society.
We have to make another general observation. Anything not
prescribed by the Sikh scripture or the Gurus, a Sikh is not barred from
practising in relation to his social and cultural life. But something
barred by the Scripture or the Gurus or contrary to clear injunctions is
an aberration, and its practice by some cannot indicate plurality of the
Sikh faith or constitute a sect of the Sikh society. Sinners and adulterers
are there in every religious society but they form no sect of the faith.
We have noted this point because in his description. Of practices,
Oberoi makes no distinction between sanctioned and un-sanctioned
practices, thereby creating confusion and obliterating the line between
cultural practices and aberrations. Here, we might also record that
rituals and ceremonies are, broadly speaking, of three kinds:
(1) Acts or rituals performed as the result of religious or ethical
injunctions of the concerned faith. (2) Those which cater to
customs or social practice unrelated to any particular faith. (3) Utilitarian
practices following mundane needs of the local society. Oberoi in
describing his rituals has neither indicated the extent of their prevalence
nor related them to religious injunctions of the Sikhs, Hindus or
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Muslims. The Punjab society of the times was constituted of about
52% Muslims, about 12% Sikhs and the remaining were Hindus. Sakhi
Sarvar was a Muslim Pir from the largely Muslim populated area of
Punjab. His following among the Muslims was naturally the largest,
numerous of his followers were Hindus.29

EXAMINATION OF OBEROI’S PAPER
Now we proceed to examine his paper which suffers from lack of
methodology substituted by irrelevant profusion of details, thereby
creating confusion and drawing inferences unsupported by precise
facts. In his opening paras, Oberoi again makes a curious statement
that cultural practices were not “an extension of their religious
tradi-tions, but were embedded in a complex idiom of kinship, patronclient relationships and asymmetrical reciprocity.”30 In the background,
we have explained how obvious is his misstatement that, “Religion, I
would like to argue, is not, as has often been assumed, a key to
understanding the pre-British society.” 31 He makes a similar
misstatement when he says that, “In the Indian religious tradition,
unlike the Judeo-Christian, there was not notion of a well-demarcated
religious community possessing a centralized ecclesiastical hierarchy.
People did no conceive of themselves simply as “Hindus” or “Sikhs”.32
Anyone with the knowledge of Brahminism would [rod such statements
to be just groundless. For, Brahminical rules rigidly governed every
phase and act of life whether religious, social or cultural; and Brahmins
were the exclusive to supervise and conduct all related acts and ceremonies
concerning human interests. Brahminism and Brahmin hierachy have
been considered the bane of the Hindu society. Guru Nanak and the Sikh
Gurus purposely rejected both. But, Oberoi brands this as the elimination
of a necessary feature of a society. Again, it is Oberoi’s complete ignorance
of the Sikh religion when he says that religion is for the individual salvation
of man.33 It is a Hindu idea that was specifically discarded by the Gurus
by creating and organising a separate religious system in which social
responsibility and social salvation of man were an essential part, following
Gurus’ doctrine of combining the spiritual and the empirical concerns of
man.34 This combination exists both in Sikhism and Islam which
distinguishes them radically from the other societies in the East, where
the dichotomy between the spiritual and the empirical continues,
creating thereby a wide gap between the householders and recluses
who openly withdraw from the social sphere to seek personal
salvation.35 The observations of Oberoi show his complete ignorance
both of the Sikh religion and its society and the Hindu religion and its
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society. In the Hindu society, there is a wide social and cultural gap
between its main stream and its saints, yogis, sanyasis and other
religious group pursuing Moksha. That is why Maitra’s study of Hindu
ethics clearly concludes that the ethical injunctions of that religion
hardly relate to the empirical, social or cultural life of the society. His
ignorance also explains his observation that religion was a highly
localised affair. For that reason, his views based on studies in South
Asia or peasant societies elsewhere are quite irrelevant in respect of
the Sikh society in Punjab.
Seen in the light of our observations, and in the background of
the prophetic and monumental work of the ten Gurus in creating a new
religion and organising the Sikh society, and the extreme sacrifices the
Sikhs made to maintain their identity created by the Gurus in the earlier
centuries, it is ridiculous for Oberoi to assume that, “religion as a
systematized sociological unit claiming unbridled loyalty for its
ad-herents is a relatively recent development in the history of the
Indian peoples. Once this phenomenon surfaced, probably sometimes
in the nineteenth century, it rapidly evolved, gained wide support and
became reified in history. Out of this reification process, it easily turned
into something separate, distinct and concrete; what we today recognise
as Buddhism, Hinduism and Sikhism.”36 Though the phraseology is
slightly different, in essence Oberoi is voicing the views of a Hindu
scholar who says, “But when it comes to the Indians belonging to
religions which originated in India, such as Buddhists Jains, and Sikhs,
many a Hindu regard them as downright unpatriotic or unspiritual or
both, if they wish to maintain their distinct identity from the Hindus,
“37 And so far as Parkash Tandon’s statement, Oberoi quotes, we have
already noted the phenomenon of certain Hindu castes entering the
Sikh fold during the period of Ranjit Singh. “From the fact that Hindus
and Sikhs shared positions within a single social structure, and from
the ‘peculiar’ nature of religion in Indian society, there flowed an
important consequence: the religious categories ‘Hindu’ and ‘Sikh’
were ambiguous, fluid and fragile.”38 This is not correct, because the
distinction continued right through the 19th century as observed by
Malcolm, except for the new entrants, who entered because of sociopolitical considerations.
As for the Sutak and other such superstitious practices, We
have to state that the Guru Granth clearly deprecates this and other
Chhut practices in the Hindu societies. The difficulty is that in making
his observations, Oberoi seems to make a deliberate confusion by
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neither giving the extent of those practices nor of making a distinction
whether or, not such practices were confined only to Hindu castes. He
concedes that in the case of the birth ceremony, the child was named
by Sikh Granthi and Sikh prayen. were made. Vague and general
statements like, “There was an immense variation in ceremonial not
only among the different castes of Sikhs but also within caste groups
among Sikhs of different localities,”39 are numerous in the paper of
Oberoi. There are also statements concerning the employment of
messengers (Prohit or Nai) from certain castes. Similarly, many cul-tural
features like the use of drums, singing and dancing are equally without
any meaning and consequence. Since, in every society, there are local
cultural practices that contravene no religious injunctions. These have
no relevance for our discussion.
It is well known, and Oberoi concedes it, that Guru Amar Das
distinctly provided for the Sikh society separate non-superstitious
practices, regarding birth, marriage and death ceremonies. 40 The
dis-appearance of Hindu practices during the Guru period and the
revolu-tionary period has been evident and their re-appearance in the
19th Century among some sections of the neo-converts is
understandable. In all his statements, Oberoi seems purposely to have
avoided indicat-ing their extent. The only practice about which there
is some evidence of its extent, is about Sakhi Sarvarias who were only
3% among the Sikhs,41 and Oberoi mentions it as an evidence of Sikh
pluralism. The argument is ridiculous, for it is Guru Arjun who stated
that one could either be a Sikh or a Sakhi Sarvaria. Followers of Sakhi
Sarvar, a Muslim saint, formed a separate sect. It is known that this
Muslim practice, was quite common even in the Hindu society and
later was also brought in the Sikh society when in the 19th Century
section of the Hindus accepted Sikhism. Therefore, such aberrations,
unsanctioned by the. Sikh Gurus, disappeared progressively. But it
proves pluralism neither of Islam nor of Sikhism. So far as the Sikh
society of the 18th Century is concerned, the observations of Malcolm
and others are unambiguous. By the Amrit ceremony, the tenth Guru
obliterated all distinctions of caste and the rest, thereby separating Sikhs
from the Hindus. The Guru’s intention found expression in the initiation
ceremony and those who understand the meaning of that ceremony will
appreciate that Guru Gobind Singh had separated his followers for
ever from the Hindus. The Singhs, Akalis and Shahids strictly observed
the injunctions of the Gurus. Obviously, those who sacrificed their all
for their religion and its symbols would not indulge in any Hindu
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practice prohibited by the Gurus. It is also meaningless for Oberoi to
quote Barbara Myershoff and Sally Falk Moore to suggest that, “ritual
practices help people to overcome indeterminancy in life.”42 The
argument is irrelevant concerning the Sikhs whom the Gurus had given
a new Scripture and a distinct identity regarding their form and beliefs,
including ceremonies for birth, marriage and death. If Brahmins or
others were employed for ancillary purposes that hardly affected the
identity of the Sikhs.
The most revealing part of Oberoi’s paper, which virtually
demolishes the entire structure of his argument, is when he says, “All
this, no doubt, can be qualified to some extent. Within the pluralistic
framework of Sikh tradition in the nineteenth century, there was a
significant Khalsa ‘sub-tradition’ that did not blend very well with the
amorphous state of the Sikh faith. The Khalsa Sikhs had their own
notion of what constituted the Sikh pass and more importantly they
possessed a distinct life style ritual in the form of Khande-da-Pahul or
baptism rites. Those who underwent this rite had to maintain the five
well-known symbols of the Khalsa and, in addition, strictly to observe
the injunctions laid down in the Rahit -namas or manuals of conduct.
“43 “These manuals most clearly manifest the aspirations and ethos of
the Khalsa sub-tradition. They visualised a considerably deritualized
Sikhism, shorn of polytheism, idolatry and Brahminical dominance.
But a great deal of historical and linguistic research needs to be carried
out before we can be sure how precisely the Rahitnama texts related to
the aspirations of the Khalsa. However, one point is clear: in many
ways the Rahit-nama literature foreshadowed the homogeneous Sikh
iden-tity and religious boundaries of the late nineteenth century.”44
The existence of the body of Sikhs, whom he calls Khalsa, he
cannot conceal. But nothing can be a bigger distortion than, for Oberoi
to state that the community which the Gurus created, led and motivated
for over two hundred years, whom they gave a new Scripture fully
governing their religious and empirical life, to build whom the Gurus
suffered unparalled martyrdoms, and who went through a century of
struggle, involving extreme sacrifices and persecutions at the hands
of the state were only a ‘sub-tradition’ of the amorphous Sikh faith.
Oberoi’s statements in this para cross all bounds of sense when he
states that the practices of the Khalsa or the statement in Rahit-namas
embodied aspirations of the Khalsa and not the epitomic work and
injunctions of the ten Gurus in creating the Sikh religion. For him, the
creation of the Sikh religion and the Sikh society by the Gurus, whom
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he calls the Khalsa, and its self perception of having a distinct religious
identity, has no meaning, unless the same is accepted by the Hindus
or the rest of the population of the province. Another misstatement of
Oberoi is that Sikhs comprised two sections, those who took Amrit or
aspired to take Khande-Da-Pahul, and those who took Charan-Pahul.
After 1708 AD., when the Tenth Master passed away, who were the
Sikhs getting the Charan-Pahul from, and who was .the Guru whose
Charan-Pahul they were getting to baptise them as Sikhs, and where
were those Sikhs and Gurus during the 18th Century, when Sikhs of
the ten Masters, whether Amrit-Dhari or otherwise were fighting their
life and death struggle. Evidently, these new Gurus and their followers,
like mushrooms of the rainy season, appeared only in the rule of the
Sarkar-i-Khalsa. It has already been noted that in the second half of
the 19th century, this tribe of the Gurus and Sikhs continued their
trade of having Hindu followers on grounds of their being NanakPutras through Lakhmi Das. And, it is this very group who later appeared
in the Amritsar Singh Sabha, whom Oberoi calls genuine Sikhs45 and
their practices in violation of the Sikh religion as authentic and valid,
forming the ‘great tradition’, and Sikhs of the ten Gurus as the ‘little or
small tradition’. Such gross misstatements have hardly ever been made
before in academic discussion.
The next part of Oberoi’s essay is based on the, validity of these
premises and assumptions. For, he clearly argues that the Singh Sabha
that tried to revive the Sikhism of the Gurus (or the small tradition) by
invoking the injunctions of Guru Granth, were innovators, thereby
destroying Sikhism of the Charan-Pahul Sikhs and their Gurus (great
tradition), whose history is non-existent in the earlier four centuries.
In making such statements, Oberoi has surpassed all records of
“Gobellian truths”.
All Oberoi’s inferences suggest that his study lacks reliable
information, depth and objectivity, and he draws conclusions that
have no rational basis. His bias and ignorance of Sikh religion and
history are too obvious to be concealed. Vagueness and confusion are
a specific feature of his style and description. It is an evident fault for any
precise academic discussion. He says that nom among Sikhs, two elites
were fostered by colonialism. He does not indicate as to who they were,
what was the origin of the members of each. He concedes that many
members of one came from families and castes who enjoyed high ritual
standing. He admits that the members of the opposite group were from
the lower socio-economic strata, but they emerged as a power block,
the like of which “had not existed in the Sikh society.’46 He conceals
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the fact that the first elite, who had a higher social status, were exactly
the ones who enjoyed favours and privileges from the British masters.
And the others were persons drawn from what the Hindu society
considered the lowest castes. He gives no reason, whatsoever, why
the second group swept away the influence of the gilded gentry from
among the Sikh masses. He conceals the truth, because if he told it, his
entire house of cards, he had structured, would fall to pieces. The fact
is that the second group with no socio-economic backing invoked the
authority of Guru Granth, Sikh injunctions and the heroes of Sikh
history, who had sacrificed their all to maintain the Sikh faith and its
identity. The other group failed because their stand was wholly
con-trary to the Sikh scripture and four hundred years of Sikh history.
Some of the big ones of this group were Nanak Putras through Lakhmi
Das, who had never been a part of the Sikh society of the earlier
centuries. They failed because their stand was as spurious as the
arguments of Oberoi that Singh Sabha innovators created a new Sikhism,
entirely different from the Sikh religion and society the Gurus had
structured, during earlier four centuries.
It is very unfortunate that in making a misstatement or con-cealing
a fact, Oberoi has no inhibitions, if it should serve this argu-ment. An
instance is his calling ‘Prem Samarag’ a mid-nineteenth century or a
late Reht-nama. According to the established view of experts of Punjabi
literature like Mohan Singh and S.S. Kohli and historians like I.S. Grewal
and Randhir Singh, ‘Prem Samarag’ is a production of the first quarter
of the eighteenth century (near 1716-18) and it contains mention of
Sikh practice of birth, marriage and death.47 Oberoi conceals this fact
because unless he did that the very basis of his paper alleging
innovations on the part of Singh Sabha, and no revival of old Sikh
practices, is completely knocked out. Use of such academic ethics is
unfortunate. May be, Oberoi has followed McLeod in the use of such
tactics because McLeod has also used the same method in avoiding
the clear evidence of ‘Prem Samarag.48 It only records the existence of
those practices in the beginning of the 18th century. Actually, these
distinct practices about birth, marriage and death were introduced
during the time of the third and fourth Gurus.49
The issue in the paper is the commonness of Sikh religion and
Hindu religion. The presence of numerous bards, genealogists,
story-tellers, ministerals, diviners and healers is hardly relevant since
these categories catered to all members of the Punjab society composed
of three religions. Nor is it relevant that myriad of literary traditions
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that were kept alive through oral texts. Islam is an exclusive religion
with Quran as its sole guide. Similarly, Sikhism has its authenticated
and unalterable Scripture which has to be followed by every Sikh.
Con-travening its injunction is a clear aberration. Hinduism, too, has
its scriptures, but their interpretation and rites prescribed by custom
are many. Hence, reference to “little tradition” and practices or customs,
social code, myths or legends unrealted to any religion, or not violative
of Sikhism, have no meaning or relevance to our discussion. Here, it is
also necessary to state and emphasize that the category of “Sanatan
Sikhs”, “Nanak Panthis” or like groups arose only in the 19th century,
when the umbrella of Sikh Raj became available. 50 They were never a
part of the Sikh society either during the Guru period or during its
struggle in the 18th century. The Udasis, because of the ascetic
tradi-tion of Baba Sri Chand, never joined the Sikh society.51 Udasis
did take charge of the virtually vacant Sikh shrines and continued
there undis-turbed because even the Mughals considered them not to
be a part of the Sikh society. In fact, because of the Udasis being
ascetic celebrates and life-negating, they remained distinctly
demarcated from the Sikh society which is completely life affirming,
socially responsible and anti-ascetic.52 Rather, because of their being
in many respects near the Hindu Sanyasis and sects in their practices,
they became the instrument of introducing Hindu practices at the Sikh
shrines. Accordingly, removal of the Hindu idols from the Sikh shrines
was natural. Whereas, there are numerous hymns in the Guru Granthrejecting, gods and goddesses and worship of idols,53 Oberoi has not
quoted a single hymn sanctioning their worship or any historical
evidence of Hindu idols at the Sikh shrines during the Guru period. As
to Udasis, the story about Baba Gurditta becoming an Udasi ascetic is
a myth. The evidence of Mehma Parkash, Gurbilas Patshahi Chew and
Bansavli Nama (K.S. Chibber) shows that Baba Gurditta married twice,
had two sons and expired following a hunting incident.54 Even Parchian
Sewa Das, written by an Udasi author, never mentions Baba Gurditta
becoming a part of the Udasi tradition, which remained, because
of its ideology, always outside the Sikh Panth. Infact, Chibber
writing about Sikh Reht clearly records that Sikhs should never
give
up
their
religion
and become Bairagis or ascetics, the two systems being contradictory.
Oberoi’s statement thatthe Hindu-Sikh religious differences
appeared only in the nineteenth century, can only be made by one
who places an iron curtain between the Singh Sabha period and the
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four hundred years of earlier Sikh history. The history of different
religions show, that generally a religion has flourished the most under
its own flag, but never has a religion gained a new shape or identity
after the fall of its political umbrella. Nothing can be more contrary to
facts and history than the statement that after the loss of Ranjit Singh’s
empire, the Singh Sabha created the miracle of a new religio-cultural
system with new definitions and a new identity and consciousness,
without the sanction of its religious past and Scripture.

CONCLUSION
Anyone acquainted with the Sikh religion and its four hundred
years of history knows that after the fall of the Sikh Raj and during a
lean period of Sikh history, the Singh Sabha did a commen-dable task
in steering the community to a safe harbour, thereby ena-bling it not to
lose its socio-religious moorings, but the sole weapon it used was to
ask the Sikhs to draw their inspiration and strength from the profound
and great base of their religion and tradition the Gurus had created.
The wisdom of the Singh Sabha leaders lay in deciding not to fight on
two fronts, the political front in relation to the British and the socioeconomic front facing the far too numerous Hindus and Muslims. The
efforts and role of the Singh Sabha have to be under-stood and
appreciated in their restoring the self-confidence of the community
and linking it firmly to their Guntsand religion.
It is indeed amazing that Oberoi has tried to raise a structure,
which has entirely no basis in facts, logic or history. The reason for
raising this phantom, simply does not exist in the field of academics
and has therefore, to be found outside it in the domain of what Oberoi
calls “material, pragmatic or economic interests.”
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Sikh Ideology, Fundamentalism and
Punjab Problem
Dr Kharak Singh
In a paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the American
Academy of Religion, Anaheim, November 1989, Harjot Oberoi,
department of Asian Studies, University of British Columbia,
Van-couver, RC, says that fundamentalism among the Sikhs today is
apparently the basic cause of the current political unrest in the Punjab.
1
Without giving any evidence in support of this contention, he
proceeds to describe it as ‘primarily a movement of resistance’ and ‘a
universe that is characterised by incoherence and disorder.’ And then
‘as a social scientist’ he seeks to provide ‘meaning and shape to what
appears to be chaotic and meaningless’ or to discover ‘what may be
termed as theory and practice of Sikh fundamentalist,’ although on
the authority of Jurgen Habermas, quoted by him in the epigram, he
maintains that ‘Meanings can be made accessible only from the
inside.’ Readers would like to know whether he is interpretting the
movement as an insider or outsider.
The author points out that ‘Sikh fundamentalists have not
succeeded in articulating their vision of world in any great detail’. He
attributes this ‘lack of an elaborate model’ to the ‘social origins of
Sikh activists.’ He says, ‘A great majority of them come from the
countryside and would be classified as peasants by social
anthropologists. Histori-cally, peasants have not been known to come
up with grand paradigms of social transformation. Peasant societies
are by definition made up of little communities and their cosmos is
invariably parochial rather than universal.’ This is his favourite theory
which can explain all major questions relating to Sikhs and Sikhism. In
an earlier paper read at Berkeley2, the author wrote: ‘if there is any
such thing as a key to his10rical problems, in case of the Sikh tradition
it is to be found in its social constituency. Sikh religion is first and
foremost a peasant faith. Sociologists have often spoken of how Islam
is an urban religion. Sikhism may be spoken of as rural religion. When
dealing with beliefs, rituals and practices of the Sikhs - be they religious
or political - it is always worthwhile to constantly remind ourselves
that we are fun-damentally dealing with the peasantry.’
The above explanation is obviously unsatisfactory and
inadequate. So, the author also looks at ‘correlations between Punjab’s
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political economy and the nature of dissent in Sikh society, the demand
for a new personal law for the Sikhs and finally the famous Anandpur
Sahib Resolution, a document that may be considered as the ‘Magna
Cart a’ of Sikhs.
The discussion of political economy revolves around the size of
holdings, which is not of much help, since their distribution and size
are not significantly different from those in other states. Green
Revolu-tion is also prominently mentioned, particularly its social costs
and the ‘polarisation of Punjabi Society over the last two decades.’
Some of the inferences are difficult to accept. For example, it has been
stated that small holdings, ranging from 2 to 5 hectares have become
increasingly less viable. Green Revolution entails adoption of high
yielding varieties and modern farming techniques, which raise the prod
activity per unit of land. So, if at all, the Green Revolution should make
small holdings more viable than before. This enabled even the
subsistence farmer to spare something for the market after meeting his
family requirements. Also, the author has not explained why the Green
Revolution occurred only in the Punjab, while the two major
requirements, viz., better varieties and modern techniques of farming,
were available in all the countries of South Asia, including other stales
of India. Is it not due to the more progressive attitude of the Sikh
peasants of Punjab towards modern methods of farming? However, in
the author’s judgement, using Weber’s litmus test for modernity, Sikh
fundamentalists ‘badly fail.’
In the entire discussion of the political economy and the Green
Revolution, the author has not suggested anything with
fun-damentalist connotations on the part of the Sikhs. Nor has he
been able to point out any such thing while dealing subsequently with
the other two major topics that fill the body of his paper, viz., the
demand for Sikh personal Law and the Anandpur Sahib Resolution.
Hindus have a personal law. So have the Muslims. They are not dubbed
as fun-damentalists on that score. Then how could Sikhs turn
fundamentalists by merely making such a demand? The suggestion
that the Sikhs do not have a uniform code at the present moment, IS no
disqualification for making such a demand. Similarly, in the Anandpur
Sahib Resolution the author himself does not find anything wrong,
which is no more than a demand for greater provincial autonomy,
already voiced in several other states. The author himself concedes
that it is, like ‘an election manifesto of a political party’ in India or any
other country.
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The author’s own discussion lends little support to his thesis of
Sikh fundamentalism. He is, however, determined to put this tag on the
Sikh struggle. Therefore, in the conclusion he formulates three new
‘arguments’, which convince nobody except himself. These are: First,
“in the Punjabi word ‘moolvad’ Sikhs possess a term that exactly
corre6ponds to fundamentalism.” Is it an argument? Second, “many
othodox Sikhs have no patience for textual analysis of Sikh scriptures.”
The statement is baseless. But even if it were correct, how could views
of a few orthodox Sikhs expressed today, impart a fundamental
char-acter to a demand made over 40 years ago? Third, “the current
Sikh movement manifests many tendencies like millenarianism, a
prophetic vision, revivalism and puritanism, trends that are commonly
associated with fundamentalism.” No evidence is given in support of
this conten-tion. The statement appears to be a product of the author’s
own ‘prophetic vision.’
In the quest for material to support his unsustainable thesis, the
author (who is probably an anthropologist) has wandered into areas
of religion and politics where he does not belong. That is why he has
wasted his scholarship on matters which are completely irrelevant to
the Sikh struggle. He has missed the real issues.
Normally we should have been reluctant to take up current issues
for academic discussion. But as Oberoi and some other scholars have
ventured to make uncalled for and ignorant observations concern-ing
the Punjab problem, it appears necessary to give a perspective historical
account of the major issues underlying the current crisis. In this paper
we shall mainly confine ourselves to the paper of Harjot Oberoi read at
Anaheim. In his paper there appears an evident attempt to camouflage
the realities of the situation by introducing unrelated matters like Sikh
ideology, the Miri Piri concept, modernity, Sikh pluralism, secularism,
the Nirankari issue, Turner’s theory of social structure, etc..
For our discussion we shall first take up the Punjab Problem and
its genesis, which the author has carefully avoided and then discuss
his observations to show their irrelevance, except as an attempted
cover to hide the realities in Punjab.

PUNJAB PROBLEM
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COMMITMENTS WITH SIKHS BEFORE 1947
In 1929, when Shri Jawahar Lal Nehru was the President, a formal
resolution was passed by the Indian Naional Congress at Lahore, that
no constitution of India would be finalised, until it was acceptable to
the Sikhs3 The second assurance was the clear statement of Nehru in
1946 that there was nothing objectionable in the Sikhs having an area
demarcated in the North West of India, where they could enjoy the
‘glow of freedom.’4 It was a significant statement, since it was given in
the context of Jinnah’s offering to the Sikhs constitutional guarantees
in a separate state in the Eastern part of the contemplated Pakistan.5
Third, there was the statement of Mahatma Gandhi6 saying that
his words should be accepted and that the Congress would never
betray anyone, and that if they did the Sikhs knew how to use their
Kirpan. Finally there was the statement of Nehru 7 in the Constituent
Assembly in December 1946. While proposing a federal system with
autonomous states, he moved the executive resolution, which
en-visaged “The Indian Union as an independent sovereign republic
comprising autonomous units with residuary powers, wherein the ideals
of social, political and economic democracy would be guaran-teed to
all sections of the people, and adequate safeguards would be provided
for minorities, backward communities and areas.” Nehru described the
resolution as a “Declaration, a pledge and an undertak-ing before the
world, a contract of millions of Indians, ‘and therefore in the nature of
an oath which we want to keep.” These were some of the commitments
regarding an autonomous area in a federal system, which the Congress
had solemnly given to the Sikhs, on the basis of which they had agreed
to throw their lot with India.

COMMITMENTS VIOLATED
Unfortunately, after 1947 the Congress completely changed its
views and stand. The Sikhs were aghast, when the draft of the proposed
Indian Constitution was circulated to the State Assemblies in 1949,
because, instead of autonomous states and a federal constitu-tion,
the draft was for a purely unitary type of structure. Unanimously, all
the Sikhs of the Punjab Assembly, objected to the draft and wrote as
follows:8 “It has been the declared policy of the Congress that In a is
to be a union of autonomous states, and each unit is to develop in its
own way, linguistically, culturally and socially. Of course, Defence
Communications and Foreign Affairs must remain the Central Sub-jects.
To change the basic policy now, is to run counter to the oft- repeated
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creed of the Congress.” “In the considered opinion of the Akali Dal
the residuary powers should be with the states.” “The list distributing
legislative powers should be based on the principle that the Centre or
the Union Parliament should be limited to Defence, Communications
and Foreign Affairs only.” But in 1950 the Congress, violating the
earlier assurances and policies, framed a constitution, leaning heavily
towards a unitary form of government. In protest the Akali members
declined to sign it. It is evident that the Anandpur Sahib Resolution of
19789 is just a reiteration of Nehru’ s commitments in the Constituent
Assembly in 1946 and of the reminder the Sikh Legis-lators
unanimously gave in 1949 to the Central Government, that it was
violating its repeated assurances. Hence it is sheer ignorance on part
of the author to suggest that “The Federal views, in it are a document
of secession.” Neither was Nehru secessionist, nor would he or the
Congress have made a commitment that could be detrimental to the
interests of the country. Is the function of a scholar just to be the
mouthpiece of the Establishment and echo its voice, or to detail and
examine the problem? The latter the author has failed to do either out
of ignorance or design. In fact, while the Sikhs in 1949 suggested three
subjects for the Centre, the Anandpur Sahib Resolution proposed
Currency, too, to be a Central subject. Thus, factually, it is the Congress
and the Central Government who have shifted their stand, and not that
the Sikhs are asking for anything new and unreasonable.

A DIAMETRIC CHANGE
It was soon after Independence that the Sikhs felt that the Centre
or the Congress had diametrically deviated in their approach and policy
towards them. The major indication was its framing a unitary form of
constitution, with Sikhs to be kept a permanent minority in the State. A
very significant indication of the Central approach to the Sikhs is what
Patel conveyed to Tara Singh, when he wanted a Punjabi Suba to be
carved out. No less a ‘person than the Prime Minister Charan Singh,
has described it thus:10 “When Master Tara Singh was there, he was
talking of Punjabi Suba. Then he had a talk with Sardar Patel. Sardar
Patel said: I am ready to concede it. But you will have only that much
land that falls to your share on grounds of population. So Punjab area
will: be halved. Now you form 17% of the Army. They will have to be
dismissed. Are you prepared for it?”
The above made it plain what would thereafter be the Central
approach towards the Sikhs.
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The Sikhs are known for their love and struggle for freedom.
This new policy, the Sikhs feel, is aptly described by Machiavelli’s
observations, 11 “Those states which have been acquired or
accustomed to live at liberty under their own laws, there are three
ways of holding them. The first is to despoil them; the second is to go
and live there in person; the third is to allow them to live under their
own laws, taking tribute of them, and creating within the country a
government com-posed of a few who will keep it friendly to you.
Because this govern-ment, being created by the Prince, knows that it
cannot exist without his friendship and protection, will do all it can to
keep them.” We shall see if the events of the subsequent years, justify
the feelings and apprehensions of the Sikhs.

THE STRUGGLE STARTS
Following this complete change in the Central policy and
disregard of its commitments, the Sikhs started an agitation for crea-tion
of a Punjabi speaking linguistic state in the North West. The Congress
had been committed to creating homogenous linguistic states in the
country and reorganising provincial boundaries. Accordingly, a States
Reorganisation Commission was set up to propose boundaries of new
linguistic states. But strangely enough, while it recommended the
formation of other linguistic states it specifically suggested that
Punjabi linguistic state should not be formed. Another indication of
Central policy was that in 1956, instead of forming a Punjabi linguistic
state, as in other areas, it merged the Pepsu State, in which the Sikhs
were in a majority, in Eastern Punjab, thereby reducing the Sikhs to a
minority in the new state. The struggle for Punjabi speaking linguistic
state continued for over a decade. In 1965 the war with Pakistan broke
out, and against all apprehensions, the Sikhs suspended their agitation
and whole-heartedly supported the war effort. This they did in the
national interest, merely on a promise of the Prime Minister that their
demand would be considered later on. The Sikh contribution to the
War was so impressive, both by the people and the soldiers, that after
the War, the Prime Minister appointed a Parliamentary Committee to
report regarding the formation of a Punjabi speaking state. At the same
time the Congress Party also resolved that a linguistic Punjabi speaking
state should be carved out of the then Punjab. But it is very interesting
and revealing to know of the mind of Mrs. Indira Gandhi, then
Infor-mation Minister, and Sh. Gulzari Lal Nanda, the then Home
Minister to the Government of India, who was at the government level
to give effect to the proposal of the Parliamentary Committee. Hukam
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Singh, 12then Speaker of the Lok Sabha writes:
“The Prime Minister was reported to have observed on
November 26, 1982, when releasing some books published by the Delhi
Gurdwara Committee (HT. Nov.27), that ‘When the Punjabi speaking
State was formed the suggestion made by the committee headed by S.
Hukam Singh had been accepted.’ This was not so according to her
statements in “My Truth” (p.117), “Unfortunately, Mr. Shastri had
made Hukam Singh, the Speaker of the Lower House, Chairman of the
Parliamentary Committee on Punjabi Suba, although he was very biased
in favour of Punjabi Suba .......
“I went to Mr. Chavan and said, I had heard that S. Hukam Singh
was going to give a report in favour of Punjabi Suba, and that he
should be stopped ......
“Once the Prime Minister’s appointee had declared himself in
favour of Punjabi Suba, how could we get out of it”.
“Mrs Gandhi along with Mr. Chavan, could see Mr. Shastri with
much difficulty and when they did, Mr. Shastri just said, he was fully in
touch with the situation and we need not bother. (p. 118). “But I was
very bothered and I went around seeing everbody. Of course, once
the report came, it was too late to change it.”
“Lal Bahadur Shastri continued the policy of Jawahar Lal Nehru
and was as dead against the demand of Punjabi Suba as was Nehru.
So, when he was urged upon by Mrs. Gandhi to stop Hukam Singh, he
did not waste any time. Mr Shastri called Mr. Gulzari Lal Nanda, then
Home Minister, to his residence, and conveyed to him the concern
about the feared report. I was contacted on the telephone. Mr. Shastri
disclosed that Mr. Nanda was with him, and had complained that he
had suggested my name (Hukam Singh) for the Chairmanship of the
parliamentary committee under the mistaken impression, which he had
formed during a casual talk with me, that I believed that Punjabi Suba
would n,)t be of any advantage to the Sikhs ultimately, but that now I
appeared determined to make a report in its favour.”

GOVERNMENT’S INTENTION
“I answered that the facts were only partly true. I had told M
Nanda that Punjabi Suba would not ultimately be of much advantage
to the Sikhs. But I had also added that the issue had by then become
one of sentiment and had roused emotions. Therefore, it was not
possible to argue with, much less to convince, any Sikh about the
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advantages or disadvantages of Punjabi Suba. Every Sikh considered
the denial as discrimination. I further enquired from Mr. Shastri, whether
I had not expressed the same opinion to him and his answer was in the
affirmative. I myself offered to confront Mr. Nanda by immediately
rushing to Mr. Shastri’s residence, but he said there Was no need.
This disillusioned me. The intention of the Govt. then was to use me
against my community, secure an adverse report, and then reject the
demand.”
“The Govt. has never seen merit in any Sikh demand. The
Das Commission in 1948 recommended postponement of
reorganisation on the plea, inter alia, that if once begun in the
South, it might intensify the demand by Sikhs in the North. The
J.V.P. Committee (Jawaharlal, Vallabhbhai Patel and Pattabhi
Sitaramayya) when reviewing the Das report gratuitously remarked
that no question of rectification of boun-daries in the provinces of
Northern India should be raised at the present moment, whatever
the merit of such a proposal might be.”
“And this became the future policy. Nehru stuck to it Shastri
continued the same, and lndra Gandhi has made no departure.”
“Every effort was made by Mrs. Gandhi, Mr. Shastri, and Mr.
Nanda to stop me from making my report”
Why the government had been so strongly against the
par-liamentary committee making a report in favour of Punjabi Suba
and why Mrs. Gandhi had felt bothered and ran about seeing
everybody to stop Hukam Singh, has been explained by Mrs. Gandhi
herself. “The Congress found itself in a dilemma, to concede the Akali
demand would mean abandoning a position to which it was firmly
committed and letting down its Hindu supporters in the Punjabi Suba
(p. 117, My Truth).” The government has always been very particular
about not “letting down its Hindu supporters.” The Congress could
not depend upon Sikh voters and out of political considerations could
not suffer losing Hindu votes also. Therefore the Congress failed to
do justice to the Sikhs.
“The first schedule of the Regional Committee Order 1957
contained Ropar, Morinda and Chandigarh assembly constituencies
in Ambala district in the Punjab region.”
“The subsequent reference to the Shah Commission was loaded
heavily against Punjab. Making the 1961 census as the basis and the
tehsil as the unit was a deliberate design to punish the Sikhs. The
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language return in the 1961 census were on communal lines.
Therefore, the demarcation had to be on a communal rather than
on a linguistic basis.”
“Consequently merit was again ignored and justice denied.
Naturally tensions between the two communities increased. If the Sachar
formula, worked out in 1949, had been accepted there would not have
been any further conflict, if the Regional Formula had been allowed to
be implemented, there would not have been any further discontent
And if Punjabi Suba had been demarcated simply on a linguistic basis,
and not on false returns in 1961, there would not have been any
extremist movement”
It clearly shows that the. demand for a linguistic state, a policy
which was an old one with the Congress and which had been
imple-mented in the rest of India, was to be denied in the Punjab,
because Sikhs would become a majority there, and come in power
under the democratic process. Hence forward, it would seem that the
Central Government has been following the three pronged policy of
despoiling Punjab, ruling it by stooge governments, and imposing the
President’s rule, if and when, by the democratic process, a non-Congress
govern-ment came into power in the state. The subsequent history of
the Punjab has been just a struggle between the Sikhs, historically
known for their love of liberty, and the Centre pursuing the above
policy. Both Mrs. Indira Gandhi and Shri Nanda were concerned and
worried about the proposal for a Punjabi Suba, having been accepted
by the Congress. The proposal had been conceded after over fifty
thousand Sikhs had courted arrest, and scores had died during the
peaceful agitation.

A SUB-STATE CREATED
The Parliamentary Committee having recommended the creation
of a Punjabi Suba, the Home Minister got passed an Act, the Punjab
Reorganisation Act, 1966, which in its implication was not only a denial
to Punjab of a status equal to that of other states in the country, but
also involved a permanent ceiling on the economic, social and political
growth of the state and its people. The Act had the following crippling
provisions and limitations:
1. For the development of every state in India two things are basic
namely, water and energy. As it is, Punjab, because of its rivers
and very great hydel power potential is fortunate. Under the
Constitution of India, and everywhere under international law
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and practice, Irrigation and Power are state subjects (Item 17 of
the State List read with Article 246 of the Consitution). These
are under the exclusive executive and legislative jurisdic-tion
of the states. But by the provision of Section 78 to 80 of the
Reorganisation Act, the Centre unconstitutionally kept the
power of control, maintenance and development of the waters
and hydel power of the Punjab rivers. This was a clear violation
of the Constitution. In other words, Punjab became a state
which could do nothing for the control and development of its
rivers, utilisation of their waters and exploitation of their hydel
power potential. Thus, Punjab became administratively and
legislatively an ineffective and inferior state, which could do
nothing for the economic development of its people. The
ques-tion of political growth could not arise, because it had
per-manently been reduced to a sub state without scope for
regaining control of its waters and hydel power. Hence, progess
towards autonomy became out of question.
2. The second limitation concerned the territorial boundaries of
the state. In 1949, under the known Sachar Formula, the state
government indicated, upto a village, the boundaries of Punjabi
speaking and Hindi speaking areas. Later, under an Act of
Parliament, known as the Regional Formula, Punjabi speaking
and Hindi speaking areas of the old Punjab were demarcated
and separate legislative Committees representing the two areas
were constituted. The Sachar Formula and the Regional For-mula
had been accepted and worked without any objection from the
people, legislators or Ministers of the areas concerned, until
1966. Instead of accepting the settled boundaries, as had been
recommended by the Parliamentary Committee proposing the
formation of the Punjabi Suba, Government appointed a
Com-mission to redetermine the boundaries, reopen and make
con-troversial a settled issue. In fact, areas which were Punjabi
speaking or were under the functional control of Punjab, were
excluded from the Punjabi Suba, and the Commission excluded
not only settled Punjabi speaking contiguous areas, but also the
State capital from the Suba, even though it had been constituted
by acquiring Punjabi speaking villages, and in every other
reorganised state the capital had remained with the parent state.
An area almost equal to half of the present Himachal Pradesh,
was transferred from the Punjab to Himachal Pradesh, including
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known Punjabi speaking areas. Even the site of Bhakhra Dam
which was constructed solely by the Punjab Government and
had always been under its functional control, was kept out of
Punjab, although the area is Punjabi speaking and even though
Simla and other hill stations were transferred to Himachal
Pradesh.

DEMANDS AFTER 1966
The new state being basically handicapned, an agitation for
redressal of the grievances started soon after 1966, because it was
anticipated that its future under the created discriminations would be
ruinous for the people. The salient demands of this agitation were as
follows:
(a) Satluj, Ravi and Beas, being purely Punjab rivers, and their waters
and hydel power being very essential for the economy of the
State, no water or hydel power should be alloted to non -riparian
states like Rajasthan, Haryana or Delhi, because such an
allocation would be unconsititutional. The issue could,
there-fore, be referred to the Constitution Bench of the Supreme
Court. In no other state at the time of reorganisation, the
provisions of the Constitution had been violated to deprive it
of its wealth of water and hydel power as in Punjab.
(b) The boundaries that had been accepted by all concerned
including the people and the legislators, should not be disturbed
to deprive the new state of known Punjabi speaking areas,
through Centrally-appointed Commissions.
(c) The Central Government order that recruitment to Defence
Services should be based on the population of a state, was
unconstitutional, being violative of Articles 15 and 16 of the
Indian Consitution, which state that in the matter of recruitment
to Public Services no distinction could be made on the basis of
place of birth of an individual. The object of this order could
evidently be to reduce the strength of the Sikhs, which was
originally 20%, to about 2% which was to be the share of Punjab
on the basis of its population during future recruitment to
Defence Forces. Actually the strength of the Sikhs in the Defence
Forces had already been reduced to about 8%, and the Sikhs
apprehended that the new policy would further reduce their
strength to 2% or less. This unconstitutional policy of the
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Government has been a major cause for distress in the rural
areas of the Punjab. As lakhs of families were dependent on the
profession of soldiery for their livelihood, and since the
percent-age of the Sikh soldiers in the Army became increasingly
reduced, this caused serious economic dissatisfaction among
the youth in rural areas of Punjab, especially when they found
that in other states candidates with lower physical fitness
stand-ards were accepted. As this policy related only to the
Defence Services, where Sikhs, because of their tradition,
aptitude and fitness were eminently suitable of selection, it
created a serious sense of discrimination against the policy of
the Central Government.
(d) Even before Independence, the keeping of Kirpan (sword) was
accepted as a religiously prescribed wear for the Sikhs. Its wear
by a Sikh has been guaranteed under the Law and Indian
Constitution. During British days there had been a specific
agitation for this freedom. But now the Central Government
issued an order placing restrictions on the carrying of Kirpan
in certain situations. This order was considered violative of the
Indian Constitution. Hence, the demand was for withdrawal of
the unconstitutional restrictions.
Apart from the Anandpur Sahib Resolution, which will be
discussed separately, the above were the four major demands of the
Sikhs after 1966. These demands were reasonable and legitimate, and
since the Constitution provides a specific forum for their solution, the
Government, if it intended, could have lawfully settled them without
the least objection from any party or State. No one could say that the
constitutional issues should not be referred to the Constitutional Bench
of the Supreme Court, which was the body to give a verdict on them, and
once the decision had been made, no party could raise any objection. So
far as the territorial matter was concerned, the demand was equally valid,
because it required that the borders that stood settled and accepted by
the people of the areas, and the decision embodied in an Act of Parliament,
should not be arbitrarily altered through a Commission. But what could
be settled in one day, has been made to linger on for decades, and the
Central Government has consistently failed to follow the constitutional
path or to maintain the status quo on a settled issue. Instead of giving
the long history of the Akali agitation over the last about quarter of a
century, we shall, for the sake of brevity, continue our discussion
mainly to the two issues of rivers waters and the Anandpur Sahib
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Resolution.

RIVER WATERS AND HYDEL POWER ISSUES
After independence, roughly 38 MAF of river waters fell to the
share of East Punjab in India. Of these, about 32 MAF were carried by
the three Punjab rivers, Satluj, Beas and Ravi, and the remaining 5.6
MAF were carried by the Jamuna in Haryana area or the Jamuna Basin.
Excluding 5.6 MAF of Jamuna (only part of which was utilised in
Haryana area of erstwhile Punjab), of the remaining over 32 MAF
about 9 MAF were being utilised in the Punjabi Suba area, and one
MAF was used in the Gang Canal for the Bikaner State, which had an
agreement with Punjab for a limited period, on payment of royalty to
Punjab for the use of that water. In short, about 22 MAF of Punjab
waters were still available for use of the State. Actually, considerable
part of the 22 MAF was being used in Pakistan area, before 1947. But
after partition these waters fell to the share of Indian Punjab.
The second essential point is that Punjab is short of water as Dr.
Lowdermilk13 has pointed out that sweet water is going to be scarce
commodity and a limiting factor in the development of an area or state
in the coming century. Agricultural experts have estimated that 5 to 6
acre feet of water are the annual requirements of an acre for growing
two crops like wheat and paddy, the recommended rotation in the
state. The cultivable area in Punjab being 105lakh acres, the annual
require-ments of surface water come to about 52.5 MAF. But the
available waters are only 32 MAF, of which about 0.6 MAF have to go
to the co-riparian Jammu and Kashmir. In sum, Punjab is woefully
deficient in the availability of river waters to meet the requirements of
its cultivated area. Here we should like to state two points:
First, we cannot, for want of space, give the entire history of the
allotment of the river waters. We shall record only the result of the
decisions made by the Central Government. Second, we shall give
only approximate figures, because these have been marginally changed
by different assessments and are still under controversy. The figures
given will be the accepted data during the period before 1970.
The Reorganisation Act has a provision that in case of any
dispute between Punjab and Haryana regarding the Beas Project, the
Centre would be the arbitrator. Apart from the provision being
con-sidered violative of the Constitution, it was really unnecessary,
because the Beas Project had been framed and finalised long before
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1966, and envisaged the allotment of only about 0.9 MAF to the
Haryana area. Such projects are always drawn in great detail, including
plans for utilisation of water, channels, commanded area, and water to
be sup-plied to each channel, distributory or water course. As such,
the very provision in the Act was superfluous, except as a lever for its
unwar-ranted use, as has been revealed later. After 1966 Haryana drew
up a project, Satluj Yamuna Link Canal, which is supposed to carry 5
MAF of water from Punjab rivers. The Central Government approved
of it. Punjab did not accept its validity, being a post- Reorganisation
project and not a part of the Beas Project. Because of the dispute the
Centre gave an award, and the final result broadly is that out of the 22
MAF, only about 5 MAF have been allotted to the Punjab, while 8
MAF go to Rajasthan and the remaining to Haryana. In short after.
1947, about three fourths ofthe available waters have been allotted to
non-riparian areas of Haryana, Rajasthan and Delhi. We shall briefly
mention the three stages of this long controversy. The first stage is
the arbitration award by the Prime Minister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi, in 1976
allotting, excluding flow of Satluj waters of the Bhakhra Project, 3.5
MAF each to Punjab ahd Haryana, 0.2 MAF to Delhi, leaving the
remaining for Rajasthan which had been earlier earmarked under an
executive order of the Centre. Following the defeat of Mrs. Indira Gandhi
in the 1977 elections, an Akali-cum- Jan Sangh Ministry was formed in
the Punjab. After obtaining expert legal advice, they filed a case in the
Supreme Court questioning the award of the Prime Minister and the
Virs of the Punjab Reorganisation Act of 1966. The third stage is that
soon after Indira Gandhi returned to power at the Centre, she dismissed
the Akali Ministry in Punjab, and later called a meeting of the three
Congress Chief Ministers of Rajasthan, Haryana, and Punjab who
signed an agreement virtually endorsing the earlier award. It gave 8.6
MAF to Rajasthan, 3.5 MAF to Haryana, 0.2 to Delhi and 4.2 MAF only
to riparian Punjab. Following the agreement, the case pending before the
Supreme Court was withdrawn by the Punjab Government, and the Prime
Minister Mrs. Gandhi laid the foundation of the SYL Canal. Thus a
constitutional attempt to have a decision of the Supreme Court on the
fundamental constitutional issue was frustrated, following executive
agreements. The conclusion is incontrovertible that the diversion of
Punjab’s water and hydel power resources to non-riparian states, has
been done by the Centre by resort to extra- judicial measures and by
frustrating the constitutional process, which the Akali Ministry had
sought to follow. It only shows that all through, the Centre was aware
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that the allotment was not constitutional and the Supreme Court would
not endorse the validity of the unconstitutional provisions of the
Reorganisation Act, 1966, and what it had decided regarding the
allottment of Punjab waters and hydel power to non-riparian states.
Here, two other points need to be mentioned. There is a provision
in the Reorganistation Act, that hydel power from Punjab rivers will go
to Haryana in proportion to the allotment of water. Second, the
agreement of 1981 among the three states only related to water of
Punjab rivers. The constitutional issue about the provision concerning
hydel power of these rivers was outside the scope of that agreement.
Accordingly, it was still open ‘to a future Punjab Govern-ment to raise
before the Supreme Court the constitutional issue about the validity
of the Reorganisation Act concerning hydel power. As such the entire
Reorganisation Act could be got declared unconstitutional, thereby
upsetting the apple cart of all allotments of water and hydel power to
non-riparian states. The Centre’s consciousness about its
unconstitutional course appears evident from the fact that in May
1984, during the President’s Rule, the Punjab Governor entered into
the extra judicial agreement with Haryana and Rajasthan, providing
that future disputes, if any, among them shall not be referred to the
Supreme Court, but shall be decided through a nominee or a Tribunal
appointed by the Central Government.
Without going into the history of such decisions regarding the
Narmada and other rivers waters in India, we shall quote only one decision
made by a California Court14 in February 1988. The case related to a
petition by the Federal Government that its lands situated in California be
allowed some irrigation from a stream in South Califor-nia. Until then the
private land owners on the basis of their riparian rights were not allowing
the use of the river water to even government lands in the state. The
Court decided that while the Federal lands might be allowed waters, the
water use for state lands would be subordinated to the needs of the
current water users in the State. This is to emphasize that not to speak of
allowing water to nonriparian states, the priority of private water users is
so strong and universal that until Feb. 1988 the private land owners were
not allowing water to even government lands. This priority is evidently
based on the Principle that since for centuries
on end, it is the people of a state that suffer loss in property, land and
life from the floods and vagaries of rivers, they alone in equity have
the corresponding right of having benefits from the waters or hydel
power of those streams.
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In no democratic country in Europe, America or India is there a
decision contrary to the riparian principle which is also embodied in
the Indian Constitution. One fact alone will show the equity of the
riparian law. In 1988, the Punjab floods caused a havoc. The loss in
erosion and silting of the land, damage to crops, houses, property and
cattle, apart from the loss of scores of human lives, was estimated at
over a billion Dollars15 in that single year. Neither Rajasthan, nor
Haryana, nor Delhi suffered even a penny worth of loss or damage
from Punjab rivers of which they had been made the principal
beneficiaries. The above hightlights the contradiction and evident
injustice that while riparian Punjab continues to suffer such damages,
the non- riparian states reap each year benefits and production of over
a billion dollars.
In India too there is clear cut decision in the Narmada waters
case16, saying that Rajasthan being a non-riparian state has no rights
in its waters whatsoever. In that case Rajasthan itself pleaded that
even though non-riparian, it was getting Punjab waters, and on that
analogy it should be allowed waters from the Narmada. But it was held
that Rajasthan was non-riparian vis-a-vis Punjab rivers, and Punjab’s
com-ittment to Rajasthan was that it would supply water, only if it was
surplus to its needs. This is to stress that knowing full well all this and
other judicial decisions and rulings of the Indian Courts on the subject,
the Central Government has consciously violated the riparian prin-ciple,
and when challenged, avoided a judicial verdict on this constitu-tional
issue.

DISASTROUS EFFECT OF DRAIN OF PUNJAB
WATERS AND POWER
The ruinous and despoiling effects of Central decisions are largescale both in the fields of agriculture and industry. At present out of
105 lakh acres of cultivated land in the Punjab about 92 lakhs are
irrigated including about 37 lakhs by canals and the rest by tubewells.
This indicates that the major part of irrigation and Punjab prosperity
and production are due to private effort and enterprise. First, the capital
cost and maintenance and running costs of these over 8 lakh tubewells
are a heavy burden on the production costs of crops in the state. Current
cost of tubewell irrigation is 3 to 10 times more expensive than canal
irrigation, depending upon the source of power. Apart from the fact
that uninterrupted supply of power from diesel or electricity is hardly
assured, the heavy overdrawal of subsoil water exceeds the annual
recharge by rains, seepage, etc. This is lowering the water table each
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year from one to ten feet. The present position of tubewell irrigation is
that between 80 to 90 percent of the Community Blocks in the state
have been branded as unsuitable for irrigation by tubewells. The clear
warning given is that by the close of the century majority of these
tubewells would become non-functional because of the con-tinuous
fall of water table. The second point is that available estimates suggest
that ten lakh acres of existing canal irrigated areas especially from the
Sirhind Canal area, would lose facility of canal water because water at
present used in the state will have to be diverted to Haryana and
Rajasthan under the present decision. In short, because of the lowering
water table and diversion of canal waters about 60% of the area or
about 50 lakhs acres would become barani or unirrigated. Under the
present cropping system the question of dry farming does not arise.
The holdings of small farmers being what they are, the resultant misery
of a major part of the rural population can well be imagined. Its very
serious effects on economic and social conditions in the state and
their disturbing influence on the political life should be obvious. The
annual loss of agricultural production would be of the order of 1.2
billion dollars. The loss in consequential industrial produc-tion and in
the diversion of hydel power to other states would be still greater. The
unfortunate part is that whereas hydel power from Punjab is being
allotted to other states, thermal power plants are being in-stalled in
Punjab. Those being dependent on coal from distant states, the
electricity generated by them is obviously several times more expensive
than hydel power.

ANANDPUR SAHIB RESOLUTION
As explained, the basis of Anandpur Sahib Resolution is not
any snap decision or secessionist trend in Punjab politics, but it follows
the assurances given by the Central leadership before 1947. Since
1949, the Akalis have been pressing the Central Government to give
effect to their earlier policies and assurances. Since then the following
addi-tional factors have arisen to make it necessary that the state
should have autonomous powers:
a In 1971, the Tarnil Nadu Assembly adopted the Rajmanner Report
which requires that the Centre should have only four subjects
as in the Anadpur Sahib resolution, and in addition, there should
be a consultative Committee of Chief Ministers of states
presided over by the Prime Minister to advise the Centre
regarding the four Central subjects. Such views have also been
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expressed by West Bengal and other non - Congress Ministries.
b

In the preceding 40 years, the Centre has amended the
Constitution a number of times to make it more centralised. For
ex-ample, Education, Administration of Justice, Constitution of
Courts, have been made either concurrent or Central subjects.
The percentage of discretionary grants to be given to the states
from the Central revenue has been raised very considerably,
thereby enabling the Centre to favour or punish any state it
may like to do.

c

The Centre has created non-statutory or extra-constitutional
bodies like the Planning Commission, the Water and Power
Commission, the University Grants Commission, etc. which have
great power not only to make financial allocations, but also
have unfettered discretion to approve or disapprove state
schemes which fall exclusively within the sphere of state
functioning. By this method, the Centre could completely
throt-tle all development in the state, should it choose to do so.
A classic case is the construction of the Punjab Project of Thein
Dam which was to cost originally only 70 crores, but Punjab
failed to receive final approval even though in the mean time its
cost has risen to over 800 crores.

d Another factor is the frequent Central intrusion in state affairs by
creating instability in a state and introducing President’s rule.
For example, whenever a non-congress Ministry was
constitu-tionally formed in the Punjab, it was destabilised,
followed by the President’s rull8. This was felt to be a negation
of the democratic will to the people.
e

As the disastrous shackle of the Punjab Reorganisation Act
makes Punjab a sub-state, the only way to promote sociopoliti-cal progress in the state was to have full autonomy in the
sphere of all development, planning and administration
including con-trol of water and hydel power of Punjab rivers.

f Under the existing political set-up, as in the Punjab Reorganisation
Act, the Centre has insisted on the construction of the Rajasthan
Canal, despite all expert advice to the contrary. International
experts from the World Bank and other institu-tions clearly
emphasized that the Project was economically unjustifiable and
wasteful, and that, at far less expense, the use of Punjab river
waters could be far more productive if utilised .within the state.
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It shows that the Central decision neither served the national
interests nor those of the Punjab.
g Economic exploitation of Punjab in other fields has also been
going on. Over 75% of the savings in Punjab Banks are diverted
outside the state in order to develop other areas. Industrial
licensing and approval of projects being in Central hands, it
has not allowed more than 2% of the cotton produced in the
Punjab to be processed within the state. Similarly, while Punjab
is a major sugar cane producing area, large scale imports of
sugar still take place from other states. Another way of serious
curtailment of the wealth of rural Punjab, which sustain about
80% of the population, is by low pricing and monoply
procurement of wheat and rice which are in Central hands. Punjab
suffers the most because about 60% of wheat and a considerable
part of rice are procured from Punjab by the Centre for
distribution in deficient or urban areas in other states.
We have indicated above some of the Central measures that
have seriously curtailed Punjab’s agricultural and industrial growth.
In fact, the Reorganisation act has put a permanent ceiling on the
economic, social and political development of the state. It is in this
context that the demand contained in assurances of the Congress
leaders, and the Akali demand of 1949, was revived in 1973 because it
became evident that in the existing set-up, the economic and social
growth of the people of the Punjab stood completely arrested. Hence
the need of autonomy in the field of development and administrative
subjects, as envisaged in the Anandpur Sahib Resolution, became
inevitable.
Evidently, it is sheer bias on the part of a scholar to make a
complete black-out of the context, the steps taken by the Centre and
the political events in the Punjab and other states that have given rise
to the Anandpur Sahib Resolution demanding state autonomy, and
approvingly to endorse that Anandpur Sahib Resolution is viewed ‘as
a document of sucession.’ In the current political thinking, both in the
world and in India, it looks so incongruous for even a journalist, much
less for a scholar to brand a simple demand for autonomy as
seces-sionist. We give below by way of a sample a recent statement of
a Central Minister, George Fernandes, who observed at a seminar on
Indian nationalism, Problems and Challenges,. that17 “The growing
militancy by the youth was a clear indication that the politicians had
failed to solve the problems of the country. The only answer was to
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have a new constitution, providing a genuine decentralised state with
development activity being the responsibility of the people .” “If the
country had adopted decentralisation instead of going in for centralised
planning, there would not have been a single village in the country
with a drinking water problem.”
The author has unnecessarily and illogically raised the issue of
Sikh Personal Law, and tried to relate it to so-called Sikh
fundamen-talism. First, there is nothing fundamentalist in making a
political demand. Second, Sikhs have undoubtedly a separate religion,
a separate scripture and a separate socio-political identity and
world-view. Accordingly, there is nothing abnormal or irrational, if the
Sikhs, like the Muslims or the Hindus, want to have a separate personal
law; it is the right of every ethnic community to make such a demand.
It is just ridiculous for anyone to suggest, as has been done by Oberoi,
that after the grant of autonomy, the Sikhs would ban tobacco, drugs
or alcohol. Nothing of this sort was done by Ranjit Singh even in the
nineteenth century. The Punjab Assembly has Power even today to
ban tobacco or alcohol, but nothing of the kind has happened, although
some other states have introduced prohibition. It appears hardly
ra-tional to raise such a bogey. It reminds one of the fears expressed
by some politicians that hens would stop laying eggs, if the steam
locomo-tive invented by Stephenson were introduced. As explained
earlier, the real object of Oberoi appears to be political, and the aim
seems to be to misrepresent the justification and political necessity of
the demand for state autonomy. For, otherwise it is difficult to accept
that he is absolutely unaware of the basic importance of water and
hydel power, territorial, recruitment and other issues in reference to
Punjab, and the demand for autonomy in many parts of the country.

SIKH IDEOLOGY
Now we shall take up issues concerning fundamentalism, Sikh
pluralism, Miri-piri concept, Nirankaris, modernity, secularism and
agrarian situation, which Oberoi has irrelevantly introduced in order
to sidetrack the main issues of the Punjab problem.
First, we take up the alleged fundamentalism. From the point of
view of academic studies, the point is completely irrelevant to the
subject under consideration, because fundamentalism is related only
to the literal acceptance of many of the stories and assertions in the
Bible, which under modern conditions are not accepted by many. For
example, it has been stated that the world is only a few thousand years
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old. There is nothing in the Sikh scripture or the Sikh ideology, which
appears in any way illogical to modern thought. In fact, it is the
modernity that is its basic feature and is the reason for its departure
from the earlier Indian religions. It is not our intention to give offence
to any old religion, but we all know that they have their statements
which are questioned even by men of the faith. Hence, it appears
necessary to give the Sikh world-view, so that Oberoi’s contentions
could be assessed in the correct ideological perspective.
Sikhism is free from any historical or mythical assumptions. It is
a monotheistic faith with the belief that the basic Force or God is Love,
and He is both transcendent and immanent in His creation. Love being
dynamic, the mother of all values, and directive, God is deeply
interested in His creation, and operates through His altruistic Will. As
such, the seeker’s goal is to carry out His Will. This makes for the
reality of the world, instead of its being an illusion (mithya) or a
suffering, as it is considered by some other religions. Hence, Guru
Nanak em-phasizes four things: First, that in life the spiritual dimension
must be combined with the empirical dimension in order to live a full
and fruitful life. This forms the basis of the Miri- Piri doctrine laid down
by him. Second, that the ideal of man is not salvation or merger in
Brahman, but working in tune with the altruistic Will of God. Our present
malady is that we live an egoistic life and remain alienated from the real
force of Love, that is operative in the world and forms the base of all
moral life. Third, in pursuance of the above logic, Guru Nanak rejected
the system of monasticism, asceticism, other-worldliness, caste
ideology and pollution, and woman being considered a temptress. No
prophet in the world has made such radical changes in religious thought
as did Guru Nanak. Fourth, he prescribed that man’s assess-ment would
purely be made on his deeds alone. It is in this context that he stated
that “Truth is higher than everything, but truthful living is higher still.”
A major corollary of his system of truthful living which is Its central
element, is man’s duty to participate in social life and accept total social
responsibility. For that end he suggested that for the religious man, work,
production and equitable distribution are essential, as also the
responsibility of confronting or resisting injustice and oppression.
Because he calls God to be the Destroyer of evildoers and the
demonical. In order to enable the religious man to discharge the
responsibility of resisting oppression, he rejected the doctrine of
Ahimsa or pacificism, which had been an integral part of all Indian
religions. And it is in this context that he gave the call that his system,
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being a game of love, whoever wanted to join his society, should be
willing to sacrifice his all. For that end he organised a society, and
created the institution of succession to enable his successors to
develop and mature the Panth. Finally, it is that society which the
Tenth Master created as the Khalsa, again giving the call for total
sacrifice, and breaking com-pletely from the earlier religious systems,
traditions, customs, etc. Hence it is sheer ignorance about Guru Granth
and its system to relate it to something of the kind of Christian
fundamentalism, in order to create a prejudice in the minds of those
who have no knowledge of Sikhism. The Guru Granth or its ideology
can be summed up as was done by Guru Nanak thus: Give up egoism
and live a life of love, virtue, equality and justice. Accordingly, there is
no obscurantism or pluralism in the ideology of Guru Nanak. As to the
Miri-Piri doctrine, it is the fundamental of Guru Nanak’s thesis to
combine the empirical life with the spiritual life of man. It is the same
principle as was accepted by Moses and Prophet Mohammad, both of
whom were simultaneously religious and political leaders.
As to the Nirankaris, he has again completely misrepresented
the position either out of ignorance or otherwise. The Nirankaris are
neither a Sikh sect nor a break-away group, nor do the Nirankaris
themselves make any claim to be Sikhs. The clash between the
Nirankaris and the Bhindranwale group might well have been a created
problem in order to sidetrack the Sikh political struggle for its rights. In
any case, such a conflict could be between the two ideologies. Further,
it is a misstatement that the death of Gurbachan Singh was followed
by mass killings in the Punjab. Nothing of the kind happened, and
Oberoi has not given any evidence to support this unfounded
statement. In any case, the alleged clash has nothing to do with the
political problems of Punjab and the issues involved therein. A minor
clash between two communities can hardly be a relevant reason either
for denying autonomy to a state or for sidetracking the real issues of
injustice we have discussed above.
Oberoi has also incongruously introduced the point of Green
Revolution, which is chronologically a baseless assertion. The Sikh
agitation for Punjabi Suba and autonomous status, is a political issue
of pre-Independence days and even the demand of Punjabi Suba and
its autonomy arose in the life of Sardar Patel. Long before the Green
Revolution, the agitation for the Suba had started. Over fifty thousand
went to jail and suffered imprisonment and other hardships. All this
happened before the onset of the Green Revolution. As even a student
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of Punjab agriculture is aware, the first import of high yielding seeds
from Mexico took place in 1966, and the impact of the Green Revolu-tion
was not felt before the mid-seventies. By that time, the agitation for
Sikh demands including the fasts of Sant Fateh Singh and Darshan
Singh Pheruman, as also the death of the latter, had taken place. Second,
the occurrence of the Green Revolution in Punjab is an accomplished
fact. But the important question is why it took place in the North West
corner of India among the rural Sikhs and not anywhere else in India or
Asia, which had been deficient in food. It is the life-affirming ideology
of Sikhism that is the sole explanation for it as has been explained by
Upinderjit Kaur in her publication. Oberoi’s difficulty appears to be his
complete ignorance of the spirituo-empiri-cal life combination or the
Miri- Piri system of the Guru Granth. That is why he seems to be
unnecessarily beating about the bush. As to the subdivision of
holdings, he has again made an irrelevant contradiction; subdivision
is a natural consequence of the system of succession. The Green
Revolution has not in any way accentuated it, but it has made small
holdings more productive and life sustaining than before. Higher yields
and greater production have relieved the economic situation, and this
is supported by no less a person than Subramaniam, the Agriculture
Minister of India.
Oberoi has harped a lot on modernity and secularism, and has
only displayed an ignorance of the broad forces that are involved in
the current century. It is Toynbee who laments that for the last three
hundered years, religion has been driven out of the cultural life of man,
and instead parochialism of the worship of the national state as a
goddess has started. He also laments that the Western technologist
has lost his self-confidence and is in confusion, whether the
technological genii which he has released would not destroy all human
culture and “whether his “professional success may not have been a
social and moral disaster.” For him “the great world religions have been
replaced in modern times by three post-Christian ideologies, nationalism,
com-munism and individualism. All three are equally impersonal and
dehumanising.” Similarly, Pierard believes “Secularism in the nineteenth
century, aided by Marxism, Darwinism and Positivism chipped away
the Christian underpinning of Western thought.” This thinking
considers that secularism and nationalism eventually give rise to
militarism, imperialism, racism and despotism. The history of the current
century hardly seems to suggest that secularism leads to cul-tural or
moral progress. In fact, the indications, both historical and current,
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seem to be quite different. For, in Europe and the USSR millions were
destroyed by Hitler and Stalin both of whom were secularists without
any belief in religion. It is in this context that the American Churches
have raised the voice that Secularism is a major danger to life and that
Christianity should co-operate with other religions in order to avoid
the present decline in moral values of the culture. It is doubtful, whether
Hegel, as Oberoi suggests, can be associated with the thinking of
divorce between religion and politics. But whatever be his belief, he is
certainly associated with German militarism and is considered to be
the precursor of Kaiser, Hitler and despotism. In fact, it is the postmodern thinking of men like Huston Smith 18 that suggests the
recognition of the role of religion against the limitation and potential
harm that is contained in the power-over-na-ture approach to life that
governs much of our modern culture. This philosophy appears to lead
towards “only a dead end; annihilation of mythology, religion, all value
systems, all hope.”
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“Fundamentalism”, .”Modernity”, and
Sikhism: A Tertium Quid
Dr Noel Q. King
“Fundamentalism” in its strictest technical use refers to a
movement within American Protestant Evangelicalism of fairly recent
origin. The word has come to be linked with various literalist,
evangeli-cal and charismatic groups and televangelists. Thence it has
been applied to religious extremists who claim to be returning to
fundamen-tals1. We find the media and some scholars using it of the
Pire pinis cargo cultists of yesterday in Sepik River, New Guinea,
onwards to the Babri masjid/Ram janam bhoomi folk in today’s India.
Recently in his Defenders of God, the Fundamentalist Revolt against
the Modem Age, Bruce B. Lawrence with great scholarly care and
erudition defines terms and deals mainly with what he considers Prime
examples-American-style Protestant Fundamentalists, the Ithnaashariya Shia of Iran and such defenders of “The jewish collectivity”
as Gush Emunim.2 He refers the movements back to some of the major
concepts of modern world history as it has developed since World
War I. We will turn back to this shortly.
“Modernity” and “Modernism” refer to a tendency among
religions to update themselves by accepting concepts and techniques
from the modern secular world around them. The words are sometimes
used as a kind of second part in a dichotomy “Fundamentalism versus
Modernity/Modernism”. They easily fit into the academic discussion
on the “modernization” of religions like Islam or the influence of modern
America of the Third Republic in France on their own Roman
Catholicism early in the century.3 But easily the concepts leads towards
association with western dominance and the Great Western
Trans-mutation (abbreviated to GWT) by which the world was
transformed between 1492 and 1947.4
Here it is necessary for our purposes to interject that the word
“fundamentalist” has been applied to Sikhism too by both media and
scholars especially in the time leading up to and since the tragic
Operation Blue Star. Recent examples include Angela Dietrich’s ‘The
Khalsa Resurrected: Sikh Fundamentalism in the Punjab’.5 In this article
which struggles to rye sympathetic and respectful, the essay on the
Sikhs rubs shoulders with those on Fundamentalist Muslims in West
Africa, Iran and Eygpt, Secularists in Turkey, Sri Lankan Hindus in
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Britain, Protestant Tamils in Madras, as well as the American Moral
Majority. Again, late in 1989 at a meeting of the American Academy of
Religion at Anaheim in California, a panel discussed these issues in
connection with Sikhism. A paper which has not to date been published
and which requests it be not quoted for it had not been finalized, was
read by Professor Harjot Oberoi of Vancouver. It was. entitled “Sikh
Fundamentalism: Ways of Turning Things Over?”
In the discussion generated it became clear that though a religion
which used a mool-mantra and was given to mulvad obviously got
down to fundamentals, the word Fundamentalist could hardly be used
in the same way as it was of American Fundamentalists. There was
also considerable objection to the way in which by the use of social
science and Marxist historical methods it was to be supposed that
Sikhs were mainly peasants who were led along by a few people who
drew them out from the main body of Hinduistic Indians. The idea was
also hotly contested that deep changes in Sikh History from 1699
onwards came in response of outer stimuli on the part of a body in
which it was alleged increasingly Jats had taken over leadership from
Khatris. If we reject such explanations of evolution into modernity and
other similarly based arguments and hypotheses, what better
propositions can we put forward to explain the Sikh situation today?
In answering it is necessary to note that modernizing thought since
the so-called Enlightenment, a European movement especially reflected
in philosophy of the eighteenth century, has tended to discount any
use of hypotheses of explanations which include the supernatural or
that which passes human understanding. Recently some cracks in this
carapace have begun to show.
It is now possible to tune back and take up our consideration of
the position of Fundamentalism, Modernity and Sikhism over against
their background in some major trends of thinking about World History.
World History is not a modern western invention. In the eighth century
before the Common Era strata of the Jewish Torah, building on much
older West Asian and Egyptian ideas, and the Jewish Scirptures as a
whole give us a schema of how the nations came to be and how they
interact and the plan of their history. In the Puranas Indic thinkers give
us concepts of world ages and world movements. In the eighth/
fourteenth century Ibn Khaldun gives us in his Muqaddimah a pattern
which looks back to the earlier thinking of Arabs and Jews.
It is impressive how many older Sikhs of my generation read
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at high school H.G. Wells’ Short History of the World which originally
came out in 1924. I have also met a good number who have read
Toynbee. Although Karl Jaspers wrote in German, many of his ideas
have come to be known to users of English. Thus a number of us take
it almost for granted that there is a kind of intellectual spirit of the age
(Zeitgeist) which seems mysteriously to affect thinkers across the
world with the same kind of ideas just as it is said new bird songs will
spread from bird to bird across an island. Jaspers especially juxtaposes
the Athenian philosophers, the Hebrew prophets, the Upanishadic
seers and the Chinese sages in an Axial Age.6
Joseph Needham in his eighty-eighth year remarked that if he
had time to carry the implications. of his History of Science and
Tech-nology in China into World History he would very much desire
to trace Taoist ideas and techniques for instance with regard to
chemistry and the use of gun powder in their influence upon Muslim
scientists such as the alchemists.7 One could follow this up to try to
postulate a transmission of thinking even in a perverted way between
the original Chinese invention of gunpowder and the Portuguese
floating fortress. There are many such transmissions which suggest
themselves but lack of sound historical evidence interdicts even their
formulation. We turn back to trying to trace some factors in History of
Religion which, if not transmitted, naturally overtake or take place in
an ecclesiastical body or corpus at a certain point in her life.
At Chicago William McNeill and Marshall Hodgson formu-lated
ideas which have deeply affected Bruce Lawrence whose book was
mentioned above. In her years of Empire, Muslim civilization was
according to this hypothesis breathed through and through by a
religion which was its conscience and shaper. But during the time of
“the Great Western Transmutation” of world history, religion was
apparently not a predominant controlling factor or an effective
con-science.8 However, when some thinkers in great cultures and
civiliza-tions, including western culture, see their societies
disintegrating, their young being lost to them, their best traditions
destroyed, they turn desparately to their religions as a means of hope
and a way of working for survival, recovery and resurgence. This is a
comparatively late movement which of its own nature must come after
the modernizers have brought the threatening outside influences into
there own most cherished holies of holies. As a movement it too will use
the language and methods of the enemy in its attempt to recover the
fundamentals as it imagines them: It too will invent tradition. It too will
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use science and technology and be dependent on them and indeed be
transformed by them. Broadly and approximately Fundamentalism may
be considered such a movement or a manifestation of this tendency.
Let us turn back to Sikhism. Sikhism was presented to the world
by the first Guru who lived from 1469 to 1539. The tenth occupied the
takht from 1675 to 1708. During those centuries the Punjab faced yet
more of the Muslim invasions which had gone on since the days of
Mahmud of Ghazni, and the Europeans arrived and began to weave
India into their world web. In the nineteenth century they broke in with
full force bringing their world diseases, economics, their philosophical,
religious and political ideals and failures. They brought their ways of
education, science and technology. Everywhere the local product
seemed to be swept away. Even their intellectual history with its tale of
revolutions in politics, literary critical method, social and gender
structure, its divorce between religion, ethics, philosophy and politics
found local supporters and exponents and some partial acceptance.
But the response in Sikhism was not just one of meeting one emergency
after another, or the evolution of an overall response by anyone person
nor of a committee nor of a group of leaders. Rather at base it was the
continued unfolding of the enseeded, encoded nature of Sikhism as
orginally propounded by the first Mahala and the other nine. After
the tenth it was vested in the Book and in the Sangat and the same
Spirit told forth the same truths as. they applied to that stage of life.
Let us give but one brief example. It was not one person, however
brilliant, saying Hum Hindu nain hai late in the nineteenth century
but the First Teacher coming up from the Three Day Waters sayingHai
nain Hindu, Hai nain Mussulman which is basic. The nineteenth
century remark is but a working out of the early teaching. In that
dichotomy we find posited a third something (the tertium quid of our
title): Sikhism.
In the debate about Fundamentalism and Modernity other buzz
words are appearing. These include “Primitivism,” that is, the seeking
for a primitive pure state and the attempt to imitate it under present day
conditions. This may be called the restoration ideal or a quest for a
return to the primordial, a seeking for a renewal of a primal vision. At
the same time many are talking of ours as a post-modern age. There is
growing suspicion of Western ways just as they penetrate more and
more places. A colleague brought back from former East Germany a
copy of a poster which shows an attractive young western woman
giving a cigarette in a packet labelled West to a Russian official who is
choking on his own cigarette. The Caption in Russian says “Try out the
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West” or more “Test the West.” A caption in German says “This applies
in East Germany too.” On the packet there is a printed warning in
English about Life in the West with “its banal culture and brutal extremes
of poverty.”
In their day thinkers both Eastern, Western and from Africa and
the Pacific have done their best. We test their best, each time the
teachings of Sikhism may seem to be fitted into their categories. Then
we find it escaping their fingers and passing on its way. Young Sikh
scholars thoroughly grounded in their own inheritance who are
en-couraged and enabled to devote the years of detailed and disciplined
study to the age-long international debate from China to California via
the Punjab and Olduavi Gorge will contribute much to a genuine theory
of World History.
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The Siege Perilous (Hot Seat)
And the Divine Hypothesis.
Dr Noel Q. King
(Some remarks on Dr Harjot Oberoi: The Construction of
Religious Boundaries: Culture, Identity and Diversity in the Sikh
Tradition. Delhi: Oxford University Press, 1994)
It was with rejoicing the public learned a few years ago that the
Sikh community in Canada had from Gurdwara to Gurdwara across the
country raised a sum of money, and that the Canadian Government
had matched it, to set up a chair to be devoted to Sikh studies at
Vancouver. The Sikh money was not big donor Rock-efeller/Ford stuff,
but included the mites contributed among others by little old pious
Sikh ladies who sometimes had difficulty meeting the gas bill. The
government money of course was only the taxes paid by the Sikh
public recycled “of thine own, give we unto thee,” as the ancient
offertory prayer says. It was a noble effort, hopefully signifying a
recognition of the need to promote for the good of all the cultural and
civilisational gifts migrant communities brought to the larger
community. There was good hope that this might also prove an attempt
to let the community have an active and on-going partnership and
symbiosis in its own University.
Then fell some years of pregnant silence. The kind of stupid
mistakes, institutional chicanery, impossible and arbitrary deadlines,
outside interference subtly done, plus the manipulations of the oldboy network which every profession breeds, were probably not better
nor worse at the University of British Columbia than they are at Amritsar,
or Delhi or Harvard or Santa Cruz. Equally serendipity and some Larger
Plan may have operated.
Into this heritage and onto this siege perilous entered the author
of the book before us. (It is the vacant chair in the King Arthur stories
reserved for the purest and noblest of the Knights. Birth, bravery or
skill in arms are apparently not the most important qualifica-tions.)
The book sets before us too the substance of the written material on
which his doctoral committee and then in due course his tenure
committee based their decisions. Quamdiu se bene qesserint, ‘as long
as they behave themselves,” the tenured are with us for life. It is a great
moment in a scholar’s career. But there is more to come. Every young
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scholar’s dream is to have his or her book published by Oxford
University Press, bulky enough to have the crest and motto in full
printed across the back. For better or for worse, in bookshops from
Timbuktu to Tokyo, anyone looking for books on Sikhism will be given
this book and its kin, coming out of the same parampara (succession).
It is a magnificent piece of the book producer’s art. On the dust cover
a procession of Sikhs with elephant, arms and banner ascends to a
door. On the back cover that door and entrant motif is repeated. The
crest does not give the motto, Deus, dominus scientarium omnium,
“God the Lord of all the sciences (knowledge)”, one of the slogans of
the original Oxford, nor even Dominus illuminatio mea “The Lord is my
light”, the quotation from Psalms which appears on many crests of the
University. The logo enshrines an “O” which is a western version of the
sign Indian mathematicians gave the world for shunya “nothingness, the
void.” Dr. Oberoi’s middle initial is not given. It has presumably joined Dr.
McLeod’s “Reverend.” (People who love “needling Sikhs” will forgive
this one playful needle from an old friend.)
So far as the University game of critical scholarship is concerned,
Dr. Oberoi can certainly do all the necessary dances and tricks and name
the critical names that should be named. Perhaps those of the feminist
hermeneutic and their repentant male chauvinist hangers-on will tell us
Sikh Woman is strangely overlooked. If this is a legitimate accusation, it
is a howling omission when dealing with the only major religion which
from the beginning has given the feminine her due.
Again, if one has spent some time working in History as it has
been enriched by recent thought in Anthropology and Sociology, there
appears here to be an apparent lack of systematic consultation of the
community’s oral tradition and anything of the spirit of participant
observership. Those Victorian census writers were collecting religious
groups as an entomologist collects beetles. They should not be taken
too seriously; camaraderie and communitas, All-join-in-for-Christmas
or for-Muharram do not make Christians or Muslims of us. Asking Dr.
G. S. Mansukhani in his eighties, before his lamented death last year,
questions about the old Siraiki festivals and pilgrimages firmly told
one that Sikhs around Multan at least knew what they were doing and
who they were certainly from the early days of Maharajah Ranjit
onwards.
Sikh voices lodging other criticisms can also be heard. Already
one can record the faculty of the North American Universities and
their friends grunting: “Here those trouble-making Sikhs go
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again.” It will be different to get them to listen for they are very sensitive
and at the same time brilliantly clever with every trick of argument on
how to put down opponents. One has to be very patient and loving
and follow the hadith of the Holy Prophet about swallowing one’s
own spittle. The hypocrisy is nauseating, coming as it does from a
world corporate body which accomodated the requests of Hitler, Stalin,
Franco and the American Cold-War mongers. “Donor money is given
unconditionally, the University cannot be expected to consult the
wishes of the Sikh community.”
Interpreting the situation is worse than playing hop-scotch in a
minefield. Part of it goes back to the early days of the self-styled
European Enlightenment. In the mechanistic universe of the eighteenth
century God was envisaged as detached Totality which wound up the
universe like a clock-maker and withdrew. To tell why the path of a
planet wobbled, one had no need of the God hypothesis. One can be
sure that God too agrees there is no need of such hypop- thesis. So for
the sake of human intellectual growth and under such conditions it
was perhaps a service to leave God out. Sadly western philosophers
and ethicists could not keep up, so morals and ethics on a universal
scale could not even have such support as religion once gave them.
During these centuries, individualism and the breakdown of the old
corporate and family entities also took place in the west. Just as dentists
and medical people built up a phalanx of weaponry to patch things up
as our unnatural diseases mount, so critical scholarship assembled
tools of greater or lesser utility to help our one-sided minds. It is at its
weakest when it comes to dealing with the soul of a com- munity,
revelation and God.
Sikhism is basically a teaching about God and community. It is
not God as envisaged by westerners or indeed by any of the other
great religious and pseudo-religious systems. It is not syncretistic but
the greatest features of all the other systems are to be found in it and
even then Sikhism goes beyond. (This is not to belittle the others.
Each has its own place.) God is immanent in all creation. God is the
hukm (ordering, command,fiat) which brought into being and provides
those laws of science which we are beginning to understand. At the
same time God is utterly transcendant and unknowable. Yet nam (name,
very Being) and rada, bhana (will) are made known. The universe is
the place where ttiese things are played out. This underlying Being of
the Universe made herselflhimself/itself known directly to the ten Gurus
and the Guruship ‘was vested and lives on in the Book (Sri Adi Guru
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Granth Sahib) and in the community. If an observer spends time steeped
in the life of the Sikh people she or he will find it permeated, directed,
indeed obsessed by the Granth and the spirit of the Panth. Sikhs, from
those who cannot read to those giving a lead in world communication,
know large portions of it by heart and even repeat it continuously by
committing portions to the sub-liminal. It is repeated as a Sikh comes
to birth, murmured as a Sikh dies, it fills the heart continually. Who and
what constructed the boundaries of the Sikhs and laid down the
fundaments oftheir ways? Who and what shaped their tradition and
their ways, constructed the boundaries of their traditions, culture,
identity and diversity? It was the belief in Waheguru working through
the Granth and the Panth.
The North American academic community grunts “Here go those
Believers again.” We are not asking people to become believers, we
are asking people who take it in hand to describe a community to take
into account the basic factors that constitute the community for
believers and we are merely asking whether a book which attempts to
tell us what shaped the Sikh community and then in effect ignores the
Book and the embodiment and working out of the Teaching in the
Khalsa, can be considered adequate. One is not asking that the author
be a believer, we are asking for mere fairness and common decency in
service to the Sikhs and the public that a book like this should clearly
and without bias somewhat adequately state what the teaching is as it
stands in the Book and in the broad consensus of the Sikh community
over the generations. If this is not done, the unwary reader is a victim
to any hypothesis which might serve as an explanation. For example,
the suggestion that these things came to be as a result of the pushing
and work of certain individuals or of a group of men whereas it was the
outworking of a Scripture through a total community.
These things are difficult to state coherently out of context. Just
at this point there has come to hand Dr. Wilfred Cantwel Smith: What is
a Scripture? (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1993) which in a way sums
up the work of a series of academic studies by a number of scholars
some of whom Dr. Oberoi mentions in his bibliography. Dr. Smith
consistently and brilliantly makes room for non-Muslims and mdeed
non-believers to appreciate something of the glory of the Quran. He
does the same one by one for the other Scriptures and religions he
considers in his book. (He certainly accepts Sikh Scripture among the
world Scriptures but does not in this particular work use it to illustrate
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the points he is making.) He proves it is possible within the strictest
application of modern western University usage to make room for full
emphasis to be given to the divine hypothesis as envisaged by
believers working itself out as a major element in a Scripture and a
community.
There is no higher calling than to be a hermeneutist, someone
who tries to explain things to both sides. Dr. Oberoi may wish to make
a magnanimous public declaration and turn again to the work. If he
wishes, the University may be able by reshuffling to give him general
South Asian and Community Studies work and re-appoint to the Sikh
chair. But one must beg and beseech the two sides not to disintegrate
into stand-off or hostility. The University may refuse to listen to what
the Sikhs are trying to say about the divine hypothesis and community.
The University may fall back on the narrowest interpretation of the
First Amendment and on University privilege to refuse “outside
in-fluence.” But Canada has a living tradition even higher than that
Amendment, and Sikhs include so many University women and men
and they are the first among those who uphold professional and
academic ‘freedom. Let not the Sikhs hive off into lawsuits and separate
institutions. Theirs is a whole-life tradition which participates fully in
the life of its surroundings and tolerates no hierarchy or castes. If they
leave us and turn in on themselves, the whole world, not only the
University, suffers loss. Perhaps even yet the great Game-player
(Mahala 1, Shlok Varan te Vadhik page 1412), the Mighty Juggler
(Mahala V, Suhi, page 736), can bring some good out of this heartbreaking situation.

‘Construction of Religious Boundaries’
Dr Bhagat Singh
Dr Harjot Oberoi’s work, ‘The Construction of Religious
Boundaries,’ is mainly based on a very wrong assumption that “A
pseudo-synthetic historigraphy comforts contemporary practitioners
of the (Sikh) faith that their present vision of the world and their religious
practices simply continue all that was enunciated and estab-lished by
the founders of the Sikh tradition… I argue for a series of highly complex
ruptures, rapprochements and transitions which eventually resulted
in what we recognize as the modern Sikh com-munity”(p.47).
Here we mean to tell the author that the religious practices
enunciated and established by the founders of Sikhism have continu,ed
to the present day. It is matter of history that Guru Nanak’s missionhas been regarded as the promulgation of a new religion that remains
distinct and complete in itself. The pattern of religious life produced
by him endured unaffected over the centuries. The Guru did not identify
himself with the existing forms of religion. He condemned and discarded
the contemporary forms of religious belief and ritualistic practices of
the Hindus altogether, and he was convinced that he had something
more valuable to offer. He adopted for himself and for his followers his
own revealed composition. This clearly meant the rejection of the old
Hindu scriptural authority and also Hindu deities and the scriptures of
the contemporary religions. Wherever Guru Nanak went during his
missionary travels he established sangat with instruc-tion to his
followers to build dharamsalas where they could regularly meet and
sing the Lord’s praises and remember the Guru’s teachings. The centres
of his missionary activities included those established in Kamrup
(Assam), Bihar, Cuttack, Sur at, Nanakmata (in the Kumaon Hills),
Khatmandu, Jallalabad and Kabul.
The Guru’s Sangat and Pangat aimed at levelling the invidious
distinctions between man and man. Guru Nanak outright rejected caste
system on which the structure of social and religious life of the Hindus
Was based. The religious doctrine and practices introduced by Guru
Nanak and his successors came down to us with the same undiminished
emphasis against the thinking of Dr Oberoi.
The author Oberoi wrongly remarks that, “just as there is no
fixed Guru Nanak in the Janam Sakhis there is no fixed Sikh identity in
the early Sikh period” (p. 56). ‘Fixed Guru Nanak’ must be searched in
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his bani (spiritual composition) and not in his Janam Sakhis. Sikh
identity was enshrined in Guru Nanak’s challenge to the use of various
Hindu rituals and in the introduction of many practices that raistd the
dignity of man and status of woman. Dabistan informs us that “the
disciples of Nanak do not read the mantras of the Hindus. They do not
venerate their temples or idols nor do they esteem their avtars. They
have no regard for the Sanskrit language which according to the Hindus
is the speech of gods”.1
In Sikhism, rituals do not so much defme Sikh identity as the
ideology and the deeds practised. When doctrinal factors of a religion
are avoided or ignored and only sociological factors are emphasised,
the religion is the casualty. Oberoi failed to notice the development of
Sikhism under Guru Nanak’s successors. During the two centuries
under the Gurus, the Sikh institutions were mainly the interpretation or
extension of Guru Nanak’s ideals with no let-up in the following period.
In the words of Dr Gokal Chand Narang, “Guru Gobind Singh himself,
in fact, as well as his work, was the natural product of the process of
evolution that had been going on ever since the foundation of Sikhism.
The harvest which ripened in the time of Guru Gobind Singh had been
sown by Guru Nanak and watered by his successors. The sword which
carved the Khalsa’s way to glory was undoubtedly, forged by Guru
Gobind Singh, but the steel had been provided by Guru Nanak”.2
Guru Angad condemned ascetism, popularised Gurmukhi letters
and preserved the spiritual compositions of Guru Nanak. Guru Angad
and Guru Amar Das enthusiastically pursued and promoted the
institution of langar. Under the third Guru, sangats spread far and
wide. He divided his spiritual domain into twenty two manjis or
bishoprics or dioceses under the charge of devoted Sikhs who preached
the mission of the Sikh Gurus. Guru Amar Das initiated the Sikhs into
new ceremonies regarding birth, marriage and death and forbade the
Hindu practices of sati, purdah. According to Indubhusan Banerjee,
“Guru Angad had, no doubt, done something to give the Sikhs an
individuality of their own but it was under Guru Amar Das that the
difference between a Hindu and a Sikh became more pronounced and
the Sikhs began gradually to drift away from the orthodox Hindu society
and form a class, a sort of new brotherhood by themselves”. 3
Guru Ram Das gave the Sikhs a rallying centre at Amritsar
where they could occasionally meet and maintain closer relationship
with their brothers in faith. Guru Arjun, the fIfth Guru, gave the Sikh
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scripture in the form of the Adi Granth, which embodies, in addition to
his own writings, the compositions of his predecessors and a number
of Indian saints.
The author Oberoi perversely observes that, “its (Adi Granth’s)
heterodox textuality and diverse contributors were far more the
manifestation of a fluid Sikh identity than a signifier of exclusivity”
(p.55).
The author’s charge regarding ‘heterodox textuality’ and ‘diverse
contributors’ is preposterous. He does not seem to know that the
compositions of the outside contributors were not accepted
hap-hazardly. Guru Arjun kept certain spiritual ideology in mind. For
him the esssential thing was the expression of fundamental truth
and…the harmonious unity of spiritual emotion and thought. And
thus only those compositions that agreed with his religious doctrine
and came up to his standard were incorporated in it without any other
consideration than that the contributor must be an enlightened soul.
The Gurus whose compositions were incorporated in the holy
Granth could not be considered as ‘diverse contributors’. They were
the same in spirit though different in body. This fact has been again
and again impressed upon. The Guru continued to be the central
unifying personality and in spite of change in succession he was held
to be one and the same as his predecessor. Satta and Balwand, the
Guru’s bards, sang: “Lenha, the scion of Guru Nanak exchanged body
with him and took possession of his throne Lehna had the same
light, the same method, the master merely changed body. The wise
being, Guru Nanak, descended in the form of Amar Das Thou Ram Das
art Nanak; thou art Lehna, thou art Amar Das, so I deem them”.4
Bhai Gurads (the amanuensis of Guru Arjun) also wrote about
the oneness of the Sikh Gurus known to him. 5
Zulfiqar Ardistani Maubid (popularly known as Mohsin Fani),
the author of Dabistan-i-Mazahib, completed in 1645, and a close
acquaintance of Guru Hargobind, the sixth Nanak, very correctly
understands the fact that “the succeeding Sikh Guru inherits the spirit
of his predecessor. When Nanak left his body he absorbed himself in
Guru Angad who was his most devoted disciple and Guru Angad
entered the body of Amar Das, and Ram Das in the same way got
united withArjun Dev. And people said that whoever does not
acknow-ledge or believe in Guru Arjun to be the very self of Guru
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Nanak becomes manmukh or a non-beleiver. The Sikhs beleived that
all the Gurus are identical with Nanak”.6
In the holy Guru Granth Sahib, we read all Gurus writing
themselves as Nanak. The author of Dabistan informs us that Guru
Hargobind in his letters to him always signed himself as Nanak. The
author says that he was in correspondence with Guru Hargobind.
Similarly, Guru Gobind Singh wrote about his predecessors, “Know
Guru Angad to be Nanak, Guru Amar Das to be Angad, Guru Ram Das
to be Amar Das, Guru Arjun to be Ram Das, and Guru Hargobind to be
Arjun”.7-8 Guru Nanak’s spirit was believed to be working in all his
successors. So to talk of heterodox textuality and diverse contributors
in respect of the Guru contributors is irrelevant.
It is enlightening to note that the compositions of Bhai Gur-das,
a savant or saint Paul of Sikhs whose vars were evaluated by the Guru
as the key to Guru Granth Sahib were not incorporated in the holy
Granth, perhaps being not fully in tune with the spirit of holy
compilation. Similarly, the compositions of some Bhagats as Kanha,
Chhaju, Shah Husain and Peelu were not accepted by the complier.
The tenets enshrined in the Guru Granth Sahib were final and
inviolable fundamental laws of Sikhism, to be in no case altered by any
Sikh people singly or collectively.
Dr Oberoi argues that, “although in the present state of re-search
it is hard to specify the factors that prompted the fifth Guru of the
Sikhs to collate an anthology of devotional literature (The Adi Qranth),
it is easier to discuss its impact” (p. 49). These remarks exhibit the lack
of the researcher’s knowledge of Sikh history and Sikh religion.
According to Macauliffe, Guru Arjun strongly felt the need of
compil-ing the holy Granth for the spiritual guidance of the Sikhs and
for the unity of their faith.9 Secondly, he realised that it was absolutely
neces-sary to secure the revealed compositions of the Gurus from
adultera-tion which was easily possible to happen due to the oral
recitation of the same. And thirdly, to grow as an independent
community and a distinct religion, the Sikhs needed a scripture of their
own.
Author Oberoi continuing his tirade against the sacred scrip-ture
of the Sikhs writes, “While propagandists of modern Sikhism see in
the collation of the Adi Granth in 1603-04 under Guru Arjun a
powerful public declaration of the separation of the Sikh Panth from
other religious traditions, historically it is difficult to admit such an
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interpretation” (p. 54). Guru Arjun did not need to care about the other
religious traditions or make any public declaration as referred to by
Oberoi. He was exclusively concerned with what Sikh doctrine was.
He compiled the holy Granth not as a challenge to other religions but
as a sacred anthology of Sikh scriptural compositions whose appeal
did not change with the passage of time. The sublime truth embodied
in the Adi Granth is eternal which elevates the reader and the listener
spiritually and morally.
Guru Gobind Singh formally bifuracted the Guruship, vesting
the spiritual part of it in the Adi Granth as finalised by him and the
secular one in the Khalsa. The former was to be the Guru Granth and
the latter to be the Guru Panth. The bani had been given the status of
the Guru earlier by Guru Ram Das who had said that there was no
difference between the Guru and his revealed word. The Sikhs had
already been told emphatically that the bani (spiritual composition) is
the Guru and the Guru is the bani (his word), and the bani contains all
the virtues of righteousness. (Bani Guru, Guru hai bani, with bani
amrit sare).
Oberoi talks of numerous gutkas and pothis (p.54) prevalent in
medieval India. Whatever their intent - sectarian or otherwise - the
Sikh scripture - the Adi Granth-has nothing to do with that or the
motives of their compilation. About the Adi Granth Oberoi says, “It
was certainly neither the first nor the last such collection” (p. 54). How
does this observation affect the spiritual glory and eternal spiritual
appeal of this holy Granth? Does the author mean to place it among
the gutkas or the pothis or he aims at an attempt to assail its noble
status? The Adi Granth was always the same to the Sikhs, unchanged
and sublime in appeal forever.
Arnold Toynbee, an eminent British historian, believes that, “
the Sikh religion and its scripture, the Guru Granth, will have some-thing
special of value to say to the rest of the world”. It seems, in all probability
that Oberoi has not studied the Sikh holy scripture at all. That is why
he never quotes froni it. It is a pity that he makes a lot of Comments
about the Guru Granth Sahib without knowing as to what it contains.
Oberoi writes that while “the Adi Granth has become a key cultural
marker of Sikh ethnicity, it would be a gross misinterpretation to view
it in the same vein for the early seventeenth century” (p. 55). Does it
mean that this holy Granth had different levels of guidance and message
for the Sikhs or with the passage of time its contents and meanings
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underwent changes or alterations that consequently affected its appeal
and its status in the eyes of the Sikhs. The author’s observa-tion is
absurd and totally irrelevant and betrays his lack of insight into the
predominantly stable ethos of the holy Sikh scripture over a long
period of time. His comments on the holy Granth, at places, border on
blasphemy in which the young researcher, intentionally or
unintention-ally, indulges. We clearly see that the first five Gurus gave
their followers a well defined religious doctrine, religious and social
prac-tices, their own places of pilgrimage and holy scripture.
Under Guru Hargobind, the Sikhs assumed additional
responibilities of self-defence. The Guru had to play a dual role of a
mir (an army leader) and a pir (a Guru). The Sikhs called the Guru the
Sacha patshah, the true king as against the temporal king, who ruled
only by the force of arms and concerned himself with the worldly
actions of the people.10 He introduced congregational prayers which
added further religious fervour and social cohesion among the Sikhs
and strengtheqed unity and co-operation between them.11
Guru Tegh Bahadur registered his peaceful resistance against
the policy of forcible conversion. Guru Gobind Singh felt that the
Sikhs needed further internal cohesion and external defence. Retaining
the basic ideas of administering pahul to the Sikhs, a new ceremony of
giving the nectar of the double-edged sword was introduced in place
of the old practice. Guru Gobind Singh strengthened the organization
of the community by making steel an integral limb of a Sikh to fight
tyranny and injustice. He invested the panth with his personality, or in
other words, the Khalsa panth was to be the Guru in future. The Guru
said, “I have bestowed the Guruship on the Khalsa. the Khalsa is my very
self and I shall always live in the Khalsa”. As told earlier the spiritual
Guruship was invested in the Adi Granth.
Oberoi’s contradictions again and again leave a sickening effect
upon the indulgent reader’s mind. Relating to the late 18th century, he
observes that “fmally the Adi Granth had not become the exclusive
focus of Sikh religiosity (p.90). It is a reckless statement indeed and
again he argues that “in the unsettled conditions of the eighteenth
century Khalsa Sikhs were in desperate need of cohesive principle
that would replace the institution ofliving Gurus … An older
principle of Guru Granth or scriptural Guru was successfully put into
service by Khalsa Sikhs… In the absence of any clear leadership within
the Sikh ranks, the doctrine of Guru Granth served as a useful
sub-stitute for the line of Sikh Gurus by providing much needed
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cohesion for a panth faced with political turmoil and serious internal
dissen-tions… For a social historian it is unimportant whether or not
Gobind Singh formally declared the Adi Granth a Guru”. (pp. 69-70).
The author, sadly enough, ignores and belittles the role of Guru Gobind
Singh. To him the need of the Guru was just for political purposes and
for the unity of the Sikhs. He considers the Guru Granth Sahib just a
useful substitute for the line of Sikh Gurus and thus lowers its position
as a Guru.
Oberoi writes that the Sikh peasantry also resisted the mainly
evolved Sikh norms of the Khalsa quality. The author seems to be
ignorant of the marvellous contribution made by the Sikh peasantry to
the cause of Sikhism throughout the span of five centuries of Sikh
history. Guru Arjun converted almost the entire peasantry of the Majha
tract of the Punjab, and by the time of Guru Hargobind they had become
deeply devoted Sikhs. They fought the battles which the Guru was
forced to fight against the Mughals. Soon thereafter, the Malwa and
Doaba peasantry also embraced Sikhism. When after return from the
Eastern India, Guru Tegh Bahadur went to the Malwa villages to meet
the Sikhs, crowds after crowds came to see him wherever he went.
According to Ghulam Husain, the author of ‘Siyar ul-Mutakherin’
(1781), the official news-writer, conveyed to Delhi about 1673, that the
Guru was inciting the Malwa peasantry to revolt against the
govern-ment.12 Though the report was a total lie, at least it proves that
the peasantry was the staunch follower of the Sikh Gurus. Later the
Punjab peasantry predominantly participated in the battles of Guru
Gobind Singh.
When Banda Singh Bahadur, after having been duly baptized at
the hands of Guru Gobind Singh, came to the Punjab from the Deccan
he carved out a strong social base in the villages to fight against the
repression of the Mughals and to make a determined bid for the liberation
of the land from the oppressive masters. We find a marked role of the
peasants and the zamindars in the activities of Banda Singh who moved
almost unchecked in the major parts of the Punjab. When he was
captured in 1715 and taken to Delhi, all of his 740 companions, who
were mostly peasants, refused reprieve contemptuously whenever
offered. They were deeply attached to Sikhism.
Sikh movement during the times of Zakariya Khan, Mir Mannu
and Ahmad Shah Durrani was mainly manned by the Sikh peasantry.
Most of the members of the daIs and the Dal Khalsa were the Sikh
peasants, who were along with their leaders, amritdhari Sikhs. None
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could join their derahs without having been duly initiated to Sikhism.
All the Sardars (rulers) of the Sikh Misls, including Maharaja Ranjit
Singh’s predecessors, belonged to peasantry.
At no stage of Sikh history we find the Sikh peasantry faltering
in their faith in Sikhism. To argue arbitrarily that after rising to the top
by a ladder of religious faith and distinct identity the Sikh peasantry
kicked the ladder down is historically unacceptable.
Oberoi suggests that there were vague and unclear identities of
the Sikhs till the closing years of the 19th century. One feels sad to
note that this author is always desperately in search of an opportunity
to make a pronouncement that is anything but the truth. There could
be nothing more unhistorical than the author’s above comment. As it
has already been observed, the Sikh identity had absolutely become
clear during the time of the earlier Sikh Gurus. The Khalsa rahit was
promulgated among the Sikhs by Guru Gobind Singh and it was strictly
adhered to after him. The Mughal government knew it for sure that the
order of the Khalsa was the direct consequence of Guru Nanak’s
teachings. The Sikhs had the same unbedimmed identity under all the
Gurus and in the following period.
If the Sikhs had no clear identity then to whom Emperor Bahadur
Shah referred when he gave his edict:
Nanak prastan ra har ja kih ba-qatl rasanand.13
[An edict ordering a wholesale genocide of the Sikhs (the
worshippers of Nanak) wherever found]. The same order was repeated
a few years later by Emperor Farrukh Siyar.
Who were these people, who under Banda Singh’s leadership,
shook one of the mightiest empires in the world to its very foundation
with such terrible force that it was never able to re-establish its authority
as firmly as before? Who were these people for whose heads, prices
had been fixed under Zakariya Khan (1726-45)? For whom did the
punitive parties of Zakariya Khan comb the villages and forests and
who were the people brought in chains every day, batches after batches
and publicly beheaded at Lahore at Nakhas (horse market) now called
Shahidganj? And who were these people about whom once Zakariya
Khan said, “By God, they live on grass and claim kingship.”14 Who
were these people before whose religious zeal and determination, the
tact and skill of the greatest military genius of the time in Asia (Ahmad
Shah Durrani, 1748-67) gave way and at whose hands, meeting his
Waterloo in the Punjab, the Durrani bowed out of the province in
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abject humilia-tion? Who were these people who expelled from the
Punjab its three masters: the Mughals, the Afghans and the Marathas
and established their principalities, and later under Ranjit Singh a
kingdom as big as that of France? Did these people have vague and
unclear identities or it was just the figment of author Oberoi’s
imagination?
Oberoi writes that, “the history of Sikh tradition, radically different
from, say, Christianity, which from the very beginning had a dominant
concern with demarcating believers and non-believers. Christian church
leaders had begun to excommunicate those within the church who
transgressed its systematized beliefs. Such modes of ex-clusion, of
publicizing the boundaries of belief and practice, were quite alien to
early Sikh tradition.” (p. 48).
Let Oberoi be informed that in Sikhism also, transgression in
belief was not tolerated. A few examples would not be out of place
here. Guru Har Rai’s elder son, Ram Rai, was deprived of his position at
the Guru darbar for intentionally giving a wrong interpretation of a
verse from Guru Nanak’s bani at Delhi when he attended Emperor
Aurangzeb’s court to answer his questions about Guru Granth Sahib.
Guru Har Rai never permitted Ram Rai to see him for the rest of his life
for want of truth and courage.
Guru Arjun’s elder brother Pirthia and Guru Har Rai’s elder brother
Dhirmal, were deprived of their privileges because of their anti-Sikh
stances.
According to Senapat, a poet at Guru Gobind Singh’s darbar,
the Sikhsangats played an important part in the life of a Sikh in keeping
him to the right path. It was fully competent to punish or forgive his
faults and lapses.15 Even ordinary breaches of the rules of conduct
could be taken up for action in the local sangats and no person,
however highly placed he might be, was considered above the jurisdiction
of these conclaves. When a guilty person presented himself before an
assembly for punishment, he stood with folded hands at a place where
shoes were put off. His case was referred to a commission of five, who
reported their decision to the congregation for the confirmation of their
verdict. Guru Gobind Singh punished the Sikh masands who indulged
in anti-Sikh and corrupt practices.
Jassa Singh, ruler of the Ramgarhia Misl, was charged with killing
his new-born daughter. He was excommunicated. But later, on his
expressing remorse, he was excused and readmitted into the fold of
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Sikhism.
No Sikh could ever consider himself above the Panth. The
supreme example of Maharaja Ranjit Singh’s surrender to the verdict
of the sangat is provided, as the tradition goes, by his readiness to
receive punishment at Akal Takht for a moral lapse on his part. He
confessed his guilt, and punishment ‘of flogging was announced.
At the last moment, he was spared the punishment in view of his
honouring the authority of the congregation. Many more
examples of such punish-ment in the 17th, 18th and 19th centuries
can be given. In the 20th century some top-ranking leaders of the
Sikh community, Sikh mini-sters, chief ministers, central ministers,
Sikh scholars and eminent writers were called to the dock by the
Sikh sangats at Akal Takht for their anti-Sikh activities and were
punished with excommunication or voluntary community service
as cleaning the utensils in the Gurdwara langars and dusting the
shoes of the Sikh votaries in conformity with old traditions. None
could ever flout the verdict of the Panth. The main object of the
punishment was to reform the guilty rather than condemn-ing him
or permanently throwing him out of the community.
So, it is wrong to believe that transgressors in Sikh faith could
get away with it.
It is amusing to note that Oberoi contradicts himself within a
space of 24 pages of his work. He writes, “The dramatic political triumph
of the social movement in the second half of the 18th century gave the
Sikhs a vast empire but ironically the attainment of power and the
process of state formation stalled the crystallization of a uniform Sikh
identity.”(p. 47)
He writes again, “The increasing political power of the Khalsa
allowed it to begin recasting Sikh society after its own image. During
the course of the 18th century, tens of thousands of Sikhs took to the
Khalsa identity, some in pursuit of worldly power and others out of
religious conviction.” (p. 71).
According to the first statement, the attainment of power, by the
Sikhs in the 18th century, obstructed the emergence of a uniform Sikh
identity. And according to the second, due to the rise of the Sikh
political power in the 18th century, alarge number of people assumed
the uniform Khalsa Sikh Identity.
In these two statements, the author alone can better tell us as to
where he actually stands.
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What is ‘dramatic’, as Oberoi notices above, about the ul-timate
success of the long-drawn Sikh war for their independence from the
foreign masters? It was the inevitable consequence of the life and
death struggle of nearly half a century under the stewardship of a
galaxy of valiant and competent Sikh leaders. But, for the Sikh victory
the credit should legitimately be given to the entire community, not to
any individual. That would be against the spirit of the whole enterprise.
This struggle brought out the internal strength of the community which
not only survived half a century of persecution and war, it created a
state.
By introducing Sakhi Sarvar, Gugga and goddesses among the
Sikhs. The author is unmeritedly adulterating and profusely cor-rupting
the pure Sikh religious practices as prescribed by the Gurus. Those
who followed the practices of the non - Sikh cults could not be Sikhs.
It is a fact-plain and simple. The following example would suffice to
drive home the point.
Macauliffe writes that Manj, a follower of Sakhi Sarvar (a Muslim
saint), prayed to Guru Arjun to make him a Sikh. The Guru told Manj
that Sakhi Sarvar’s way was easy and that of Sikhism was difficult to
practise. He could not sail in two boats at the same time. Either he
should continue to worship the shrine of the saint or accept Sikhism.
Manj demolished the niche appropriated to Sakhi Sarvar’s worship in
his house and returned to the Guru and became a Sikh.16
H.A. Rose tells in his ‘Glossary of Castes and Tribes in the
Punjab’ that the Sikhs in the villages were not favourably disposed
towards the Hindu worshippers of Sakhi Sarvar.
Surprisingly enough, Oberoi devotes hardly a couple of pages
to Guru Nanak and his teachings in his book but devotes fourteen
pages to Sakhi Sarvar (pp. 147-160). This reflects his tilted
and lop-sided approach to the subject in hand. He also links
Gugga Pir, a person known for overpowering snakes or
curing his worshippers of snake and scorpion bites. Gugga
was worshipped in the form of a snake. The Sikhs had
absolutely nothing to do with Gugga who preached non-Sikh
practices. The Gurus Granth strongly rejected the worship of the Pirs
and Devis. We have repeated references of such rejections in the Guru
Granth Sahib.
Oberoi names Maharaja Ranjit Singh and Raja Fateh Singh
Ahluwalia as having undertaken pilgrimage to Jawalamukhi in the
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Kangra district to worship at the Devi’s shrine. And the Maharaja
gifted large amounts of money to the shrine and had its roof gilded
(pp.202-03). The district of Kangra was under Ranjit Singh. He showed
respect and regards to other religions and their shrines,’ and donated
funds to identify himself with his subjects. He had some Hindu and
Muslim ladies also in his harem whv had been allowed to retain their
faiths. He got constructed, at state expense, temples and mosques for
their use. Earlier Guru Hargobind had built a mosque at Har-gobindpur
for the use of Muslims at his own expense. This showed toleration and
regard for the religion of others and not that the Maharaja had departed
from his own faith.
It is not understandable as to what Oberoi aims to infer from a
visit to Jawalamukhi by Ranjit Singh who in the words of Osborne
(who visited the Maharaja in 1839)” was a devout believer in the
doctrines and punctual observer of the ceremonies of his religion
(Sikhism). The Granth, the sacred book of the Sikhs, was constantly
read to him and he must have been familiar with the moral precepts it
inculcated.”17
The Maharaja referred to his government as Sarkar-i-Khalsa. All
correspondence was carried in the name of the Khalsa and all
ceremonies were performed in the presence of the Holy Book-The
Guru Granth Sahib. He issued coins in the name of the Guru and visited
Harmandir Sahib (Amritsar) at short intervals tp pay homage. The
princes were addressed as Khalsa Kharak Singh, Khalsa Sher Singh,
Khalsa Naunehal Singh, etc.
Feteh Singh Ahluwalia was a staunch Sikh and performed his
nit-nem (daily prayer) even in the battlefield. He got all his undertak-ings
endorsed by the Guru Granth Sahib.
Does Oberoi, in the heart of his hearts, believe these rulers to be
the worshippers of Devi? If he does, 1 have every reason to deeply
pity him.
The Hindu Sanatanists have never been accepted as Sikhs by
the Sikh Community. The Sanatanists did not believe in Sikhism because of their Hindu practices and beliefs. Oberoi’s considering these
Sanatanists among the Sikhs is misconceived. The Sanatanists, according to the author, gave the same status to the Dasam Granth which
Guru Gobind Singh gave to the Adi Granth. These Sanatamsts “paid
the same attention to Puranic literature as they would to the Adi
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Granth.” Could, by any stretch of imagination, Gulab Singh Sanatani
be considered a Sikh who believes, “Sikh faith is the true Sanatan
religion. The four Vedas are also the religious books of the Sikhs”.
(p.102). A Sanatanist author of ‘Gurbilas Chhevin Patshahi’ portrays
Guru Hargobind “as the twenty-fourth reincarnation of Vishnu”. Koer
Singh, author of “Gurbilas Patshahi Dasvin” also views the Guru “as a
reincarnation of Vishnu”. (pp.102-03). These Sanatani authors were
Hindus trying their hands at Sikhism in a bid to counteract the Sikh
identity.
“The Dasam Granth becomes paradigmatic for the entire religious
culture of Sanatan Sikhs” (pp.98), observes Oberoi. For holding such
views the Sanatanists seek support from the Dasam Granth’s mythical
narratives like those of the goddesses known by the names of Chandi,
Durga, Bhavani and Kalka, who helped the gods fight battle against
demons and ultimately emerged victorious. Some stirring stories from
Ramayan, Mahabharat and Puranic literature have also been given in
the Dasam Granth. But the author himself wrote.
“I have no other object behind this composition except to infuse
war-like spirit and inspire people to fight a holy war against the eneInies
of righteousness and goodness.”
Dasam Katha bhagaut ki bhakha kari banai
Aver vasna naha dharam yudh ko chai
To quote Malcolm, “Guru Gobind Singh wrote an account of his
own in terms more calculated to inflame the courage of his fol-lowers
than to inform the historian.”18
To talk of the Sanatanists and to use the term ‘Sikh’ with them is
just losing a judicious sense required to differentiate between a Hindu
and a Sikh. Let Oberoi hear Guru Gobind Singh say:
“I do not invoke the name of Ganesh
1 never worship Krishan or Vishnu” (Krishna Avtar)
“Ram and Rahim, the Puran and Quran express various opinions
but 1 accept none of them. The simritis, the Shastras and the Vedas
speak of many mysteries, but I recognise none of them”. (Rama Avtar863).
These Sanatanists, who had taken possesion of the Sikh shrines
to the extent of barring the entry of the Rahitia Sikhs into the Golden
Temple and other Gurdwaras, could not be the Sikhs but the enemies
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of Sikhism.
Oberoi wrongly suggests that “the Khalsa/Sahajdhari duality
became fIrmly enshrined within the great tradition.” (p.137). There
were never two Sikhisms as Sahajdhari or Sanatan Sikhism and Khalsa
Sikhism.
Oberoi says that “Sanatan tradition, however, was primarily the
religious universe of the Sikh elites. We could even call it an official
religion, for it was closely aligned to the Sikh kingdom of Lahore and
its elites.” (p.138)
How ridiculously the author argues that Maharaja Ranjit Singh’s
offIcial religion was Sanatanism. He shows utter ignorance of the fact
that Ranjit Singh liked to be addressed as Singh Sahib. He always
referred to his government as Sarkar-i-Khalsa. His offIcial salutation in
the state was Wahe Guru Ji Ka Khalsa, Wahe Guru ji Ki Fateh. His
courtiers and offIcials: Hindus, Muslims and Europeans, had full grown
and unshorn long flowing beards, tied turbans and tried to be as close
to the Sikh form and code of conduct as possible. He ruled in the name
of the Gurus, wielded power in the name of the Khalsa, all diplomatic
correspondence carried in the name of the Khalsa. He called himself
the drum (Ranjit nigara) of Guru Gobind Singh. Ignorantly enough,
Oberoi brands him and his courtiers as Sanatanists.
The author Oberoi writes that to the Sanatanists even in the late
19th century, “The Khalsa doctrine of Adi Granth being the Guru of
the Panth was still far from fully subscribed” (p.104). Still Oberoi calls
these Sanatanists as Sikhs and not stark enemies of Sikhism. We should
dismiss these Sanatanists with no attention at all.
So did the Sahajdharis have little to do with the Sikhs. They did
not follow the Sikh rahit. The Guru said that only he who adopts the
Sikh way of life is his Sikh (Rahni rahai soi Sikh mera). The rahit was
prescribed for all Sikhs by the tenth prophet. The author Oberoi does
not differentiate between the conformist Sikhs and the non-con-formist
Sanatanists and Sehajdharis.
Oberoi observe that “for Sanatan Sikhs the caste system and its
taboos had undoubtedly become an integral part of the Sikh faith”.
(p.104). The author should have put it like this:
Sanatanists who were wedded to the anti-Sikh practice of caste
system and its taboos could never be a part of Sikh faith. A religion
does not turn bad because a particular cult or a section of society does
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not follow its code of conduct. So, let Oberoi keep the non-conformists
away from Sikhism and not mess up things to damage the Sikh faith.
Singh Sabha movement could not have been conceived if its
leaders had not violently felt the urgent need of restoring the message
of the Sikh Gurus. First leaders of a movement are always more
determined, more radical, more enthusiastic, more committed and more
revolting. But, as usual, Oberoi is a victim of perverse thinking and
Sanatan phobia when he argues that “the early leadership of Singh
Sabha sought to transmit the Sanatan religious culture and the radical
transformation of Sikh consciousness was not on their agenda”.(p.257)
Oberoi has made a very unhistorical and unacceptable
obser-vation that “the colonial state and its institutions played a
signifIcant role in the emergence of a homogenous Sikh religion”
(p.423). Elaborating his point, the author argues that “all Sikhs who
sought recruitment to the British army had to undergo Khalsa baptism
and uphold the fIve symbols of the Khalsa”. Does the author mean to
say that the British were very much interested in promoting the Khalsa
rahit? It is awfully funny. Oberoi needs to be informed that during the
18th and 19th centuries, it was essential for every Sikh to take amrit
prepared with the double-edged sword and to follow Sikh rahit strictly
before joining the Khalsa army. The British realised that the Sikh soldiers
were best in their performance when they were in their true form and
spirit. Hence, the Sikh form was emphasised by the British.
Sikh religion has been homogenous forever but under the British
it received a damaging touch through the government patronage of
the Pujaris and Mahants who sacrilegiously controlled Harmandir
Sahib (Amritsar) and most of the major gurdwaras, and also through
the activities of the Christian missionaries.
Oberoi writes that the Khande Ki Pahul or Amrit ceremony Was
performed by the recitation of fIve quatrains from the writings of Guru
Gobind Singh (p.640). In fact, the banis recited during the preparation
of amrit were: Japji (of Guru Nanak), Anand Sahib (of Guru Amar Das)
and Japp Sahib, Das Swayas and Chopai (of Guru Gobind Singh).
A chapter on ‘An Enchanted Universe’ including popular saints,
goddesses, village sacred sites, evil spirits, witchcraft, sorcery, magical
healings, astrology, festivals and fairs, etc., is irrelevant to this work,
Many more superfluous things discussed in the book need to be
weeded out.
The author Oberoi has unnecessarily used the unusual terms of
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Khalsa Sikhs and Tat Khalsa for the Sikhs to bring some un-Sikh and
non-Sikh cults into the fold of Sikhism. He wrongly and unwisely
considers the religious text of Adi Granth as amorphom. (p.22), that is
shapeless, not conforming to normal structural organization and not
having any crystalline form.
The use of terms like, religious diversity in Sikhism, religious
fluidity in the Sikh tradition, multiple or plural identities in Sikhism is
irresponsible and misleading, and awfully blocks the emergence of
Sikh identity. How conveniently he forget that “the spiritual
composition of Guru Nanak constantly kept alive in the minds of the
followers of the Guru, the consciousness that they were distinct from
the common mass of the Hindus”.19 How miserably the author fails to
understand it when he argues that “in the early Guru period, Sikh as a
category was still problematic and empty”. (p.53)
What Oberoi cannot understand about the Sikhs today, Qazi
Nur Muhammad understood in 1765 when he was in the Punjab for a
short time during Abroad Shah Durrani’s seventh invasion, that “Guru
Nanak was not a mere reformer bur the founder of a new religion. The
Sikhs are.not from among the Hindus. They have a separate religion of
their own”.20
To areader of this work, it clearly seems that the author makes a
strenuous bid to disintegrate, disorganize and demolish the distinct
Sikh identity, the doctrine enshrined in the Sikh scripture and the glory
of Sikh history created by a determined community steeped in its
religious direction and inspired by unshaken constancy in Sikh heritage.
The self-opinionated propaganda of the author, undoubtedly, damages
Sikhism immensely and far from being an addition to the domain of
Sikh literature, this work renders unmerited disservice to it.
Despite his profession of being, although, a student and scholar
of history, his approach to his subject has been that of a man of
sociology and anthropology. The language he uses is neither that of
history nor of religion. His language ill-fits the subject in his hand and
his verbosity negates his command over it. Sometimes, he tries to hide
his irrelevance under the garb of superfluity. To be able to say a thing
in a style and language that keeps the reader comfortable is the measure
of maturity of ones style.
In his preface, the author has given a long list of foreign and
Indian scholars to whom he feels indebted for help and guidance in
the writing of this book. Generally speaking, the foreigners are ignorant
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of the spirit of Sikhism, its doctrine and history. Unfortunately, most of
the Indian scholars referred to are unfavourably disposed towards the
Sikh religion and Sikh history. And from this originated his wrong
approach. He does not seem to have benefitted from the scholarship
available in the departments of Sikhism and Sikh history at the three
universities in the Punjab at Patiala, Amritsar and Chandigarh. There
are abundantly informative contemporary Persian sources relating to
the period under this study, regarding Sikh history and Sikh religion.
Oberoi having not used any of these Persian sources, is apparently
considerably disadvantaged by his lack of knowledge of Persian.
The author has used second or third rate sources of informa-tion.
On page 31, he mentions besides Max Arthur Macauliffe the names of
John Gordon and Ernest Trumpp to have recorded the ideals of Sikh
faith. John Gordon’s is a small and an elementary book titled ‘The
Sikhs’, Trumpp (a German missionary) was deputed by the India Office
(London) to translate the Adi Granth into English. Macauliffe says
that, “Trumpp gave mortal offence to the Sikhs. Whenever he saw an
opportunity of defaming the Gurus, the sacred book and the religion
of the Sikhs he eagerly availed himself of it.”
In the early seventies of the 19th century, when Trumpp, with
the help of the English Deputy Commissioner of Amritsar, arranged a
meeting with some Sikh scholars at Amritsar, he pulled out
unreverentially the Adi Granth from his suitcase and placed it on the
table before him and lighted his cigarette. The Sikh scholar dispersed
in protest. To me it seems that many of the scholars listed in the preface
are Trumpps rather than Macauliffes. Through wrong guidance and the
use of unproper sources of information, Oberoi has undermined the status
and the role of the Sikh Gurus and the Guru Granth sahib in providing
direction to the Sikhs. There lies the very sad tragedy of the author’s
very negative contribution to the Sikh religion and Sikh history.
In the end, I am pleased to say that Harjot Oberoi is a brilliant
scholar but I am displeased to point out that his brilliance and scholarship have been misdirected and have strayed away from the right
path. He could try his hand sucessfully on any subject other than Sikh
religion and Sikh history. In that case, in the event of disagreement
with him I would have said after V oltaire. “I disapprove of what you
say, but I will defend, to the death, your right to say”. But religion does
not permit wrong, especially deliberate attempts to trivialize and unmake
the image of its scripture, its doctrine, its prophets and its followers.
The research should not clash with the religious susceptibilities or
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senti-ments of millions of people in the name of some novel approach
to the subject or just for the fun of it, under the excuse of a licence of
freedom of expression, or more correctly, under the licence of
mispresentation of religion. Religion is a very sensitive territory, one
must cautiously step into it. Beyond a certain limit, one enters into the
bounds of blasphemy where one forfeits the very licence.
I would sincerely advise the young scholar to revise his work
and make the necessary amendments to be more explicit in regard to
the distinct Sikh identity and the true spirit of Sikhism. In its present
form, the work fails miserably rather deplorably to stand the test of
historical and religious scrutiny.
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Dr Oberoi’s Journey into Obscurity’
Dr Darshan Singh
Dr Harjot Oberoi’s book “The Construction of Religious
Boundaries” is a comparatively new adventure in the realm of Sikh
Studies. Its sub-title “Culture, Identity and Diversity in the Sikh
Tradi-tion”, prefaces the contents of the book. It suggests the nature
of material collected, analysed and presented in it. To me it appears
that the sub-title of the book and the contents of the book are mutually
contradictory. Because the sub-title suggests the positive angle of the
Sikh identity whereas its treatment throughout the book belies this
sense.
This book begins with a sense conveyed by two quotations
from; Lucin Febvre, “Religion? What a crude word you are using there!
Are you going to get tangled up in faith, belief and all that?”1 and
Victor Turner “Otherwise we must all perish, for behind specific
historical and cultural developments, East versus West, hierarchical
versus egalitarian systems, individualism versus communism, lies the
simple fact that man is, both a structural and an anti-structural entity,
who grows through anti-structure and conserves through structure”.
These words seem to be his source of inspiration. Therefore, these
two quotations sufficiently reveal the mind of the author. They also
foreshow the things which he is likely to discuss in the subsequent
pages of the book.
All that he wants to suggest is that no religion has its boun-daries
well-constructed. Second, all religions have some kin of loose-ness in
their approach. For him, boundaries are often illusory and, therefore,
not sustainable. Going a step further, he suggests that, religious
boundaries should not be strict and unalterable, meaning thereby that
they should be adjustable. Mutual acceptance, tolerance and sharing
of the same experience should be fundamental to every religion. This
kind of thinking, left to itself, deserves praise. Actually, problem does
not arise with the theme but with the product of “scholar’s imagination”.
He continues to be unmindful of the empirical reality, even unfair to
every religion, and, therefore, feels no hesitation in twisting, misinterpreting and distorting the factual position. Thus, the approach
becomes purely unacademic, sometimes motivated and un-related to
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the actual reality.
This book deals with the historical reality of Sikh religion during
the 19th century. Dr Oberoi has taken special pains to prove that Sikh
religion, during this period, did not have any well constructed
boundaries. It had no central place for worship, and in the process, it
had no well defined identity. It had un-specified ideology and
philosophy, un-identifiable identity and un-fuced response of its
fol-lowers to the idea of being a Sikh. The followers of Sikhism, that is
the Sikhs, were found to have a casual approach towards their deity,
they were abundantly found joining the religious rites of Hindus,
Muslims and a number of their sub-sects.
This kind of approach to the actual reality of Sikhism is not only
casual in itself but well thought out distortion. First, there is no religious
institution, worth the name, in the world, which does not have well
defined boundaries. Then, Sikhism is more identifiable than any other
religion in terms of its ideological and philosophical frame-work and
visible identity of its followers. Second, if some ignorant Sikhs or
some members of the census staff commit a mistake, it cannot be made
basis for the conclusion that the boundaries of a religious community
are ‘fluid’.
Boundaries are a part of life. Every institution has constructed
these around itself. They are mainly for the purpose of management,
identification and self-satisfaction. Therefore, the real question should
not be addressed to the boundaries of an institution, it should rather
be addressed to the objectives of a religion, particularly, in terms of its
ability to conceive and capacity to achieve them. But Dr Oberoi has no
such specified goal. He, on the other hand, tries to build his above
said thesis on the following points:
1. He quotes an elderly respected man Lala Ruchi Ram Sahni.
According to the author Mr. Sahni used to go through the Sikh
religious code (Nit Nem) as well as worship Hindu gods. At the
same time, he would not mind visiting a Muslim shrine.
2. He takes up the case of a bearded coolie who smokes tobacco
which is strictly prohibited in Sikhism.(Having an unshaven
beard does not necessarily mean a Sikh.)
3. He refers to the tribe of Meharata Rajputs who were not clearly
identifiable in terms of their being Muslim or Hindus or members
of any other religion.
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4. He draws his conclusions from the details of census conducted
by British Government from time to time.
5. Dr Oberoi is of the opinion that Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs
would not mind undertaking pilgrimage and participating in
religious functions conducted by each other, suggesting that
even Islam has no demarcated religious boundaries. Let us see
if the audacious author, who prefers to take undue liberty in
making unwarranted observations regard-ing Sikhism, dares to
do so in the case of Islam also.
Further, he says, “Indian languages do not possess a noun for
religion as signifying a single uniform and centralized community of
believers.” As a result of these arguments he comes to the conclusion,
“there was much interpenetration and overlapping of communal
identities.”12 These and such like other arguments cannot be sustained,
in substance, when they are academically scrutinised. For this purpose,
these arguments can be divided into two sections: First, some of the
arguments relate to mutual policy of give and take (Lokachar) adopted
by different religious communities, living in a neighbourhood. There
is no doubt that sometimes, within the parameters of above said
be-haviour, the number of immediate gains also determines such steps
of an individual of a particular religion. The case of Mr. Sahni, of
having equal interest in all the three religions falls in this category. The
second category is the one of aberrants who, due to ignorance,
casualness and the social or political pressure, commit aberrations.
The case of tobac-co-chewing or addicting oneself to any such
intoxicant, prohibited in Sikhism, falls in this category. Sikhs are
no exception so far as the existence of these categories are
concerned. But, I feel, this parameter should not be applied in
order to determine the religious boundarics of a particular religion.
Like many other things in life, many a time, such things are
committed out of habit, ignorance or for some greed. They are not
sanctioned by the religious scriptures. The interesting point is
that he wants that the identity of a religious group should have
been established from outside the realms of religious texts, say:
Islam without Quran Sharif, Christianity without Bible and Sikhism
without Guru Granth Sahib. In this context he says, “Historically,
it is hard to build a correspondence between the Veda and Hinduism,
for at no point do the Vedas make the claim that they represent
Hindus”. If Vedas and Hinduism do not correspond to each other,
then he assumes a similar lack of congruence between practice
and
religious
text
in
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other religions also. Can there be a more irrelevant argument?
Religion, actually originates from the text and grows in the history of
its followers. In order to understand a religious structure we have to
go a little deep into a given perception of a religion. For example, let us
take the case of a follower of Islam. A Muslim believes in one God (no
idol-worship), observance of Shariat and a distinguishable physical
identity. He does not worship in the way a Hindu or Sikh does. His
mode of prayer and conduct is entirely different. When he enters the
doors of Islam, circumcision has to be performed. The difference
between a Hindu and a Muslim, particularly in India, existed to the
extent that if a Muslim touched the food and water of a Hindu, it was
considered polluted and unfit for consumption. The mutual distinc-tion,
sometimes led to the mutual hatred and to subsequent clash. In this
context, Hindus would call the language of Muslims malecch bhasha,
which meant the speaker of that language was a Malechh (impure).
Similarly, a Muslim would call a Hindu Kafir i.e., non-believer. A Hindu
would not go to the mosque. He would not conduct Narnaz etc. and
also he would not go through the rituals a Muslim had to. In this way
a Hindu has his own concept of God, of worship, of character, of
language and of ritualism. May I know how many Hindus observe
fast, like Muslims in the month of Ramzan?
Dr Oberoi draws his conclusions mainly from the gatherings on
the monuments oflocal heroes like smadh (tomb) of Guga Pir, Sakhi
Sarvar, etc. These gatherings can never be called religious gatherings.
Instead, they are cultural gatherings. Such people were never religious
heroes. They were cultural heroes. Ignorant people, in pain and
dis-tress, prostrate before them for help (little realising that their heroes
had themselves suffered the same). No Hindu or Muslim or a Sikh
while attending to such functions abandons his earlier religious
con-nections.
As far as the Sikhs are concerned, their identity is well
estab-lished since the Jays of Guru Nanak. He discarded both the
churches i.e., Hindu and Muslim.
When Guru Tegh Bahadur learnt about Aurangzeb’s inten-tion
of building India into an Islamic state, he decided to assert the existence
of another religious identity, that is Sikhism, in addition to Islam and
Hinduism. Sikhism believes in a plural society. Therefore, diversity is an
obvious and respectable phenomenon. God has created his kingdom of
living beings in multiple names, forms and colours. This multiplicity is the
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beauty and grandeur of nature and is created by God himself. Therefore,
it must be maintained. No individual, however high he may be, on
earth, has the right to dictate anyone else to follow his way of life.
Freedom and equality for all, is the fundamental principle of Sikhism.
In this context, the existing churches had exhausted their possibilities.
Therefore, an alternative was an obvious and urgent need of the time.
This decision to work for promoting freedom and equality, invited the
wrath of the State. This in turn promoted the assertion of a separate
identity of those who supported the above said values. The Sikhs had
to undergo persecution for upholding these ideals, distinct and unique.
For example:
1. If a Hindu boy embraced Sikhism, he was declared to be as good
as dead by his family.
2. When during the later Mughal rulers Sikhs suffered persecu-tion,
everytime a Sikh was asked to declare himself a non-Sikh i.e.,
Hindu or Muslim, so that his life could be spared. Besides the
numerous other examples, the two events related to the Haveli
of Meer Manu and the persecution of the army of Banda Singh
Bahadur are clear evidences of this fact. If Sikhs were not
committed to their identity, how come they were massacred by
the state? Their single declaration that they belonged to a faith
other than Sikhism could easily save their life.
Even otherwise, Sikhism had its own ideological and
philosophical base, its own social structure and its own religious
ceremonies and identities. It had its own life-style.
Sikhism is one religion which is marked by a continuing process
of spiritual advancement. Unlike other religions, it has no concept or
ritual for conversion. A person who joins the Caravan of Sikhism has
to continue the process till fulfillment. It is in this context that Guru
Gobind Singh defines Khalsa as one who is constantly engaged in
struggle. When a person joins Sikhism, he is Sahajdhari. In the course
of his progress he transforms himself into a Kesadhari and ultimately,
he has to reach the stage of an Arnritdhari. Sahajdhari is a beginner
and the Arnritdhari stage is the goal. Arnritdharis are those few who
are completely committed to the Guru’s cause. All the three stages are
of a Sikh. Therefore, the theory of replacing (p. 25) is not applicable to
Sikhism. In fact, no paradigm related to Sikhism was ever replaced.
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The founding principles of Sikhism, which were laid down by
Guru Nanak, in his bani, have remained intact throughout history. All
Sikh institutions were developed on these principles. Guru Gobind
Singh gave fmal touches to these institutions, like in consonance with
the concept of Guruship of the Granth and Panth, ‘Administration of
Amrit’, ‘Panj Pyaras’ ‘Meeri and Peeri’ or Badshah Darvesh or Sant
Sipahi, etc.
The working of Dr Oberoi’s mind can very well be understood
from his definitions of different stages. For example, when he defines
Sahajdhari, he says, “A Sikh who neither accepts baptism into the
Khalsa nor observes its code of discipline”. Does this definition not
look funny?
The question arises then how such a Sahajdhari is a Sikh?
Similarly, he defines a Khalsa, “The Sikh order or brotherhood
in-stituted by Guru Gobind Singh”. Perhaps Dr Oberoi does not know
that the concept of Khalsa is in Sri Guru Granth Sahib. This word is
used by Guru Hargobind and Guru Tegh Bahadur in their prescripts to
the Sikh sangats and also by Guru Gobind Singh before he instituted
the Khalsa with the Amrit, in 1699 A.D.
As stated earlier, Sikhism is a continuing process, a march
towards ‘gurmukh’ stage. The first entrants of Sikhism were
Sahajdharis. Therefore, this section of the Sahajdhari continues till
today. In fact, Sahajdharis are the source material for the Kesadharis,
and similarly, Kesadharis are the source material for Amritdharis. The
fundamental principles, laid down by Guru Nanak in his bani and
manifested through a number of institutions constructed by Guru
Nanak and his successors are accepted by all the three sections of
Sikhs alike. The principles are the same and a must for a Sahajdhari,
Am-ritdhari and Kesadhari. Some of them are:
1. God for every Sikh is one and formless. Therefore, omnipresent
and omnipotent.
2. Because He is formless, he does not take birth, therefore, the
theory of messengers and Avtaras finds no place in the
fundamental principles of Sikhism.
3. Therefore, no Sikh is expected to worship any idol of a god or
goddess.
4. Sikhism believes that God is the Guru. He has revealed himself
through Shabad (word). Therefore, Shabad is their real Guru.
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Guru Granth Sahib contains Shabad and, therefore, Guru Granth
Sahib is the Guru of Sikhs.
5. A Sikh will have no faith in superstitions like good and bad
omens, spirits, auspicious or un-auspicious days, etc. Adultery
and smoking constitute a grave breach of discipline (bajr
kurahit) in Sikhism.
6. Institutions like langar, sangat and pangat are same for all.
This is irrespective of the category to which one belongs.
Therefore, when these principles are translated into social
structure, every Sikh has to believe in the freedom and equality of
mankind. No distinction of caste, class, colour, race or sex would find
place in this structure “One Father (God) and everyone else is His
child”, is the underlying principle of Sikhism.
The meaningless and pretentious structure of rituals which
throughout the history had become a part of the narrow religious
considerations was completely discarded by the founder of
Sikhism. The real meditation is the awakening of a soul through
another soul. Therefore Sikhism has laid special emphasis on the
moral develop-ment of an individual. A Sikh must be a morally
sound person.
These principles are common to all the three sections of the
Sikhs as stated above. It is true that some Sahajdharis do not keep
hair unshorn like an Arnritdhari, and do not wear the five Ks. But, his
identity as a Sikh manifests through adherence to the above said
fundamental principles, and a firm belief and conviction that his final
goal is that of being an Adrnritdhari Sikh.
Dr Oberoi is of the opinion, “Early-period Sikh tradition did not
show much concern for establishing distinct religious boundaries”.
Further he says, “However, a dramatic change came about with the
rise of the Khalsa in the eighteenth century; sections of the Sikh
population now consciously began to push for a distinct and separate
religious culture”. Dr Oberoi’s ignorance about the subject is well
established by this definition. It seems that he has not gone through
the bani of Guru Nanak, and the subsequent developments in the Sikh
history. For example, the bani of Guru Nanak and, particular-ly, Asa Di
Var and Majh Di Var are very clear in demarcating the distinctiveness
of his faith. He has elaborately dealt with the existing two great, rich
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traditions, i.e. Hinduism and Islam. And at the same time, he initiates a
new religious tradition which he himself defines in Asa Di Var, “Sikhi
consist in learning and giving thought to whatever is learnt”. This
religious faith is absolutely distinctive, not similar to Hinduism or Islam.
So much so that Guru Nanak deliberates upon the new definitions of a
deity, a devotee, his cultural breeding and psychological make up. A
Sikh was forbidden to follow the life-style advocated by the other
contemporary religions. Then Guru Arjun Dev very clearly asserts
that the followers of his faith were neither Hindus nor Muslims. Bhai
Gurdas has clearly and abundantly narrated the fundamental principles
of Sikhism, the distinct Sikh way of life, the Sikh character and the
duties of a Sikh. I do not understand which ‘early -period Sikh Tradition’
Mr. Oberoi is referring to.
Another surprising feature of Mr. Oberoi’s writings is that he
contradicts himself at every step. For example, “Above all, what kind
of a spatial and temporal boundaries did they establish to create panlocal communities, and how exactly were these defined, perceived and
activated?” Look at the absurdity of Oberoi’s observation who thinks
of different boundaries for the Sikhs residing in other parts of the
globe. In these lines, at least one fact which he clearly accepts is that
boundaries were established. In fact, the construction and the attempt
to demolish boundaries are never new. They are attempted at for the
purpose of identification, management and self-satisfaction and
sometimes for immediate gains too. My point here is only to bring out
the inherent contradiction between the title of the book, the objective
laid down by the author and the meaning of the above said words. In
this connection, three points need our attention:
1. Sikh and Khalsa are mutually identifiable since the days of Guru
Nanak. It is only in the process of history that Khalsa gained
precedence.
2. The issue of separate identity and the construction of its
boundaries was settled by Guru Nanak himself. The subsequent
history only made it more visible and functional.
3. Therefore, ‘Nanak-Panthis’ and ‘Khalsa’ are neither mutually
separate nor contradictory. The name and bani identify the
follower of Guru Nanak’s faith and thus he is Kesadhari and
his name is Sikh. Sahajdhari is a step behind and Arnritdhari
is a step ahead. An Amritdhari Sikh represents the humanly
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possible perfection in the model of a human-being. This, in
fact, is the unique beauty of Sikhism that its creation is secured
by committing it to the ever continuing process.
But the alienated mind of Dr Oberoi is unable to align itself with
the mixed principle of Sikhism. Therefore, in the same context, he
continues to say, “Unlike Nanak panthis, the Khalsa wished to be
viewed as a separate religious identity”. Viewed closely, this
obser-vation of Dr Oberoi would make us believe that the Khalsa made
a conscious departure from the Sikhs of Guru Nanak. This view is
erroneous and is borne out of the stubbornness of the author to insist
that Guru Nanak is different from Guru Gobind Singh.
His observation about Singh Sabha Movement is also selfcon-tradictory. He says, “A new cultural elite aggressively usurped
the right to represent others within this singular tradition”. Writing in
the same vein, he further observes, “It gained currency because its
dominant characteristics represented an unchanging idiom in a period
of flux and change”. In the late 19th century, Dr Oberoi’s myopic
vision sees the usurpation of others’ religious rights, forgetting
completely that the Singh Sabha Movement was not the crusade by
the ‘cultural elite’ as the learned author would like us to believe. It was,
instead, a movement of the Sikh masses aimed at hammering the pristine
tradition of Sikh identity into the consciousness of the Sikh people. It
gained currency because it bore the stamp of the Guru and was not the
result of its happening during a period of ‘flux and change’. The
terminology used by the author matches the vagueness of his
conception of reality regarding the Sikh tradition. Needless to say that
the Sikhs were disheartened after the loss of political power in the
middle of nineteenth century and the Singh Sabha made an earnest
effort to help them come to terms with themselves.
Dr Oberoi has made another astounding reference about the
Sikh faith. He says, “In the absence of a centralized church and an
attendant religious hierarchy, heterogeneity in religious beliefs, plurality
of rituals, and diversity of lifestyles were freely acknow-ledged “. He has
brought out three points. One, that diversity of life-style was an
acknowledged fact in Sikhism. Second, that Sikhism pleads for plurality
of rituals, and third, that this was because there was no centralised church.
About the first point, if we examine carefully,
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the Gurbani is clearly for a plural society. Therefore, Sikhism does not
interfere in the diversity of life-styles. About the second point, Sikhism
completely and strongly forbids ritualism. Therefore, the question of
plurality of rituals does not arise. The third suggestion that there was
no centralized church, is rather ridiculous. Sikhlsm believes, as a
fundamental principle, that everything seemingly good or bad
originates from God. He is the central point and any institution which
placed Him in the centre cannot be without a centralised church, Sikhism
does so, and this view is manifest through the construction of Harmandir
Sahib (popularly known as Golden Temple). It is one religious place
which is central to Sikhs and open to everyone from every corner,
signifying the centralism as a core principle (of one God, one religion,
one sacred scripture, one central place of pilgrimage) in the midst of
diversity of life-style as a manifesting principle. I do not know whether
there can be a more magnificent and systematic argu-ment. Equally
magnificent is Dr Oberoi’s ignorance about this well settled fact of
history. Then Dr Oberoi himself contradicts this point. He says, “One
of the early anecdotes in the Janam-Sakhi tradition tells of how Nanak
was commissioned by God to launch his own distinct religious
community in the world.”
The central theme of this book is the diversity of behaviour in a
religion. He asserts that this diversity was not limited to one religion.
It was in all the three prevailing religions, that is, Hinduism, Islam and
Sikhism. But, at the same time, he would not mind saying, “Historical
texts are virtually silent about religious diversity”. I fail to understand
then wherefrom he has got the central theme of his book. This is surely a
self-defeating mission. Second, wherever Dr Oberoi has found diver-sity, it
is not a religious diversity. Actually this diversity is of religions and in the
cultural patterns of the people living in the same area.
Quoting Senapat, an 18th century poet, Dr Oberoi writes, “On
one side stands Khalsa, and on the other, the world.” On the next
page, he concludes, “Khalsa identity only becomes dominant in the
late nineteenth century under British sponsorship”, by which he means
through the Singh Sabha Movement. This movement came in
nineteenth century. He refers to a number of points through which he
agrees that Khalsa identity was clearly codifted and promoted in
eighteenth century. Then, the book deals with the religious diversities
in the nineteenth century. That is how, he has created a mess for himself
by accepting the distinct Sikh identity through Senapat in 18th century
and. through Singh Sabha Movement in the 19th century. Then what
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about his main thesis? Clearly it has no ground to stand upon.
Above all, he refers to the rise of Singh Sabha Movement as one
sponsored and nourished by the British Government whereas the fact
of the history is, and this has amply borne out in British records, that
British Government feared only the Sikh revolutionaries, the product
of Singh Sabha Movement. Then Singh Sabha Movement had
attempted at reinforcing the religious code, which was the product of
Gurbani. Their fault is that they did not deviate.
Dr Oberoi again contradicts himself in his remarks on 25th, 26th
and 63rd pages. First he says, “No other (than Singh Sabha Movement)
re-working of the Sikh movement has been so enduring and successful
as the one worked out in the late 19th century”. The suggestion is
preposterous as it tends to suggest that the Sikh identity was ‘worked
out’ and did not exist previously. On another page he says, “But in the
18th century the Khalsa Sikhs became keenly aware of the absence of
the distinct life-style rituals and took urgent steps to rectify the
situation by introducing new rites particularly to mark birth”.
On page 76, Dr Oberoi has referred in detail to the difference
betweenSahijdhari and Khalsa Sikhs. He emphasises the fact that
both did not see eye to eye on any issue whether philosophical, social
or those relating to code of conduct. This seems to be another fantasy.
Because, his subject is the contradiction, not between the Sahajdhari
and Khalsa, but between the Sikh and non-Sikh. The tragedy with Mr.
Oberoi is that he starts with the assumption that Sahajdhari is a nonSikh. His description in the second para on page 77, confirms this
stand. His misinformation is further confirmed by his statement about
the role of the Udasi sect. Udasi signify “renunciation of or indifference
to worldly concerns,,78. It is a well recorded fact of Sikh history that
Udasi played a significant role in the history of north- India, particular-ly,
the struggle of the Sikhs. Baba Sri Chand himself was very active in
the worldly affairs, sometimes even in political affairs of that time.
When the Rajput hero Maharana Pratap was disheartened by his
mostly unsuccessful and futile hostilities with the Mughals, he was
given solace by him and inspired to continue his struggle abandoning
his despondency. Baba Gurditta, a heir-designate of Baba Sri Chand,
himself was a warrior. During the battles fought by Guru Hargobind
and Guru Gobind Singh a number of Udasis participated in it. Probably,
Dr Oberoi is transplanting the image of a Hindu Udasi, to fit in the
image of a Sikh Udasi.
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Referring to almost every kind of source-material related to
Sikhism, Dr Oberoi’s standard explanation is that this does not tell us
a great deal about popwar religion. Then from where has he got the
material for his insistence upon this kind of religion. To me it appears
that there is no such thing as ‘popular religion’, ‘village religion’,
‘religion of the elite’, etc. Religion as such can never be divided into
such categories. Every religion has its following in villages, in cities,
among rich and poor, educated and uneducated. Then, he himself
says that no source informs about such kind of religions available
during this period. Then why is he making an issue out of non-issue?
If, as pleaded by Dr Oberoi, no religion has definite boun-daries,
then, does according to him, a village religion or a popular religion has
it? Such formulations only speak of the weak edifice that Dr Oberoi
has built for himself.
In order to arri’ve at a solution of the riddle of Sikh identity, Dr
Oberoi elaborately seeks support from the Census reports. The fourth
chapter of the book begins with this objective. But, at one place he
himself concludes, “Since no separate data on Hindu ‘sects’ were
included in the 1881 census report, one cannot easily correct the
distorted nature of the Sikh returns.” This means the source material,
which he is using, represents a distorted picture of Sikh identity. Then
how can it be dependable?
Dr Oberoi has committed a number of mistakes in his book, which
ordinarily are not expected of a student of Sikhism, much less of history
and an occupant of a Sikh chair ina university. For example, while
referring to the Arnrit ceremony, he says, “All this was done to the
recitation of five quatrains from the writings of Guru Gobind Singh”. It
is a well known fact that all the five banis (compositions) were notfrom
Guru Gobind Singh’s writings. They are JapuJi (of Guru Nanak), Anand
Shaib (of Guru Amar Dass), Jaap, Swaye and Chaupai (of Guru Gobind
Singh).
At another place, he says, “Most of them lived in the Doaoa,
where Dera Baba Nanak in Gurdaspur was traditionally regarded as
their headquarters”. Dera Baba Nanak and Gurdaspur are not part of
Doaba, they are in Majha.
Referring to Baba Budha Ji, he says, “He was contemforary of
seven Sikh Gurus and installed four of them to Guruship”. This
statement carries two historical mistakes. One, Baba was contem- porary
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of six Sikh Gurus and second, he installed five of them to Guruship.
A cursory look at the way he translates the phrases again reveals
the mind of the author. He translates ‘Vahe Guru Ji Ka Khalsa, Vahe
Guru Ji Ke Fateh’ into”Hail to the Guru’s Khalsa! Hail the victory of
the Guru”. The correct translation should be, “Khalsa is of the Guru/
God. Victory (of the Khalsa) also belongs to Guru.” Similarly, at another
place he translates Gurmat as “The view of Guru”, whereas it should
be the philosophy of Guru’. A Sikh is translated as ‘disciple’s whereas
it should be a ‘student’ or a ‘learner’. This speaks of the casualness
towards or the lack of understanding of the Gurbani vocabulary or
Sikh tradition.
Dr Oberoi’s attitude towards basic principle of Sikhism is very
casual. This tendency is well-reflected in the choice of his words. For
example, he would say, “The greatest taboos with Sikh Tradition”. Not
only this, he uses the word ‘categories, for Hindus, Sikhs and Muslims,
apparently it is in place of religion.
He says, “Singh Sabha, a wide-ranging religious movement,
began to view the multiplicity in Sikh identity with great suspicion and
hostility” . Probably the gentleman has not cared to see an entry on
page 103 and a photo on page 519 of Mahan Kosh (1960), written by
Bhai Kahan Singh, a great exponent of Sikhism. He refers to nine forms
of Sikhs. Suspicion and hostility are the product of the writer’s own
mind.
He says, “A new cultural elite aggressively usurped the right to
represent others within this singular traditions”. Can, in such an age
and also in such an area of work, anyone aggressively usurp the right
of any group?
Similarly, the definition of Khalsa is wrong. Dr Oberoi, quot-ing
Dr J.S. Grewal, believes that it is derived from the concept of “lands
that were under the direct supervision of Crown”. Khalsa means pure,
and as stated above in Sikh literature, a Sikh was known as Khalsa
much before the Vaisakhi of 1699. Second, a large majority of those
Sikhs, who did not go for Amrit were also under the direct supervison
of Guru. No one was appointed to look after them or supervise them,
like the lands, which were not directly in the supervision of Crown.
He says, “While the Sikhs in their recent history, have tended to
treat Punjab as their home-land, they did not belong exclusively to
Punjab; they were settled all across India”. Mr. Oberoi does not know
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the difference between the home-land and land of settlement.
Home-land of the Sikhs means, the native land, the land of birth of
Sikhs, or Sikhism. Therefore, if he is now settled in Canada, it does
mean that Canada is the home-land of Sikhs. Similarly, on the next
page, he tries to identify the importance of Majha region on the basis
of the Sikh population living in this area. The concentration of Sikh
population in Majha is not more than in Malwa. But even if it were so,
the importance of Majha was not simply because of the concentration
of Sikh popula-tion. It was important for the Sikhs, because the Central
place of the Sikhs (which is dearer to them even than their life) is
located in this region.
Comrades in arms, fellow soldiers or workmen of Baba Banda
Bahadur are mentioned as “his major collaborators.” Gurmata is
described, “The ritual”, Arnritdhari Sikhs are described as, “Initiated
Sikhs”.
Similarly, the use of words; Paradox, duality, allies, al-liance,
worship before Guru Granth, Corpus of Sikh myth, Sect, Cult, and
many more speak about the author’s lack of grip over the culture of
words. Oberoi should be questioned regarding the use of such
terminology.
Dr Oberoi is in the habit of delivering perfunctory judgments
even on serious matters. For example, he says, “The new print culture
brought Sikhs together as never before”. It is debatable whether the
so called ‘Print Culture’ has really any bearing on bringing ‘the Sikhs
together’. It may well be argued that the opposite has happened. Many
forces inimical to Sikh culture have benefited more from this culture, as
is evident, especially after the loss of state power after the death of the
legendary Maharaja Ranjit Singh. Then by implication this means the
Sikhs were never together before the arrival of the ‘Print Culture’. The
author is here ignoring all known historical facts relating to the origin
and growth of Sikhism. Their very survival through the ever hostile
process of history is in itself a proof of their unity and solidarity.
Again on the same page, he says, “In conventional histories of
the evolution of Sikh tradition it is common to treat the rise, spread and
consolidation of Sikhism as a single unitary whole. Such a narra-tion, like
much else in academic discourse, seeks to dispel disturbing contradictions
and synthesizes Sikh experience in order to give it coherence. By this
means the Sikh past, to use Nietzsche’s illuminating term, is made
‘painless’ for the minds of those who seek to live by it”. By implication
this means that Dr Oberoi, while ignoring the factual position, is again
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trying to make the Sikh experience ‘painful’. Probably it gives him
pleasure.
While quoting Dr S. S. Hans, he says, “Increasingly, the word
Gurmukh came to be identified with Sikhs alone, and non-Sikhs were
called Manmukh (self-oriented)”. Throughout the Sikh period, nowhere
a non-Sikh is called Manmukh. In fact, Gurmukh and Man-mukh are
two terms, giving the contrasting meaning, relevant only in the fold of
Sikh studies. Therefore, this is the product of the imagina-tion of a
particular category of scholars; in the past and present.
Dr Oberoi says, “Janam-Sakhi is the name given to mythical
narratives on the life of Guru Nanak”. Janam-Sakhis are not a piece of
mythical narratives. On the other hand, they are a piece of literary
work. Guru Nanak, throughout his bani, has tried to de-mythify human
consciousness.
Similarly, again referring to the Janam Sakhi literature, he says,
“As a consequence, there is no fixity to Nanak’s image in the JanamSakhi stories: mnch like Puranic gods and goddesses, he is always
transforming and wandering”. In fact, each word of the whole JanamSakhi literature moves around the image of Guru Nanak. He is the only
central figure, that is hero of the entire Punjabi Janam-Sakhi literature.
Second, his movements are not similar to those of Puranic gods and
goddesses. He, throughout his life, keeps his feet placed in the culture
of the soil. Third, his attempt at transforming and wander-ing does not
take away the fixity of the image of Guru Nanak.
Again, he repeats his figment of imagination in the words,
“Just as there is no fixed Guru Nanak in the Janam-Sakhis, there is
no fixed Sikh identity in the early-Guru period”. Yes, there is no
fixed Nanak for those who stubbornly refuse to see the reality or
go by argument.
Dr Oberoi on pp. 54-55, has tried to argue that Adi Granth was
not the first attempt of its kind. Another manuscript, which he names
Fatehpur manscript, was edited about 21 years before the compilation
of Adi Granth. He has not produced any evidence to this effect. But it
seems, even here, he could not contain his impulse for passing on
unauthentic judgement unworthy of a scholar.
Dr Oberoi says, “while there is no denying the fact that the
Adi Granth has become a key cultural marker of Sikh authenticity, it
would be a gross mis-interpretation to view it in the same vein for the
early seventeenth century. Its heterodox textuality and diverse
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con-tributors were far more the manifestation of a fluid Sikh identity
than a signifier of exclusivity”. According to him, because there are
‘diverse contributors’, therefore, it impaired the exclusivity of Sikh
identity. Diversity is a fundamental principle of nature. Sri Guru Granth
Sahib has not only exemplified it, but preached it, knowing full well
that ultimately every diverse element of nature is not only con-nected,
but placed in its base which is always unified single Being. Basing on
this model, Guru Arjun Oev compiled the bani of the contributors of
Sri Guru Granth Sahib. Therefore, the visible diversity springs out of
the single unified base and in the process returns to it. Thus, it seems
to be the argument of a person who knows very little about the core of
the issues.
Dr Oberoi while quoting a Janam-Sakhi says, “One Janam-Sakhi
episode relates the story of a highly impoverished Sikh who, in his
efforts to buy food for Guru Nanak and his companion, cuts and sells
his long hair”. He, like his mentor Mr. W. H. McLeod, has misunderstood
the real purport of the Sakhi. It absolutely does not mean that Sakhi is
giving relaxation for cutting the hair. Sakhi means, serving the guest is
dearer to a Sikh than everything else, which is dear to him. Therefore,
for serving a guest, a Sikh can sacrifice the dearest of his possessions.
In this context it is hair. It may be remembered that the Gurus have
been subjecting the Sikhs to various tests to ascertain their unflinching
faith in the religion of Guru Nanak. Guru Angad, before being offered
the Guruship, was once asked by Guru Nanak to eat a corpse. Only an
ignoramus would have us believe that it amounts to Guru Nanak asking
the Sikhs to eat dead bodies.
Dr Oberoi says, “Taking the last line as the key to this hymn,
many have argued that Guru Arjun is proclaiming here that Sikhs are
neither Hindus nor Muslims, and therefore form a distinct religious
community. There are several textual problems with this reasoning. As
pointed out by Sahib Singh, the most eminent Sikh exegete of this
century, Guru Arjun wrote its hymn in a’ definite context; he was
responding to an older verse by Kabir, included in the Adi Granth”.
First, Oberoi is trying to distort the meaning of this line, ‘I am
neither Hindu nor Muslim’. Second, if it was written in a given context
while responding to an older verse of Kabir, it makes the proclamation
all the more meaningful. This means he was making the things
abun-dantly clear. Third, where is the need to prove otherwise?
Dr Oberoi says, “Just as in traditional Indian thought each vama
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is supposed to perform its dharma or moral duty, the Khalsa brought
forth its own dharma”.
First, Khalsa does not believe in Vama-Ashram. Second, it does
not believe in fIxing the duty according to varna. Third, Khalsa is
brought in by bringing the people of different vamas into one single
unit, thereby attempting at demolishing the caste in society. But, Oberoi
insists that the institution of traditional vama ashram and that of
K!halsa are similar.
The above stated are only a few examples. Otherwise, this
tendency of passing judgement is frequent throughout the text of this
book.
Similarly, Dr Oberoi is hardly conversant with the basic issues in
Sikhism. For example, he inter-mixes Sikh and Punjabi on page 33. He
has taken special trouble to contradict Dr G.S.Dhillon’s four points on
pages 33-34, though his attempt to contradict him is baseless and
unconvincing. So much so, that he himself commits the mistake for
which he criticises Dr Dhillon. He expects Dr Dhillon to deal with the
issues according to the model given by him!
The ego of the writer is so inflated that in the end of his
introduction, he says, “Sikh studies needs to be fully open up to the
cage of history”, as if before and after Dr Oberoi nobody has done it.
Whereas the fact of the matter is that most of the material found in this
book is found in earlier treatises on Sikh studies, particularly, written
by Dr J. S. Grewal and W.H. McLeod. Dr Oberoi has only collected
their unfounded formulations and put them together in the form of this
book. Thus, this book is only a collection of material, unoriginal and of
course unintelligently arranged, aimed at serving a particular end, and
a pre-conceived motive.

Dr Oberoi’s Work: Academics or Imagination?
Dr Gurnam Kaur
INTRODUCTION
On July 22, 1994 Dr Harjot Oberoi (he does not write ‘Singh’ with
his name, perhaps to influence Western scholars or because he does
not believe in the Gurus) arranged a meeting with some scholars from
the U.S.A. and Canada as well as the Chairman of Guru Nanak Studies
in the Punjab University, Chandigarh, Professor and Head, Sri Guru
Granth Sahib Studies Department, Punjabi University, Patiala, a Reader
from the same department and a Professor, Political Science Department,
Punjabi University, Patiala, at the University of British Columbia,
Vancouver. We participated in this meeting at the request of the Sikh
community in order to give our opinion whether the occupant of the
Chair fplfIlled the objectives for which he was hired. The real issue
before the community is not academic freedom, but whether they got
what they paid for, and whether the objectives, as outlined in the
agreement between UBC and the Sikh community, have been honoured
or not. In the meeting, time and again Dr Oberoi was reminded of the
fact that the Chair was established with the money contributed by the
Sikh community to fulfil its academic aspirations for objectives and
ideals, laid down in the agreement. These terms very clearly indicate
that the chairperson would engage in research on Sikh religion, Sikh
philosophy and Sikh doctrines, Punjabi language and Punjabi literature
which unfortunately, during the last seven years, were not carried out
properly. For example, there was no qualifIed teacher to teach Punjabi
language and literature. We have prepared a special report after
reviewing the work done by the occupant of the chair during the last
seven years.
Similarly, there is no one qualified to teach Sikh doctrines, religion
and philosophy. Dr Harjot Oberoi is only qualifIed in history. When
asked questions about this, Dr Oberoi admitted that he is not well
acquainted with the Sikh Scripture and Sikh doctrines, although he is
teaching it. While discussing the terms laid down in the agreement of
the Chair, he time and again pressed the point that his newly published
book “The Construction of Religious Boundaries” be dis-cussed,
although the meeting had been convened to discuss how far the
objectives of the Chair had been achieved, and not his book.
However, some observations concerning his book, especially
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the methodology used by him, may not be out of place. I have been in
the field of religion for twenty-five years, studying the Indian tradition,
especially the Sikh Scripture. My field of research is the philosophy of
religion, mainly Sikh philosophy. Dr Oberoi has started from the wrong
angle, and used wrong assumptions, and that is why he has reached
wrong conclusions. As far as I have gone through his book, he seems
to be ignorant about the Indian traditions, their scriptures, the
philosophy given by them, their religious practices, and the impact of
a particular religious practice, or thought on the culture of its ad-herents.
He is also apparently unaware of the difference between the concept
of revelation in Indian traditions, particularly Sikhism, and the Semitic
religions, i.e., Judaism, Christianity and Islam. It is recognised that the
models, the tools, and the methods which are used to study the Semitic
traditions, cannot be blindly applied to the Indian traditions. If we do
so, the results are bound to be negative, wrong and dangerous, as has
been the case with Dr Oberoi’s book. To make it more clear I would like
to make some general observations before coming to Sik-hism.
The idea of revelation found in Indian traditions earlier to Sikhism
is considered generally of four kinds :
1. The world at large is a revelation of Supreme Reality. God is the
central principle of the individual soul and the physical world.
2. The Vedic Revelation: The Vedas are considered as revealed.
The knowledge contained in them is considered iRdestruetiblc.
The Veda is promulgated at the beginning of each world cycle
by Ishvara.
3. God incarnated through avtars. According to all the schools of
Vedic thought, whenever there is decline of dharma, to reveal
the way of dharma and restore righteousness, God incarnates
Himself in human form or any other form, e.g., as Krishna, the
son of Devki.
4. Revelation in anubhati or meditation: anubhav is that stat e of
knowledge in which distinction between subject and object
does not remain any more, and the truth of the Supreme self is
realized. This is the direct experience of Brahman (or God).
We know that in Jainism and Buddhism, the revelation is in the
form of enlightenment. Gautama Buddha and the Jaina Tir- thankaras,
especially Mahanvira Varadhmana got enlightenment after long and
deep meditation.
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The earlier Indian religious thought is divided into two
categories, viz., Vedic and non-Vedic. The Jainism, Buddhism and
Charvaka systems of religious thought are non- Vedic, also called the
nastika (atheistic), because they do not believe in the authority of the
Vedas. All other earlier systems of Indian religious thought were known
as theistic (astika), because they believed in the authority of the
Vedas, i.e., they consider the Vedas as the verbal testimony or Shabad
Paymana, or the highest source of religious knowledge. The theistic
literature is divided into two categories: the sruti (from sur, to hear) is
the revealed knowledge in which are included Vedas and Upanishads.
The smriti is the remembered word, and includes the Puranas, Itihasas,
the Shastras and the epics. What is dhamza and what should be the
dharma are described in the sruti as well as in the smriti. The important
thing to be noted is that Varan-Ashram dharma is the axle of Vedic
religions. Different kinds of dhmma are prescribed for different sec-tions
of society and for different stages of life-span. The rules are very strict
in the matters concerned with dharma and no deviation is al-lowed. It
is so strict that even after concerted efforts made during the last century
or so, it has not been possible to erode the system from the Hindu
society. The idol-worship was the result of the conception of the
revelation through avtars and different gods and goddesses.
Now we can easily understand that Indian religions are not
historic religions. To study them one has to evolve a model out of
these traditions themselves. To determine how much deviation has
taken place, or how they influenced history, culture and life of the
people, one has to start from their scripture. In India, even philosophy
and religion have not been independent of each other as in the West.
Similarly religion and culture have not been separate. Religion has
been their way of life, their culture. Everything is determined by religion.
So, to study its culture one has to go into its scriptures. There are
religious and cultural boundaries which are not easy to cross. Anybody
who ignores this factor, cannot produce any worthwhile research in
the history of Indian religions.

SOME EARLIER TRADITIONS
Before the Revelation of Sikhism took place, the Shaivism and
Vaishnavism were the popular cults in India. They are not independent
religions because they have no independent revelation. They are cults
within the Yoga system of thought. They are known by many different
names, but most popular among them is the Nath Sampradaya. Islam
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came to India with the Sufis and the Muslim invaders, and, thus, Was
an alien religion in India.
The followers of the Vedic religions had no religious mixing up.
They were closed religions and strictly kept their boundaries. But in
the Yoga cults which developed in the later periods, there were no
such restrictions. The Hindus (the common word given by the
foreign-ers to the Indian people, Vedic or non-Vedic traditions, as
described earlier) and Muslims could both become members of these
cults. These cults also depend upon initiation. They observe
restrictions only in matters concerning eating.
If Dr Oberoi had gone into the right sources of Indian religious
thought, such as Surindernath Dasgupta or any other popular thinker,
he could easily have understood the religious boundaries in their right
perspective. The Sakhi Sarvar, Guga Pir or other such legends do not
belong to the main tradition. They are not the main personalities. They
are minor, local personalities in Yogic cults or Sampradayas belonging
to Nathism. Dr Oberoi is very much ignorant of the mysticism, theology
and spirituality of the Indian religions, and has not gone deep into the
right sources, and his methodology is wrong.

SIKHISM
Now let us come to the Sikh religion. To study any aspect of
Sikh religion, be it history, mysticism, theology, philosophy or even
sociology, it is most important that the researchers have the basic
knowledge of Sikh revelation. Without this, one cannot understand
any aspect of the Sikh religion as mentioned above, because all of
them are deeply rooted in the Revelation.
The idea of Revelation in Sikhism is unique. It is in the form of
the bani. According to Sikhism, man can have direct communion with
God through meditation on His Naam. The revelation of Truth, the
insight to the Guru, is referred to by the Guru himself. The Guru had
the direct experience of truth which he expressed through bani. We
fmd many references to this effect in Sri Guru Granth Sahib, the sacred
scripture of the Sikhs, which is a record of the revelation, in the Guru’s
biographical literature, and in writings of Bhai Gurdas, the first Sikh
theologian. The bani is the primal word of God according to the Guru,
“ihu akhru tini akhiya jini jagatu upayia.” Guru Amar Das has made
distinction between true and false bani in Anand in Rag Ramkali. Guru
Ram Das also makes a distinction between the embodiment of truth
(sat-sarup bani) which is uttered by the Sat Guru and false prattle
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(kach-pich) which is uttered by others in imitation. Guru Ram Das has
given the status of Guru to the bani. According to him, there is no
difference between the Guru and the revelation made by him. It is the
unique feature of Sikhism that the Guru is accepted as perfect and
permanent in the form of bani, not in his corporeal form; because
corporeal form is ephemeral and his bani is eternal. Guru Gobind Singh
formally bestowed this status on Sri Guru Granth Sahib. He ordered
Sikhs to accept the Granth as Guru after him and to seek guidance from
it.
The idea of avtarvad or incarnation has been rejected in Sikhism.
The avtars are creation of God like all other creation. Their worship as
God has not been approved in the bani (the word) in Sri Guru Granth
Sahib. Whatever is not approved in Sri Guru Granth Sahib, is not
acceptable to the Sikh faith. According to Sikhism, the Reality is One
Universal Being, the Real, the Spirit, the Creator, without restraint and
enmity, above generation and cessation. The whole creation is moving
towards Him and in the end merges in Him.
The Sikh revelation is independent of the previous traditions in
India. The independence of any revelation is judged by the type of
personality it creates. It is a continual process from Guru Nanak, the
First Guru, to Guru Gobind Singh, the Tenth and the last Guru in physical
form. It took almost two hundred and forty years to transform the
whole psyche of man on Indian land, and only then was the sangat
converted into the Khalsa. Khalsa is the brahm-giani or the gurmukh
of Sri Guru Granth Sahib. What type of person a Sikh should be, is
described in Sri Guru Granth Sahib and the works of Bhai Gurdas and
no deviation is allowed in practice from the ideals laid down by the
Guru. One has to be capable of being a Sikh, a Khalsa. It is a religion
of conversion. The Sikh culture is not different from Sikh religion
because Sikhism is a way of life. The Sikh Gurus are very clear and
emphatic in their rejection of irrational and superstitious beliefs. These
are seen as bondage from which an enlightened person must seek
release. This effort would relate man with the Higher Order of Being.

OBEROI’S WORK
On the basis of the above general discussion, I would like tn
make some observations about the study done by Dr Oberoi in his
book:
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a. He is not well acquainted with the original sources of Sikh
religion, philosophy and history, and has not used the right
methodology to deal with these subjects. Sikh revelation is in
the form of bani, not in the form of events in history like
Christianity. You have to go from scripture to practices.
Whatever is not approved by the scripture, its primary source,
i.e. Sri Guru Granth Sahib, cannot be a part of Sikhism. For his
studies, he should have gone deep into the question how and
why the deviation started from the very beginning, from the
time of Guru Nanak, by Baba Sri Chand. Due to this deviation,
Sri Chand’s line of thought was not acceptable to Guru Nanak.
Asceticism has no place in Sikhism. The theory of Varan-Ashram
dhamta was rejected by the Guru very strongly. All the Gurus
led a family life, which is stressed time and again in the
revelation. Those who are quoted by Dr Oberoi, are themselves
not well-acquainted with the tradition and its primary sources,
e.g. Dr W.H. McLeod. He depends upon Janam Sakhis which
are not the primary sources of Sikhism. Sikhism created history in
Indian religions as well as in the world religions. It is not a product
of history. Its history should be judged in the light of its Scripture.
It transformed the whole psyche of man.
b. Dr Oberoi is ignorant of the fact that categories like Hindu,
Muslim and Sikh, not only found expression in the
consciousness, actions and cultural performances, but there
are categories like Jaina and Boddhi and the different creeds
which had clear-cut boundaries. We can find references to this
effed as early as in Sri Guru Granth Sahib and the compositions
of Bhai Gurdas. It is a different matter that they co-existed with
each other. They were not hostile to one an- other, as were
Christians and Jews.
c. If anybody violates the teachings of the Gurus, he cannot claim
himself to be a Sikh. What a Sikh should be is clearly laid down
in Sri Guru Granth Sahib and the Rahatnamas. Sikhs worship
the One Supreme Being and nom: else. They do not believe in
superstitions. It would have been worthwhile, if Dr Oberoi had
understood Asa Di Var in the right perspective. Guga Pir, Sakhi
Sarvar and Mata Rani have nothing to do with Sikhism. Sikhism
is an independent religion with its own revelation. Its Scripture
was compiled and authenticated by the Guru himself, and is the
final authority to judge anything related to Sikh religion or
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culture.
d. Dr Oberoi is as confused about the Vedas as about Sikhism. He
is ignorant of the fact that once the Vedas were systematized,
even though they were not committed to writing, slightest
change was not made even in the pronunciation, while passing
from teacher to disciple. Rishi Vyas compiled the Vedas into
written form. Vyas’s period is considered the period of Mahan
Bharata. If there were no printing techniques, this does not
mean that the Vedas were not available in the written form.
Scripture and Religion, both these words belong to Western
languages. But again this does not mean that the concepts like
Dhanna and Dhanna-Grantha did not exist in Indian religions.
Both these words Dhanna and Dhanna-Grantha have deeper
meanings. The Western scholars hold a general view that the
Indian religions are the religions of the basket, and that the
Western or Semitic religions are the religions of the book. It is
a wrong conception, based on ignorance regarding Indian
religions. The Vedas are called the srnti which means revealed
knowledge. They are the recorded revelation. Similarly
Buddhism, Jainism and Sikhism have their own revelations,
and their scriptures or Granthas are the record of their
revelations. As opposed to this, the Semitic religions were
revealed in the form of historical events, especially Judaism
and Christianity, and their scriptures are the record of those
events and stories. They were recorded many years after the
passing away of their prophets. Dr Oberoi has committed
blunders, because he is following the Western thinkers and
their line of thought, not applicable to Indian religions.
e. While talking about some cults or clans as Meherats, he forgets
that Islam was the religion of the invaders, and that many people
from different religions were converted into Islam by force by
the rulers. The new religion was adopted under compulsion
and many came into the fold of Islam. But to know about Quran,
one would have to know its language i.e. Arabic. The new
converts were not well versed in Arabic language. The Vedic
religion had been so strict that once a man got converted into
some other religion, it was not possible for him to come back to
the Vedic religion. It had been very strict in its following; and
no relaxation in the rules, or code of conduct was allowed.
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f. Dr Oberoi’s discipline is history. How has he ignored the facts
mentioned in the compositions of Bhai Gurdas, while writing
about Sikhism? We find in the writings of Bhai Gurdas how
different sections of Indian society, viz., the Hindus, Muslim,
Buddhists, different cults of yogis, interacted with each other.
At the same time, we come to know how a gursikh was taking
a unique position, following the path of the Guru. He is missing
the fact that a Sikh was recognizable very easily even in the late
17th and 18th century. A price was fixed on the head of a Sikh in
those periods by the Muslim rulers. Why has he not gone into
the original sources of Sikh history?
g. Sri Guru Granth Sahib, compiled by the Guru himself, is a revealed
scripture. In this scripture the Guru time and again reminds us
that we should try to understand the shabad through vichar
(reason), and imbibe it in our mind. He does not ask for a blind
faith. There is no place for a man without brains in this scripture,
and Dr Oberoi brands it as an amorphous religious text. It seems
to me that he has some preconceived notions in mind, and is
trying to prove them by imposing models from here and there.
h. Dr Oberoi has clearly suppressed historical facts well recorded
by Sikh, Muslim, Persian, Hindu and European sources. Dr
Oberoi, as a Sikh, should have been very clear about the fact
(which has been established by historical documentation) that
after Guru Gobind Singh, Sri Guru Granth Sahib, the shabad, is
the Guru for the Sikhs. Guru Gobind Singh himself bestowed
guruship on the shabad in the traditional way of the Gurus.
Why has Dr Oberoi concealed this historical fact? Does he
have any special interest or group compulsion hide this fact?
Even Dr McLeod has accepted this historical fact in his personal
communications, because all the historians are unanimous on
this point. Any creed or cult may appear important to Dr Oberoi,
but he must keep in mind that no creed or cult which grants a
line of Guruship to living persons after Guru Gobind Singh, and
not to Sri Guru Granth Sahib, cannot claim to be part of Sikhism,
even though they recite gurbani.
Every student of Sikhism clearly understands how deteriora-tion
crept into Sikhism after the rule of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. Under the
English rule, many people, especially young students, started com-ing
into the fold of Christianity under the influence of Christian
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mis-sionaries while studying in the missionary schools and colleges.
This was the reason for the start of the Singh Sabha movement by
conscious Sikh intelligentsia. It is a sheer academic dishonesty on the
part of a scholar to distort facts just to support his preconceived
notions. If he has done it under ignorance, then it must be regretted.
He should have gone into the authentic primary sources before writing
such a book, because he is holding a very important Chair in the
Western world, and the Sikh community worked very hard to establish
this Chair. Academic freedom demands academic responsibility,
academic humility and academic honesty at the same time. To write a
book on any religion or its history and culture demands that the
researcher must review the primary sources and become familiar with
its doctrines. It is not fiction writing where you can depend purely on
imagination. The review of Dr Oberoi’s book shows that it is not an
academic work but an imaginative writing primarily focused to fulfil
interests alien to Sikhism.

Oberoi - A Stranger to Sikhism
Dr Madanjit Kaur
Dr Harjot Oberoi’s book “The Construction of Religious
Boundaries Culture, Identity and Diversity in the Sikh Tradition” is a
strange combination of micro-study of sociology of Religion,
Anthropology and Theology imposed in interpreting Sikh Religion,
Sikh Tradition and Sikh Identity. At the outset, the-foremost
shortcom-ing of the book is the very selection of the title, covering
huge area of folk religion and original, historical religion (Sikhism).
The author claims this voluminous thesis is an outcome of his
questions related to the Sikhs and Singh Sabha Movement, subject of
his M. Phil. dissertation, and further extention of this area in his
Doctoral dissertation on Social History of Modern India. The author
himself admits that he had to take a long journey of fourteen years to
complete his project. It is apparent from the text and contents of the
book that Oberoi had combined the folk beliefs of the Punjab into the
frame-work of Sikhism, and focuses on what it meant to be a Sikh in
the nineteenth century. After losing political power, Sikhs were
engulfed in identity crisis until it was redefined by the Tat Khalsa and
the Singh Sabha Movement. The author looks upon Sikhism as a
stranger with no insight into the Sikh history and development of
Sikhism and its fundamental concerns. That fact of the continuity of
the Sikh tradition and the established Sikh identity distinct from the
Hindu identity (see Dabistan-i-Mazahib, Extracts of Akhbarat-iDarbar-i-Muhalla Jang Nama by Kazi Nur Muhammad, Ham Hindu
Nahi by Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha etc.) has been ignored by Oberoi.
With a bias and prejudice or some motive he views Sikhism as a
religion of plurality. Even a simple rustic of the Punjab understands
Sikhism better than Western scholars engaged in studying Sikh
theology, Sikh beliefs, Sikh identity and Sikh history.
Oberoi is neither familiar with original resources of the Sikh
history nor can he perceive the concepts and essence of Sikhism
because of his subjective attitude. The author must realise that he is
dealing with an original and historical religion and not with the study
of some sect, tribe or folk beliefs. In our view the project should have
been divided into two separate studies. The first one dealing with the
origin and development of Sikh traditions and the interpolation of
Punjab folk-beliefs into the Sikh society; keeping in view the
contem-porary socio-political milieu and the pre-dominance of
Brahminism in the nineteenth century Punjab.
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The second study could have covered issue of Sikh identity
crisis, the Singh Sabha Movement, the Sikh resurrection and the attitude
of the British Raj towards the minorities, specially the Sikhs and the
Muslims in the context of procuring their services in the armed forces
and police.
Fundamentally, Sikhism is the only modern religion in India which
is not a melting-pot of religious plurality. It is neither a sect nor an
eclectic or a mixed religion. It has its distinct theology, beliefs, practices,
value system and cultural identity. Oberoi’s approach is subjective
and motivated with some pre-notions which he has tried to project in
his thesis whether they have any connection with Sikhism or not. He
is following the projection of Sikhism from the point of view of some
Western scholars concentrating on Sikh Studies.
History of Punjab is the greatest evidence of the fact that the
Sikhs kept their tryst with death rather than abjure their faith. The
history of Mughal period is full of sacrifices made by Sikhs on this
issue. Oberoi does not bother to distinguish between the out-group
religious boundaries and the mixing and interpolation of folk-beliefs in
the Punjab society during the 19th century, particularly in the rural
areas. If worship of Devi cult, Guga Pir and Sakhi Sarvar was observed
by some of the Sikhs, that does not mean that these rituals and practices
became part and parcel of Sikh religion. Therefore, one cannot legitimise
the observance of folk-beliefs as part of the Sikh theology. We should
remember that history of religion has two aspects, viz. socio-religious
and mytho-religious. Local cults and myths help us to classify folkbeliefs and folk traditions. Although they prove useful too in tracing
the development of the religious movements, they do not bear
testimony to the spiritual essence or fundamentals of any original
religion. In fact, these beliefs and practices were the borrowing features
of Indian religious traditions and an indication of religious beliefs
behind faith and superstition of the contemporary Punjab society.
Therefore, the adoption of the Hindu deities and Devi cult, worship of
the shrines of Guga and worship of Muslim Pir Sakhi Sarvar, formed an
eclectic pantheon religion of the contemporary society and not a part
of the real Sikhism.
In the history of the nineteenth century Punjab, the most
important socio-religious phenomenon was the impact of Vaishnavite,
Shaivite and Sakti cults as result of Hindu revivalism and popular
response to folk-beliefs. A social scientist would interpret such
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phenomenon as interaction of different religious traditions in society
rather than consider them as introduction of some new development
or classify them as introduction of religious boundaries as been
deciphered by Oberoi.
The above mentioned practices of folk-traditions are indica-tion
of the religious beliefs behind faith and superstitions, belief in evil
spirits, witch-craft, sorcery and magic healing, astrology and divination
of mythical objects, rituals and participation in local festivals and fairs
of the contemporary Punjab society. This development of mass beliefs
is also an evidence to the revival of Brahmanic cults. The impact of
witch-craft is equally dominating the folk psyche, particularly in the
Hindu and Sikh communities. But they never formed a part of transformation in the philosophy of religion. The impact of Hinduism was
so strong that some of the Sikhs who were weak in their faith and
determination, fell prey to the allurement of some popular practices
and usage. The presence of such a situation demands a revision of the
author’s opinion regarding the personal religion of these folk as well
as the true nature of the Khalsa Panth during the period under study.
Had Sikhism been a religion of plurality the Mughal Emperors need
not have issued firmans against the Sikhs and declaring them as outlaws and political offenders. No suchfirmans were issued against any
other minority or religious community of the contemporary India. These
firmans had clear instructions about the identity of the followers of
Guru Nanak. Even foreign invaders like Nadir Shah and the Court
Historian of Ahmad Shah Durrani, Kazi Nur Mohammad, had clearly
described the distinct identity, revolting spirit, astonishing courage,
valour and high character of the Sikh soldiers, although they have
been condemned with all sorts of abuses.
In spite of producing a bulky volume on Sikh tradition, Oberoi is
not in a position to enter into any satisfactory speculation or to make
a statem6nt on the precise religious boundaries, culture, identity and
diversity issues among the Sikhs and the out group plurality of Hindu
society. That is the reason why Oberoi failed to understand the core
idea behind the action of the Sikh leaders who looked upon the
interpolation of plurality in Sikh culture and identity with disdain and
tried to purge the outside practices which had crept into the Sikh
society. We have to remember that the Singh Sabha leaders did not
introduce any innovation or new doctrine, dogma or any tenet in
Sikhism. They only stressed restoration of pristine Sikh practices, and
ejected every belief or practice which had no connection with Sikhism.
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During the Sikh rule many new converts of convenience were attracted
to sikhism. They adopted symbols of Sikh identity but never shed
their previous beliefs and practices. But the proportion of this class of
Sikh society did not lead to dilution of Sikh doctrines. The Sikh code
of conduct, the Sikh values and Sikh doctrines remained the same. The
inner strength of the Sikh community lies in its psyche for meeting the
challenges of situation and crisis which is more vividly apparent in the
functional role of Sikhism than in its methaphysical aspect. Oberoi
fails to realise this factor and generalizes his conclusions, blindly
following the pattern of “Who is a Sikh?” by Hew McLeod.
No doubt Oberoi is well acquainted with Western style for Sikh
Studies introduced by McLeod, and his colleagues, but Indian scholars
who are well versed in Sikh history and understand Sikh religion, find
Oberoi’s work lacking in authenticity and historical con-text of the
period under study. Sikhism is an original religion and not a complex
pluralism like Hinduism. Oberoi has unnecessarily involved himself in
issues and problems which are not directly related to Sikh doctrines,
Sikh culture, Sikh identity and Sikh tradition but are by products of the
dynamics of the religious attitude and belief system of the nineteenth
century Punjab society. Although profusely docu-mented with notes
and references Oberol’s hypothesis, formulations, logic and
conclusions are all conceptualized on borrowed framework of Western
Sikh scholarship based on pre-notions.

‘Construction of Religious Boundaries’
Dr S.S. Sodhi & Dr J.S. Mann
Dr Harjot Oberoi is a second generation dislocated Punjabi Sikh
from West Punjab. While living in Delhi he got his exposure to History
at the Centre of Historical Studies at the Jawahar Lal Nehru University
in Delhi. At JNU, he came under the influence of Marxist professors,
such as Bipan Chandra, Romila Thapar, K.N. Pannikar and Satish
Saberwal. He also wrote his M. Phil. thesis on Bhai Vir Singh. From the
style of his writing English as pis second language, it appears he must
have gone to an English medium school in Delhi where the elect and
the elite sent their children in the 60’s.
At the Australian National University, he studied for his Ph.D.
degree with Dr J.T.F. Jordan, who shaped his thoughts on Indian
religion from an Eurocentric point of view.
The Eurocentric gang of self-appointed researchers on Sik-hism
led by Dr W.H. McLeod, J.T. O’Connell, Milton Israel, Bruce de Brack,
J.S. Hawley, Mark Juergensmeyer, Jerry Barrier and Rolin Jeffeiy, after
reading Dr Oberoi’s thesis entitled “A World Reconstructed: Religion,
Ritual and the Community - among Sikhs (1850-1901)”, Facility of
Asian Studies, AN. University Canberra 1987, advised him to expand
it into a book by collating into it the following few articles that he had
written earlier from time to time:
i. ‘Bhais, Babas and Gyanis: Traditional Intellectuals in Nineteenth
Century Punjab’, “Studies in History” (VoI. 2,1980, pp. 33-62).
ii. ‘Prom Gurdwara Rikabganj to the Viceregal Palace: A study of
Religious Protest’, “Punjab Past & Present” (VoI. 14, 1980,
pp.182-98).
iii. ‘The Worship of Pir Sakhi Sarvar: Illness, Healing and Popular
Culture in the Punjab’, “Studies in History” (Vol. 3, 1987, pp.2955).
iv. ‘A Historiographical and Bibliographical Reconstruction of the
Singh Sabha in the Nineteenth Century’, “Journal of Sikh
Studies” (Vol. 10, 1983, pp. 108-30).
v. ‘From Ritual to Counter-Ritual: Re-thinking the Hindu-Sikh
Question (1844 -1915)’, J.T. O’Connell, Milton Israel, W.G.
Oxtoby, eds. with W.H. McLeod and J.S. Grewal visiting eds.
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“Sikh History and Religion in the Twentieth Century.” South
Asian Studies, University of Toronto (1988, pp. 136-158).
So the present book entitled, “The Construction of Religious
Boundaries: Culture, Identity and Diversity in the Sikh Tradition,” is a
careful mixing of his thesis and articles (paragraphs lifted from articles
to the book). It also clearly shows that Dr Oberoi has become prisoner
of McLeodian Eurocentric research paradigm.
As Dr Oberoi is very fond of quoting Sapir-Whorff to show how
language constructs the thought and reality of persons, a Sikh
psychologist would like to construct Dr Oberoi’s reality by using the
written statements taken from his book (CRB) and the articles.
1. “Adi Granth is an amorphous religious text.” (CRB, p:22).
‘Amorphous,’ according to Webster’s Dictionary (1988, p. 30),
means formless, not conforming to normal structural
organiza-tion, having no crystalline form, unstratified.
2. “By the closing decades of the Nineteenth Century, the Singh
Sabha, a wide ranging religious movement, began to view the
multiplicity in Sikh identity with great suspicion and hostility.”
(CRB, p. 25)
3. “A new cultured elite aggressively usurped the right to represent
others within a singular tradition.” (CRB.p.25)
4. “Tat khalsa imposed monolithic, codified, and closed culture
on the Sikhs by dissolving alternative ideals.” (CRB.p.25)
5. “This effort created many marginalized Sikhs who turned their
backs on Sikh tradition and went their own way.” (CRB.p.25)
6. “Pluralist paradigm of Sikhism was replaced by a highly uniformed
Sikh identity, the one we know today as modern Sikh existence.”
(CRB.p.26)
7. “Through the process of silence and negotiation Sikh historians
of the past have not given true picture of what Singh Sabha did
to the un-Sikh beliefs of the populatibn.” (CRB.p.27)
8. “The ideas of what Sikhism ought to be were picked up by the
Tat khalsa from men like Ernest Trumpp, John Gordon and
Macauliffe.” (CRB.p.32)
9. “Ideological blinkers imposed by various complex forces led by
Tat Khalsa produced many distortions in understanding the
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Sikhs.” (CRB.p.32)
10.. “Mr. G.S. Dhillon’s Ph.D. thesis on Singh Sabha movement is based
on the principles of negatives of Sikh Studies.” (CRB, p. 35). Dr
Oberoi is upset because Dr Dhillon has given what could be
called ‘Khalsa centric’ view rather than the Eurocentric social
science anthropological view.
11.“Sikh Studies need to fully open to this gaze of history so that the
Sikhs become ‘sociologically respectable’.” (CRB.p.35)
12.“Guru Nanak’s paradigm of interior religiosity was cut with the axes
of identity by;
i. Producing allegiance with Guru Nanak.
ii. Identity with Guru bani.
iii. Foundation of sangats.
iv. Setting up pilgrim centres at Goindwal and Harmandir Sahib,
Amritsar.
v. Convention of a communal meal (iangar) was ntroduced.
And compilation of an anthology commonly known as the Adi
whereby the Sikhs became a textual community.” For further information
on this topic, Dr Oberoi recommends that Dr Pashaura Singh’s Ph.D.
thesis, University of Toronto, (1991), is a major contribution to the
study of Adi Granth.
Please note how Dr Oberoi is under the influence of Dc McLeod’s
writings. It is strange that he, a professor of Sikh Studies, accepts
everything that Dr McLeod has formulated and even endorses Dr
Pashaura Singh’s very controversial thesis as a major study. It is group
thinking of “birds of an Eurocentric research get-together” to further
trample over the subjective faith of Sikhs. (CRB.pp.52-53)
13.

According to Dr Oberoi, in the early Guru period, Sikh as a
category waq still problematic and empty. It needed to be
correlated with historical intervention.

14.

Dr Oberoi thinks that “Adi Granth was collated”
(CRB.pp.54-55), whereas Pashaura Singh thinks that Guru Arjun
Dev ji used a process to change Guru Nanak’s bani before
formally includ-ing it in the Adi Granth, and that Guru Arjun
Dev ji was also influenced by social and political considerations
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to produce the Adi Granth. Like Trumpp, Dr Oberoi thinks that
Adi Granth is the most voluminous and structured early
seventeenth century devotional anthology. Is Guru Granth an
Anthology? Accord-ing to Webster Dictionary, 1988, p. 38 an
anthology is a collec-tion of poetry or prose chosen to represent
the work of a particular writer, a literary school or a national
literature.
15.Dr Oberoi compares Adi Granth with Surdas Ka Pada, Fateh-pur
Manuscript of 1582 AD. As Surdas Ka Pada had the same
features as Adi Granth, Dr Oberoi feels that “Adi Granth was
neither the first nor the last of such collections.” So the
uniqueness of Adi Granth as a sacred dhur ki bani is called in
question by Dr Oberoi (CRB.p.54).
16.“Stories of Guru N’anak’s travels are created out of janam sakhis,
which are mythical texts” (CRS, p. 55). “These stories take Guru
Nanak to Mecca or Hardwar and make him behave as if he has
no fixed identity.” (CRB.p.56). (Here Dr Oberoi is dancing to the
tunes of Dr McLeod’s research onjanam sakhis).
17.“Just as there is no fixed Guru Nanak in the janam sakhis, there is
no fixed Sikh identity in the early Guru period” (CRB.p.56).
“Sikh world view of earlier Guru period allowed Sikhs to cut
and sell their long hair to feed Guru Nanak.” (CRB.p.56). It is
important to note that the Eurocentric Social Sikh historians
will readily pick up such episodes from janam sakhis, (which
they call mythical texts) as suit their purpose. Dr Oberoi forgets
that the quest for early Sikh identity was enshrined in
challeng-ing the status quo. The displacement of Brahmin, the
non-use of Sanskrit, the challenge to sati and purdha custom,
the institution of langar to get rid of the caste system, and the
writing of gurbani in Panjabi, so that the common man could
benefit from it, were the pillars of Sikh identity in the early Guru
period.
18.“Guru Arjun was executed, not martyred.” (Oberoi, Pashaura Singh,
McLeod and J .S. Hawley do not use the word martyrdom for
Guru Arjun. It appears it comes out of their collective group
thinking).
19.The Jat influx into Sikhs produced the real Sikhs. So the Sikhs
became Khalsas with their own dharma.
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It is sad that a “Sikh Scholar” sitting on an University of British
Columbia Sikh Chair is so anti-Sikh, that he does not seem to respect
the Sikh Scripture, the Sikh Gurus, and the Sikh traditions because of
his Eurocentric-Racist Scholarship.
He has no idea ofthe pain and hurt he is causing to those who
collected money, so that a Sikh Chair could be started to enhance the
image of the community.
He is a misplaced Marxist anthropologist who should be removed
from the “Chair” and sent to teach Social Sciences in other departments
of the University of British Columbia.
If he stays longer in the Sikh Chair, he may do further damage. If
the University of British Columbia does not respect the sentiments of
Canadian Sikhs, legal and political measures should be taken.
What Freud was to females, Jensen and Rushton to Blacks,
Oberoi is to Sikhs.

An Attempt at Destruction
Dr Gurdarshan Singh Dhillon
Harjot Oberoi’s book “The Construction of Religious
Boun-daries: Culture, Identity and Diversity in the Sikh Tradition”
seems to be a motivated attempt to distort the Sikh identity by
purposely ignoring the historic role of Sikh ideology in establishing
an entirely new system as opposed to earlier Indian traditions. The
book does not differ materially from the formulations of W.H. McLeod,
who has been his examiner for his Ph.D. thesis, which has now been
published in book form. The book seems to be aimed at making a
systematic misrepresen-tation of Sikhism, its basic beliefs, ideals,
institutions and history. By twisting and distorting the Sikh history
Harjot Oberoi has tried to cast doubts regarding the well-entrenched
and long cherished Sikh traditions, and thus to erode the very
foundations of Sikh identity. His approach is not only biased, but also
lop-sided and negative. The author’s difficulty seems to be that he is
absolutely ignorant of history and growth of religion, nor does he
seem to be interested in knowing it.
The major drawback of Oberoi’s work relates to the methodology
adopted by the author in the study of Sikhism. A proper study of
religion involves a study of the spiritual dimension and ex-periences
of man, a study which is beyond the domain of Sociology, Anthropoogy
and History. Any materialistic interpretation ofreligion, which does
not go beyond the physical reality, perceived by senses, is bound to
be lop-sided, limited and partial. Religion has its own tools, its own
methodology and principles of study which take cognisance of a higher
level of reality and a world-view which is comprehensive and not limited.
The study of religion requires sharp insights into the totality of life
including transcendental knowledge concerning God, the universe
and the human spirit.
Harjot Oberoi’s book is a typical example of verbose style through
which he can succeed to some extent in mis-Ieading lay readers. But
those who have knowledge and understanding of the history of
religions cannot be mis-Ied. In the introduction of his book, he writes:
“It is all very well for historians of religion to think, speak and write
about Islam, Hinduism and Sikhism, but they rarely pause to consider
if such clear-cut categories actually found expression in the
consciousness, actions and cultural performances of the human actors
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they describe. When reading religious histories, biographical texts
mythical literature, archival materials, political chronicles, and ethnographic reports from nineteenth century Punjab, I was constantly
struck by the brittleness of our textbook classifications. There simply
wasn’t any one-to-one correspondence between the categories that
were supposed to govern social and religious behaviour on the one
hand, and the way people actually experienced their everyday lives on
the other hand.” (pp. 1-2).
The premises on which the author is trying to build his thesis
are too flimsy to make an indepth study. It is within the knowledge of
every student of history that the pre- and post-1947 history of the
Indian sub- continent is nothing but the history of ethnic, linguistic,
cultural, social and communal tensions, clashes and even massacres.
In the pre-Muslim India, the Buddhists were the victims of a religious
crusade launched against them by the Hindu orthodoxy. The Bodhi
tree at Gaya under which Buddha had attained his Nirvana was burnt,
and in its place a Hindu temple was erected. A large scale massacre of
Buddhists and burning of their monastries took place, resulting in the
virtual disappearance of Buddhism from India. The Hindu rule that
followed, is looked upon by the Hindu historians as the golden epoch
in the Indiah history. This past was closely linked with the ideology of
caste which over the centuries has been the foundation of a religiously
ordained social fabric. The Maratha Peshwa rule, a period of Hindu
revival, was known for the rigid perpetuation of the Brahminical caste
system. In that rule some lower castes could not enter the city of Pune
before 9 A.M. and after 3 P .M., because their long shadows could
defile the higher castes, especially the Brahmins. The Muslim state in
India was entirely subordinate to its church, and waged a relentless
religious war (Jehad) against non- Muslims, who had to suffer political
and social disabilities and pay toll tax (Jazia) and pilgrimage tax. Under
Aurangzeb, there was large scale destruction of non-Muslim religious
temples and other religious institutions in Northern India. In sharp
contrast to this, the Sikh rule under Ranjit Singh witnessed a policy of
religious tolerance and large hearted liberalism which had its roots in
the Sikh ethos. During his reign, there were no outbursts of communal
fanaticism, no forced conversions, no attempts at bloody revenge, no
language tensions, no executions and no tortures. These being the
historical realities well known to students of history, Oberoi’s vision
and senses seem too blurred to see the evil depths of division that
have marked and ruined the course of Indian history leading to four
divisions of the Indian sub-continent in the brief span of a single
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eneration. This reminds us of Prof. Neol King’s warning that in the
field of history and religion, it is very necessary to know the
background of the person. For, Oberoi’s perceptions seem to be typical
of a town-bred sheltered school boy, who lacks sense of proportion
and assessment.
The author emphasises that ‘the Sikh studies need to fully open
up to the gaze of history’, but at the same time chooses to ignore the
overwhelmingly strong historical evidence, which distinguishes
Sikhism from other religions. The martyrdom of the Sikh Gurus was to
uphold the religious freedom of their own followers as well as that
of others. Four sons of the Tenth Master laid down their lives for
the same cause. Catholicity of Sikhism with its emphasis on
universal brother-hood and tolerance of other people’s beliefs
cannot be confused with the lack of religious solidarity among the
Sikhs. Even the contemporary Muslim chronicler, Mohsin Fani,
bears testimony to the clearly demarcated features of Sikh ideology
and ethos. The spirit of the Sikh Gurus was carried on by Banda
Singh Bahadur and his men, who fought against the Mughals under
the most inhospitable circumstances. But they stuck to their faith
and principles till the end of their lives. The devotion of Sikhs to
their religion and their spirit is evident from the fact that out of 740
Sikh prisoners of war, who were executed in Delhi, abng with Banda,
not one deserted the faith, even while given the choice to do so.
Qazi Nur Mohammad, who came to India with the famous invader
Ahmed Shah Abdali, testifies in emphatic words to the separate
religious identity and ethos of what he calls the followers of Nanak.
Was it not the religious ideology of the Sikhs that equipped them to
facejntense persecution during the mid-18th century? If, as stated by
Oberoi, the religious boundaries were not clearly defined before the
advent of the British, then who were those Sikh heads on whom the
Mughal administration, which knew its enemies well, fixed a price?
Sikhism has had a long chain of sacrifices and martyrdoms which fmd
no parallel in the history of other Indian communities. It Was surely on
account of its glorious heritage of sacrifice, that the Sikh conununity
played a vital role not only in stemming the tide of invaders but also in
the country’s struggle for independence, a role which was Out of all
proportion to its small numbers.
The partition of India into two countries in 1947 was
preceded by a long period of communal turmoil and clashes extending
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over the past few centuries. Seen in this light, Oberoi’s assertions that
communal boundaries in India crystallised only in the 19th century,
arc absolutely baseless. Oberoi’s entire understanding of the past,
that there were no deeply marked communal boundaries, appears too
naively simplistic, for, it leads to the suggestion, that the blood baths
of the Blue Star attack at Amritsar, the large scale November 1984
massacres in the capital and elsewhere, and the blood soaked Babri
Masjid episode at A yodhya, are just post -independence developments
that have no roots in the past.
Oberoi is fond of suggesting terms like ‘multiple identities in
Sikhism,’ ‘several competing definitions of a Sikh’, ‘religious diversity
in Sikhism’, ‘religious fluidity in the Sikh tradition,’ ‘religious pluralism
in Sikhism,’ ‘amorphous growth of religion,’ etc. in order to prove that
Sikhism has no clear definition. This is typical of a person ignorant of
the Sikh scripture, which rigorously defines the doctrines and a worldview which are entirely independent and different from the
fundamentals of contemporary religious systems. Had Sikh identity
been vague or plural, the entire history of persecution and martyrdoms
of the 18th century would become meaningless and un- understandable
both for the Mughal administration and the Sikhs. Oberoi’s’major failing
is that he does not understand that, unlike Protestantism or
Vaishnavism, Sikhism is not a sociological growth or sect, but it has its
ten Prophets, who created entirely a new society with radically different
motivations, ideals and ethos, separate from the old Hindu society.
In fact, Sikh history is nothing but the expression of Sikh
ideology. In sharp contrast to the dichotomous and life-negating
systems, Guru Nanak’s system is a whole-life system like Islam and
Judaism, and takes an integrated view of the spiritual and empirical
aspects of life. Consequently it categorically rejects monasticism,
as-ceticism and withdrawarfrom life. It sanctions a householder’s life
with full social participation and social responsibility. Brotherhood of
man and equality of men and women and of all castes are repeatedly
emphasised in the bani and the lives of the Sikh Gurus. It is a radical
departure from the Hindu social ideology of Varna Ashram Dharma,
looked upon as divinely ordained. Hierarchical caste system is the
pivot of the Hindu society, and has religious sanction. Guru Nanak’s
egalitarian mission provides the key to the understanding of the social
significance of the Sikh movement. While putting Hindus and Sikhs in
the same category, Oberoi again shows his typical ignorance of religion
and religious history, when he observes: “Religion was basically a
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highly localised affair, often even a matter of individual conduct and
individual salvation Islam may have been the only exception to this.”
(p. 14). Sikhism like Islam and Judaism is basically a societal religion.
No serious scholar can deny that Sikhs have always been in the
forefront in any struggle for universal causes and human rights. They
have been trained to resist and confront injustice.
Oberoi includes Guru Nanak’s religion of ‘nam simran’ (remembrance of the Divine Word) in the ‘paradigm of interior religiosity’.
Here the author fails to understand that Guru Nanak set himself apart
from the crowd of quietistic Sadhus, Bairagis and Udasis who mused
over life’s futilities, and mourned over the state of man in an evil world
and who in the pursuit of their spiritual aims sought alienation from
the world and its problems. Guru Nanak had a positive outlook on life,
in contradiction to denunciation and renunciation of worldly life. With
the Guru, Sikhism became a religion of householders. It was given an
explicitly social character through a series of measures adopted by the
Guru. The institutions of Dharmshalas (the earlier nomenclature of
Gurdwaras, meant for public worship), Sangat (a corporate body of the
Sikhs), Pangat (seating of the devotees in rows to stress the egalitarian
principle), Langar (public kitchen) and Kirtan (singing of hymns in
public) have come down to the Sikhs from the days of Guru Nanak.
The Guru did not confine his activities to Nam Simran in the seclusion
of his home. He was very mobile. He undertook extensive travels and
6rganised Sangats at a time when foreign travel was a taboo, and caste
Hindus felt themselves defiled by it. Guru Nanak looked upon the
world as real and meaningful and not as ‘Maya’ or illusion.
Guru Nanak inaugurated a virile movement with an activistic
approach to the problems of life. His heart melted at the sight of the
debilitated Hindu society and the tyranny of the foreign invaders. He
clearly saw that by neglecting to take proper steps for the defence of
his subjects against the onslaughts of Babur, the Lodhi sovereign of
Delhi was preparing the way for his ultimate ruin. ‘The dogs of Lodhi
have spoiled the priceless inheritance, when they are dead, no one will
regard them’. And very soon circumstances took such a turn that the
Guru’s prognostication was literally fulfilled. The Guru regretted that
the yogis of spiritual worth had hidden themselves in the safety of high
mountains. His own response to the challenge was reflected in
iden-tifying the task. He wanted his successors to take up the task and
devise practical responses according to the gravity of the challenge.
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Unlike Buddha or Christ, or any other Prophet of a movement who left
the work of its organisation incomplete, Guru Nanak purposely
appointed a successor to complete it.
Oberoi makes vague and irrelevant observations regarding Sakhi
Sarvar, Gugga, Seetla and ancestor worship among the Sikhs, about
which he gives no data at all to support his argument. A correct
evaluation of Sikhism cannot be made by a lop-sided or isolated study
of a few rituals and beliefs prevalent in a very small section of the
community during a period when some Hindus found it convenient to
enter the Sikh fold. Any student of Guru Granth Sahib knows that it is
full of hymns rejecting the spiritual character of Oevis, Pirs, gods,
goddesses, etc., and that both the Guru Granth Sahib and the Sikh
history record that the Gurus deprecated their worship. The Singh
Sabha never invented anything. The mis-statement of Oberoi is coupled
with another suppression by him of H.A. Rose’s clear obser-vation
(whom he otherwise quotes) that in the Sikh villages there was known
enmity between the Sikhs who did not worship Sakhi Sarvar and the
Hindus who believed in Sakhi Sarvar. Apparently, Oberoi has concealed
this clear observation of Rose. Instead, he makes the distor-tion that
the Singh Sabha leaders were the first to object to these wrong
practices. Such mis-statements, coupled with suppression of material
facts, are generally made by partisan propagandists interested in
mis-representation of Sikhism, but never by academicians. To draw
con-clusions about the ideology of Sikhs from a microscopic minority
of converts who were Sakhi Sarvarias in the 19th century, ignoring the
evidence of all injunctions and doctrines in the Guru Granth Sahib, of
over two hundred years of the lives and practices of the Gurus, and of
four centuries of Sikh h\story contradicting profusely the worship of
Devis and Pirs, is an epistemological absurdity. It is worthwhile to
stress that religion can be usefully studied only with the tools of its
own discipline.
Oberoi tries to prove that ‘the colonial state and its institutions
played a significant role in the emergence of a homqgeneous Sikh
religion’ (p. 423). It is well known that the British efforts were
concentrated not on promoting, but undermining the Sikh identity. As in
the case of the suppression of the conclusion of Rose’s study, here
again Oberoi seems to avoid known facts of Punjab history, like the
large-scale missionary onslaughts under the wings of the colonial
administra-tion. Darbar Sahib and all the major Gurdwaras were
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controlled by the Mahants and the Pujaris, who were under the
Government patronage. The colonial rule had been extra-vigilant about
the control of the Sikh shrines, as is clear from the letter written by Lt.
Governor R.E. Egerton to Lord Ripon, the Viceroy, on August 8, 1881.
“I think it will be politically dangerous to allow the management of
Sikh temples to fall into the hands of a committee, emancipated from
government control, and trust, your Excellency will resist to pass such
orders in the case, as will enable to continue the system, which has
worked successfully for more than thirty years.” (British Museum
Additional Manuscript No. 43592, Folio 300-301). It was only after a
prolonged struggle that-the Gurdwaras were liberated in 1925.
It is well known that Trumpp, a missionary commissioned by the
colonial Government, to please his .masters, wrote a deliberately
damaging and distorted translation of the Sikh scripture and version
of the Sikh ideology. On the other hand the same government in one
form or the other punished and disgraced historians and scholars like
J.O. Cunningham and M.A. Macauliffe, who gave an authentic and
honest account of the Sikh history and religion. The anti-Sikh bias of
the colonial missions is so strong that one of its old functionaries,
W.H. McLeod has gone to the extent of making what are considered
blas-phemous and unethical attacks against the Sikhs.
Oberoi claims to give a new understanding of Sikh history of the
19th century. His view is as correct or authentic as the view of the
Amritsar group of British proteges like Raja Bikram Singh of Faridkot,
Vihiria band and others, who represented only themselves and their
three Singh Sabhas as against the Lahore group, which represented
the entire community of 118 Sabhas all over the country - a glaring fact
which Oberoi has knowingly concealed while highlighting their views.
For, Oberoi is never able to explain the lofty contribution of the Sikh
society to history during every period of its life.

‘Construction of Religious Boundaries’
Gurtej Singh
Thanks to the reputation of the group to which the author belongs
and the sort of theme developed by his companions in the recent past,
one had a fair idea of how the book would turn out even before one
picked it up from the shelf. Added advantage was that one was aware
of the articles written by the author which form the nucleus of this
book. The work of his group can be understood in the context of
India’s recent history, particularly since 1947. It was felt that since the
Constitution of 1950 contravened all promises solemnly held out to
the Sikhs and other nations comprising the Indian sub-con-tinent,
and that since its purpose was to establish and maintain a political
dominance of the permanent cultural majority over all minorities, a
revolt against the scheme could be expected. The Sikhs in particular
could not be expected to go on kissing their chains for ever. It was to
obviate such possibility that the theme so popular with Harjot Oberoi
and the group to which he belongs, was evolved. It attained some
sort of misplaced academic acceptance abroad with Dr Hew McLeod,
and has since the early seventies been beamed back to us in the
transparent wrapper of ‘Western scholarship’. Those interested in
the indigenous variety, will find it in the pronouncements of certain
leaders of the Congress party and in the political writings of the ultraHindu Rashtriya Sewak Sangh.
The burden of the song is that Sikh identity is inconvenient and
hard to digest. It has to be subtly dissolved and permanently subsumed
without in anyway jeopardizing secular and democratic pretensions.
Lala Achint Ram MP and some of his colleagues invited their Sikh
friend Professor Niranjan Singh, a well known ‘nationalist Sikh’ and a
brother of the fearless Master Tara Singh, at a place in Delhi,
immediately ‘after independence. They praised his secular and
nationalist credentials profusely, and ardently requested him to now
strike a big blow for national integration. The plan was simple. Sikhs
and Hindus were no different in any significant aspect, except in
physical appearance. So he was requested to lead the Sikhs in shaving
off and becoming truly integrated with others around him. He was
only a first generation convert, and was expected to agree. But he was
totally disgusted with his erstwhile colleagues whose true colours
were revealed to him for the first time in many decades. His reply was,
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that if that was all the difference between a Hindu and a Sikh, would
they consider the other alternative of leading the Hindus in letting
their hair and beard grow long for the sake of national integration?
The theme has been pursued ever since. Like his mentor Dr
McLeod, Harjot Oberoi has also taken up the strings.
The main thesis of this work is built on the false premise that
unlike in the Semitic religious sphere of influence, religious boundaries
have never been clearly defined in India. Indians of all faiths are
supposed to have borne their religious identities on their sleeves.
This is a strange thesis to propound in a sub-continent which has
seen great religious turmoils. Almost half the population of which
stands con-verted to Buddhism, Jainism, Islam, Christianity and of
course Sikhism. History of the violent reconversion of Buddhists to
Hinduism, destruction of their Stupas and monasteries, burning of
their libraries, and razing of their educational institutions to the ground,
took place in this land a thousand years ago. In the eleventh century
Alberuni could go to the extent of saying, “the Hindus believe that
there is no country but theirs, no nation like theirs, no kings like theirs,
no religion like theirs, no science like theirs”. The story of the Buddhists
has been an oft -repeated one. It was repeated in 1947: vivisection of
the country on religious basis was performed leading to the violent
death of atleast a million people. In 1984 every Sikh in the country was
clearly iden-tified. The Babri Masjid was pulled down in December
1993. The diffusion and overlapping of religious boundaries, which
Oberoi sees all around, in fact does not exist and has never existed in
history, as is borne out by the recurring communal holocausts.
From such baseless abstractions, he comes straight to his main
business of assailing Sikhs and Sikhism. He dwells at length on the
alleged pluralistic nature of Sikhism and the existence of more than
one Sikh identities. For pursuing the point he has to make two
mis-statements in the Sikh doctrinal and historical field, and he makes
them rather enthusiastically. It is the very basis of the Guru Granth
Sahib that all Gurus are one, have the same spirit, and merge spiritually
to form the Word, the Guru Granth Sahib, the eternal Guru and the only
Sikh canon. There is no justification for claiming differing identities in
Sikhism. It is pure ignorance and gross heresy to assert that Guru Nanak’s
religion was different from that of Guru Gobind Singh. Moghals were
very well acquainted with the fact that the Order of the Khalsa was the
direct result of Guru Nanak’s preachings. In the general order of
genocide, issued in the early eighteenth century, the Moghal Emperor
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clearly asserted, ‘those who follow Guru Nanak (Nanakpras- tan), be
done to death wherever spotted’.
Historically, during the dark age of persecution, that is, from
1701 to 1760 CE, Hindus in the garb of Udasis became the custodians
of Sikh shrines. During the Sikh rule they emphasized their Sikh
appearance, and continued in office. During the British rule, we find
these people aligning themselves with the rulers and treating the
recently enriched shrines as their personal property. It is then that
they tried to desecrate the Gurdwaras by admitting images and unSikh practices in their functioning. Harjot Oberoi builds his thesis
mainly on his observations of this period. He conveniently forgets
that the corruption of the Gurdwaras was universally resented, people
rose in revolt, led a sustained agitation, made heavy sacrifices, and
finally succeeded in liberating Sikh shrines from the corrupt usurpers.
They completely rejected their jaundiced views of Sikhism. That all
this is of no consequence to the author, shows his bias. He, fcrr instance,
notes that caste prejudice had crept into the Gurdwaras but withholds
the fact that it was precisely this, which was the starting point of the
Akali movement for liberation of the shrines.
His use of the census figures is also defective, because he does
not note that they are often manipulated. Census figures in India are
always sensitive to the whims of the recording authority, and at best
have a formal relationship with reality. The categories under which
figures were returned, were decided upon by the Imperial masters in
accordance with their convenience. He very ably conjures up the figures
upto 1941 to show the diffusion of religious identities, and yet in 1947
every Sikh, Muslim and Hindu was precisely identified. Blood soaked
partition of the country on communal basis took place never-theless.
This is the concrete reality. So the communal situation con-tinues in
spite of the loudly proclaimed platitudes and swearing by secularism.
In November 1984 a section of the population was recog-nized as
Sikhs and killed most brutally. The murderers are equally well
recognized and roam free because they are on the right side of the
communal fence; the country’s written constitution not with standing.
His argument that, ‘there is no fixed Sikh identity in early Guru
period’ is an absolutely false statement. It is clear that the Sikh
personality had taken shape at the time of Guru Nanak himself, who
created Sikh Dharamshalas, and founded an urban centre to become
focal point of spreading his mission. Most of the Sikh pilgrim centres
had been established very early. By the time of the Third Guru, Sikh
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religious identity was recognized by the Moghal emperor and tax
collectors alike. Guru Arjun became a martyr in 1604 AD. Mohsin Fani,
a contemporary of the Fifth Guru, saw Sikhs all over the Indian cities,
also in Afghanistan and Persia. He talked of their distinct path, and
could precisely define them. The Sixth and Tenth Gurus had fought all
but one of the wars of their careers before the creation of the Khalsa.
Evidence is that most people did not “move in and out of multiple
identities”, but had, on the contrary, shown eagerness to fight and die
for preserving their distinct path.
Professor Jagjit Singh has most convincingly demolished the
Jat theory of Or McLeod, but Oberoi clings to it. As is typical of the
group, he blacks out all the serious works which have recently appeared
to challenge such formulations. He does not even hint that the contrary
point of view exists.
It is preposterous to suggest that Guru Gobind Singh gave “new
theology”. He formalized the Sikh canon, which now ends at the Bani
of the Ninth Guru. He also formally invested it with the status of the
living Guru of the Sikhs. The Khalsa rahit is itself firmly grounded in
the Guru Granth Sahib. The nomenclature, too, has been borrowed
from there. The Tenth Guru codified some of the simplest rules, and
popularised them as the rahit or the code of conduct for the Khalsa
Order.
Oberoi’s division of the Sikhs into the Sanatan and the Tat Khalsa
is both ridiculous and mischievous. He believes that the so-called
Sanatan Sikhism “had ancient origins” and dates it to “when the
universe came into existence”. The reader may make whatever he can
of it! He talks of its having the so called Dasam Granth as its devotional
text. If we go along with him, we will end up believing that Sanatan
Sikhism ruled supreme from the middle of the nineteenth century to its
end, for the Dasam Granth came into existence only then. Completely
forgetting the historical context, he makes much of the “Sanatan
Sikh tradition” developed during the early British period. Hinduized
custodians of the Sikh shrines were eager to maintain their hold.
They were backed by the Hindu population of the state. Hindus
had always been at least suspicious of Sikh identity. Both were
tacitly supported by the British administration which was trying
to tame the volatile Sikhs and attempting to take them back to the
apolitical
Hindu
past.
To
take
the
depraved mahants to be proponents of the ‘Sanatan tradition’ is
preposterous. Similarly it is strange that he is able to call every non-
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Sikh a Sahijdhari. He even defines the term negatively. It is excusable
that such a person does not know that Sahij connotes a state of mind
and cannot be a nomenclature for a sect.
The so-called Sanatan Sikhs, come out extremely intolerant and
rigid in their beliefs as compared to the ‘Tat Khalsa’ he disap-proves
of. They refuse to let Singh Sabha activists address the Sikhs from
Gurdwaras, they resort to the extreme measure of excommunicat-ing
them, arrange to beat them up physically, forcibly remove Kirpans
from their persons and refuse offerings made by their rivals at Sikh
shrines. He does not mention it, but reformist Sikhs also had to Court
martyrdom in large numbers in the bid to liberate their shrines. In
short, “Sanatan Sikhs behave as the worst enemies of the neo-Sikhs”.
How deeply convinced the reformists must have been to have persisted
in the face of all this!
Their strategy is also something worth singing about. They never
gave up the path of reason, education of masses, dependence on the
common man and the scripture. It is apparent also from this book that
they built schools and colleges; took pains to establish printing presses,
publish magazines, newspapers, books and pamphlets. What they
turned out is remarkable for clarity, authenticity and sincerity. The
sheer volume is mind-boggling. They worked like a people convinced
of the truth of their undertaking. One is at a loss to understand why
the so-called Sanatan Sikhs made no such effort. Why did they not hit
back with the same tools? Why were they content to pass docilely
into history? It is a sure sign that the construction placed upon the
struggle by the present author is grossly faulty.
One really does not know what to say of his uninformed belief in
‘popular religion’, for he does not define the term. He is exceedingly
harsh to a people who tried to retain enthusiasm for life at a time when
there were no doctors, no scientifically prepared reliable medicines, no
proper rules of hygiene, and epidemics dated the births and deaths in
the family. In such circumstances Europe succumbed to witchcraft,
black magic, belief in miracle-making saints and efficacy of shrouds
and images inspite of fifteth hundred years of Christianity. At such
times pagan beliefs made permanent niches into the Christian and even
Islamic traditions. By contrast, the Sikhs periodically purged themsel-ves
of the burden of the dark past. The pace of such purifications became
fast with the higher frequency of conversions. Neophytes are required
to undertake the exercise ever so often. There is enough evidence to
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show that even in the darkest period, the Sarvarias, the Devi
worshippers and those of their ilk, had difficulty in finding recruits
amongst the Sikhs.
Oberoi has had to misquote to make his view seem plausible.
Had he tried to correlate his observations to the rapid growth rate of
Sikhs in that period, he would have admired the people. It is remark-able
how rude and untutored masses steeped in poverty, tried to lift
themselves by the boot strings into better spiritual life with the aid of
nothing else but their unflinching faith in the remarkable Sikh Gurus.
What a glorious struggle it was! That the self-helping new converts
took time to cast off their old beliefs, is entirely understandable. How
can their effort be construed to support the non-existent notions of
parallel religion?
His views about the activity of the Singh Sabha workers are
equally untenable. He conveniently forgets that they had received
unanimous support from the Sikh people. That would not have been
possible, unless they were perceived to be honestly striving for
restor-ing the pristine message of the Gurus. It is difficult to imagine
that the entire Sikh world would conspire to subvert its own true faith.
Employment of the term “Tat Khalsa” for the real and the only
Sikh identity, is a value-loaded use. The aim is to project it as something
distinct, extraneous and, therefore, undesirable. This identity has been
dreaded by rulers of all ages. They have unanimously resented its
tendency to ostensibly support what Oberoi calls “the powerful
separatist symbolism”. Since its very birth the current empire has been
in perpetual political cQnfrontation with the “surfacing of these
sentiments of Sikh separation”. The aim of the state-inspired academic
activity has been to isolate it, to establish it as a dispensable
superstructure on Sikhism, to deride it as the source of all public ills
and then to finally make a determined bid to dissolve it. Harjot Oberoi
and his companions led by McLeod, fit neatly into the larger scheme,
and have consistently tailored their formulations to suit the design of
the ruling classes of India. This is the end they are all serving. They
can judge for themselves how laudable their aim is, Obviously they
can’t be objective, when they plan to conform to such a pre-conceived
sinister design.
It is interesting that in the context of the Khalsa rahit, Harjot
Oberoi argues that, “the body was made a principal focus of symbolic
concern and central means of projecting ideological preoccupations”.
(One is tempted to ask in what period of time and in which society it
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was not so!). Very recently a high profile seminar was held by a body
of Sikhs close to government thinking on rahit. Primarily it projected
similar ideas. Preoccupation, likewise, was to prepare ground for
assailing the Sikh Rahit Maryada. A single topic for discussion given
to more than a hundred scholars from all the North Indian universities
was, ‘Concept of Body in Sikhism’.
As for the rest of it, this book inflicts upon. readers a Super-fluous
discussion on the obvious process by which certain social classes
which had become irrelevant, vanished from the scene. The fillers
commonly used by Oberoi’s group are all there, too. You will come
across the view that the Britishers recognized only the Khalsa Sikhs,
(that they bent head over heels to maintain the mahants in possession
of gurdwaras is glossed over), and that Sikhs felt greatly inimical to
Muslims (how they could rule over the numerically superior Muslim
population without committing any excess is not mentioned). The
concept of “evolvingrahit” is sought to be popularised. The worship
of Durga (complete with the story which has an altogether different
connotation) is not omitted. Stress is laid on Guru Nanak’s religion
being that of interiority, although there is not an iota of evidence to
support the proposition. Much attention is paid to dissentors and
schismatic sects within Sikhism, and in the true tradition of McLeod
they are held to be representing the ultimate truth about Sikhism.
Harjot Oberoi comes out as some sort of an expert in part reading
of the historical evidence before him. His perspective is awry, as it is
bound to be, since he has to drum up support for pre-conceived notions
and a sinister undeclared design, otherwise unsustainable.

An Unpardonable Excess
Dr Jodh Singh
When famous satirist Pope in his ‘Rape of the Lock’ said that
little knowledge is a dangerous thing, he was anticipating scholars
like H. Oberoi and others of his ilk. While going through the book by
Harjot Oberoi one is easily convinced that by just picking up from a
particular period (19th century in this case) a few particular cases Dr
Oberoi has unjustifiably drawn his conclusions about the whole Sikh
Community to the effect that the Sikhs are a mixed traditional
community having nothing specific and distinct of their own. He refers
to two examples, one of a woman Dani and the other of two palanquin
(doli) bearers appearing to be Sikhs and yet smoking tobacco. Well,
these isolated cases only hint that a few people, as is common to all
communities, are lax in observing Sikh practice. How does it mean that
the Sikh doctrines are ambiguous or unworthy of adherence? Could
Oberoi quote from the Guru Granth Sahib or the Rahit Marayada that
smoking is not a taboo in Sikhism? Can one say that since Muslims
drink, they are not forbidden by the holy injunctions to do so? Many
social ceremonies are solemnised under the religious umbrella among
different communities of the world, and still the vows are frequently
broken, commandments disobeyed and divorces obtained. But could
the whole community on the basis of few stray cases be given another
brand name? For such Sikhs the term ‘Sanatani Sikh’ has been used
by Oberoi which is not only ludicrous but misnomer too. In fact, in his
anxiety to invent a new term, perhaps, Dr Oberoi forgot that ‘Sanatani’
means eternal, primaeval which has nothing to do with time and space.
Thus the use of this term for his new Sikh category only betrays the
confusion of the author of the book.
No doubt, a reformatory current in the Sikh community started
in the 19th century which tried to affirm the faith of the Sikhs in the
Guru Granth Sahib and its doctrines. The criticism was directed against
the un-Sikh practices and corruption of the self-styled demi-Gurus,
and not the doctrine laid down by the, Gurus. This criticism of
corruption in holy places is still going on and will continue so long a
neat and clean administration is not provided by the people at the
helm of affairs. But this does not mean that religious belief of the
whole Sikh Community should be tarnished, and the Sikhs presented
as a community practising magic, sorcery and superstitions. On the
part of a Sikh it is not only an unpardonable excess perpetrated upon
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the community, it is height of ungratefulness as well.
From the word ‘boundaries’, one expected that the learned
another would define the core principles of Sikhism such as belief in
the unity of God, the doctrines of spirituality and temporality in one’s
personality, Sabad as the Guru etc., as in the case of Buddhism in
which Anitya, (niomentariness), Anatma (no self), Dukhha (suffering),
and Nirvana (final liberation) are the four boundaries which have to be
included in the doctrines of Buddhism. Without these forms, no sect
of Buddhism will be considered genuinely Buddhistic. And there are
scores of sects of Buddhism. From a scholar occupying a Sikh Chair
the community expected only this much, and perhaps it was not too
much. Instead Dr Oberoi has struggled in vain to suggest that without
study of its scripture the doctrines of a religion could be constructed
from a few case histories carefully picked up to suit the convenienc’:
of the author.
Dr Oberoi, on the basis of a superficial study of the Dasam
Granth suggests that Sikhism accepts the theory of incarnations of
God, and hence Sikhs believe in avtarvad of Hinduism. He has
obvious-ly missed the real message of the Gurus, made abundantly
clear in the whole body of Sikh literature that Akal Purakh, Nirankar is
supreme of Japuji (stanza). In Chaubis Avtar also it is unambigously
stated that Brahma, Vishnu and Mahesh are subservient to Him and
that in the cosmic body of the Akalpurakh, dwell crores of Vishnus,
Maheshas, Indras, Brahmas, Suns, Moons and the water deities. I am
afraid that let alone the constructing of the boundaries of religion, he
has not even understood the meaning of the ‘boundaries’.

Harjot Oberoi - Scholar or Saboteur?
Dr Manjeet Singh Sidhu
Breaking the serene midnight stillness an enchanted maker of
music plays aloud upon his drums. His neighbours, all ardent advocates
of the freedom of expression, file a joint complaint against the musicmaker charging him with public nuisance and invasion of their privacy.
Authorities summon the music-maker and order him to stop his
mid-night passion or else face punitive action. The advocates of the
freedom of expression are jubilant for putting an end to the unwelcome
flow of musical nimbers into their ear-drums. They are the same people
who felt appalled and outraged when Khomeni decreed a death
sentence against Salman Rushdie, author of the Satanic Verses.
Khomeni’s decree has been denounced as a judgment that lacked
judicial procedure and stretched beyond his jurisdiction and power.
However, denunciation of Khomeni’s decree does not absolve Rushdie
of the serious offence of hurting the religious faith and feelings of
millions of Muslims all over the world. Therefore, Rushdie must also
be held accountable for his potentially explosive transgression.
Freedom of expression has its own implicit and explicit code which has
to be scrupulously adhered to. Absolute freedom is inconsistent with
a harmonious social order which demands restraint, responsibility,
discipline and discreetness and forbids adumbral adventurism into
the sensitive terrain of religious beliefs.
Portraying a revered prophet as an idiot is far graver and
provocative an act than playing drums loudly at midnight. Yet the
advocates of the freedom of expression idolize Rushdie and denounce
his critics by branding them as bigoted fundamentalists. Drums hurt a
handful of protesting diehards and were instantly silenced. Rushdie
grievously hurt millions of believers in Prophet Mohammad and was
grandiloquently elevated to the stature of Lincoln and Gandhi.
Somehow the logic of it all is beyond me. To me it is double
standards. More often than not a deliberate and sacrilegious assault is
quietly condoned but a simple unintentional act is blown out of all
proportions and vehemently denounced. The prevalence of such
equivocation has provided to some pseudo-scholars a strategic base
to distort and destroy historically established beliefs, traditions and
practices.
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Under the deceptive disguise of research, scholarship and
creativity piles of malicious materials has of late been excre1ed first to
dilute and then to erode the essentials of the Sikh religion. Harjot
Oberoi and Pashaura Singh belong to a group that owes its allegiance
to W. H. McLeod, the Christian missionary masquerading as a
commentator and historian. This group is engaged in the pernicious
program of making convenient but untenable formulations that attempt
to negate the overwhelming facts of history with the sole intent of
under-mining the revelatory character, distinct identity and historical
pre-eminence of the Sikh religion.
The trouble with Mr. Oberoi is that he is a mendacious gleaner
and not an objective researcher. He picks up only such material as can
be twisted to suit his perverted politico-nihilist agenda. To accomplish
his mission of denigrating Sikh religion he has carefully ignored the
authentic historical documents and records as well as dispassionately
researched books by reputed scholars. The central argument in his
book ‘The Construction of Religious Boundaries’ is that during the
Guru-period and the post Guru-peroid, the landscape in the Punjab
presented an indistinguishably integrated terrain without any
noticeable undulating religious divisions like Hindus, Muslims and
Sikhs. This argument is so farfetched and far removed from the facts of
history that in academic evaluation it will be dismissed as either the
dream projection of a drugged mind or a calculated concoction with
insidious intent. As a natural corollary of his argument it would follow
that the elaborate accounts of religious persecutions, forcible
conversions, communal holocausts, discriminatory taxes (Jazia) and
martyrdoms of Guru Arjun Dev, Guru Tegh Bahadur and thousands of
other Sikhs were nothing but figments of a fertile imagination, and in
Oberoi’s logic it would be proper to charcterize them as pure myths.
His weird logic will have us believe that there were no religious
boundaries during the Mughal period simply because Hindu Rajputs
helped imperial Mughal forces to subdue independent Hindu
Kingdoms. How could there be distinct religious boundaries if Hindus
were fighting Hindus to promote a Muslim empire? Such is the nature
of Oberoi’s logic. Nothing can be more pathetic than his arbitrarily
stretched and violently applied process of reasoning. According to
him these boundaries developed later as a consequence of the British
rulers’ political com-pulsions.
The reading of Mr. Oberoi’s book makes it abundantly clear that
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he has purposely ignored the genesis and growth of Sikh religion, and
has resorted to self-constructed formulations to adulterate the crystal
clear message of the Gurus and its consequential blossoming into a
valiant and highly successful Sikh community. The homage of the
term Sanatan Sikhs and its application to Sahejdhari Sikhs is transparent
enough to show that Mr. Oberoi has an ulterior motive. His motive is
to project Sikh religion as just another tradition in the jungle of Hindu
conglomerate in which contradictory dogmas, deities, myths, miracles,
rituals, fasts, worships, jantras, mantras and a host of other beliefs coexist and often overlap one another. Contrary to this amorphous and
incongruous collectivity, a follower of the Sikh religion stands distinct
as one who has an unflinching faith in the Guru Granth Sahib, and who
unreservedly follows the teachings of the ten Gurus, and accepts no
other tradition, belief or practice.
Sahejdhari word is loosely used for clean-shaven Sikhs who in
every other way are as committed to the Sikh tenets as Kesadhari or
Amritdhari Sikhs. They neither smoke nor subscribe to a different
school of thought. In fact there is no such category as Sanatan Sikhs
in the Sikh religion. Plurality is foreign to Sikhism. The distinctiveness
of Sikh religion lies in its uniformity which flows as a natural
consequence of the uniformity in the teachings of the Sikh Gurus.
Since the teachings of the Gurus emanated from the divine fount of
revelation, the uniformity is inherent and preordained. It is unlikely
that Mr. Oberoi is unaware of the centrality of the message and the
meaning of the Bani enshrined in the Guru Granth Sahib, but in his
anxiety to push his personal point of view he refuses to open his eyes
to the overpowering and self-illuminating reality of the Bani and instead
takes refuge in conjectural and contrived myths, and tries to disguise
them under an elaborate paraphernalia of academic accoutrements.
The proper study of the Bani can dispel the darkness in which
scholars of Mr. Oberoi’s genre are groping. Their misguided attempt to
portray Sikhism as a reformist movement aimed at cleansing the
prevailing religious orders are rooted in dishonest motives. Though
reform is fundamental to the mission of every Prophet, yet, Guru Nanak’s
message was not limited to effecting reform in the religio-social fabric
of the times. Guru Nanak was deeply concerned with the empirical reality
and yet transcended the mundane areas of human activity, opening new
vistas of spiritual awareness. The word Hinduism, no doubt, has a wide
implication but it is altogether incorrect to include Sikhism in it because
of the fact that Guru Nanak’s teachings assumed a critical attitude
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towards the three cardinal pillars of Hinduism i. e. the priesthood, the
caste system and the Vedas. He rejected the very fundamentals on
which the whole structure of Hinduism rests. A reading of the Guru
Granth Sahib strongly suggests that Sikhism should be regarded as a
new and separate religion. Guru Nanak tackled the ethical problem in a
singularly fruitful way. He justly rejected the earth-bound utilitarianism
of the sensate man, and also steered clear of the self-negating
pathways of asceticism.
A healthy participation in the process of individual and social
life was held up as an ideal. The ritualistic framework of the current
Hinduism was abandoned, and the conventional social code governed
by caste was rejected with vehemence. He made a radical departure
from considering this world as illusion (Maya), and forcefully asserted
that the world is the abode of the True One and hence it is a reality,
though the creation as compared to the Creator is only a subordinate
reality.
Therefore, the term Sanatan Sikhs can at best be used to describe
that section of the Hindus which never came within the formal fold of
Sikhism but held deep respect for the Sikh Gurus and regularly read
and recited selected hymns like Sukhmani Sahib, Japji, Asa di var’, etc.
A large number of Sindhi Hindus worship Guru Nanak and keep Guru
Granth Sahib in their homes. In every other way these Hindus remained
rooted in the Hindu tradition and never observed the basic Sikh tenets.
They smoke, observe all kinds of fasts, worship idols and believe in
holymen like Sakhi Sarvar and Guga Pir. Mr. Oberoi er-roneously calls
such Hindus as Sanatan Sikhs. In the introduction to the ‘Construction
of Religious Boundaries,’ he mentions at page 11 that “during the 1891
census in Punjab 1,344,862 Sikhs declared themselves as Hindus.”
And to further his argument of plurality in Sikhism he arbitrarily
characterizes these Hindus as Sikhs and invents a fallacious term
“Sanatan Sikhs” to disguise his real design of projecting Sikhisrn as
only a reformist movement within the general Hindu tradition.
He further compounds this error when he projects the Arnrit-sar
Singh Sabha as the bona-fide representative body of the entire Sikh
Panth and makes a clever detour to avoid mentioning the authentic
Lahore Singh Sabha with as many as 118 branches that were operating
to disseminate the teachings of the Gurus. He also avoids mentionting
the negative role of the masands and the disgruntled Bedi, Bhalla,
Tehan and Sodhi relatives of the Gurus who had established their
private centres (shops) and were dispensing libertine potions to attract
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maximum crowds. These establishments were the decadent aberrations,
and stood apart and outside the vigorously vibrant Sikh mainstream.
These were the aberrations that in Mr. Oberoi’s words “Created a
cultural reference system akin to that of the carnival”, and the perusal
of his books and articles strongly suggests that his ardent advocacy
of these aberrations is designed to inject a carnivalesque character
into the solemn Sikh mainstream as a process of slow poison-ing to
destroy and dissolve its distinct identity and values.
In his anxiety to provide an apparently concrete premise to his
insubstantial fairy tale constructions, Mr. Oberoi builds a complex
platform of what he calls popular culture, which, according to him,
obliterated the religious boundaries. In his reckoning the so called
popular culture was so all pervasive and all powerful as to create a
harmonious social order in which Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs as
separate entities of different denominations became irrelevant. A lay
student of history will characterize such a conclusion as an Utopian
dream of some deluded idealist, but to a more perceptive and
penetrat-ing eye the entire exercise unmistakenly points to a singular
objective of undermining the distinct Sikh identity. Mr. Oberoi knows
full well that nothing, least of all his conjectural concept of popular
culture, can diminish the ideological dichotomy obtaining between
Hinduism and Islam; that is why at no point of time in history were
these two reconciled in any part of India. Clearly this concept of popular
culture has been created by him like the term Sanatan Sikhs to submerge
Sikh identity into the sea of Hindu polytheism.
To prove his point about the prevalence of popular culture, he
mentions that Maharaha Ranjit Singh and the Sikh rulers of cis-Sut-lej
State paptronized Hindu temples and made generous contributions to
their funds and also participated in their religious ceremonies and
rituals. But he fails to mention that rulers generally resort to such
exercises as part of their public relations programs in order to show
themselves as impartial and just rulers. For the Sikh rulers such a
stance was all the more necessary because they were ruling over
overwhelmingly non-Sikh population. In Maharaja Ranjit Singh’s
kingdom Sikh Population was hardly 13%. It was partly political
expediency and Partly Sikh religion’s ethos that prompted Ranjit Singh
and other Sikh rulers to extend patronage to Hindu and Muslim
institutions as well.
Akbar’s visit to Goindwal to meet with Guru Amar Das and his
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joining the common langar was also a public relations exercise. Similarly
the rulers in Delhi from the British period to the present time have been
paying visits to various gurdwaras for the same reason. To give a
different construction to such visits would mean weaving fictional
yarn for a devious personal agenda and to conclude that these visits
point to the absence of religious boundaries would mean stretching
the argument even beyond the ludicrous. This is precisely what Mr.
Oberoi is trying to do when he argues that since some Sikhs also
joined Hindus and Muslims in visiting shrines like that of Sakhi Sarvar
and Guga pir, it proves that there were no clear cut religious boundaries
in the Punjab, Given the population complexion in which Sikhs
constituted a very very small minority it was difficult to determine with
reasonable degree of certainty whether some stray Sikhs supposedly
sighted among the visitors to the shrines of the Pirs were real Sikhs or
just fake fair weather Sikhs who had stopped shaving their beards lor
material gains and also whether they were actually devotees or merely
curious tourists who had come with their Hindu or Muslim friends or
neighbours in a spirit of comradeship. I have never felt any reluctance
in going to Temple, Mosques and Churches along with my Hindu,
Muslim and Christain friends and neither have they felt any reluctance
in going with me to the gurdwara. Does it mean we have ceased to be
Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs or Christians? Does it mean our respect for
one another’s religion has dismantled the religious boundaries and
created what Oberoi calls a popular culture? Far from it, such a puerile
inference deserves to be pitied rather than ridiculed. In fact it is Mr.
Oberoi who is inventing “peudo-synthetic historiography” to cloud
the clear vision of the world as enunciated and established by the
founders of the Sikh religion and its uninterrupted continuation to the
present day despite many conspiracies to adulterate its purity. It was
to effec-tively counter these misconceived conspiracies that Singh
Sabha or-ganized and formalized the Sikh ethos and practices strictly
in accordance with the preaching of the Gurus. These conspiracies
were hatched by Hindu saboteurs who had put on the garb of Sikhs.
Mr. Oberoi identifies them as Sanatan Sikhs. These saboteurs were
operat-ing in complicity with the Arya Samaj. Singh Sabha movement
exposed their true character leading to their unceremonious dismissal
by the mainstream Sikhs.
Mr. Oberoi makes yet another baseless assertion that the
peasantry resisted the Singh Sabha manifesto of distinguishing Sikhs
from members of other religious traditions but fails to explain why
Singh Sabha movement became a glorious success and emerged as
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the unquestioned nucleus of the Sikh Panth. How is it that Singh
Sabha had its largest constituency among the peasantry or why did
the con-spiratorial and peripheral Sanatan Sikhs vanish into oblivion?
Singh Sabha did not enjoy State or any other patronage, rather it was
con-stantly clashing with the rulers. Still, more and more common Sikhs
enthusiastically embraced and adopted its manifesto. How does Mr.
Oberoi explain this development? Obviously, he will not like to answer
questions that point to the hollowness of his make-believe formulations
and unmask his real design of undermining the distinct Sikh identity.
All through his book he has made wild statements without a shred of
evidence or historical document or proof. Mr. Oberoi ought to realize
that history is not a puppet that can be made to dance to the prurient
whims of pervert scholars, nor is it a slave to abstract theorizing.

Mountain on a Molehill Foundation
Dr Sarjit Singh
The concept of history, like beauty seems to reside in the mind
of the writer. Sir Wins ton Churchill allegedly wrote his autobiography
in the guise of history. Among equals, history is an on-going saga of
conflicting ideas. Among unequals, it is an account of the Vanquished
by the victorious. In the West, most historians, solely relying on the
secondary Sources for their research on the East, continue to insist
their version to be ‘accurate’ not withstanding their lack of expertise in
the languages of the original Sources. Colonialists may have gone but
not the associated mentality.
Nevertheless, students from the developing world are still
attracted to the West. Their intent is not as much to learn about their
own history and culture as to get a lucrative job in the West after they
graduate and bypass the long lines of, unemployment in their own
countries. In almost all cases they successfully accomplish their
mis-sion.
In search of a parchment in Sikh history, Professor Harjot Oberoi,
an Indian of Punjab origin, went all the way to Australia, in preference
to his home state where Sikhism was born, nurtured, be- came a religion
and is burgeoning with three reputable universities. Australia, once a
penal colony, has a checkered history and has shied away from dealing
with the third world countries. Its universities, seldom known for
excellence in any we a, not even the core subjects like science and
technologies, are by no means a Mecca for learning history of Indian
religions. Ironically, they show much resourcefulness in bestowing
terminal degrees on students from the developing world. Mr. Harjot
Oberoi received one in the history of Sikh religion. There he also
received ‘guidance’ from a New Zealander, Dr W.H. McLeod, Professor
of History. Once a missionary in Punjab and now a self proclaimed
atheist, he”has a rei’u(ation, high in the Western world and inversely
proportional among Sikh scholars, for his writings on Sikhs.
With encouragement from his mentors Prof. Oberoi has now
crafted this long book. In it he says that the Indian peoples, set of
religious beliefs could not be neatly parcelled out into Hindu, Sikh or
Muslim categories as these did not mutually exhaust the whole
population of believers. Instead, he maintains that there were only
sacre , traditions as the people crisscrossed the bounds of each others’
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category and acquired multiple identities. For unexplained reasons, he
is silent about Christianity. Were its followers in India marching to a
different tune?
Focusing his arguments on the ‘Sikh traditions’ the author
repeats Prof. W.H. McLeod’s assertion that ‘there were several Sikh
identities available during the period immediately following the 1849
annexation of Punjab and concludes that by the end of the first decade
of the 20th century, the Tat Khalsa purged the prevailing pluralistic
Sikh traditions and enunciated an orderly, pure, singular form of sikhism.
As far as the story goes it reads like a fiction for its background
plots. To make it interesting, secondary material in the form of private
memoirs, an observation by a foreigner, and remotely related
un-published Ph. D. dissertations from distant lands where Sikhs
probably have been heard of only in the newspapers account for their
valor in World Wars, are relied upon. But the plots remain more flawed
than interesting. The author succeeds in constructing a mountain of a
book on a molehill foundation. Its deficiencies are too many to be
enumerated. Space limitations allow only an inking into them.
The very start of the book is based on a false premise. Its
justification is grounded in what could at best be called aberrations.
(The author himself seems unsure of its justification. He repeats its
purpose at least five times on pages 4, 23,25,30,47.) His initial claim (p.
30) that there are ‘rich data’ available for the book, is belied when he
switches (p. l44) to improvised proxies as a substitute. He draws on
‘facts’ of convenience, ignores the relative magnitude of those with
multiple identities at the macro level, superficially mentions the nature
of the role of the non-Sikh organizations, and fails to discuss the
impact of the distribution of economic resources among communities
on the development of religious identities. His chapter conclusions do
not always follow the narrative and his main conclusion is overdrawn
for wrong reasons. Besides, the theoretical concepts interjected here
and there stay un-hinged.
He expects the religious classification such as Hinduism, Sik-hism
and Islam to have “one-to-one correspondence” between the followers
and their specific categories. Since they do not, he [rods these
categories inappropriately classified. He cites many examples - a Sikh
smoking tobacco (forbidden under Sikhism) a Hindu worshipping Idols
as well as reciting from Sikh scriptures, a Muslim following Hindu rituals,
and all three categories undertaking pilgrimages to Muslim shrines.
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In social sciences 101, every aspiring college freshman knows
that human behaviour cannot be mathematically formulated and that
there is no one-to-one relationship. Even the most commonly observed
human behaviour when conceptually formulated and empirically tested
is contingent upon stringent qualifications. An infringement of these
formulations does not refute their validity. Religious behaviour is no
exception. There is hardly a religion whose followers follow its tenets
religiously. To varying degrees most of them succumb to prac-tices,
‘enchanted’ as well as not so ‘enchanted’, sometimes intermit-tently,
other times for prolonged periods of time.
Muslims forbidden from consuming alcohol are not all abstainers.
About fifty percent of adult Christians who get married in churches,
break their vows and get divorced. Ten Commandments are disobeyed
even by the preachers with large followings. By the author’s standards,
these religions are not demarcated either, and their fol-lowers practising
popular religion.
The British come in for criticism for short-changing the classification of Indian religions in their Censuses. The author implies that
the Punjab population being of hybrid beliefs got arbitrarily divided at
the time of the partition in 1947! If this were the case, why did these
categories practising ‘popular religion’ slaughter each other? How
could the ‘traditions’ built over 100 years become devoid of their
influence so quickly? Either the ‘popular religion’ was too sterile
to generate enough goodwill and contain the fury, or the people
with ‘multiple identity’ were too few to have any restraining
influence. The answer, either way, goes against the main theme of
the book.
Where evidence is not forthcoming, the author invokes the
‘modesty-is-an-over-rated-virtue’ maxim. Rhetorically he asks why the
principles of silence, and of negation ‘have come to exercise such a
powerful influence on Sikh historiography’ (regarding the existence of
multiple identities). In other words he asks why did the Sikh or the
European writers not recognize that there was a wide variety of religious
practices within the Sikh ‘tradition’? Unable to provide any evidence,
he resorts to conjectures (pp. 31-35).
No information is provided on the number of the Sahajdhari
Sikhs (Nanak Panthis, Udasis, Nirmala and the like) beyond asserting
it was ‘not insignificant’ and that a few of them were very
knowledge-able of Sikh scriptures. Without any supporting evidence
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his assertion remains only a hypothesis. The fact that a number of
these sects were led by those denied succession to become Guru, or
wanted to cash in on family lineage (as the Bedis had done) is not
mentioned, much less underlined. Their number was most likely small
since the Sikh Gurus did not have many such relatives. The others ascetics - just wanted to extend their circle by including rural Sikhs for
collecting alms after the political situation turned in favour of Sikhs.
Banda Singh Bahadur, once an Udasi, had led the Sikh forces as a
Khalsa Sikh.
He cites the census figures relating to Sikh followers of Sakhi
Sarwar. They were no more than 2.7 percent of the Sikh population.
Not content with such a small percentage, the author once again
conjectures their numbers to be larger, thus blurring the distinction
between hypothesis and hallucination. In any case, the era preceding
the study had witnessed religious intolerance the world over. The
territory now labelled India- Pakistan-Bangladesh had been ravaged
by the ruling clans in the name of religion. Wherever marauding armies
could not reach, the local majority terrorized the minority. The British
had come to India for commerce, but religious conversions also were
not far away from their mind. (The ruling elite in the third world countries
still continue to play with greater finesse the insidious game of keeping
the cauldron of sectarian strife boiling).
In a political environment where prices were specified on their
head, and echoes of their total annihilation filled the air, the Khalsa
(those with genuine conviction in the Sikh religion and baptized in the
tradition introduced by their tenth Guru), were hunted like wild beasts
for their principled stand to fight oppression. As late as February 5,
1762, the Afghan invaders led by their king Ahmed Shah Durani had
suddenly attacked Punjab and killed more than 30,000 Sikh men, women
and children in Ludhiana. They blew up the Sikhs most revered
gurdwara popularly known as Golden Temple, and claimed that they
had broken the back-bone of the Sikhs.
Under these conditions facing the invaders was nothing short
of committing ‘harakiri’. But the Khalsa did fight, not in frontal assaults
but as guerrillas between 1716 and 1765 and bore the entire brunt of
the predatory onslaughts. They defended themselves, and the
op-pressed where they could, against the prevailing politically directed
religious tyranny. More often than not did they end up laying their life.
In death they inspired others to take their place. During this period the
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Khalsa had trusted their important religious infrastructures to their
‘sympathizers’ for upkeep, for which they had to pay heavy price
much later. Who were these Khalsa? Most of them were the tillers of
the land - the peasants, not the Udasis or Nirmalas. They were not
around as Sikhs and there was no room for another version of the Sikh
identity to emerge. Khalsa was the only identity the Sikhs carried.
The Hindus (who had been ruled by a minority community for
more than a thousand years, and frequently persecuted particularly
during the rule of Aurangzeb, a Muslim ruler of the seventeenth
century), looked up to the Khalsa as their shield and, therefore, held
them in great respect in the days of physical insecurity. A few of them
supported the Khalsa. The others substituted discretion for the better
part of valor. They were not averse to changing their tune in line with
the prevailing political and/or economic winds.
In 1765 the Khalsa-Sikhs were able to throw all the oppressors
out of Punjab and establish a bridgehead for their own government.
The days of religious persecution were over. It was during this period
that a large number of Hindus of high caste Sanatan Sikhs as the
author calls them, were attracted to the Sikh faith. The author does not
specify their origin except to say, without any evidence, that they were
the offshoot of the rapprochement between the Sahajdhari and the
Khalsa tradition and that the Sanatan Sikh tradition had displaced the
Khalsa tradition. He would have the reader believe that the Sikhs, as a
matter of choice, now could practise Hindu philosophy as well. Why
could they not practise the Muslim religious code, whose adherents
were numerically dominant, remains a mystery. Would not the devotion
to Sakhi Sarvar have made the tansition much easier?
It is the role of the Sahajdhari Sikhs and the Sanatan Sikhs which
Prof. Oberoi inflates beyond recognition, and tries to create reality out
of hallucination. He uses the Sahajdhari Sikh label as an umbrella for
assorted tiny groups of ascetics scattered in the Hindu majority areas.
Being Hindus they diametrically differed from the Khalsa in their
philosophy, code, and way of living. The author produces an oblique
letter from an obscure place as evidence, and marshals every bit of
scrap to make his characterization of their importance stick. Otherwise
the whole edifice of his “construction” would come crumbling down.
This brings us to a central question. How does one acquire a
particular identity? Could a believer in Guru Nanak’s philosophy
contravene it in practice as a matter of principle? Could the Muslims
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not claim to be Sikhs since many of them regard Sikh Gurus as their
Pirs? Of course there were no Sikhs of any identity before Guru Nanak,
the founder of sikhism. They came into being as followers of the line of
GurUS following the same religious message. If the Sahajdhari
selectively set up their own set of philosophy and rules, they could
not be considered Sikhs. The Udasis were celibates, did not work for a
living, emphasized a different mode for salvation, and stressed the
need to serve the sadhus, saints and priests.
At best they may have been Sikh sympathizers but were not
Sikhs. According to the author, the so called Sanatan tradition could
worship idols, practise caste system or subscribe to the ancient Hindu
philosophy, and still be called Sikhs! If this tradition had displaced the
Khalsa’s how could its own ‘tradition’ vanish so quickly in a period
which was more favourable to its growth? It is more logical to believe
that their influence was too weak to take the ground. Scattered instance
here and there do not constitute credentials for making a ‘tradition’.
To construct the historical bounds, it is imperative to define,
mathematically speaking, which element in domain (the population)
belongs to which element in the range, and by what rule. The author
refrains from facing this task and does not define criteria which could
sort out Sikhs into a category or a tradition. Employing this yardstick,
the incongruities underlying the author’s argument become clear and
the ‘raison-d’etre’ for the book ceases to exist.
In practice, the new entrants followed neither the Sikh code nor
their basic philosophy. They had engaged in a familiar kind of
intellectual deception, practised about two thousand years ago, to
successfully eradicate Buddhism, a religion born in India. They set in
motion again. This time the methodology was to equate a doctored
manuscript called Oasam Granth (containing about 98 percent of the
ancient Hindu philosophy and a small portion of writings by the tenth
Guru) with the Sikh scriptures. It worked in a very limited way. A large
number of Khalsas were not familiar with their own scriptures. But it is
a far cry from the claim that they all fell for it.
The 1848 defeat of the Lahore Ourbar had removed all their
pretenses and showed that the converts were there not so much out of
conviction in the religion as an opportunity to exploit the new situation.
Their past experience had made them adept at it. And they wasted no
time. When the British annexed Punjab in 1849, they changed back to
their ariginal calar. “When Khalsa was in the ascendant, large number
af Hindus had begun to’ graw their hair and beards and pay lip-warship
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to’ the Sikh Gurus. After annexatian, these time servers returned to the
Hindu fold”.
Soon these ‘time servers’ became a part af the Arya Samaj farmed
in the late 1870s whose slogan was ‘back to’ Vedic era. They denigrated
every religion including that of the Sikhs, their Gurus and the Granth
Sahib. They began canverting Sikhs back to’ the Hindu fold. Christian
missionaries were not far behind in playing this ‘game’ with help from
the British officials. Their zest had continued unabated. (If an index af
the Hindu fervor was needed, they provided themselves in the postPartitian era when they declared that Punjabi was not their mother
tangue althaugh they had spoken it for more than a thausand years.
They had came to’ associate the Punjabi language with the Sikhs).
In fact the author makes a lavish use af Professor Ruchi Ram
Sahni’s memoirs without informing the reader that Mr. Sahni was, in
the early 1930s, the President af a branch (the Swatantrata party) of the
Indian National Cangress in Punjab, and this organization was
essentially made up from urban Hindus and was daminated by the
Arya Samajis. The Singh Sabha was born after experiencing the belittling
of the Khalsa for four years.
The role of the print media, which according to’ the author played
a ‘vital’ role in purging the Sikh plurality, is a sheer exaggeration. Hindus
in towns and cities, perhaps ten times more numeraus than the Sikhs,
owned almost everything called urban. They used it to’ the hilt
unmindful of the consequences. ‘For a long time there has been a
school of opinion in Punjab that had it not been far the vernacular
press then based in Lahare, Partition may have never happened’. The
Sikhs being ruralists and the last educated in Punjab lacked ability to’
read or write. Only a minuscile number af them could. The Arya Samajis
pulled all the staps. If they did not succeed in prapartion to the resources
they owned, it was not for the lack of trying.
Khalsa philosophy propaunded by their Gurus was ‘to’ uphold
the dignity of humanity, to’ free the mind af man from every type of
bandage and to’ uproat the appression and tyranny, social as well as
political’. Being easily comprehensible, and humane, the Singh Sabha
had a greater success at least in holding their turf. Critical to’ their
success was nat as much the number af schaals, baaks, nar the print
media, impart ant thaugh they were, as t e nature af the religious
message with which the rural Sikhs cauld easily identify.
Yet the Singh Sabha did not penetrate all villages af the Punjab
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and were nat as successful as the author claims. The villagers are still
found practising the ‘popular religion’ althaugh an a consider-ably
diminished scale. The problem has all along been, and still is, the
Illassive ignorance of the Sikhs which has prevented them from knowing
the meaning af their scriptures. Only a very small percentage af them
have such knowledge. It wauld take mare than Brain Stack’s textual
analagy to’ effectively canvey the message. The Sikhs remain still the
least educated in Punjab as reported in India Taday in 1983. But if the
Sikhs do not live upto their ideals, that does nat make them non-Sikh.
Religions do not develop in vacuum. People do not live by
religion alone. They need bread too. The political and ecanamic factors
exercise strong pulls and deterrents. Did the exercise of politi-cal power
strengthen or weaken the religious identities before and during the
British period? Why were the Hindus and their allies in the Indian
National Congress appased to Land Alienatian Act af 1901 when the
peasantry was rapidly falling in debt and cansequently in the clutches
af Hindu maney lenders? Did this appasition sharpen ar blur the
religious boundaries? Did they feel inundated by other religious
communities? These are same of the issues for more impartant than
the role of Nais, Sakhi Sarvarias ar the ‘enchanting’ witches.
The vocabulary used in the book is very impressive. The casmetic
treatment alane, hawever, cannot add charm unless the ‘bady’ is fully
developed and propartianally distributed. A few mistakes, mastly ‘typas’
did creep in (pages 48,97,221.). Footnotes, too, did not always follow
the standard pattern with consistency and were looded with partisan
allusions. Finally, there is same thing very peculiar to this author’s
academic approach. Professor McLead’s works when cited are
shawered with a glawing tribute usually reserved for the Gaspel, and
the glaw gets a bit dimmer far S.S. Hans’s. On a trivial paint which has
no bearing an the main theme of the book, be introduces Pashaura
Singh’s Ph.D. thesis written directly under Dr McLead’s advice. The
Warks of other authors who offer different versions are cavalierly
dismissed, or ignored.
It may be that popular history takes precedence over academic
history. It is also a well kept secret in the academic world that academic
integrity often takes a back seat to the author’s economic interests.
The economic hazards of daily life almost overpower the
virtues associated with the research. If the reality becomes too
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transparent, ‘academic freedom’ is invoked as a shield. They always
come out ahead!

A Critical Review
Dr Amar Singh Dhaliwal
At the very outset, it needs to be underlined, conspicuously,

that this critical review of Dr Oberoi’s book titled “The Construction of
Religious Boundaries: Culture, Identity and Diversity in the Sikh
Tradition” has been prepared in the light of the following five-pronged
criterion; and that its purpose is purely academic:
THE FIVE-PRONGED CRITERION
(i) That whenever and wherever one happens to conduct a critical
review of a research-based thesis, then and there it becomes,
automatically, obligatory, necessary and essential for the critic
to avoid criticism for the sake of criticism.
(ii) That the sole purpose of a rational and genuine criticism of a
research-based thesis must be to forestall and obstruct those
false and unscientific trends of “research” which are intended,
or likely to destroy the very image of the goddess of truth
itself; in fact, by definition, research means “seeking after truth”
(iii) That if any scientist or researcher happens to feel affected on
becoming cognizant about the untruthful fmdings being
presented as valid discoveries, and in spite of that kind of
stimulation he or she fails to forestall such falsehoods, then
that type pf silence, on the part of such a scientist, is indicative
of not only “intellectual dishonesty” but also of “unpardonable
cowardice”.
(iv)

That the ultimate goal of research, in all the duly recognized
academic disciplines is to seek truth, nay, “Perfectly Pure
Truth”.

(v) That because “history” (like all other disciplines, such as,
political-science, sociology, psychology, archaeology, etc.,
covered under the common canopy: “faculty of social sciences”
having the fixed interest in understanding the intentions and
extension of man’s behavior) aspires to acquire a sound-footing
in the galaxy of the duly recognized academic-disciplines, it
becomes, automatically obligatory, necessary and essential for
all the historians, as researchers, to bring to light “Truths”, and
nothing less than “Perfectly Pure Truths”, hidden in the debris
of the past.
A bit of concentration on the norms implied in the criterion
underlying the critical review embodied in the paper in hand, will reveal
that the former three standards are directly concerned with the
“Be-havior of The Critic Himself’; whereas the fourth and the fifth
expectations are applicable to the “Behaviour of the Researcher” whose
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research work is “going to be evaluated.
Agreed that after having submitted to the self-imposed norms,
implied in the above mentioned Criteria, there was hardly any need to
further assure that the critic would be neutral and above board in his
criticism. Nevertheless, the critic is immensely pleased to put on record
that before venturing to write a critical review, it was considered
imperative to have a thorough, sincere, honest and diligent reading of
th,e book covering 426 pages plus the “Preface”, “Appendices”, “Maps
and Tables”, “Glossary” and “Epigrams” used to introduce all the
different chapters and sections of the thesis.

CRITICAL REVIEW
The precise “critical-review”, contained in the paper in hand,
forms, broadly speaking, two parts: (i) that carries “the overall
impression” of Dr Oberoi’s book, which a sincere and honest reader is
bound to form and (ii) that gives a detailed account of those basic and
fundamental weaknesses regarding theoretical formulations which did
not permit the author to take his thesis to that expected philosophi-cal
level, from where he could enlighten the reader with regard to futurism
of Sikhism, as a unique and scientifically systematized way of educating
the masses groping in the dark.

THE OVER-ALL IMPRESSION
Historically, even the man in the street knows that Guru Nanak,
the founder of the Sikh Tradition or the Sikh Religion, had become so
popular, during his short span of time, that both Muslims and Hindus
of those days, took him as their “Pir” and Guru, respec-tively (Khuswant
Singh’s History Of Sikhs, 1984, Vol. I). Guru was the symbol of unity.
In fact, it was for the first time, in the history of the civilized
world, that the Adi Granth, the sacred scripture, welcomed all those
hymns, which took the eternal message of bringing the people, from all
the traditionally popular Indian-creeds, to a common forum and plat-form.
For example, Kabir-a Muslim saint whose message stands ineorporated in
the Adi Granth, the Holy scripture of the Sikh Gurus-says:
First, God created His light: and from its power were all men
made: From God’s Light came the whole universe: so, whom
shall we call good, whom bad? O men! be not misled by doubt,
For, the Creator is in the Creation and the creation in the Creator,
who pervades everything. The clay is the same, but is fashioned
in myriad patterns.
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So it avails not to find fault either with the clay-vessels, or with
the Potter who moulds them, each in a different way.
The one true God is within all, and it’s He alone who creates all.
And, whosoever realizes His Will, knows the sole one.
And he alone is the servant of God.
I am wholly rid of doubt, now that I have seen the impeccable
God in all”. (Adi Granth, P 1349)
As mentioned explicitly in the Preface to the book under review,
Dr Oberoi claims that he took sixteen years (that is, from 1978 to 1994)
in preparation of the book. But perusal of his thesis leaves the
impression that he does not even know the technicalities related to the
concept of “Sikh-tradition” itself. However, after the publication of the
book, he, in his own right, may be justified to claim that he is an
“Authority” on the “Sikh-tradition” and the Sikh way oflife emanating
from the Gurbani revealed in the Adi Granth. But our evaluation of his
hook is that all his efforts remained abortive and infructified and the
book, though voluminous enough, fails to add anything new to the
previously existing knowledge in the limited areas (both in History
and Religion) traversed by him as a researcher. It will become clear in
the subsequent pages of this review paper as to why and in what way
Dr Oberoi failed in his efforts as a researcher; and as to how the
publica-hon of his book has come to cause obstruction in the way
leading to universal-recognition of the “Sikh Way of Life”. But here it
seems advisable to say a few words about the basic differences in the
mental processes involved in the compilation of the empirical-data
and the Mental-Processes needed in deriving from the empirical-data
those philosophically meaningful inferences which may be helpful for
guid-ing man’s destiny, on this planet, for centuries.
No doubt, the book under review embodies an enormously big
heap of the empirical-data. But the over-all impression, which one
appens to gather from its sincere persual, is that he has failed to rise
above the sensational and the journalistic levels of human-thinking.
In fact, there is nowhere any hint for stimulation for thinking of the
philosophical-level, throughout the content-coverage spread over 426
pages of the book.
Psychologically speaking, the mental processes, namely, Industriousness, Diligence, Persistence, Dogmatic-insistence, etc., which
are involved in collecting, arranging, piling up the empirical-data and
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in citing of the so-called relevant literature, are so much primitive that
even a Neophyte, having the knowledge of only three R’s - that is,
reading, writing and arithmetic - is fit for these jobs which are purely
mechanical. Whereas in the case of philosophically meaningful
re-search, the mental processes of very high level, such as Creativity,
Originality, Novelty, Deviance, and Uniqueness in ideas are involved.
Since, according to our evaluation, the purpose of Dr Oberoi’s researsch
was very shallow and shortsighted, in the sense that he Was interested
in collecting of provocative and sensational empirical-data fit for
publication in the News-papers, he could do his research work with
the help of primitive mental-process. Our verdict is that it is the purpose
of research which either makes or mars one’s thesis. We will see in the
subsequent pages of this paper that Dr Oberoi remained confused
about the real purpose of his research and made the things in his area
of research Worse confounded.
Now we give a detailed account of those fundamental weaknesses regarding theoretical formulations underlying his thesis and of
those technical errors related to Research Methodology which
hap-pened to eclipse and cripple his research-work, abridged in the
book under review.
This portion of the critical review stands trifurcated as follows:
First, efforts have been made to explain as to what is implied
in their respective places, in the uses of the terms “History”,
“Religion” and “Researcher ’s Undesirable-or-Desirable
Theoretical-notions” and, then, to see how the intentions and the
extensions of the processes of conceiving a proposal of research,
earmarking the time-perspective in history, for collection of the
needed empirical data, of interpretation of the empirical data and of
drawing inferences from the empirical data.
Secondly, seeking guidance from the disciplines of Philosophy
- Science and Methodology of Research, it has been explained as to
what is the relative importance of the pivotal questions, raised by the
researcher, of the empirical data collected in accordance with the
purpose of the study and of the final inferences to be drawn from the
data.
Thirdly, it has been detailed as to what are the basic
require-ments, fulfilment of which is not only necessary but also
essential for the researcher, whose intention is to add something new
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and original to the existing human knowledge in the prospective area
of researcher’s specialization.
In our further discussion, these trifurcated portions have been
designated, respectively, as Sections A, B, and C.

SECTION A
According to the dictionary meaning (cf. Webster’s Third New
International Dictionary, Vol. 2, 1986, P.1073) the term “History” stands
for a systematic written account comprising a chronological record of
events, as affecting a city, state, nation, institution, science or art, and
usually, including a philosophical explanation of the cause and origin
of the events. The sole purpose of giving the precise definition of the
concept “History” is to demonstrate that Dr Oberoi was ex-pected to
put up a philosophically sound explanation of the cause and origin of
the events, mentioned in his historical treatise, under review; and that
at the time of giving the “over-all impression” if we happened to point
out that his thesis failed to transcend the levels of sensational- and
journalistic-thinking and that it lacked in philosophical footing, then
our demand for maintaining high standards was not irrational from any
point of view. This standard falls in the orbit of the intentions and
extension of the concept of “History” itself.
By definition, religion is a kind of belief system and its purpose
is to provide a world-view, so that “man” may determine. his position
in the total perspective of the universe and may feel adjusted thoughout
his span of life. In order to have a broad-based and objec-tive
understanding of the concept “Sikhism”(or the Sikh Tradition), we
use two authoritative sources; (i) a foreign observer and (ii) an Indian
scholar, who retired as Professor and Head, Department of Guru Nanak
Studies, Punjab University, Chandigarh.
As far back as 1909, Max Arther Macauliffe, in his universally
known six-volume treatise entitled “The Sikh Religion, its Gurus. Sacred
Writings and Authors,” summed the distinctive principles of Sikh
religion as follows:
“It prohibits idolatry, hypocrisy, caste exclusiveness, the concremation of widows, the immurement of women, the use of wine and
other intoxicants, tobacco-smoking, infanticide, slander, pilgrimage to
sacred rivers and tanks of Hindus; and it inculcates loyalty, gratitude
for all favors received, philanthropy, justice, impartiality, truth, honesty
and all the moral and domestic virtues known to the holiest citizens of
any country.”
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In his article entitled “Sikhism: an Original, Distinct, Revealed
And Complete Religion”, Shan, H.S. (1992) professes that:
“The word “Sikh”, as we know, is the Punjabised form of the
Sanskrit, word “Shishya” meaning a disciplie or a learner, especially a
seeker of truth. It came to be used for the disciples of Guru N anak and
his nine spiritual successors who graced humanity from 1469 to 1708
A.D. in the Indian subcontinent. Thus their religion called Sikhism
literally means the path of discipleship and the new way of life taught
by them. Their faith is the youngest and the most modern of the world’s
religions.”
Here, it needs to be underlined conspicuously that religion, as a
belief system, is subject to refinement with the passage of time and its
goal is to make man civilized, by becoming a well established system
of education. Being the youngest and the most modern among religions
all over the world, Sikhism seems to have become a well-established
Behavioral Stience, and, therefore, there are very, very rare chances
for its disappearance from this global earth, the path of discipleship
and civilization are co-twins.

OBEROI’S WRONG THEORETICAL ORIENTATION
Or Oberoi, as a research scholar, from the very beginning of his
career, failed in picking up a genuine and scientifically sound theoretical
orientation, and due to this single weakness in his mental equipment
as researcher, his research efforts remained obortive. By making the
“Sikh Tradition”, and that too for a short span of time (1850-1950), the
focus of his historical study, he dared to pose a challenge to the latest
theoretical trends in the field of ‘History’ itself. As recorded in a ludic
manner in Compton’s Encyclopedia, Vol. 23, P.238, Arnold Toynbee
and Oswald Spengler, who are considered to be the two major
interpreters of Human-history and Human-civiliza-tion, in the 20th
century, are of the view that:
“The starting point in “A Study Of History” is that proper unit
of the Historical Focus is a civilization, not a Nation-state”.
Why did he make the Sikh Tradition as the focus of his historical
study, in spite of that kind of warning is the question which will remain
an enigma for the critics of his book under review. If he was interested
in knowing the contribution of Sikhism in the development of Human
Civilization, he was bound to focus on the total perspective created by
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the religions, all over the world.
Another downright misleading theoretical orientation of Dr
Oberoi lies in seeing the point that he, like all the western social
scientists, preferred to focus on differences or discrepancies between
the personality characteristics of the Sikh as an Ideal Man, on the one
hand, and the Sikh as a Neophyte (or novice) on the other. Since an
Ideal Man is the symbol of “Idealism” that tends to remain inaccessible
empirically, discrepancies or differences are bound to be there. This
wrong theoretical orientation made Dr Oberoi prone and susceptible
to focus on such differences and discrepancies as had already been
condemned, discredited and declared discarded, by the time, he started
his research reported in the book. In this context, the obserav-tion
made by Marvin Bram in his essay entitled “In the Course of Human
Affairs” which stands incorporated in Funk and Wagnalls New
Encyclopedia, Vol I, pp. 14-31 is very pertinent. He professes that:
“By stretching our imagination, we may see how different
everything we see is from everything else; and think of these objects
either as being “Distinct” from one another or as being the same as
one another. We either differentiate the objects in the world or, in spite
of the world’s being full of, separate objects, Fuse, that world.” And
continuing further, he points out: That the idea of “fusion” is foreign
to us and is difficult to imagine. Indeed, making distinctions among
objects is easy. Modern schooling and the media teach almost nothing
else. But we are seldom instructed in dissolving distinctions. Fusion,
the dissolving of distinctions, was not foreign to our forebears some
ten, twenty, forty thousand years ago; however, understanding this
millennia-old process of dissolving distinctions is at the heart of
ex-plammg “Human Affairs”
Like Marvin Bram, a universally known Historian, the critic is
also fully aware of the tentative Truth that there is ample scope for
observing Similarities in the Well Grounded, Scientifically Sound and
properly Nurtured Religions, the world over, as the Sikh Gurus endeavoured
to perceive at the time of establishing the “Sikh Tradition” and
preparing the Holy Scriptures, which welcomed revealed banis from all
possible directions. But Oberoi ignored both of these latest “theoretical
trends” in the field of history, where he aspired to be an authority; and,
consequent upon that he happened to destroy the whole game of his
research efforts, meaning thereby that neither historically speaking he
was justified to single out “The Sikh Tradition” nor to delimit “The
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Time Perspective” to a century or so. Technically, such vision is known
as “Narrow Mindedness”. Not only that, but it is also true that Dr
Oberoi was not well-equipped from the side of Research Methodology,
being used in “Social Science”. Some of the basic guidelines, borrowed
from the disciplines of “Philosophy of Science” and of “Methodology
of Research” which, somehow or the other remained brushed aside, in
the design of research followed by Dr Oberoi, are mentioned below in
Section B.
In scientifically sound researches, especially in Social Science,
there must be some pin-pointed purpose in the mind ofthe researcher
and the researcher should not forget the following fundamental truths:
(i) That the empirical data - how so ever glamorous and provoca-tive
they may appear- are having sheerly an instrumental value, in
the sense that they serve the purpose of only a foot-hold to
hail that something which has never been hailed by other
scientists working in the specific area selected for research;
(ii) That it is only the fmal inference (or inferences), derived from
analysis of the empirical data and supported with the help of
philosophically sound arguments, which is of Intrinsic value,
as a universally meaningful Truth, and
(iii) That the empirical findings are as Valid, Original, Novel, Unique,
and Deviant, in relation to the existing Human-Knowledge in
the specific area, as are the Basic-Questions put to research,
by the scientist himself.
In the above seriation, comprising three fundamental truths, the
former two observations solve the problem about the relative
importances of the empirical data and the ultimate inference to be
derived fropt the empirical-data used as evidence. Obviously, in science,
and in history (which falls in the category of Social Science) specifically,
it is the final inference that is to carry a kernel of truth, encapsulated in
a sentence or at the most two sentences - which is
weightier than the cart-load of empirical data used to work out such- –
like inferences. So, logically, it is plausible to say that if any researcher
is not dear about the true nature of the final inference to be reached
from the research being planned by him, then whole of the empirical
data are likely to go waste; and m such a pecuhar case, the entue
rocess of the research, howsoever expensive, time-consuming and
sacred it may appear in the eyes of the researcher, is bound to become
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an exercise in futility. Here the truth is that it actually, happened with
Dr Oberoi’s research efforts. Because, we shall see, he was not clear
about the basic purpose of his research.
The third fundamental truth is much more crucial and decisive,
in the sense that it provides true answers to the questions: Why are
his research findings not only meaningless but also injurious to the
Sikh psyche and downright misleading with regard to their contributions
to the existing human knowledge about the Sikh tradition and “Sikhism”.
Where did he fail as a researcher? Why did his research fail to attain
philosophically meaningful levels? Why did his research efforts remain
abortive and fruitless from the view of their contribution to the existing
human knowledge in the areas of both history and religion? For the
time being our combined answer to all such questions is that the basic
questions raised by him in his own research were illconceived,
irrelevant, absurd, irrational, and baseless, although very cunningly
designed. Whether the purpose of doing so was to destroy the image
of “Sikhism”, as a unique and socio-culturally meaningful way of human
life or it happened unconsciously and due to ignorance, nothig can be
said with confidence. We have thoroughly thrashed out inadequacy,
irrelevance and non-sensical nature of the basic and the so-called
pivotal questions put to research evidence, Here, it is ap-propriate to
say a few words about the basic requirements which a researcher is
supposed, by way of necessity, to fulfil before embarking upon a
research project and starting the work of collecting empirical data for
his research.

BASIC REQUIREMENTS TO BE FULFILLED BY A
RESEARCHER
The first and foremost requirement, which a new researcher
ought to fulfil is that he must conduct a thorough review of the relevant
literature availble in the area of research earmarked by him. There are,
broadly speaking, four pin-pointed purposes of conducting review of
the relevant literature:
Firstly, the researcher is supposed to get familiarity with the
latest theoretical trends of research in his prospective area of
specialization.
Secondly, the researcher is expected to follow honestly – in the
scheme of his research - all the guidelines bound up with the new
theoretical formulations, or, with the help of logically and rationally
meaningful arguments, he may reject, discredit and discard the
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new theoretically meaningful guidelines; and establish superiority
of the old, hackneyed theory he intends to use as the foot-hold in
research.
Thirdly, the researcher is supposed to prove that the questions
going to be raised by him are chaste and barren, .in the sense that
nobody has ever tried, prior to him, to seek answers to the questions
haunting his mind., and Fourthly, if thorough scanning of the previous,
relevant litera-ture happens to demonstrate that the seemingly new
questions, haunt-ing the mind of the researcher has already been
answared, there are two ways open to the neophyte scholar: (i) that
the “seemingly new questions” may be dropped, and some other new
area of research may be taken up, or (ii) that the researcher should
have the courage to prove that the answers to the questions, haunting
his mind (as discovered by his predecessors) are invalid, distorted
and discradable and, then, he may adopt a new method of research
and try to reach different findings.
Now, we are in a position to see what were the pivotal
ques-tions which Dr Oberoi had planned to answer through the
research reported in the book, and as to how these questions were
repetitive, sterile, baseless, irrelevant, absurd and theoretically
irrational, hence invalid.

THE STERILE AND
QUESTIONS RAISED

IMPOTENT

PIVOTAL

As underlined conspicuously, in the openning paragraph of the
Preface to the book under review, the real purpose of Dr Oberoi’s
research efforts, spreading over sixteen years, was to seek answers to
two closely related questions:
(i) How are Indian religions to be conceptualized?
(ii) What did it mean to be a Sikh in the nineteenth century? (CF. P.
XI)
Though the author asserts that both these pivotal questions
closely related, yet it is reasonable to discuss as to in what way these
are closely related, yet it is reasonable to discuss as to in what way
these two question were, in their respective places, non-researchable,
sterilic, impotent, repetitive, hence invalid
With regard to our critical reaction to the former question, it ay
be said without fear of contradiction that: Indian religions are to
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conceptualized and perceived as the social scientists have
concep-tualized and perceived the “other-than-Indian-religions”.
Obviously, this condition is not only necessary but also essential.
This is so because unless and until the processes of concept-formation
of perceiving the phenomena implied in the concepts of like nature are
identical, the final result will never be comparable and objective.
Here, the truth is that by using the word “Indian” as an adjective
for qualifying the concept of “Religion”, Dr Oberoi has posed a
challenge to both Arnold Toynbee and Oswald Spengler who profess
that: the starting point in a study of history is that the proper unit of
historical focus is a civilization, not a nation-state. In fact, the theory
which enjoins upon the researchers, working in the area of history, to
see, conceive and perceive the relative importance of any “religious
institution” (or the Sikh Tradition, in the present context) by placing it
in the total perspective emanating from contributions of all sister
institutions, constituting our contemporary civilization, as a whole, is
not only psychologically, sodo-culturally, democratically meaningful but
also humanisticalIy purposeful for ensuring universal peace.
Similarly, when Marvin Bram, as cited above, condemns that
theoretical notion which permits researchers to hail discrepancies or
differences in different objects or religions; and dares to suggest to
adopt the attitude of seeing “Similarities” in different objects of interest,
or religions as cultural heritages of the Human Species, as a whole
then, ill fact, the purpose of that novel theoretical approach also
happens to be the same as that of propounded by Arnold Toynbee
and Oswald Spengler.
Here, our question of questions is as to why Dr Oberoi did not
try to seek guidance from these two new theories hailed by the
historians, as philosopher-thinkers of the twentieth century; and as to
why he did not make efforts to pursue the former question: How are
Indian religions to be conceptualized? In fact, Dr Oberoi was not having
the acumen needed to deal with the concept of religion; and, secondly, if
he had dared to confront the problems and the issues bound up with
the above-mentioned two new theoretical orientations, then, it would
have become, mvanably, necessary, nay essential to redesign his forme
question to read as: How are world religions to be conceptualized?”
So, he thought it proper to let the sleeping dogs lie, even in the area of
history, where he claims to have become an authority after Publication
of the book under review.
Not only that, but “the question regarding conceptualization of
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religions” had been so nicely thrashed out, at the national, as well as
at the international level, that if Or Oberoi had ventured to conduct a
thorough review of the findings reached in very well designed hundreds
of studies, in this specific area, then he would have come to know in
what way his former pivotal question was sterile, impotent, repetitive,
non-sensical, empty, and hence irrelevant.
The findings reached in relation to the question: How are Indian
(rather, world) Religions to be conceptualized? Tend to fall into, broadly
speaking, four categories:
(i) Marx and his followers hailed the observaions which made
“Religion” as “Opium for the Masses” of a “Mental Disease”
known as “Organized Hallucination”.
(ii) As far back as 1940, a psychologist of the calibre of Brown dared
to pronounce that man’s cognitive development: (a) has its
roots and origin in: “Magic”; (b) it got its nourishment from
“Religion”, and (c) presently, it has been becoming more and
more scrt1l-tific in its orientation, with the passage of time.
According to him, the influence of “Magic”, “Witchcraft”,
“Sorcery” and of “religious beliefs” are so strong that even the
thinking-processes, ideologies and behavioural-patterns of
highly qualified scientists tend to remain tinged by the
influences of such irrational-forces, throughout their lives, and
he claims that the rope of man’s thinking process comprises
the fabrics of black, red and white colours, rep-resenting,
respectively, magic, religion and science; and that how-soever
hard we may try, the influences of magic, witchcraft and sorcery
cannot be completely eradicated from man’s behaviour.,
(iii) Krishna, murti is the supporter of that philosophical view-point,
according to which the contents of religious literature, as the
carriers of “World-Views”, go on changing and getting refined
with the passage of time; according to him, the “Vedantas”
were indicative of “The End of Vedas” and he also is brave
enough to pronounce that God as a concept is referring to a
hypothetical entity.
iv) Erich Fromm.(1~91, p. 233) is of the view that the religious(humanistic pnnclples were also the basIs for proposals for a
‘better society.
Here, it may just be imagined that if all the four answers to the
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former pivotal question would have been rejected and proved
er-roneous before designing his research, and then, and only then, he
could say something new, novel and unique in the area circumscribed
by the first question raised by him. Virtually, when Or Oberoi set his
feet in this area in 1978, as a researcher, the knowledge about his first
pivotal question had already entered into the text-books used in
schools, colleges and Ul!iversities. However, to prove the known and
the obvious is an exercise in futility. In this context, Wolman (1965, P.3)
professes that:
“Sciences do not deal with the “Known” and the “Obvious”. No
one builds telescopes to check the contents of a Show-Window in a
department store. Science seeks to produce new knowledge and
en-deavours to discover precise and valid information hitherto
unknown.”
The truth is that whatever Brown, cited above, had included in
the text-book entitled: “Phycho-dynamics of Abnormal Behaviour”,
as far back as 1940, has been repeated by Or Oberoi is his book, and
fails to give anything new. It may be pointed out, conspicuously, that
scientists and researchers, as well as supervisors of research works,
like ordinary human beings, have tendencies to fall into ruts, to enjoy
stagnations and to develop the abnormalities of compulsion in their
actions and attitudes of obsessions in their thinking-processes; and
that it is only the courageous, risk-taking, deviant and original thinkers
who would seek pleasure in adopting new and thorny paths. Because
in a repetitive research, one is sure about the final results, even a
failure- threatended individual will like to join the class of researchers
and of academicians. There is only a very, very subtle difference
between repetition, and memorization of others’ works, on the one
hand, and plagiarism on the other. Last year, when one professor in the
depart-ment of technology, at the Concordia University, shot dead
three other professor colleagues, then, as reported in the media, the
attacker’s allegations were that his research findings were being stolen
within the department. Since Brown’s work had become dusty enough,
it was easier for Or Oberoi to induldge in Plagiarism. As an honest
re-searcher, if he had conducted a thorough review of the relevant
letera-ture, he would never have raised the first, the so-called pivotal
question in his research.
Now, let us see as to in what way the second question: “What
did it mean to be a Sikh in the nineteenth century?” fails to pass the
Test Of Adequacy, Genuineness, Suitability, Validity, Potency, and
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Legitimacy for being a tool in research.
The fundamental weakness of this question, as the tool for
research, lies in seeing the point that it remains tied up with that
theoretical assumption, which stresses that the concept “Sikh” refers
to something which is transient, mercurial, subject to change, like the
moods of joy and sorrow. But, contrarily, the concept of “Sikh” refers
to a particular type of “Conditioning-of Man’s Mind”. Psychologically,
it is true that the processes of “Conditioning” and of “Deconditioning”
of Human-Mind both are very, very time-consuming; meaning thereby
that man neither abandons his previous conditioning-of-mind, with
the touch of a magic-rod, nor man happens to adopt a new conditioning
of mind, so easily.
As cited above, Brown is perfectly right when he claims that
man’s cognitive-development is such that his behavior can never be
perfectly free even from the irrational influences of Magic, Sorcery,
Witch-craft, Idolatry, myths and delusions and hallucinations, etc.,
even during the age of enlightenment. With regard to the religious (or
spiritual) conditioning-of-man’s-mind, three more psychologically- wellestablished, truths need to be kept in mind:
(i) That nearly 10% to 15% individuals, out of the normal humanpopulation, are very, very slow in adopting the religiously
meaningful “New Ways of Life”, howsoever socio-cuIturaIly
purposeful, such ways of life may be.
(ii) That about 10 to 15% individuals, among the normal human
population, are very quick, and also zealot for adopting the
new ways of life.
(iii) That nearly 70% individuls are normal and average in adopting
the new ways of human life; in the sense that they feel
comfortable in retaining some aspects of the old social habits,
whereas they also happen to adopt some of the new ways of
human life.
More technically speaking, these three types of groups of people
are known as: abnormal, normal and super-normal and they are
qualitatively different in adopting or learning of the new ways of life.
Because of such natural, but qualitative differences in adoption of
changes in mental orientations, a researcher may report differences
even if the total population is a perfectly homogeneous community,
with regard to its religious affiliation.
Since, as referred to above, under the influence of the old,
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hackneyed theory condemned by Marvin Bram, Dr Oberoi intended to
see discrepancies in the religious-orientations of the individuals
identified as Sikhs in the Panjab of the ninteenth-century, he picked up
individuals from among the above said three types of groups and
happened to prove the obvious and something which was already
known. For example, at page 150-151, he writes:
“The text of one of the miracle stories, which according to its
collector became current in the early nineteenth century, represents
Sikh devotion to the saint. Dani, the wife of a Sidhu peasant, lived in
Landeke in the Moga tahsil of Ferozepur district. When after twelve
years of childless marriage she prayed to Sakhi Sarvar, he blessed her
with a son. Her wish having been granted, Dani undertook a pilgrimage
to the shrine of the saint at Nagaha. In the course of the pilgrimage she
broke her original vow and suffered retribution, her newly born son
died. Then, she pleaded for forgiveness; and Sakhi Sarvar took pity on
her state and revived the child.”
Again at page 3, an episode recorded by Henry Martyn Cl ark
reads as follows:
“The doli (palanquin)-bearers on the Dalhousie road, though
they seemed to be Sikhs, yet used Tabacco freely; when I asked the
reason they told me they found it very hard work to carry dolis without
refreshing themselves with the huqqa, so when they left their homes
to come up to the summer work, they had their hair cut, and so gave up
Sikhism. On their return home for the winter they paid a few annas and
were reinitiated.”
Both these examples, cited by Dr Oberoi, represented the above
mentioned groups of abnormal individuals, who are, invariably, present
in all civilized socities and relgious sects. In research, however, no
Importance is given to such cases, unless and until our purpose is to
blame and to tarnish the image of a particular religious sect.
By the way, what is the statistical significance of Dani’s case as
representative of the Sikh tradition? As a salitary individual she, in
fact, belonged to the abnormal group, referred to above. Obviously, if
the total population of the followers of the Sikh tradition in that
particular village, went up to one thousand, as Dani's contemporaries,
then what is the statistical significance of such an abnormal behaviour
? No significance at all.
The text-books available in the fields of social and abnormal
psychology and those pertaining to ‘Psychology Of Religion’ stand
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testimony to the irrefutable truth that individuals, as human beings,
differ with regard to that mental-capacity (or, more techanically
speak-ing, social-intelligence) which is needed in understanding,
learning and adopting that type of world-view, which the Holy
Scriptures, pertaining to different religions, happen to offer. Here, it
needs to be stressed that that kind of evidence confirms that it is not
only that the followers of a particular religion (in present context,
Sikhism) have quantitative individual differences in the said mentalcapacity, but they also have qualitative individual-differences, meaning
thereby, that if Dani and professor Sahni’s father were having the
same leveJs of the quantifiable mental-ability needed in grasping the
religious mstructions, then these two individuals could be
quantitatively different from the view of catching or skipping over the
contents (or subjects matters) of religious education. If both recite Gur
Bani, whole heartedly, both are Sikhs. But if one of them always tells
the truth in social interactions and also smokes, whereas the other is
always untruthful and deceptive and uses his overtly perceivable
symbols as the “Persona” then both are non- Sikhs. So keeping this
single most truthful evidence in view, it may be judged as to in what
way the definitions of the concepts of “Sikh”, Sikhi” and “Sikhya”
happen to change from person to person, from individual to individual
and turn out to bemercurial and transient. Actually, the methodology
of research employed by Dr Oberoi, in answering the latter pivotal
question, is avsolutely invalid and irrational; and therefore, it is not
surprising that the so-called empirical discoveries reported in the book
are downright misleading and false.
Not only that, the empirical findings reported in his book could
be predicted in a perfectly valid manner without conducting any kind
of research. Even today, not to speak of the nineteenth century, it may
be said with confidence that nobody is a perfect Christian, a perfect
Hindu, a perfect Muslman and a perfect Sikh. Psychology of religion
says that the gap between one’s “Ideal-Self” and one’s “Real- Self’ is
bound to remain unbridgeable. Because by definition, one’s “IdealSelf’ is the image of God Himself and one’s “Real-self’ is just an
empirical-self, that is “Self’ put into practice in every day life.
Nevertheless,Dr Obeioi’s, started his research witH the postulate
that Sikhism, as a unique way of life had lost all sorts of graces, charms
and magnetic-attractions. and by the advent of th nineteenth century,
the Sikh traditions was on the run-way. As already underlined elsewhere
in the paper in hand, the basic difficulty with history and the other
academic disciplines covered in the Faculty of Socml Science, is that a
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researcher may see what he ihtends to see. Dr Oberoi’s intention was
to see the negative and dark sides in the behavioral-patterns of the
disciples (or followers) of the Sikh Gurus. With good intentions. he
could obtain Ph. D. by writing a biographical sketch of Sant Attar
Singh the total Population of the followers of the Sikh tradition, in that
particular village, went up to one thousand, as Dam’s contemporaries
then what is the statistical ignificance of such an abnormal behaviour?
No significance at all. inspiration from the theoretical asiumption
which’is bound up the Postulilte tliat the Sikh Ourus’ intended to’ set
up that type of well-designed and tinivetsally and liumanistically
orierited system of education, which” on its honest. and faithfulimp1e’
mentation, would be highly capable of chiselling out those promising
peronalities, whowou’ld be competent and bold enough ito face the
exigencies of bad weather during the times to come.
Mastuana, who, as the’ Sikh educationist, was identified to lay
the foundation-stone of Hindu University, Benares, in 1919. The
negative sides in the behaviours of the individuals belonging to the
extreme-group named abnormal and supernormal groups - in relation
to those falling in the normal group - are naturally, very much
exaggerated inflated and hence conspicious, The wrong method of
research, he used, was helpful to present these distorted images of the
Sikhs.
In contravention to Dr Oberoi’s postulate, we are of the view
that the ‘Historical Truth is that Sikhism’ as the systematic way of
educating the masses, has never been tried honestly and wholeheartedly; otherwise, it has that full, inexhaustible potential which
may change the whole of the world for the betterment of man, as a
rational, bi-ped animal. Had Dr Oberoi been sensitive enough about
this kind of unfortunate historical truth about the vacuum saused
through non-implementation of the Sikh philosophy of educarion, and
had adopted the hypothesis pertaining to the inexhaustible potential
of Sikhism as the well designed system of education, he would have,
invariably, reached those very highly positive, commendable
observations, about Sikhism, which some foreign, but unbiased,
researchers had already arrived at before he embarked on his researchproject. For examples Mansukhani (1993, pp 20-21) refers to two foreign
observers of world fame: (i) According to him Professor Arnold
Toynbee, the great historian of the present age, observed that:
The Guru Granth Sahib is a part of Mankinds’s spiritual treasure.
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It is important that it should be brought within the direct reach of as
many people as possible. In the coming religious debate, Guru Nanak’s
Sikh religion and its scripture - Guru Granth Sahib - will have something
of special value, to say to the rest of the world”
Similarly, Pearl Buck, the Nobel prize-winner, who wrote in
introduction to an English translation of Guru Granth Sahib, expressed
her appreciation in the following terms:
“The hymns in Sri Guru Granth are an expression of man’s
loneliness, his aspirations, his longings, his cry to God and his hunger
for Communication with that Being. I have studied the scripture of
other great religions, but I do not fmd elsewhere the same power of
appeal to the heart and mind, as I find in Sri Guru Granth Sahib. It
speaks to me of life and death; of time and eternity, of the temporal
human-body and it’s needs, of the mystic human soul and it’s longings,
of God and the indissoluble bond between them”.
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Towards Reconsideration of CRB
Dr Sulakhan Singh Mann
Since 1947, interpretations of the Sikh past by the historians of
indigenous and foreign background have witnessed a considerable
qualitative and quantitative change in the areas of Punjab studies as
well as the modern Indian historiography. Harjot Oberoi’s ‘The
Construction of Religious Boundaries: Culture, Identity and Diversity
in the Sikh Tradition’ (1994) is a latest addition in the field of modern
Indian studies in general and the Sikh studies in particular. The author
claims it to be work in ‘the social history of modern India’, which is a
revised version of his doctoral thesis.
The focus of the study is on the Sikh experience in the 19th
century with much of the emphasis on the problem of a single Sikh
identity and homogenization of the Sikh Community over the past
years. Obviously, it seems to be, more or less, an attempt in the direction
of W.H. McLeod’s ‘Who is a Sikh?’ ‘The problem of Sikh Identity’
(1989). Hence, it may be better understood in the light of the existing
interpretations of the modern Sikh identity and the historiog-raphy of
the late 19th and early 20th century Sikh history and religion. However,
the author does not claim his monopoly over the earlier interpretations
of the Sikh part as he is quite aware of the fact that one interpretation
is expected, rather desired, to be superceded by another time and
again, because there is no finality in history.
In the view of an eminent British philosopher historian, E. H.
Carr, ‘the modern historian has the dual task of discovering the few
significant facts and turning them into facts of history and of discarding
the many insignificant facts as unhistorical’. How far Oberoi has
suc-ceeded in performing this dual task in the compilation of his work
under review is a question of particular interest. Similarly, there are
some other important questions which need to be looked into for
purposes of better understanding of any historical work and its author.
The same British scholar has rightly stated: ‘before you study the
historian, study his historical and social environments’. Furthermore,
he writes, ‘you cannot understand or appreciate the work of the
historian unless you have first grasped the standpoint from which he
himself approached it; secondly, that standpoint is itself rooted social
and historical background.’ Hence, it may also be helpful, to look into
the question of social and historical background of Oberoi and his
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standpoint which he has applied in his understanding of the 19th
centurey history of Identity, culture and diversity in the Sikh traditions.
In his work, Oberoi has made an attempt to give an alternative
terpretation of the Sikh experience in the 19th century Indian social
context. Existing interpretations of the Sikh’s past during the period, in
his view, are based on two principles, one of silence and other of
negation. By the principle of silence he means to say that ‘historical
texts are virtually silent about religious diversity, sectarian conflicts,
nature worship, witchcraft, sorcery, spirits, magical healing, omens,
wizard miracle saints, goddesses, ancestral spirits, festivals, exorcism,
astrology, divination and village deities’. Thus according to him
con-teIIlporary scholarship either tends to ignore vast terrain of Sikh
life in the 19th century or views it as a superfluous addition which has
to be negated. Thus, he suggests that it is time to give up the
ideological blinkers imposed by the complex changes in economy,
society and politics under the Raj.
On the whole, Oberoi attempts to study the problems of
conceptualization of religion, religious community and a single religious
identity in the 19th century Indian social context in general and the
problem of a single modern Sikh identity and its. formation and
transformation in specific historical epochs in particular. In his view,
the broad classification of the Indian people in terms of their religions
or single religious identities as ‘Hindu’, ‘Muslim’ and ‘Sikh’ are not
self-evident, rather they are “specific constructions rooted in par-ticular
historical epochs”. Moreover, he writes, that universal religious
communities are not a key to the understanding of a pre-British society.
Because, the values and cultural equipment were determined not so much
by the religious loyalties but by the clan rules i.e. the kinship, patronclient relationship and asymmetrical reciprocity.
In general, Oberoi has understood religion as a social and Cultural
process. For him, religion in Indian society was ‘never a well demarcated
and selfconscious unit’. His analysis of the 19th century Sikh history
and religion with undue emphasis on the phenomena of religious
diversity and the simultaneous existence of multiple religious bentities
within the Sikh tradition is very largely based on his views a Out
heterogeneous nature of a religion or a religious community as a
combination of “disparate sacred traditions”. Therefore, to him, the
question of religions affiliation or attachment of a person to a particular
sacred tradition was more relevant than the question of his identity as
a ‘Sikh’ or a ‘Hindu’ or a ‘Muslim’.
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Within this framework, he has explained the phenomenon
‘immense diversity’ within the Sikh society for much of the 19th century.
The Sikh society, in his opinion, consisted of over a dozen ‘great’ and
‘little’ sacred traditions with which the Khalsa and the non-Khalsa
Sikhs were found attached primarly due to the pluralist framework of
the Sikh faith and the absence of a centralized church and an attendant
religious hierarchy. Moreover, this was also due to the fact that the
religious boundaries between the ‘Sikh Great’ and ‘Little traditions’
were highly blurred.
In support of his thesis of religious diversity and the
simul-taneous existence of multiple religious identities within the Sikh
panth, Oberoi has identified various sub-traditions with which the
Sikhs were fo.und affiliated. Surprisingly enough, for him, the Nanak
Panthis and the Khalsa Sikhs constitute a separate sacred tradition
(sampardaya) within the Sikh faith like that of the tradition of the U
dasis and the Nirmalas and the Kukas and the Nirankaris. Not only
this, he has understood the Sahajdharis and Sarvarias besides the
folllowers of Ram Rai, Baba Gurditta, Baba Jawahar Singh and Guru
Bhag Singh, as independent or separate traditions of the Sikhs. I fail to
understand how does he differentiate between the Nanak Panthi Sikhs
‘and the Sahajdharis on the one hand and the Sahajdhari Sikhs and the
men of serveral other non- Khalsa traditions including the Udasis on
the other? In what sense do the Sarvarias constitute a separate tradition
of the Sikhs like that of the Udasis and the Nirmalas? On the whole, in
his classification of the Sikhs into various traditions or sub-traditionS,
Oberoi seems to have followed the colonial model of religious diversity
emphasised by many a British administrators and ethnographers of
the Sikhs in their works during the late 19th century. Moreover, it is
somewhat difficult to substantiate Oberoi’s claims regarding the
exist-ence of the Nanak Panthis, the Sahajdharis and the Sarvarias as
separate categories of the Sikh traditions. So far, they have been studied
as such by the historians of the Sikhs.
The main purpose of Oberoi’s work seems to have been to pose
counterview to the Smgh Sabha’s standard definitions and their drive
for a homogeneous Sikh community. The major concerns of the
reformist Sikhs , in his view, were to purge the Sikh faith of religious
diversity, Hindu accretions and Brahlmlcal stranglehold. This
resulted into a radical change in the Sikh traditions from “an
amorphous” entity in the mid 19th century into a “homogeneous
community i.e. the “Khalsa Sampardaya”. Thus, in this way, of all the
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competing entities that went into constituting the long history of the
Sikh movement, it was the Khalsa Sampardaya that succeeded in
imprinting its image on the ‘new community’, to which Oberoi refers as
an ‘episteme’. The ‘Sanatan Sikhs’ of the vanous sub-Sikh traditions
were either displaced or became subordinate to the ‘new Sikh Identity’
i,e. the Tat Khalsa. This historical process in the constitution and reconstitution of the modern Sikh identity and its crystallization during
the first decade of the 20th century seems to have compelled Oberoi to
give an alternative interpretation of the Sikh past in the 19th century
with much of its emphasis on the problem of singularity of Sikh identity.
In Oberoi’s view, the question of standard definition of a Sikh or
his single religious identity in the history of the Sikh movement in the
mid-19th century does not arise. This problem of a single Sikh identity
for him was mainly due to the pluralist nature of the Sikh faith which
caused immense religious diversity in the Sikh society for much ofthe
19th century. Thus, he writes, that there were “several competing
definitions of a Sikh and most of the Sikhs moved in and out of ‘multiple
identities”. He explains this with reference to the lack of a single source
of authority within the Sikh tradition and the extremely blurred nature
of the religious boundaries between the centre and the periphery. Thus,
he fails to acknowledge that the social and ideological bases of the
religious formation generally lie at the centre.
Oberoi’s understanding of the Sikh identity in the pre- and postKhalsa period during the 18th century has its limitations. He generally
refers to the nature of an early Sikh tradition in the pre-and postKhalsa period as ‘ambiguous’ and ‘fluid’ without having a proper
understanding of the nature and character of the Sikh identity in its
specific historical perspective since the days of the Sikh Gurus.
For-mation of the ‘Khalsa Sikh’ identity in the 18th century with a
distinct code of conduct and Khande- Ke- Pahul was, in fact, a
culmination of the early Sikh historical developments. Surprisingly
enough, for Oberoi, the Sikh identity even in the mid-19th century was
‘an amor-phous entity which got a concrete or definite shape in the
colonial period as a result of the political, economic and cultural changes
under the Raj.’ If on the one hand, Oberoi has tried to impose the late 19th
century colonial model of Sikh society on its history of the early period,
on the other, he has made an attempt to build up a counter argument to
the late 19th century Sikh elites thesis of the Sikh identity. Thus, it
seems Denzil Ibbetson has found a true disciple in the scholarship of
Harjot Oberoi.
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Although Harjot has used a very wide variety of contempora
source materials for his analysis of the culture, identity and diversity;
the Sikh tradition in the 19th century, yet his over-dependence on the
late 19th century British official records and the Sikh literature of and
on the Singh Sabha Movements is quite obvious. Hence, he has rarely
made use of the contemporaneous Persian and Sikh historical litera-ture
for his understanding of the nature of Sikh tradition and the resultant
formation of the Sikh identity in the pre-and post-Khalsa period till the
annexation of the Punjab by the British in the mid-19th century.
Oberoi’s understanding of the Sikh tradition and his
inter-pretation of the Sikh identity in its historical perspective suffers
from some methodological shortcomings. For instance, he does not
question the authenticity of the testimony of Ruc hi Ram Sahni’s father
which he has used in support of his thesis of religious diversity and
fluidity in the Sikh tradition. Similarly, he has taken up the observational
evidence of a Christian traveller at its face value without understanding
the limitations of such testimonies. Moreover, he has failed to make
clear distinction between the real historical facts and the several
insignificant facts to be discarded as material of no historical value.
His very choice of historical facts clearly reflects that his view of Sikh
history and religion is highly subjective although he has made an
attempt to use the insights of an anthoropologist and a sociologist for
his understanding of the Sikh past. His approach and method to the
study of Sikh identity and diversity in the Sikh tradition has not been
guided by the principle of historical specificity. Had Oberoi
comprehended the 18th centw:y historical processes in the making of
the Khalsa Sikh identity, vis-a-Vis the Mughal state, he would not
have overemphasised its crystallization vis-a-vis the colonial state.
The Singh Sabhaites only made best. use of the contemporary
institutions.
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A Critical Analysis
Dr D. S. Chahal
The book entitled, “The Construction of Religious Boundaries”
written by Dr Harjot Oberoi and published by Oxford university Press,
Delhi has become the second most controversial work after that of Dr
Pashaura Singh’s Ph.D Thesis. Oberoi has tried to portray Sikhism, the
most modern and scientific religion, parallel to a mythological religion
by digging out old, unreliable, unauthenticated, illogical, and
unscientific information. Oberoi first tried to build a basic skeleton of
his theory of indistinguishable identity of Sikh practices during the
nineteenth century from those of other religions, especially Hinduism.
Then he tried to fill in the mass of unauthentic information in that
created skeleton to prove that Sikhism is not a distinct religion and
that those who (Singh Sabha) tried to put Sikhism in its teal perspective,
have done the greatest damage to the beliefs of the people. In a nutshell,
Oberoi has misconstrued the data, collected by him, to prove the diffused
boundaries of Sikhism as well as to degrade Sikhism, And Granth, and
Guru Nanak. Evidently, either Oberoi was unable to comprehend the Sikh
philosophy enshrined in the Aad Granth or he has produced this work
intentionally to degrade Sikhism to the level of Hinduism under some
influence. This paper exposes his efforts of misrepresentation of the data
he used to declare indistinguishable identity of Sikhism.

CRITICAL ANAYLYSIS OF OBEROI’S DATA
Oberoi starts to build his theory of indistinguishable identity of
a Sikh and Sikhism under the title of “Construction of Religions
Boundaries” by saying that his book seeks to answer two closely
related questions:
1. How are Indian religions to be conceptualized? and
2. What did it mean to be a Sikh in the nineteenth-century?
(Preface).
He further writes that he first began to grapple with the latter
question in 1978 when he wrote a Master’s seminar paper, “Sikhs and
the Singh Sabha Movement” for the Center of Historical Studies at the
Jawaharlal Nehru University in New Delhi. He says that he ended up
with far more questions than he had answers for. The prominent
questions he raised were:
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1. Why did an influential set of Sikh leaders seeks to purge
established practices and establish a homogenous community?
2. Why was religious plurality looked at with disdain? (Preface)
He had also admitted in the Preface of his book that it would
have achieved its purpose if it leads to other, richer, alternative
interpretation. My critical analysis of Oberoi’s work indicated that
there is a much better, richer and correct alternative interpretation
of the data he collected than that presented by him in his book.
The new interpretation of his data is given along with that of his in
this paper.

INTRODUCTION
Oberoi starts “Construction of Religious Boundaries” with
the following two statements:
1. “Ruchi Ram Sahni’s father worshipped idols and also recited
Rehras and Sukhmani with equal warmth and regularity.” (p 2)
2. “In order to cure sick cattle, face the vagaries of the weather, or
obtain fecundity, the peasantry was willing to bargain with the
most powerful sacred resource without bothering with religious
labels.” (p 15-16).
With these two examples he tried to show the diffused boundaries
between Sikhism and Hinduism. If one bases the foundation of religious
boundaries on the practices of such ignorant people like the father of
Ruchi Ram Sahni, one cannot differentiate the fundamentals of Sikhism
from Hinduism. In Sikhism worshipping of idol is useless to attain
salvation. For example:
The Almighty cannot be structured (into idols of stone or metal).
He is created by himself. (AGGS, Jap, p 2)
Those who call a stone as their god, their services are wasted.
Those who fall at the feet of an idol, their endeavors (for
salvation) go in vain. (AGGS, M5 p 1160)
When a person is aware of these facts of Sikhism then that
person under no circumstances will perform idol worship. He would
read the Gurbani and will practise its principles.
Similarly, if a person is aware of the fact that the only one powerful
sacred resource is the Almighty according to the Gurbani then one
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would not bother to find out ther powerful sacred then resource of any
other religion or sect of a religion. The Almighty, the onIy powerful
sacred resource, will be explained in details later in this paper.
One more thing about Ruchi Ram Sahni’s father is that had he
understood the following verse from Rehras he would not have
worshipped the idols. Rather he would have only recited Rehras and
sukhmani.
The Shiva, Brahma, and Devi created by You (the Almighty), are
contemplating on You. “Similarly Indra sitting beside other devtas are
meditating on You”. (Then why would one meditate on the idols of
these devtas, why not contemplate the Almighty directly).(AGGS, M1,
P 8)
It is quite clear form the above verse of Gurbani how malicious
and unacademic was the act of Oberoi to justify his notion of
indistin-guishability between Sikhism and Hinduism by quoting the
ignorance of Ruchi Ram Sahni’s father who gave equal importance to
idol worship and reciting of Rehras and Sukhmani.
Oberoi reports that “Religion as a systematized sociological unit
claiming unbridled loyalty from its adherents and opposing an
amorphous religious imagination, is a relatively recent development in
the history of Indian peoples. Once such a tidy cultural construct
surface, probably sometime in the nineteenth century, it rapidly evolved,
gained wide support and became reified in history. Out of this reification
it easily turned into something separate, distinct and con-crete: what
we now recognize as Hinduism, Buddhism and Sikhism. It is often
overlooked that the naming of religious communities - Hin-duism,
Buddhism, Taoism, Sikhism - only took place in the nineteenth century.
As Smith notes, ‘This process normally took the form of adding the
Greek suffis “-ism” to a word used to designate the persons who are
the persons who are the members of the religious community or
followers of a given tradition” (p 17-18)
Oberoi should understand that it is not necessary that suffix “ism” is essential to designate a religion, e,g., Christianity and Islam.
These religions were not modified into “-ism” form either during the
nineteenth or during the twentieth century. They remained to be called
Christianity and Islam then and now. On the other hand Sikhism, is a
literral translation of the Punjabi word, Sikby, the religion founded by
Guru Nanak in the fifteenth century:
Sikhism is a contemplation on the advice of the Guru. (AGGS
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M1, p.465)
There are very derogatory remarks about the AGGS by Oberoi
as follows:
“Religious texts like the Adi Granth are so amorphous that those
in favor of the status quo, reformists, and insurrectionists, could all
with ease quote chapter and verse in favor of their cause. This often
happened during the colonial period, when one social group wanting
to collaborate with the empire would read the scriptures in one way;
their Opponents would interpret the same verse in another mode. We
need to know the reasons and mechanisms, through which widely
dievergent religious views and identities can be supported by the
same religious sources. A consideration of these issues is germane for
Our understanding of universal religious communities” p 22).
The above observation of Oberoi may be partially correct in
respect of different interpretations of Gurbani from the AGGS to serve
the specific motives of the interpreters. This has been going on since
the time of Sikh Gurus that is why Guru Nanak” in his third form (Mahla
3) explains in the following verse that it is so due to the limited
knowledge of the interpreter about Gurbani:
“The word (sabd) is true.
The verse (bani) is true.
The rare follower (Gurmukh) could recognize it.
The one who integrates oneself with the true word (sabd) gets
salvation * .11.
(*Salvation = Liberation from ignorance or illusion)
The above verse was correct then and it is correct now that
there are very few followers of Sikhism who could interpret !he Gurbani
and the Sikh philosophy correctly. There are many Sikhs and non-Sikh
scholars who are still not interpreting Gurbani in its real perspective.
Now I would like to comment on the following reroarks of Oberoi:
“Religious texts like the Adi Granth ae so amorphous… We
need to know the reasons and mechanism, through which widely
divergent religious views and identities can be supported by the same
religious sources.”
My study of AGGS reveals to me that the philosophy of Guru
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Nanak enshrined in the AGGS is the most scientific and logical ever
recorded in any religious text. I have tried to explain this briefly in
some of roy articles (1-4). My study also indicates that the Gurbani of
the Sikh Gurus in the AGGS is in the most crystalline form rather than
in an aIllorphous form as remarked by Oberoi, and that there is one and
only one real interpretation of each and every verse of Gurbani which
is consistent with the whole philosiophy of Sikhism incorporated into
the AGGS. There cannot be more than one interpretation whatsoever
the circumstances may be if the interpreter keeps in his mind the
scientific information about the origin of universe; origin of life; origin
of roan; and modern Sciences while interpreting Gurbani. Thus the
Gurbani enshrined in the AGGS does not give any divergent views
and identities. It is only the intentional distortion of the Gurbani by
certain persons, by particular organizations or by particular schools of
thought to give the divergent views and identities to serve their own
motives.
“Early-period Sikh tradition did not show much concern for
establishing distinct religious boundaries. However, a dramatic change
came about with the rise of the Khalsa in the eighteenth century;
sections of the Sikh population now consciously began to push for a
distinct and separate religious culture. The most concrete expression
of this transformation was the creation of a distinct code of conduct
for Khalsa Sikhs which established an unprecedented rite of initiation”
(p 24).
The distinct and separate identity of Sikhism was not done at
the time of initiation of the Khalsa in 1699 by Guru Gobind Singh. The
distinctiveness was already declared by Guru Nanak during the
fif-teenth century, i.e., right from the time when the foundation of
Sikhism Was laid. Oberoi has also pointed out (at pages 56&57) that
those. who argue for the existence of a distinct Sikh world view from
the initial Guru period often quote the following verse of Guru Arjun:
AGGS, MS, p. 1136
Oberoi has given an English interpretation of the above verse
and has stopped at the stanza of “Na hum Hindu na Muslman.”, but
there are three more stanzas after this.
Let us interpret the above verse of Guru Arjun in its real
perspective:
Neither I keep the fast (of Hindus) nor observe the month of
Ramdan (of Muslim).
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But I Serve the Onc Who emancipate all. 1
There is Gosain (for Hindus) and Allah (for Muslims)
But for me there is the One.
Thus I have released myself from both Hindus and Muslims. 1.
Pause.
Neither I go to Kaaba to perform the Hajj
Nor I go to bathing pilgrimages to meditate.
(Because) I contemplate the One, not any other. 2.
Neither I worship the Hindu way nor i pray like Muslims.
(Because) I realize in my mind the only One, the Formless. I am
neither a Hindu nor a Muslim.
(Because) my body belongs to the One to Whom you call Allah
or Ram.4
As this verse was written to advise Kabir also on his verse
incorporated in the AGGS at page 1159, thus the last stanzas are
interpreted as:
Hey Kabir! say what is there in showing or practising (the above
mentioned rituals).
Because the Almighty can be recognized by yourself on meeting
the Guru/Pir.
In. this verse Guru Arjun has reiterated the already laid out
philosophy of Sikhism by Guru Nanak. Here Guru Arjun rejects the old
religious practices in fIrst part of each stanza of this verse then
emphasizes on the new way of life, i.e., life of theism (believing in only
One, the Almighty, described by Guru Nanak in the beginning of ,the
AGGS). Thus Guru Arjun has emphasized at least four times in this
verse the new way of life. Then he declared that he’ is neither Hindu
nor Muslim. Thus it is clear that Guru Nanak’s mission was to deveolp
a new way of life - theism (new religion) different from those already
established. The details of this new way of life (new religion) are given
step by step throughout the Gurbani. While criticizing the above verse,
Oberoibrings out another point: “It is over simplistic to suggest the
they are discounting one set of categories to embrace new set of
labels (page 58).
The above verse clearly indicates that Guru Arjun is explainwith examples that he is neither Hindu nor Muslim and that he follows
none of their religious practices but a new way of life of theism, i.e.
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contemplation on the Only One, explained by Guru Nanak in the
beginning of the AGGS. The definition of the Only One has been
explained at later stage. In the above verse no new set of labels (i.e.,
taboos and rituals), mentioned by Oberoi, is employed, or anywhere
else in the Gurbani for the new way of life.
Nevertheless, it can be admitted that some taboos and rituals
have been introduced into Sikhism by the self-styled custodians of
sikhism because of their incomplete understanding of the Gurbani.
There is no doubt that eventually such taboos and rituals will be
eliminated to portray Sikhism as it is described in the Gurbani.
“By the closing decades of the nineteenth century the Singh
Sabha, wide-ranging religious movement, began to view the multiplicity
in Sikh identity with great suspicion and hostility” (p 25).
There is no multiplicity in the Sikh identity according to Gurbani.
However, multiplicity of Sikh identity was introduced into Sikhism by
the so-called Sanatan Sikhs.

I. BOUNDARIES AND TRANSGRESSIONS: THE
KHALSA NORMATIVE TRADITION
Early Sikh Traditions: “For much of its early history the Sikh
movement, in line with indigenous religious thinking and practices
-with the exception of understandable emphasis on soteriological
teach-ing of Guru Nanak - had shown little enthusiasm for establishing
a pan-Indian community” (p 47).
“Guru Nanak’s fundamental teaching was that those who wished
to transcend the constant cycle of birth and death, shoud live in
accordance weith the will of the Creator which meant spending life on
earth immersed in nam simeran or remembrance of the Divine Words.
In Nanak’s paradigm of interior religiousity there was no place for
austerities, penances, pilgrimages or necessary formal worship at
established religious centers such as mosques and temples. His
suces-sors, faced with a rapidly expanding constituency and changing
social forces, found it hard to sustain his minimalist teaching” (p 48).
Oberoi, .like many other scholars, has formed such opinion
without looking roto the Gurbani and the totality of Guru Nanak’s
philosopliy Guru Nanak has not only written about nam simeran
philosophy. Guru Nanak has not only written about nam simeran but
he has extensively written about mischievous politics as well as social
and cultural behavior of the state and the subjects. Besides, he
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perspicuously mentions the clear identity of the Sikhs as previously
explained. To keep the identity consequently, an establishment of
benign raj, sovereignty of the Sikh for the Sikhs and by the Sikhs, was
emphasized by the Firth Nanak, Guru Arjun, as follows:
Now the Gracious Lord (the Alimghty) has promulgated an
ordinance.
None shall cause any harm to others.
The whole humankind shall abide in peace.
This is the benign soverignty.
(AGGS, M 5, P 74).
Oberoi has quoted a paragraph from a Janam Sakhi that followers
of Nanak were called “Nanak Panthis”. On this basis he concluded
that the term “Sikh” was still not crystallized during the seventeenth
and early-eighteenth centuries. He writes: “The category “Sikh” was
flexible, problematic, and substantially empty: a long historical
intervention was needed before it became saturated with signifiers,
icons and narratives, and thus lost its early fluidity. The label “Sikh”
had not become hegenomic. Various categories were used to express
association with the Sikh movement: Nanak-panthy, Gurmukh-panth,
Nirmala-panth, Gursikh, and Gurmukh-marg” (p 53).
Oberoi has emphasized that separation of Sikhism from other
religions was not achieved even after the writing of the Aad Granth:
“While propagandists of modern Sikhism see in the collation of the
Adi Granth in 1603-4 under Guru Arjun a powerful public declaration
of the separation of the Sikh panth from other religious tradition,
histori-cally it is difficult to admit such an interpretation” (p 54). He
further says that, “It (Adi Granth) was certainly neither the first nor the
last such collection. Because Fatehpur manuscript, virtually unknown
in Sikh studies, is most instructive. This anthology of devotional poetry
was complied in Rajasthan twenty-one years before the Adi Grnath”
(p 54). (Oberoi has spelt the title as “Adi Granth” whereas the right
spellings are “Aad Granth”. When it is spelt as “Adi Granth” it is
Oberoi’s spellings)
It is highly objectionable from any norms to draw such
con-clusions from an unauthentic story from Janam Sakhi that the
category “Sikh” was flexible, problematic and substantially empty.
Because the separation of Sikh path was already declared by Guru
Nanak and Guru Arjun before the compilation of Aad Granth as
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explained earlier. It was due to the ignorance of this fact which made it
difficult for Oberoi and the writer of the Janam Sakhi to see the separate
identity of Sikhs.
It is not understood what the Fatehpur manuscript has to do
with Aad Granth or Sikh identity. Its authorship is unknown, and it has
mostly compositions of Kabir, Namdev, Ravidas, Parmanand and
Kanha. It does not contain even a single composition of any Sikh Guru
according to Oberoi himself. Thus its compilation, its existence and
even mentioning it here is irrelevant and does not prove anything.
Oberoi has further criticized the Aad Granth saying that it failed
to bring out the Sikh identity: “While there is no denying the fact that
the Adi Granth has become a key cultural marker of the Sikh ethnicity,
it would be a gross misinter pretation to view it in the same vein for
early seventeenth century. Its heterodox textuality and diversity
contributors were for more the manifestation of a fluid Sikh identity
than a signifier of exclusivity” (p 55).
It is really a lamentable situation that many scholars have failed
to understand the role of Bhagat bani in the Aad Granth. The Bhagat
bani was added in the AGGS as the contemporary literature which
raised the voice against the malpractices in Hinduism and Islam.
‘Most scholars believe that Bhagat bani was added in the AGGS
because of its agreement (affinity) with Gurbani. However, it was not
the case because it (Bhagat bani) varies from Gurbani at many places,
and the Sikh Gurus have also given their own comments thereupon
(2,8,9,). Therefore, it is very important for the scholars, if they want to
make any statement about the Sikh and Sikhism, to consult and interpret
only the Gurbani of the Sikh Gurus that has been enshrined in the
AGGS by Guru °Arjun and Guru Gobind Singh. Had Oberoi realized
the above fact he would not have made such incorrect state-ment
alleging a fluid Sikh identity in the AGGS because of its diverse
contributors and the heterodox textuality.
Oberoi mentioned the heterdox textuality of AGGS. Accord-ing
to Webster Dictionary (10) “hetero dox” means: contrary to or different
from an acknowledged standard or traditional form. It is a pity that
Oberoi could not understand that it is due to the heterodox textuality
of the AGGS which gives Sikhism, a distinct and different identity
“As a consequence there is no fIxity to Nanak’s image in the
Janam Sakthi stories: much like Puranic gods and goddesses, he is
always transforming and wandering. In one myth he is represented as
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an ascetic who lives on sand, in another he becomes a householder
who toils for a living. One set of stories transport him to Mecca, another
set takes him to Hardwar. The Nanak of Janam Sakhi is a saint who
delights in mixing up as his own the sartorial styles of Muslim pirs and
Hindu ascetics; chooses companions and disciples whose castes and
religions do not match; pays no heed in his social transactions to
spatial and dietry religious taboos. It is perhaps to keep pace with this
kaleido-scopic persona that mythologists, besides calling him guru,
shower his identity with religious titles: pir, sadh, bhagat, faqir and
derves. The underlying logic of these varied terms of address is to
convey the ever-transforming personality of Nanak” (p 55&56).
The above observations about the ever-transforming
per-sonality of Guru Nanak have been taken by Oberoi from the
work of McLeod and Hans on Janam Sakhis. Then Oberoi draws
very derogatory remarks about the personality of Guru Nanak and
Sikh identity as follows: “Just as there is no fixed Guru Nanak in
Janam Sakhi, there is no fixed Sikh identity in the early-Guru period”
(p 56).
If Oberoi wanted to carve out the personality of Guru Nanak, the
most logical and scientific approach for him would have been to consult
his authenticated bani incorporated in the AGGS by Guru Arjun. It was
the most unacademic act of Oberoi to construct the personality8 of
Guru Nanak merely from Janam Sakhi’s. Moreover, travelling by Guru
Nanak to Mecca and Hardwar was taken to explain the Sikh philosophy
to the Muslims and the Hindus, respectively. How on earth could
Oberoi adversely relate these episodes to build the personality of
Guru Nanak?
Deviation: “But as the initial Guru period comes to a sudden end
with execution of Guru Arjan in 1606, the Sikh movement begins to
show signs of moving, at least in part, beyond existing cultural traditions.
A continuous Jat influx into the Sikh movement throughout the
seventeenth century alongside a protracted conflict with an
increas-ingly hostile Mughal state gradually gave rise to new Sikh
cultural pattern” (p 58).
“Given the paucity of written records it is hard to specify why
the Khalsa order was established and it is even harder to specify the
exact nature of the Khalsa under Gobind Singh” (p 59).
Most historians like Oberoi, McLeod and others write about the
deviation of pacific Sikhism to militant Sikhism after the martyrdom of
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GuruArjun and due to influx of Jats in Sikhism. It is a pity that these
scholars do not look into the authenticated information about Sikhism
in the Gurbani. The Gurbani systematically leads the people towards
becoming the Sikhs, and to create a benign Sikh kingdom. These
scholars should also be aware of the fact that the whole Sikh
philosophy was formulated by Guru Nanak in his first five Mahlas.
No new philosophy was formulated by other Mahlas. The
succeeding Gurus only preached whatsoever was already
formulated except that bani of Guru Teg Bahadur was added by
Guru Gobind Singh in the AGGS. The bani of Guru Teg Bahadur
does not differ from those of the first five Gurus. Moreover, the
Tenth Guru, Guru Gobind Singh, did not add any of his own bani in
the AGGS and reiterated that the AGGS is the only Guru of the
Sikhs after him.
There is no paucity of record in the AGGS to specify why the
Sikh order was established. Cbnsequently, specification of Sik-hism/
Khalsa order merely from Janam Sakhi and Rahit N amas, as done by
Oberoi and others, is a blunder (5).
Sahajdhari and Khalsa: “In the apocalyptic vision of Kesar Singh
Chibber, a Brahmin Sikh, the political power of the Khalsa only spelt
doom for the Sikh tradition. Writing in 1769 he prophesied that in ten
years all would be chaos in Punjab. Even the Adi Granth would
disappear from circulation” (p 75).
“Paradoxically, as the Khalsa mode attained hegemony within
Sikh tradition, it simultaneously came to be accepted that there were
alternative ways of being a Sikh: the Sikh Panth was not coterminous
with the Khalsa and it was possible to be a Sikh without being a
Khalsa” (p 75&76).
Oberoi took the above information from “Bansavalinama Dasan
Patsahian da” written in 1769 by a Brahman Sikh, Kesar Singh Chibber.
Every Sikh is aware of the damaging activities of Brahmins to the
spread of real Sikhism right from the beginning and they did it directly
as Brahamins as well as indirectly in the garb of a Sikh, like Kesar
Singh Chibber. The pity is that Oberoi used this information without
evaluating it in the light of the other information available in the AGGS.
Oberoi is also well aware of the progress of Sikhism and increase in the
circulation of the AGGS since the prophesy of Chibbar Inspite of the
above facts Oberoi still preferred to quote Chibber to degrade Sikhism.
On page 76 Oberoi describes Sahajdhari and Khalsa Sikhs as
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follows: “All those Sikhs who did not turn into Khalsa Sikhs - and they
certainly do not seem to have been numencally InsIgmficant since the
days of Gobind Singh were often referred to in the mid eighteenth
century as Sahajdhari... In many ways the Sahajdhari Sikhs totally
inverted Khalsa categories of thought and religious boundaries.”
Oberoi further quoted McLeod as follow: “The word Sahaj in
the writings of Guru Nanak refers to the state of ineffable bliss that
could be attained by following the path of nam simeran. Therefore,
the compound word Sahajdhari refers to those who accept the nam
simeran teachings of Guru Nanak and do not enter the fold of the
Khalsa or recognize its code of conduct.” (p 76).
First of all I would like to say that there is no such term as
Sahajdhari Sikh in Gurbani. It is always a “Sikh” whenever it has been
used in the AGGS (AGGS, M3, P 601; M 4, P 305, 667; M 5, P 79).
Moreover, McLeod is totally wrong to interpret “Sahaj”. Because
according to Gurbani every Sikh is supposed to attain this state of
“Sahaj”. Thus Sahaj, the “state of mind” or “ineffable bliss”, attained
through nam simeran, can not be applied to make a new sect like
Sahajdhari Sikhs.
Again Oberoi quotes a document dated back to 1783 and
according to him it has been recently discovered. This was written by
Bawa Mansha Ram faqir for guidance of Ramgarela Ram, head of an
Udasi establishment in Bihar. He has described Udasi as, “ The word
Udasi is described from Sanskrit Udasin, meaning to be detached, and
can signify renunciation or indifference to worldly concern” (p 78). If
it is so then Udasis, so called Sahajdhari Sikhs by Oberoi, are quite
contrary to the Sikh philosophy as detachment or renunciation of
worldly concern is totally banned for a Sikh (7).
Oberoi continues comparing Udasis and the Khalsa Sikhs. All
the characteristics given by Oberoi for the Udasi on pages 77-80 are
111 direct conflict with the fundamentals of Sikhism (7). How could
any scholar draw a conclusion that an Udasi practising renunciation,
cut-ting hair or keeping them as matted, wearing a chain around the
Waist, smearing ash on his body, keeping a vessel made of dried
pumpkin, a cap and rosary of flowers, and a deer skin upon which
hatha yoga is Performed, can call himself a Sikh or a Sahajdhari Sikh.
Oberoi is out of his mind to compare such Udasis or so called Sahajdhari
Sikhs with Skhs of Guru Nanak, as none of the above practices are.
approved in the Gurbani for a Sikh. Then how on earth can an UdaSI
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head, Bawa Mansha Ram faqir, write to anothr head, Ramgarela Ram,
“... not to forget true teachings of the Sikh Gurus, daily recite Gurbani
(the Guru’s word), unfold the pages of the Granth...”, when they are
not going to follow its fundamentals. Because, if they want to practise
the teachings of Guru Nanak they they have to drop other illogical and
unscientific practices of Udasis.
From the whole discussion of Oberoi on Udasis and Khalsa
Sikhs one coud easilsy conclude that according to Oberoi Udasi is a
Sahjdhari Sikh who will give great importance to recite the Gurbani of
Sikh Gurus the but will not practice the fundamentals of Gurbani.
Instead they will continue to follow their own old religious practices. It
is a most irresponsible act of a historian, like Oberoi, to use
un-authentic, illogical and unscientific historical literature to prove
that Udasis were Sahajdhari Sikhs.
On page 80 after discussing the Udasis and Khalsa Sikhs he
raised a fictitious question, “The description of radical differences
between Khalsa and Sahajdhari modes of identity raises the question:
why, after the Khalsa transformation, was there a duality in Sikh
identity?” The rest of his book is to justify the duality in Sikhism.
Oberoi first tried to explain that people, so called Udasis, Sahajdharis
and Nanak Panthis, continued to practise old celigious beliefs as well
as those of Guru N anak. Then he declared that there was no clear cut
identity of Sikhs or Khalsa Sikhs. Oberoi should have consulted
Gur-bani before JDaking the statement on “duality” in Sikhism:
Don’t fall in doubt of duality; Don’t worship any other than the
Alimighty; -Don’t visit any tombs or cremation yards.(AGGS, M1, p 634)
Those involved in duality in’suffering are cauhght:
Unattuned to the holy word, is their life a waste. (AGGS, M3, p
362)
Being a simple historian, Oberoi lacks the ability to evaluate the
available information is its real perspective. There was clear cut logical
explanation that most of the Sikhs, belonging to the. Categories named
by Oberoi, failed to get out of the web of superstitions and old
mythological practices, e.g., the father of Ruchi Ram Sahni who
practiced both ways of life in the hope that one of them would work for
him However, those who succeeded to transform themselves into the
new mode of Sikhism became Sikhs while others remained stuck in the
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web of the mythology and old religious practices. Because of this
action of theirs to drop the old practices and to take up the new ones
of Guru Nanak, one may call them’ as Sahjadhari Sikhs, because they
are trying to adopt Sikhism step by step. But they should never be
called Sahajdhari Sikhs because they practise modes of Sikhism and
Hin-duism at par.
Oberoi has forgotten the natural phenomenon of human be.
havior to break the old habits and to pick up new ones. I want to quote
my personal experience. I have been driving for about 10 years from
my home to my office four times a day, i.e., every morning, noon and
evening. I cross many traffic lights and stop signs on my way. One of
the stop signs, considered unimportant, was removed by the
municipality. After removal of the stop sign when I approach the. place
of the old stop sign I inadvertently put my foot on the brakes to stop
as if the stop sign was still there. Since, my brain was programmed to
stop at that place every time I crossed it, it took almost a year for me to
delete that program from my brain. Similar is the situation with every
person adopting a new way of life. He inadvertently continues a part
of the old way of life till he has completely switched over to the new
one. It is a common phenomenon with the new immigrants in UK,
Canada, USA and other countries that they cannot drop their old habits
all of a sudden and pick up new style ofliving overnight. It takes
sometimes generations to switch over to new systems.
Keeping in view the fact of slow adoption of new religious
practices or a new living style by people a producer of a new product
continuously bombards the brains of the consumers through
advertise-ment on TV and radio many times a day, and through
newspapers, weeklies and monthlies to persuade the consumers to try
the new product.
Therefore, it needs continuous coaching to prepare the people
to take up new religious practices of Sikhism and to drop the old and
deep-rooted religious norms that they have been practicing for
generations. That was the reason that Guru Nanak took 239 years
(from Nanak to Guru Gobind Singh, 1469-1708) to impart the complete
philosophy of Sikhism. Sikhism was preached by the Sikh Gurus by
logic and also by practising the new norms themselves. After 239-year
of preaching Sikhism reached the Khalsa stage. Guru Gobind Singh
ordained the AGGS as the spiritual Guru of the Sikhs. Then he entrusted
leadership of the Panth to selected Sikhs for dissemination of Sikhism
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through propaganda, publications, communications, etc. This system
of preaching continued starting with Bhai Mani Singh, Banda Bahadur
and others. Finally a Sikh Raj (benign Kingdom) was established under
the capable leadership of Maharaja Ranjt Singh.
Oberoi should have taken into account the psychology of people
in adapting Sikhism before making any of the above statements.

II. SANATAN TRADITION AND ITS TRANSMISSION:
GURU, SAINTS, ASCETICS, AND SCHOLARS
Now in the second chapter Oberoi has forgotten everything he
had said before, and has started with another approach of Sanatan
Tradition to denigrate Sikhism. ;According to him, Sanatan Sikhs are,
“In their eyes, all that they stood for was created at the beginning of
time, when the universe came into existence. As a result custom was in
their eyes a norm that needed to be respected, followed and enforced.
How is one to broach on world-view so rooted in eternity?” (p 93).
While making the above statement Oberoi has really shown the
bankruptcy of his knowledge and common sense. At the beginning of
the time (when “big bang” occured about 15 billion years ago) only
physical laws (laws of Nature or Hukm of the Almighty according to
Guru Nanak) were created. Thus there is no possibility of formation of
religious norms for human beings at that time when there were no
human beings. Our solar system with its planet, earth, was formed
about 4.7 billion years ago. Life started on the earth only about 3.5
billion years ago. Although the man (Homo sapiens) originated about
250, 000 years ago after a long journey of evolution, the creation of
modern man (Homo sapiens) is the most recent event in the history of
the universe, I.e., a ttle more than 35 000 years ago. Thus the earliest
religious norms could be formulated around 5,000 years ago, the time
of the beginning of civilization, according to latest available data about
thee origin of Man (6). Thus religious norms, supposed to be Sanatan,
cannot be said to have been created at the time of creation of the universe
as claimed by Oberoi or Sanatan Sikh. Therefore, there is no characterstic
of eternity to such norms made by man about 5,000 years ago. Almost all
such so called norms have been challenged by Guru Nanak as well as
science.
It is a well-established fact that Dasam Granth was not Written
by Guru Gobind Singh. Instead he reiterated that only the AGGS is the
“Guru” for Sikhs. Moreover it is also a fact that Guru Gobind Singh did
not include his own bani in the AGGS though he added the bani of the
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Ninth Nanak, Guru Tegh Bahadur. Inspite of the above facts Oberoi is
trying to portray that Sanatan tradition of Sikhs is influenced by the
Dasam Granth (p 96-99).
To convince the readers of his book, however, Oberoi
em-phasizes that Dasam Granth was compopsed by Bhai Mani Singh
and was equally venerated by the Sikhs as the Adi Granth; and no
writing was removed from Dasam Granth on the success of killing of
Masa Rangar by Sukha Singh. Then he introduces step by step the
old mythological work from Dasam Granth in Sikhism as follows:
“He reports that great goddess, known as Devi, Chandi, Durga,
Bhavani and Kalka helped the gods, waged battle against powerful
demons - Mahishasur, Sumbha and Nisumba - and eventually emerged
victorious. These stories are from Devi - Mahatmya (500-600 CE) or
Markandeya Pur ana and Devi-Bhagavata Purana. He says in Sikhism
God has always been portrayed as masculine term. The god-dess myth
in Dasam Granth transposes the early tradition and add a new maternal
dimension to Sikh understandings of Ultimate Reality” (p 96&97).
Oberoi is not aware of the fact that there is no proof that Dasam
Granth was complied by Bhai Mani Singh. Most probably the authorship
of Bhai Mani Singh has been assigned by Sanatan Sikhs or Brahmins
to introduce Brahminism in Sikhism through the Dasam Granth. In
Gurbani the Alimighty has been referred to as father, mother, brother,
friend, sandhi (relatives) (AGGS, MS, P 103) and even as yar (very
close friend, male or female) (AGGS, MS, P 703&704). Doesn’J it include
femininity of God in the AGGS which Oberoi failed to fmd out?
Then Oberoi tries to introduce avatar wad (incarnation of God
into human being) in Sanatan Sikhs in spite of the fact reported by
himself on page 96 from Guru Gobind Singh’s savaiya that GurU Gobind
Singh doesn’t believe in avatar wad. Oberoi puts much emphasis on
chaubis avatars, included in Dasam Granth. There are 24 incarnations of
Lord Vishnu which range from a tortoise to man-lion and deities like
Buddha, Krishna and Rama. Then Oberoi quotes various
unauthenticated and illogical stories from Koer Singh’s writing to
include Guru Nanak and Guru Gobind Singh in the line of avatars to
give authenticity to avatar wad for the Sikhs (p 97-103). Thus Oberoi
declared that “The Dasam Granth became paradigm for the entire
religious culture of Sanatan Sikhs. While Sanatan Sikhs considered
the Adi Granth and Dasam Granth their texts, they also began to accord
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an almost analogous status to Puranas” (P 98).
Oberoi quotes another early nineteenth century work of
Anandghan where “sat nam karta purkh” has been portrayed in two
Vedantic doctrines as a nirguna (being without form and
manifesta-tion) and saguna (manifested in the form of avatars) (p 101).
This interpretation is absolutely wrong. Became the Almighty in Gurbani
has always been expressed as nirguna. Whenever it is mentioned as
saguna, it means that the existence of the Almighty can be visualized
and realized by proper understanding of Gurbani and practising its
philosophy. The saglma aspect (incarnation in human being) of the
Almighty described by Anandghan and Oberoi is totally absent in the
fundamentals of Sikhism. It is the work of Anandghan, Kesar Singh
Chibber, Santokh Singh, Koer Singh, Giani Gian Singh, etc., who
emphasized the saguna form of the Almighty to support the idea of
incarnation of the Almighty into human form.
Further Oberoi derives four conclusions from Anandghan’s long
commentary on “sat nam karta purkh” from Jap as follows: “First, he
relies heavily on Puranic and Sanskritic literature to back his
interpretation of Japji. Second, as in the Dasam Granth, the avatar
paradigm seems to be his major presumption. Third, for him - and in
this he was hardly an exception for his time - the writings of the Sikh
Gurus were not authoritative enough to expound on Sikh theology.
Fourth, and this follows from previous points, Anandghan is reversing
an earlier Sikh doctrine that Gurbani, or the Word of Guru, is central to
the attainment of liberation and there is no need for reliance on avatars
who themselves are creatures of God. But all these are not solely his
inversions, they were the product of what was enunciated in the “great
code” and picked up by tens of thousands of people besides
Anandghan” (p 101).
Neither Anandghan nor Oberoi has given any sound, logical or
scientific proof of incarnation of the Almighty into the form of human
being, or any good reason for acceptance of Vedantic, Puranic or other
mythological philosophy. Similarly, without giving any reason both
have tried to degrade the philosophy of Sikh theology. On the, other
hand I would like to explain to these scholars that the Almighty described
by Guru Nanak cannot be structured into any form with stone or metal.
Now let us examine the definition of the Almigjty given by Guru
Nanak as the genesis (the Originlbeginning) of the AGGS.
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The only one; His Name is the Truth (exists for ever);
He is the Creator; He is without fear (not governed by any other);
He is without any revenge; He is timeless in existence;
He neither takes birth nor dies; With His grace (has been
defined)*.
*see Chahal (2,4) for detailed discussion on “has been defined”.
It is such a concise and precise description of the Almighty that
it is scientifically and logically true to its characteristics. Under no
circumstance the Almighty described by Guru Nanak can incarnate in
the form of human being as avatar to save the world from peril of evil.
Scientifically and logically, if He, being the Almighty, can not save the
world from the peril of evil, then He will not be able to save the world
from the peril of evil by incarnation into human being.
The Fifth Guru Nanak (Guru Arjun) again has emphasized very
strongly against the incarnation of the Almighty as follows:
That mouth be burnt which says that the Almighty takes birth
(incarnates). (AGGS, M 5, P 1136)
Guru Nanak has also clearly mentioned that the Almighty cannot be structured:
The Almighty cannot be structured (into idols of stone or metal).
He is created by Himself. (AGGS, Top, p 2)
It seems to me funny and irrelevant in the Space Age, when
Oberoi quotes unrealiaf?le information from Anandghan, Koer Singh,
Kesar Singh Chibber, Santokh Singh, Giani Gian Singh, Gulab Singh,
Janam sakhis etc., to prove incarnation of God, and that practices of
Sanatan traditions were part of Sikhism during nineteenth century.
With the support of the work of the historians mentioned
above, and pujaris in Gurdwaras, .the next step of those so called
Sanatan Sikhs was to mstall Idols in the Golden Temple premises.
According to Oberoi (p 103& 104) the first large image in metal casting
of Guru Hargobind presented by Raja of Chamba was installed in the
recincts of the Golden Temple and was followed by another gold image
of the sixth Master below the Akal Takhat, and a minor idol of Guru
Nanak in the inner sanctum of the main shrine. Large images were also
housed at Baba Atal. In 1880, the management of the Golden Temple
mooted the ide? of installing the idols of the ten Sikhs Gurus at the
main entrance of the Sikh shrine. Already within the precincts of the
Golden Temple pujaris sat with stone images instructing pilgrims to
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worship before them. Similarly at Akal Takhat, the supreme seat of Sikh
ecclesiastical authority some pujaris publicly worshipped im-ages.
Along the worshipping of idol the philosophy of living guru also
continued with these people and considering of Adi Granth as Guru
was far from being fully accepted (p 104).
It has already been discussed that there is no place of idol
worship in Gurbani and Sikhism. The irony is that the removal of these
images from Golden Temple by the Singh Sabha has been taken as a
very serious setback to Sanantan Sikhs by Oberoi.
Defining a Sikh: The concise, simple and ready-made defini-tion
of Sikh was provided by a Sanatan Sikh, Avtar Singh Vahiria, as follows:
“Any person who accepts the teachings of Guru Nanak is
qualified to be a Sikh” (p 104 & 105). But according to Oberoi two
distinct kinds of Sikhs, Sahajdhari and Khalsa, were recognized (p105).
It was recognized by Sodhi Ram Narain Singh in “Khalsa Dharm Sastar”
written in 1914 that was based on the wriotings of Avtar Singh Yahiria.
According to the above sastar and the pustak of Giani Gian Singh, the
low castes who embraced Sikhism were not allowed to mix with the
high class of Sikhs and they were also not allowed to proceed beyond
the fourth step in the Golden Temple (p 106). So much so that once a
low caste Sikh was barred from entering the Golden Temple and Was
got arrested. Another Sikh who reacted against this unlawful arrest of
low caste Sikh, was beaten by the Sanatan Sikhs (p 107).
In the fundamentals of Sikhism there is no casteism whether a
person previously was a low caste or a Brahmin before adopting
Sikhism:
Call everyone high, none appears to be low;
As the Almighty has molded everyone alike;
And His same light shines in all of them. (AGGS, M 1, P 62)
Once a person becomes a Sikh then that person is a Sikh
consequently there should not be any discrimination. It is very
surprising that writers like Sodhi Ram Narain Singh, Avtar Singh Vahiria
Giani Gian Singh, etc., holding good positions in the hierarchy of
Sikhism could write such sastars against the principles of Sikhism,
that would create casteism in Sikhism. It is still more surprising that
persons like Oberoi would accept such sastars that are based on the
philosophy contrary to that of the Sikh Gurus, to classify the Sikhs
into Sahajdhari Sikhs, Khalsa Sikhs and Mazhabi (low caste) Sikhs.
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“The religious establishments were made up of Guru lineage,
holy men, ascetic and traditional intellectuals, who helped the ordinary
mortals seek worldly fortune, overcome sorrow, and those who were
ready for it were given instructions in moral and religious precept”
(p.138).
These religious establishments were controlled mostly by
Nir-malas and Udasis. Besides the teaching of Aad Granth, the Nirmalas
and Udasis regularly taught the Vedas, the Mahabharata, the
Ramayana, the Puranas and Sastras. In fact they never broke their
linkages from Vedantic and Puranic philosophy, although they were
controlling the Sikh institutions. If they were following the wrong
paths, it is not the fault of the philosophy of Sikhism. In fact Oberoi
failed to recognize the role of such persons who had their roots in
Nirmalas, Udasis, etc., to amalgamate Sikhism into Hinduism. He being
in a chair for Sikh Studies at the University of British Columbia should
have disseminated the teachings of Sikh Gurus rather than supporting
the people (Nirmalas, U dasis and so called Sanatan Sikhs or Sahajdhari
Sikhs) who in the garb of a Sikh were trying to destroy the identity of
Sikhism.

III. AN
ENCHANTED
UNIVERSE:
SIKH
PARTICIPATION IN POPULAR RELIGION
In this chapter Oberoi discusses the enchanted universe where
he has dug out literature dealing with the strong belief of people in
miracle saints, malevolent goddesses and gods (Durga, Kali, Kalka,
Mahesri, Bhiwani, Sitla Devi, Mansa Devi, Naina Devi, Suraj Devta,
Mother Earfu, etc.), Village sacred sites (tombs, graves, pipal tree (Ficus
religiosa), land tree (Prosopsis spicigera), tulsi, cow and even bull) evil
spirits and witchcrafts as their right religion. Then general conclusions
are drawn on the connections between popular religion and its
relationship with Sanatan “Great Tradition” :
1 “For much of the nineteenth century Sikhs were deeply involved
in the worship of miracle saints and undertook regular pilgrimage
to their shrines. Among these saints Sakhi Sarvar, also known
as He of the Rubies, Rohinwala or He of the Hills, was widely
worshipped by Sikhs”(p 147).
2. “For average Sikhs living in rural tracts, the local god (like
Bhoomia) was far more important than the distant universal
God acknowledged by Sikh sacred text” (p166).
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3. Oberoi has blamed the Singh Sabha for dissuading the Sikhs
from miracle saints, goddesses and gods, evil spirits and
witchcraft (p 190).
Anonymously written “Gurbilas Chhevin Patsahi,” a biog-raphy
of the sixth Guru, Hargobind, was the first attempt by the so-called
Sanatan Sikhs to keep the Hindu mythology and Sikh philosophy at
par. Gurbilas is conscious of Sikhs visiting non-Sikh shrines in search
of cures and other boons. It retained the theory of reincarnation of
God and portrayed Guru Hargobind as the twenty-fourth reincarnation
of Vishnu (p 190 & 191). Similarly in “Sau Sakhi” (also anonymous, a
book of prophecy, mythology, hagiography and narrative tradition)
there is great insistence that Sikhs maintain unshorn hairs, undertake
the pahul, stay away from images worship, refrain from tobacco, and
not worship Sitla Devi. But it introduces that reciting specific verses
from Japji could cure specific ailments and problems. The Sau Sakhi
also insists fuat no break should be made with what is prescribed in
the Vedas: the references to Brahminical rituals. It also reiterates the
avatar paradigm and the mythical narratives of the Devi to maintain
the Sanatan Sikh tradition. To put a seal of authenticity to Sau Sakhi
by the Sanatan tradition its authorship was assigned to the Tenth
Guru, Guru Gobind Singh (p 191-193).
In this chapter Oberoi then discusses the rise of Nirankaris and
Kukas, although they followed the Sikh scripture but maintained new
codes of conduct that were un-Sikh-like.
In this chapter Oberoi has written 64 pages on the enchanted
universe where stories and examples given are all wrong and illogical
according to the present knowledge of science.
Let us examine the history of Sakhi Sarvar as described by Oberoi
(p 48-162). Sayyid Zainulabidin, a resident of Baghdad migrated to
India in 1126 CE and settled at Shakot in the district Jhang. He married
the daughter of a village headman from Khokhar tribe. From this
marriage he had a son, Sayyid Ahmed, later known as Sakhi Sarvar. He
was killed by his kinsmen in 1174 CE and was buried in Nagaha in Dera
Ghazi Khan district. Then Oberoi describes his miracle work and his
popularity amongst Muslims, Sikhs and Hindus.
Oberoi failed to notice that as his mother comes from the Khokhar
tribe, who are muslims as well as Sikhs, thus both innocent Muslims
and Sikhs were attracted to Sarvar’s so called miracle power, although
both religions (Islam and Sikhism) reject to idolize pirs.
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Similarly Oberoi used another example of Gugga Pir for proving
the diffused boundaries. Gugga Pir was originally from Hindu Rajput
lineage and then embraced Islam. He was expert in snake bites and
other ailments (p 160). Because of his background of Hinduism and
embracement of Islam, both Hindus (including so-called Sahajdhari
Sikhs) and Muslims were attracted to him. Here Oberoi could not
discern the fact that people visited his shrines for snake bites and
other ailments, but not as part of their religious practices.
According to M. Macauliffe at the Sarvar shrine, the spirit
possession represented an effort on the part of a powerless sector of
society (mostly women) to voice its dissent and articulate needs
nor-mally suppressed by communicating their needs through the
medium of an intrusive spirit. According to I.M. Lewis spirit possession
con-tinues to be widespread strategy to alleviate the conditions of
female suboFdination among women in much of the South and South
East Asia, Hong Kong, Japan, North Africa and middle East (p 159).
Thus such desperate women, may belong to any religion, would
seek the help of anybody, may belong to Islam, Hinduism or even to
Sikhism (nowadays we find many Sikhs practising in so called enchanted
universe, they are not practising it because they wantto keep Sanatan
tradition but to extract money from innocent Sikhs), through whom
they could press men to agree to their demands without altering basis
of the patriarchal domination. Oberoi has failed to see the reasons
behind such spirit possession and going to such persons to get their
demand fulfilled. Such practices are common with peasantry and
innocent peoples of all religions in the world including the advanced
countries like Canada, Europe, UK, and USA.
Moreover, according to the above observations of Macauliffe
and Lewis such practices are not related to any religion and should
not be confused with characteristics that would be necessary to create
the boundaries of religions. Oberoi has used a major portion of his
book on such unauthentic, unscientific and illogical practices to create
a difused boundary of Sikhism in the nineteenth century.
However, Oberoi admits himself that Ditt Singh, the leading
ideologue of the Singh Sabha, took great pains at the turn of the
century to write a lengthy vernacular tract denouncing those who
worshipped the miracle saints, Sakhi Sarvar, Gugga pir or any other
such pirs (p162).
Philosophy of Sikhism described in the Gurbani incorporated in
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the AGGS dissuades people from believing in spirit possession, miracle
saints, and provides equal rights for women. The same philosophy
was taught by Ditt Singh as admitted by Oberoi. If the Sikhs of the
nineteenth century followed the philosophy of Sikhism in its real
perspective they would not have become prey to miracle saints like
Sakhi Sarvar, Gugga Pir or gods and goddesses.

VI. CONSERVING SANATAN SIKH TRADITION: THE
FOUN-DATION OF THE SRI GURU SINGH SABHA
In this chapter Oberoi describes the high speed with which
Christianty was spreading in the Punjab and conversion of some
well-known Sikhs into Christianity. To check the conversion of Sikhs
into Christianity a new movement originated under the, name of Singh
Sabha, Oberoi gave the backgrounds of the early leaders of Singh
Sabha like Dyal Singh Majitha, a millionaire, and Avtar Singh Vahiria, a
learned Sikh, who were once the members of the Brahmo Samaj.
Although their main objective was to save the Sikhs from conversion,
instead they introduced Sanatan tradition in Sikhism.
Oberoi has already discussed the definition of Sikh in Chapter n.
However, he has taken up this topic again with more emphasis on
Sanatan traditions. In 1886 Avtar Singh Vahiria, Editor of Gurumat
Prakasak, appealed to the Sikh scholars to find out authentic writings
to answer the questions being raised about Sikhism. Oberoi wrote that
the answer to the first question, Who is a Sikh?, was unequivocally as
follows:
“All those wno believed in the sanctity of the Sikh Gurus and
the Adi Granth were Sikhs. Both Sahajdhari and Khalsa were equally
qualified to be Sikhs and no one had the right to insult the fonner b
calling them monas. Only Sikhs who had taken the pahul and then cut
their hair could be carried monas; the. word was most inappropriate if
used for Sahajdhari Sikhs” (p 242). Thts defimtIon appeared in the
May 1887 issue of the Gurnmat Prakasak, a magazine of Singh Sabha.
Oberoi also emphasized that the Sahajdhari Sikhs were following
Sikh practices as well as those of Hindus, while Khalsa Sikhs were
following strict code of conduct prescribed for them.
Finally Oberoi interpreted from all the above information “that
Amritsar Singh Sabha kept the Sanatan episteme intact. Its
activities did not move beyond routine activities and intentional
action, thus largely keeping older cultural and religious patterns
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going on” (p257)
The logical interpretation of the above information quoted by
Oberoi could be that the thoughts of the early leaders of Singh Sabha
were still being dominated by the Brahminical philosophy and that it
was very difficult for them to get rid of them. It is a pity that any
scholar like Vahiria who tries to write on Sikh and Sikhism depends
more on the secondary literature written by biased historians rather
than on the primary and authenticated source, Gurbani incorporated
in the AGGS. That is the reason why all the definitions on Sikh and
Sikhism I found in old and contemporary literature and encyclopedias
are quite different from the real one. The only good definition of a Sikh
is given in the Rahit Maryada written by the SGPC, Amritsar but that
too needs modifications (1,3)

THE INTERPRETATIVE PROCESS: EXPANSION OF
THE SINGH SABHA
In this chapter Oberoi traces the history of introduction of English
and vernacular education system in the Punjab and the emer-gence of
elite group amongst the Sikhs. Then he conceptualizes the origin of
Arya Samaj and Singh Sabha. This chapter is worth reading to discover
the origin of Singh Sabha and its achievements - publica-tion of various
dialy newspapers, weekly and monthly magazines in Punjabi and
English; publication of books in Punjabi; recognition of Punjabi
language in Gurmukhi script; and teaching of Punjabi courses - Giani
(highest proficiency), Vidwani (high proficiency), and Budhimani himani
(proficiency). Oberoi has mentioned the fllowing activities of Arya
Samaj and Singh Sabha in this chapter that would be very important
documents to interpret the further discourse on the boundaries of
religions:
1. The original Arya Samaj envisioned a Hinduism. frer of polytheism,
superstition, tdolatry, child marnage, evil priests and social
decadence (p 280). Thus some prominent Singh Sabha members
were attracted to Arya Samaj, because there was no conflict
with Sikhism. But soon Arya Samaj, was taken over by the
fundamental Hindus and they turned agaisnt Sikhism. Thus
the Sikhs started to withdraw their membership from Arya Samaj
(p 287).
2. Ditt Singh (1853-1901) became a leading ideologue of the Singh
Sabha. He was author, publisher, journalist, public speaker,
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preacher, consultant, teacher and polemicist par excellence (p
289).
3. Ditt Singh and Jawahir Singh were the first to bring to the notice
of other members of Singh Sabha in their meeting of February
1887 that the Sikhs of the countryside are losing the Sikh
traditions and that the first responsibility of Singh Sabha ought
to be the reform and correction of folk Sikhism (p 294).
4. Basant Singh, another Singh Sabha member reported that “Due
to the establishment of the Singh Sabhas in cities, all those
who violated the teachings of Sikhism are now under great
pressure. Consequently, many of these people have now started
to shift to villages where they fmd it easy to cheat and mislead
innocent Sikhs” (p 296).
5. The other important point to be noted in this chapter is the
conditions to become the member of Smgh Sabha “The Karachi
Singh Sabha opened its membership to both Sahajdhari and
Khalsa Sikhs as long as they were ready to declare that they
adhere to the tenets of the Gurus, do not belong to any other
religious sect, and pay a subscription of at least annas four per
menses” (p 298). This condition clearly indicated that there
was no room for practising the so called Sanatan tradition in
Sikhism.

A NEW SOCIAL IMAGINATION: THE MAKING OF
THE TAT KHALSA
Oberoi has given very good account of the onerous task of
Sikhizing the Sikhs by the Singh Sabha and the Tat Khalsa.
It was really a tough job to dissuade the Sikhs from Sakhi Sarvar
and Gugga Pir. The job done by the Singh Sabha is commendable. For
example, writing of novels by Bhai Vir Singh, tracts by Ditt Singh,
publication of articles covering the Sikh practices in Khalsa Akhbar,
Bhai Kahn Singh’s work, “Hum Hindu Nahin” (We are not Hindus),
helped to wean the Sikhs from Pirs, Brahmins, superstition, evil spirits,
faith healing, visiting of non-Sikh shrines, etc.
Three core doctrines - Guru, Granth and Gurdwara (the three Gs)
- became the foci of the Tat Khalsa praxis for Sikhization of the Sikhs (p
316).
In Tat Khalsa view of the world the Granth was the rightful heir
of the ten Sikh Gurus, it took precedence over all other sacred texts:
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the Vedas, the Gita, the Puranas, and even Dasam Granth. It surpassed
divines and their skills to work miracles, saints, bhais and members of
Guru lineage (p 319).
While under Sanatan Sikhism the Adi Granth and the Dasam
Granth were deemed at par, Tat Khalsa leadership was to radically alter
this equilibrium. The Dasam Granth, whicp. enshrined the “Great Code”
of Sanatan tradition, was gradually eased out of the Sikh rituals, by the
early twentieth century it no longer enjoyed the textual
hegemony it once enjoyed (p 319). Thus the metaphysical and
cultural assumptions of Sanatan Sikh tradition as sanctioned by the
Dasam Granth, such as the strong beliefs in the role of avatars and
conceptions of the divine in feminine terms were no longer permissible
(p 320).
The Dasam Granth is again being introduced in Sikhism by the
Sanatan Sikhs in these days by preaching from Dasam Granth in
Gurdwaras and publishing books and articles in dailies, weeklies and
monthlies in these days. The Sikhs should be aware of this trap and
should refute such preachings and publications. There is a long story
how the Tat Khalsa was able to remove the idols from the precincts of
Golden Temple and other Gurdwaras. The plan of Arya Samajists and
Sanatan Sikhs of installing the idols of 10 Sikhs Gurus on the entrance
of Golden Temple was averted by the strong action of Arur Singh (p
324-325).
Then the rite de passage was formulated by the Tat Khalsa. The
Sikhs were transformed into an independent religion by rigid enforcing
of external symbols (5 Ks), initiation to Khalsa, birth, death, marriage
and other social functions. In 1910 and 1931, respectively, the Chief
Khalsa Diwan and the Shiromani Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee set
up a commission to formulate a new Rahitnama. The changes introduced
by the latest Rahitnama, title Sikhs Rahit Maryada, and published in
1950, were a tribute to thefar-reaching implications of Tat Khalsa
thinking on the construction of personhood within the Sikh community
during the present century (p 343).
Oberoi argues that between 1880 and 1909 the body was made a
principal force of symbolic concern (5 Ks) and a central means of
projecting ideological preoccupation … Although Guru Gobind Singh
may be said to have been the first within Sikh tradition to recognize the
semiotic potential of the body to manifest the power of a corporate
imagination, it took an interval of almost three centuries and decisive
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intervention by Singh Sabha activists before this sign-vehicle (5 Ks)
was fully harnessed (p 344).
It is a very unfortunate affair that before making the above
statement Oberoi has forgotten the fact that immediately after the first
initiation of the Panj Pyara (Five Beloved Once) by Guru Gobind Singh,
thousands of Sikhs accepted the sign-vehicle (5 Ks) on the Baisakhi
of 1699 CE. Later within a short spell of time all the Sikhs under the
leadership of Banda Singh Bahadur who ,established Sikh Raj for a
short time, were wearing the 5Ks. Banda Singh Bahadur minted his
own coin and circulated his own currency and introduced a new reform
ofland of its own kind not known before -land to the tillers. After the
arrest of Banda Singh Bahadur, slaughtering of Sikhs en mass was
started by the Mughal rulers. A very few Sikhs were left. Then again
there was a rise in Sikh misls and ultimately Maharaja Ranjit Singh
established the great 5 Ks and was wearing 5Ks and was regularly
meeting at Golden Temple and Akal Takhat for the Sarbat Khalsa.
Oberoi was worried about: what prompted the radical chan-ges
in the lexicon, grammar and syntax of the Sikh tradition, and what
factor made this unprecedented change possible (p 351).
He admits that the new elites’ unceasing efforts to formulate and
create a sub-culture for themselves was a major force behind the Tat
Khalsa’s construction of modern Sikh identity (p 351). But he puts this
SUccess on the British that the necessary structure for such a
transformation was provided by the far-reaching impact of the British
rule on the urban and rural society in Punjab (p 351).
Oberoi again quotes that, “In a recent work of the social
anthropologist R.G. Fox, influenced by the work of British Marxist
scholars such as Raymond Williams and E.P. Thompson, has rigorously
argued that Sikh identity, as we know it today, was a creation of colonial
state (p 371).
The answer to all the above questions of Oberoi is that the
success of putting Sikhism in right direction was due to the consistent
efforts of dedicated Sikhs of Singh Sabha.

RESISTANCE AND COUNTER-RESISTANCE: THE
TRIUMPH OF PRAXIS
Inspite of the success of Tat Khalsa explained in earlier Oberoi
still writes in this chapter that “The Tat Khalsa’s monotheism,
iconoclastic sentiments, egalitarian social values and notion of a
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stand-ardized Sikh identity did not blend well with the polytheism, idol
worship, caste distinctions and diversity espoused by Sanatan Sikhism”
(p 382).
To justify the above statement of non-blending of Tat Khalsa’s
Sikhism with Sanatan Sikhism Oberoi has quoted some incidents. The
incidents given by him are directly related to either Khem Singh Bedi
or Avtar Singh Vahiria, both active members of Singh Sabha and Khalsa
Diwan but having their roots in Sanatan traditions. Khem Singh Bedi
wanted to revive the guru lineage as he claimed Guru Nanak’s lineage.
A vtar Singh Vahiria in collaboration with Arya Samajists tried to torpedo
the work of Tat Khalsa by publishing articles, books, tracts and
lecturing in public. What Avatar Singh Vahiria and Khem Singh Bedi
did while being the member of Singh Sabha and Khalsa Diwan, Oberoi
is doing today to tarnish Sikhism while holding the Sikh Chair at the
University of British Columbia, Vancouver. This Chair is to propagate
Sikhism in its true perspective but he is introducing the Sanatan tradition
in Sikhistn and this latest book of his is serving the purpose.

GENERAL COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS
The Sikh philosophy has such an appeal that everybody who
comes across any verse of Gurbani wants to adopt the path of Guru
Nanak, explained in the Gurbani. Unfortunately the person who starts
to follow Guru Nanak’s path keeps on clinging to the old philosophy
that was being practised by him for generations together. It is not easy
for a human being to cut off the old ties and to switch over to the new
philosophy as explained previously. Moreover, most of the old religious
practices are based on superstitions that if this or that ritual is not
done one would end up in hell or suffer bad fortune in the future. Thus
for most of the people who are weak-hearted and lack decision making
power, like the father of Ruchi Ram Sahni, start practising both the
norms, i.e., old ones and that of Guru Nanak in a hope that at least one
of the two would work for them.
Therefore, there is a dire need to specify the Sikhism/Khalsa
order by a group of specialists in the fields of Gnrbani, languages,
history, science, medicine and law. They should specify Sikhism/Khal-sa
order by consulting the Gurbani incorporated in the AGGS and the
informatioIl available from history after screening their authenticity
with present day knowledge of various sciences. This would answer
the above question raised by Oberoi and to be raised by other Sikhs
and non Sikhs in the future.
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After reading very carefully the recent works of Dr Piar Singh
and Pashaura Singh and nliw that of Or Harjot Oberoi, “The
Construc-tion of Religious Boundaries” it appeared to me that there
would be many such surprises for the Sikhs before the 1999 CE, the
300th anniversary of Completion of Sikhism. I would regard all these
works as a blessing in disguise because these works have awakened
the consciousness of scrupulous Sikhs once again to dissuade the
Sikhs from falling into the trap of so called Sanatan Sikh traditions and
losing the distinct identity of Sikhism. If the Sikh institutions and
scrupulous Sikhs fail to bring out the truth about Sikhism before 1999,
the damage done by such publications would be colossal and it may
take many decades to bring back Sikhism in its pristine purity.
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A Work of Scholarly Indulgence
Dr Sukhmander Singh
At the very outset it must be understood that in recent years,
attempts have consistently been made to misinterpret, distort, or even
to denigrate Sikhism and to destroy Sikh identity. Most modern attempts have been made m a very clever way to first thoroughly confuse
the masses by selective use of historical or anthropological material
in order to construct a thesis to blur or dilute the Sikh identity. One of
the most significant omissions of such attempts, of which Dr Oberoi’s
book, ‘The Construction of Religious Boundaries’ is a good example,
is the lack of reference to Guru Granth Sahib and history of the Gurus.
Scholars like Oberoi choose to downplay the Sikh Doctrines as
enshrined in Guru Granth Sahib. These scholars, however, go to great
lenghts and spend great amounts of time and space in their writings
to talk about insignificant meters which they dig out in their research.
They make vague or irrelevant observations to redefine Sikh identity
or Sikhism. Dr Oberoi cleverly does this for a specific period of 19th
century, and tries to draw sweeping conclusions stretching beyond
the period in question. He does this by attempting to malign or redefme
Sikh identity and Sikhism by introducing such words as, “religious
pluralism in Sikhism”, and its,” Amorphous growth”, etc. Hence, the
reason for this review is to alert fellow Sikhs and other sincere
re-searchers. Here are a few additional points relating to Oberoi’s
book which should be kept in mind when studying such works of
scholarly indulgence, voluminously gathered and somehow published
through prestigious university presses.
The methods and materials applied by these scholars are
characteristically Eurocentric. Methodologies relevant to Christain
ideology where scriptures developed as a result of history and culture,
mapplicable to Sikhism where scripture is revelatory and authenticated
by the prophet himself. Dr Oberoi admits that he is only a student of
history and not of religion. But he does not hesitate to apply his
historical techniques to Sikh religion and Khalsa.
The most fundamental flaw in the works of Dr Oberoi and for
that matter, also in the works of his mentor Dr McLeod, is that they try
to understand Sikhism on the basis of Sociology and Anthropology.
That is what Dr Oberoi has demonstrated in his book all along. Dr McLeod
and Dr Oberoi rarely quote from Guru Granth Sahib, the fountain of
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Sikhism and the history of the Guru period. How can a study on Sikhism
or Sikhs be considered objective without adequate reference to Guru
Granth Sahib and without acknowledging its pivotal role ?
In order to prove his theory that in the 19th century the prevailing
Sikh practices were purged to establish a homogeneous religious
community, Dr Oberoi creates an imaginary conflict between ‘Tat
Khalsa’ and ‘Sanatan Sikhs’. He is extremely concerned for Sanatan
Sikhs and downplays the works of Singh Sabha which promoted Sikh
doctrines as embodied in Guru Granth Sahib. It is suggested by Dr
Obreoi, through statements attributed to Sanatan Sikhs, that the Gurus
did not envisage Sikhs as a distinct group. Similarly, Dr Oberoi’s
references to worship of Sakhi Sarvar, Guga and others by Sikhs are
intended to paint an extremely biased picture of Sikhs and to strike at
the distinctive identity and religion of the Sikhs. It is quite disturbing
to note that Dr Oberoi chooses to ignore the martyrdom of thousands
of Sikhs to uphold their identity, following their Gurus, who defended
the identity and the distinctive characters of other religions, besides
their own.
In the 19th century study of the Sikhs, Oberoi also chooses to
ignore the fact that real Sikhs were driven underground due to atrocities
and suppression of the British. Sikhs were not allowed to wear Kirpan
and the British would charge heavy revenue (ap-proximately 75% of
their crops) from them. Granted there were ninety thousand Sikhs in
the British army at the turn of the century, but not even a single one of
them was an officer. They were not the privileged class then, as observed
by Dr Oberoi. The British did not give the Sikh rahit or separate identity
to Sikhs, which had been prescribed by the Gurus. The British, however,
did not discourage it, because they saw that the Khalsa discipline
made excellent soldiers, and had a tradition of glory and valour. Refusal
to see this plain fact of history is deplorable. So is the publication of
literature like the book under review, which is full of such distortions
and inconsistencies.

Mischievous Propaganda is not Research
Dr H. S. Dilgeer
It is not possible for a scholar to call this book a piece of research.
It is an aggressive work of mischievous propaganda, written with
disdain and malice. A rigorous analysis of the text and motif of this
book reveal the intentions of the writer.
Harjot Oberoi begins his book with a statement that no religion
can be categorised in a proper manner. It is his “thesis” that Hinduism,
Sikhism and Islam have never existed, at least in the Sikh Homeland.
He further states that the inhabitants of the Sikh Homeland never
wished to be classified as followers of a particular religion. He goes to
the extent of saying that these people did not believe in. ideology of
any religion. Harjot declares that there was no religion in the real sense.
He evaluates this phenomenon as a sort of confusion about religion
with an amalgam of superstition, witchcraft, idolatry, occult power
worship and irreligious mentality; and, Harjot grants these attributes
to all the religions i.e., Sikhism, Hinduism and Islam (p.1). To prove his
point, he presents one example from the memoirs of a Hindu teacher
(p.2). This Hindu teacher remembers the routine of his father who used
to worship idols and also recite from Sikh scripture (both these forms
of worship or faith are in complete contradiction to each other). Here,
Harjot stresses the point that the Hindu teacher believed that millions
of people never knew what their religious boundary was. The statement
by the Hindu teacher, mentioning the word ‘millions’, has been taken
by Harjot as final proof of the ignorance of the majority of the residents
of the Punjab. For Harjot, a minor stray statement by one person is a
decisive criterion of a particular issue. Harjor quotes this phenomenon
as ‘tradition’ in worship in the nineteenth century. The Hindu teacher
quoted by Harjot was born in 1863 and memories about his father must
have been from the year 1875 or after. It Was the time when the Arya
Samaj and the Singh Sabhas were founded.
Harjot quotes another “episode” from the travelogue of an
Evangelist. This Evangelist missionary narrates an incident (not in the
Punjab) about some palanquin bearers smoking hukka (tobacco).
According to the author, (a) they seemed to be Sikhs (author is not
sure), (b) they had cut their hair and had given up Sikhism. The author
asserts that the palanquin bearers had renounced Sikhism and after
giving up Sikhism, they could smoke tobacco. It, by no means, proves
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that a person having faith in Sikhism used to smoke tobacco. From this
“evidence”, Harjot decides that smoking was a Sikh tradition. Great
research indeed!
Further, Harjot makes a bold statement that hundreds of
thousands of (why not millions?) Hindus regularly undertook
pilgrimage to Muslim shrines in the early nineteenth century. Harjot
does not give any evidence for this bold statement. Secondly, it is
sheer ignorance to state so, as the early nineteenth century was a
period of Ranjit Singh’s rule in the Sikh homeland where the Muslims
(at least at that juncture) were not their particular favourites. The Sufi
tradition virtually did not exist in the Sikh homeland after the fourteenth
cen-tury. Thus, Harjot begins with a wrong premise based on false
informa-tion and makes bold statements, which are not only unacademic but also mischievous. Harjot’s lies go to the limit of saying
that the Sikh initiation (in Harjot’s words “unprecedented rite of
initiation”) was begun (by some Sikhs?) in the eighteenth century (p.
24). There is not a single source which states this except Harjot’s own
book. Hundreds of the sources, including several from the first decade
of the eighteenth century, and even a few diaries of the dates when
Guru Gobind Singh, the Tenth Guru of the Sikhs, revealed Khalsa (on
March 30, 1699), mention that the Guru Sahib made the initiation
mandatory for the Sikhs.
Seriousness of Harjot’s work can be measured from his usage of
particular names and terms. He uses the term Golden Temple instead of
Darbar Sahib. Golden Temple may be used by an ignorant tourist or
journalist; but an academician must know the real name of the Sikh
shrine (Darbar Sahib) at Amritsar. Harjot has used the name ‘Golden
Temple’ throughout the book. Similarly, he uses the term “baptism” for
Sikh initiation. I hope he was not ignorant about the meaning of the
specific Christian ceremony of baptism. One can smell his ulterior
motives and seriousness of his work in using these and several other
terms which are confusing and/ or mischievous.
Harjot (p.25) alleges that the British regime collaborated with the
Singh Sabha movement to Sikhise the Sikhs. At several places in his
book he contradicts himself. The evidence, from different sources,
establishes that the British regime was, rather opposed to the Sikh
revival movement. Harjot himself agrees that the birth of the Singh
Sabha was a Iesult of fear of the Sikh leadership that the Sikh youth
was being induced to adopt Christianity. How could the authorities
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Collaborate, co-poperate, assist, help or otherwise facilitate such a
movement which would go against the religion of the rulers.
Harjot relies more on gossip and guess work without any
evidence. If there is any evidence which does not suit his propaganda
he will ignore it or brand it as untrustworthy.
Harjot has coined a novel term, “principle of silence” in this
book. He says (p. 30) “historical texts are virtually silent about religious
diversity, sectarian conflicts, nature worship, witchcraft, sorcery,
magi-cal healing, omens, wizards, miracle saints, goddesses, ancestral
spirits, festivals, exorcism, astrology, deviation, and village deities”.
He con-fesses there is no evidence to establish this (propaganda). So,
he coins a new term to establish at there might have been “a lot of antiSikhism in an ordinary Sikh.” Secondly, he seems to be angry as to
why Sikh1sm rejects every type of superstition and its products. Thirdly,
Harjot does not use this principle of silence in the case of other world
religions, especially Islam. He does not conclude with the same premise
that the Muslinls worshipped idols, pictures and statues of Mohanlffied,
that they had been eating pork or that they worshipped Hindu gods,
and so on. The principle of silence does not apply to Hindus eating
beef, practising incest, stealing from temples, worshipping Ravana,
and so on. Harjot’s principle of silence denies all the existing authentic
sources in order to make bold statements and mischievous propaganda
against doctrines and the history of the Sikhs.
Harjot (p. 31) blames the British writers for honestly record-ing
the ideals of the Sikh faith. When, however, some writers mention
minor instance of corruption aberration, Harjot accepts it as a tradition
among the Sikhs. If Harjot were to write history of Scandinavian
religious life, he would certainly say that incest, adultery, hatred,
robbery were accepted princples of Christianity (or traditions in
Chrichanity) as these traditions were very popular in Norway, Denmark,
Sweden, during the hey days of Christianity and that even now-adays this type of “ethical” practice(s) are accepted among the Christians
of these countries.
On the one hand, Harjot rejects even Trumpp for not mentioning
What Harjot wants to propagate (inspite of the fact that Trumpp had a
strong anti-Sikh bias). But, on the other hand, Harjot accepts the
account of ignorant travellers, who, without any knowledge of
lan-guage, philosophy and even proper terms for the local phenomena
mention some incidents based on hearsay. This pattern has been
adopted by Harjot throughout this book.
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On page 33, Harjot says that the Punjabis, or at least the nonSikhs, did not consider Sikhs as “hermetically sealed off’ from the rest
of the people in the Punjab or elsewhere. As Harjot is expected the
ignore (or conceal) all the evidence, he does not want to talk about the
Hindus of Delhi refusing to have trade links with Sikhs simply because
the Sikhs had got initiation (Sainapat : Gur Sobha). Harjot rejects the
evidence of the Persian writers mentioning that a soldier of Baba Banda
Singh Bahadur’s army rejected the claims of his mother that he (the
boy) was a Hindu and not a Sikh (the boy-refused to save his life by
renouncing Sikh faith). Harjot does not bother about the order by
Parrukh Siyar declaring it a crime to be a Sikh. The history (per chance
these are the Persian sources and not the Sikh sources) records that all
the Hindus shaved their beards so that none should consider them as
Sikhs. Harjot does not mention Lakhpat Raits (a Hindu minister of the
Moguls in the Punjab in 1740s) crusade against the Sikhs with a
declaration that he will eliminate the Sikhs from the earth. Still, Harjot
tries to assert that the Sikhs had no separate identity.
Harjot’s dishonesty as an academician (I shall present convincing
evidence that Harjot’s work is mischief, lies, propaganda, ignorance
and hence un-academic trash in the forthcoming paragraphs too) leads
him to make another un-academic statement. I use the term statement
as he never presents any argument, logic or evidence to corroborate
or prove even a part of his statement. His usual rhetoric is “it seems”,
“it may be”, “it is likely”, “it is silent”,... and so on. He (P. 33) rejects the
thesis of Dr Gurdarshan Singh Dhillon, because this precious piece of
research exposes all the propaganda launched by him (Harjot) in this
book. He rejects the scholarly work of Dr Gurdarshan Singh by saying
“It fails to pursue any implication of tbe fact that the Sikhs were not a
homogenous social group”. Harjot is angry as to why Gurdarshan
Singh did not begin with gossip or anti-Sikh guesswork. Second
objection by Harjot is that Dr Gurdarshan Singh assumes the Singh
Sabha as ‘greatest reform movement’ among the Sikhs. Dr Gurdarshan
Singh has most diligently established the achievements of the Singh
Sabha movement (Harjot, elsewhere, accepts the role of the Singh
Sabha movement which proves the conclusion made by Dr Gurdarshan
Singh). Harjot is angry as to why the scholar has been successful in
presenting the performance of the movement. Similar are the other
objections levelled by Harjot against Gurdarshan Singh Harjot (P. 34)
laments that research has evaluated Kukas as deviants). Harjot does
not prove that the Kukas were not deviants). Harjot wanted that the
deviants should not be evaluated on the basis of the principle of the
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philosophy. He wants that deviations and aberrations should be
accepted as “tradition.” If we apply his logic to the Christian would
then Pope John Paul II will be considered as fundamentalist, and the
cult leader David Koresh (who committed suicide) and the other cults
will become “traditions” and “norms”. The criticism (or envy) of Harjot
against scholarship of Gurdarshan Singh’s work is un-academic and
biased.
His prejudice against Sikhs takes another form. He says that
punjab is not the “homeland” of the Sikhs (p. 42). The argument he
presents is that some Sikhs had been living outside the Punjab. He
says that the Sikhs were only 6.5% in the British politically admimstered
unit under the name of the Punjab. He then, refutes himself in the very
next sentence. He agrees that the bulk of the Sikhs was concentrated
in the central Punjab. He, however, wishes to call this area “two Doabs”
(between river Chenab and Sutlej). In the following sentences, he
creates other new terms as Majha Sikhs, Doaba Sikhs and Malwa
Sikhs. There never existed any such categories. Applying his logic to
England, one shall have to say London Christians, Sussex Christians,
Wessex Christians, Middlesex Christians, Midland Christians, etc. In
fact, any Sikh, Hindu, Muslim, Christian, Aad Dharmi, belonging to
Doaba will be a Doabia, from Malwa a Malwaee and from Majha a
Majhail, from Rajasthan a Rajasthani, from Haryamt a Haryanvi. He
says that the Sikhs of the Majha area considered themselves as superior
to the Sikhs from the other zones because Lahore was the capital of
the Punjab and Darbar Sahib was at Amritsar. May be he does not
know that the other major Sikh shrines are outside Majha (Anandpur
Sahib, Kiratpur Sahib, etc.) and these were the capitals of five Gurus
(Guru Hargobind Sahib to Guru Gobind Singh Sahib). No other place
has been the residence or capital of so many Gurus. Thus, this argument
too, is lllvaIid and mischievous. His quotations from some travellers
and officers do not support distinctions among Sikhs living in different
areas.
Harjot’s whole writing about “early Sikh tradition” (P. 47-48)
presents another big lie by saying that the Sikh notions of time, space,
holiness, mythology, kinship, social distinction, purity and pollution,
gender, sexuality, etc. were firmly rooted in Indic cultural thinking.
This is shocking. I don’t think Harjot is so naive that he does not know
even the basic philosophic postulates of Sikhism. Sikh philosophy is
altogether different from the Indic thought. Not a single scholars hips
found anything common between Sikhism and extremist Indian as
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Hindu cultural thinking.
Harjot says that Guru Nanak’s basic teaching was Naam Simran
(meditation) only. This too is ignorance. Guru Nanak Sahib taught
honest earning, sharing with others, as essentials for becoming a selfrealised person (Sachiara). Plain meditation may be Hindu thought.
Sikhism turns a man into a social and spiritual superman. Attacking the
successors of Guru Nanak Sahib, Harjot says “(the successors of
Guru Nanak Sahib) found it hard to su.stain his minimalist teaching”.
This again is ignorance or malice of Harj ot. It is strange that he writes
about Sikhism even without reading or/and understanding the message
of Guru Nanak Sahib.
Commenting upon Adi Granth (he uses the term “commonly
known as Adi Granth”, is there any other’ name for the Adi Granth/
Guru Granth Sahib?) he says that “it is hard to specify the factors that
prompted the fifth Guru of the Sikhs to collate an anthology of
devotional literature, it is easier to discuss its impact.” Here, he quotes
Pashaura’s dissertation. Pashaura himself has accepted it in writing
that his dissertation is a bundle of lies and misleading state-ments.
Here, Harjot uses an alien term “textual community” for Sikhs worship
of Guru Granth Sahib. On one hand, he says that the Sikhs started
adherence to and leadership of Guru Granth Sahib as a result of socalled Tat Khalsa, on the other hand, (p. 49) he says that Sikhs became
in 1603-4, a so-called textual community. Vagueness, am-biguity,
confusion, uncertainty, gossip, disdain, aggression dominate Harjot’s
book throughout.
Commenting upon Bhai Gurdas’s verse, mentioning some of the
qualities of a good Sikh, Harjot says “(In Bhai Gurdas) there are no
explicit statements on an independent Sikh identity”. May be HarJot
wished Bhai Gurdas should have written for school boys. Harjot himself accepts (p. 51) that Bhai Gurdas distinguishes between a god
Muslim, a good Hindu and a good Sikh. The third path suggested by
Bhai Gurdas explains, in unequivocal terms, the separate, distinct and
superior identity of Sikh religion; and Harjot mentions the same In the
sentence with which he attaches a foot note simply to promote Surjit
Hans’s poor work “Reconstruction of Sikh History from Sikh Literature” by
calling it brilliant work. All the scholars of Sikh studies have rated Surjit
Hans’s work as one of the poorest works on Sikh studies. Surjit Hans,
however, in the book referred to by Harjot, does not debate distinctness
of Sikh Literature and Sikh History.
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Further, Harjot calls Janamsakhis as mythical literature and in
hagiographic tradition. Several scholars have proved that the
propagandist W.H. McLeod, who used this mischievous term for
Janamsakhis, was not only ignorant of geographical, political and the
other details of the said literature, but also was dishonest and deceitful.
(If we apply the McLeod’s method to the Hindu book Ramayana, Ram
becomes unreal and Hinduism becomes fiction). Harjot, to confuse the
readers, quotes one story. This story, like that of the revelation of The
Ten Commandments to Moses and Quran to Mohammed, depicts as
to the phenomenon when God made revelation to Guru Nanak Sahib.
Harjot deliberately tries to present this incident as an anecdote. This is
how Harjot moves with stray stories and unimportant and meaningless
issues and draws conclusions from such baseless material. From such
material, Harjot makes a statement that “it needs to be categori-cally
stated” that Sikhs were still in the process of evolution and growth.
This pattern, apparently illogical and childish and hence un-academic,
is the most prominent feature of Harjot’s book. Harjot, now takes it for
granted that the Sikhs were not a separate identity and further states
that there were several categories associated with the Sikh tradition
(p. 53). He reckons the categories as Nanak-Panth, Gurmukh-Panth,
Nirmal-Panth, Gursikh, Gurmukh-Marg. A scholar shall laugh at the
ignorance of Harjot who considers synonyms as names of different
categories. There was no Gurmukh-Panth or the other Panths as stated
by Harjot. All these synonyms are like calling a person nice, good, noble,
fine, etc. For Harjot, these are different categories; he lists still some other
“categories” in the following chapters and forgets that he had said
something else in the preceding pages.
Harjot resents that the Adi Granth became a declaration of
separate Sikh identity in 1604. He does not want to accept the
his-toricity of this fact. His only argument is that there might have
been some more such compilations. Even if there were a couple of
other compilations of some poets (not Sikhs) in Hindustan, how does
it annul the historicity of the Sikh identity? Harjot is silent about it. He
wants that his propaganda should be accepted without any logic and/
or evidence. On the very next page (p. 55), Harjot agrees that ‘there is no
denying the fact that the Adi Granth has become a key cultural marker of
Sikh ethnicity, it would be a gross misinterpretation to view it in the same
vein for the early seventeenth century. “Harjot, here too, does not
offer any argument or evidence. The history, the tradition and the
sources are crystal clear about the facts which Harjot wants to ignore
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in order to push his academic sabotage, which seems to be the motive
of Harjot’s book.
Harjot, as he presents his funny ‘theory of silence’ or ‘theory of
guess’, makes another strange statement. He says “just as there is no
fixed Guru Nanak in the Janamsakhis, there is no fixed Sikh identity in
the early Guru period. A simple student of Sikh history knows about
the personality of Guru Nanak Sahib in the Janamsakhis; and there is
nothing that is confusing, ambiguous, or uncertain. The person
(char-acter) of Guru Nanak Sahib in these sources (Janamsakhis) is
exactly according to Sikh philosophy and this uniformity exists in all
the Janamsakhis. Still, Harjot presents his funny tautology “no fixed
Guru Nanak, so no fixed Sikh identity.” Strange logic.
As a true member of “Anti-Sikh school”, Harjot supports
McLeod’s propaganda that the Jat influx into the Sikh movement gave
rise to new Sikh cultural patterns. Firstly, Harjot, here, accepts the
separate Sikh identity. Secondly, the malicious propaganda of Jat influx
is untrue and baseless. Harjot has not questioned the authenticity of
the writings of Bhai Gurdas. Bhai Gurdas has recorded the names of
the followers of the Sikh Gurus in his Vaar 11. In this Vaar, Bhai Gurdas
has given the names of the Sikhs who joined Sikh faith during the time
of the first Six Gurus. In Pauris 29 to 31, the names of the Sikhs who
embraced Sikh religion at the time of Guru Hargobind Sahib are also
available. A reading of the names of the Sikhs and their castes will
show that most of these Sikhs were non-Jats. Several scholars had
already refuted the blatant lies of McLeod much before Harjot wrote
this book (See Jagjit Singh : The Sikh Revolution, and also writings of
Sardar Daljeet Singh, Dr K.S. Mann, Dr Tarlochan Singh, Dr Noel Q.
King, etc.), but Harjot does not want to bother about logic or truth (I
do not want to believe that Harjot had not read rejection of McLeod’s
propaganda). Harjot quotes only from Anti-Sikh school i.e. W.H.
McLeod, J.S. Grewal, Surjit Hans, Indu Banga, Pashaura Singh, Joyce
Pettigrew, etc., or communists like Chetan Singh, etc.
Harjot does not hide his disdain for everything that is specifically
Sikh. For Sikh initation, he uses the term “unusual initiation rite” (p. 61).
Are there any standard or usual initiation rites in the other religions?
Quoting an incident from Sainapat’s book Gur Sobha, Harjot mentions that the Brahmin and Khatri Sikhs opposed and hated
initiated Sikhs. On page 46 of Sainpat’s book, there is no mention of
Brahmin and Khatri Sikhs. Sainapat mentions the boycott of the
in-itiated Sikhs by non-Sikhs. Such lies are common throughout Harjot’s
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book which point to the conspiring nature of Harjot’s work.
Under the heading “Boundaries and Transgressions”, Harjot
refers to Sikh culture and says that the Sikhs did not have a distinct set
of life-cycle rituals. Harjot’s ignorance of Sikh philosophy is apparent.
Obviously, he has not read the Sikh scriptures. Further, when he
propagates that the Sikh code of conduct was “innovation” of the
eighteenth century, he quotes only from Chaupa Singh’s Rehitnama.
He does not talk abolit Bhai Daya Singh’s Rehitnama and Bhai Nand
Lal’s Rehitnama and fankhahnama, because a perusal of these two
works would reject everything said by him. Harjot has adopted this
design throughout his book. He presents un-authentic, vague and
partial works and ignores authentic, genuine and proper sources.
Further (p. 65), Harjot calls these Rehitnamas as “newly instituted”,
whereas the Rehitnamas date from CE 1700. Bhai Daya Singh and Bhai
Nand Lal were contemporaries of Guru Gobind Singh Sahib. Thus,
these sources are neither un-authentic nor new. These are treaties
about the religious culture, as prevalent at or before the period of
writing of a particular Rehitnama. If one Rehitnama does not give every
detail, how does it mean “chaos” as Harjot puts it. In fact, Harjot is sad
as to why these fine source books are available. Harjot’s conspiracy
stands thoroughly exposed. While talking about Guru Granth Sahib,
he says (p. 69), “Fortunately for them, there emerged from the time of
Guru Nanak the doctrine of an eternal Guru.” Harjot’s aggressive and
prejudiced mode exposes him. He uses the word “fortunately”. He is
angry as to why this evidence or ideology is available. He talks in
prejudiced manner and expresses his jealousy. He wants to confuse
the reader with vague, stray points and issues with his euphuistic
language which may have rhetoric but no logic. Thus, the chapter
“Boundaries and Transgressions” is superficial, and is more than an
exercise in confusion. Harjot offers nothing beyond guesses and
baseless assump-tions.
“Paradox: The Khalsa Sehajdhari duality” is another section
which exposes the designs of Harjot. The very first point he presents
is propaganda. He says thousands of the Sikhs took to Khalsa identity,
some in pursuit of worldly power and the others out of deep religious
conviction. (p. 71). Firstly, Harjot does not present, throughout the
next 20 pages, any evidence or argument to prove that the people
joined Khalsa brotherhood for worldly power. It was the time when
joining Sikh brotherhood meant sacrificing one’s life. The regime had
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announced that anyone calling himself a Sikh was to be eliminated.
Prices on the heads of the Sikhs were of offered. Prof. Hari Ram Gupta,
much before Harjot could dream of writing, had dealt With this point.
Ac-cording to Prof. Hari Ram Gupta, people joined the Sikh army
because of faith. But, still there were persons who joined for plunder
and worldly power. They were only Hindus and they did not embrace
Sikhism. Perchance Prof. Hari Ram is a Hindu and not a Sikh. The story
of the time of (Maharaja) Ranjit Singh is a different one. The Hindus
from Jammu, Hindustan (U.P., etc. )and the hill areas “became” Sikhs
and as soon as the British annexed the Sikh homeland these Hindus
renounced their faith. They did not call themselves evev Sehajdharis.
Harjot, here, does not talk of Sehajdharis but presents the point
that Khalsa was capturing power in the Sikh homeland and in this
process attainment of power had made some Sikhs as men of political
aspirations. Kesar Singh Chhiber refers to this situation. Harjot calls
Kesar Singh as “detractor”, because he talks of ideology and rejects
power-capturing as an un-Sikh approach. Harjot resents as to why
Kesar Singh talks of ideology. From here, Harjot moves to make another
“statement’ : “It simultaneously came to be accepted that there were
alternative ways of being a Sikh: the Sikh Panth was not coter-minous
with Khalsa and it was possible to be a Sikh without being a Khalsa.”
When Kesar Singh condemns un-Sikh like style of some Sikl,1s, it
does not, in any way, mean that a man not living Sikhism could be
another form of a Sikh. It is like saying that one can still be a kind of
Christian without having faith in Christ, that a Muslim without having
faith in Mohammed was still a type of Muslim. Harjot picks up vague
and meaningless points and draws sweet conclusions to prove (which
he does not) his statements and propaganda. He chooses sentences,
gives them his own meanings and then declares that his point stands
proved. This is neither research nor scholarship nor academics.
Now, a word as to who is Sehajdhari? Sehajdhari is a person who
adopts Sikhism in stages or in a bit slow manner. For a Sehajdhari, it is
a must that he should adhere to Rehatmaryada (code of conduct), he
must not cut his hair and have faith in Khande da Pahul (Sikh initiation).
When a Sehajdhari lives his life according to Sikh ideology he is supposed
to adopt Sikh culture. Hence, social ceremonies, including those relating
to birth, marriage, death, etc. must be performed in accordance with
the Sikh ideology. The children of a Sehajdhari, too, with the Sikh
ideology. The children of a Sehajdhari, too, will be Sikhs. There were
several Sahajdhari families up to nineteen-fifties. The children of these
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Sehajdhans got initation. The major examples of these case are : Master
Tara Singh, Sadhu Singh Hamdard, Harbans Singh Manchanda and
several others. Bhai Harbans Lal (USA) is the most recent example of
a Sehajdhari family. A Sehaidhari is not a Hindu. On the other hand,
there are instances when children of Sehajdhari families renounced
Sikhism and joined Hindu religion. Lala Lajpat Rai was one of such
persons. Lala’s mother Gulab Devi was a Sehajdhari Sikh. She brought
up her son as a Sehajdhari. Lala Lajpat Rai had unshorn hair and beard
till the age of thirty. He used to tie his beard and had a turban even
when he had been practicing as a lawyer in Hissar. After that, he
renounced Sikhism and became a Hindu. Sehajdhari is a Sikh who
plans to get initiation in near future but, still before initiation, he lives
his life like an initiated Sikh. Harjot refers to anti-Sikh writer McLeod’s
meaning of Sehajdhari. McLeod wants to propagate that “those who
attain the state of ineffable bliss” are Sehajdharis. If we accept this
meaning then all the initiated Sikhs too are Sehajdharis; and also all
the non-Sikhs who attain such a stage are Sehajdharis. McLeod and
his associates of Anti-Sikhism school have presented several such
funny but notorius statements of this type.
Harjot presents a letter to prove his point. It is a letter dating
back to 1783, from Bihar. It was the period when the Udasis (Udasis
have nothing in common with Sikhism) and the other groups had been
approaching the Sikh rulers for donations. The Sikh rulers, as a matter
of generosity, which is a part of the Sikh culture, used to grant money
or other forms of financial assistance to anyone who approached them.
The Hindu ministers and the other officials used to induce the Sikh
rulers to donate a lot to them. In return these sects exhibited their
interest in Sikhism too. The details of such donations can be seen in the
records of the Sikh rulers. Sohan Lal Suri’s Umdat-ut-Twarikh is full of
such boring details. It was this attitude of the Sikh kingdoms which
brought the Sikh scriptures in the deras of the Udasis. Otherwise, there is
nothing in common between Udasi-ism and Sikhism. Sikhism rejects
the basic postulate of Udasis, i.e. renunciation of this world. Rejection of
Yoga, too, is basic in Guru Nanak Sahib’s teachings. A Sikh has to live a
life of detachment within this world. It is not the dress code or hair or any
thing else that creates distinction between Sikhs Udasls. Both faiths are
the opposite poles without any meeting point. Udasis never considered
themselves a part of the Guru Nanak tradition. The Udasis had their
own dera even at Amritsar by the side of the building of the Akal
Takht. Udasis, however, had occupied the Sikh shrines during the
period of the persecution of the Sikhs by the state during the eighteenth
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century. The Moguls did not harass the Udasis, as they asserted that
they were not Sikhs. It was until the Sikh misls established their rule in
the Sikh homeland that the Sikh shrines remained occupied by these
elements. Some of these (Udasis etc.), chose to be considered Sikhs,
With an intention of continuing their livlihood from the income of the
Sikh shrines, occupied by them.
During the rule of (Maharaja) Ranjit Singh also, the Hindu
ministers were so powerful that it was virtually a Hindu state with a
Sikh as a king. Details of daily diaries show that Ranjit Singh was
under vast influence of the Hindu ministers. Reference to Sikhism are
minor and un-important (Sohan Lal Suri : Umdat-ut-Twarikh). One thing,
however, to the sadness of Harjot, is clear that Ranjit Singh’s diaries
don’t mention anything of Sehajdhari, Nanakpanthi or the like. The
reference to Sikhs is unequivocal and same is about Hinduism and
Islam. But, Harjot who puts this blame on the British will not consider
this evidence (daily diaries of Ranjit Singh), inspite of the fact the
diarist was a Hindu, because these diaries don’t mention any
“traditions” in Sikhism.
Harjot quotes a paragraph from Malcolm (p. 88) mentioning unSikh like practices of the “new converts to Sikhism. Malcolm con-firms
that the Sikhs and the Hindus were two different identities (see quote
by Harjot). Secondly, Malcolm refers to adoption of a “new religion”.
Thirdly, Malcolm points out that these Hindus were not true to Sikhism
(they embraced Sikhism for special benefits from the Sikh rulers). How
could this make a different tradition within Sik-hism? So, this chapter
of Boundaries and Transgression, Sehajdharis and different traditions
in Sikhism is based upon false information, irrelevant points and
misstatements. This pattern con-tinues throughout the book. I have
dealt one chapter of Harjot with extra details; the rest of the book, as it
has the same motives an patterns is being dealt with briefly.
In the chapter “Sanatan Tradition and Transmission”, Harjot
has not been able to present any evidence to prove that there should
have been something un-Sikh among the Sikhs. His desire to present
Guru Granth Sahib and Dasam Granth as two traditions, does not hold
water. A minor reference from Malcolm that the Sikhs respected Dasam
Granth, does not reject hundreds of sources, history, traditions and
faith of the Sikh nation with regard to Eternal Guru Guru Granth Sahib.
similarly, the activities and conspiracies of the Hindu occupants of the
Sikh shrines do not legitimise their anti-Sikh functions, nor does it
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become a tradition. Harjot’s presentation of Anandghan’s anti-Sikh
writings, further proves that Harjot wants to present all anti. Sikh
material as Sikh literature. Some fanatic Muslim writers, Anandaghan
or Arya Samaj or Christian missionaries had been propagating from
time to time such literature to promote vested interests. All the
propaganda has been presented by Harjot as “Sanatan Sikh tradition”.
It is highly un-academic
Harjot presents stray references of Hindu slant of the writer of
Gur Bilas Patshahi Chhevin (1718) as Sanatan Sikhism. For Harjot such
misrepresentation and/or subjective presentation of the per-sonality
of the writer need not be corroborated by basic Sikh philosophy or
any other source. Installation of Hindu idols in the Sikh shrines by the
Hindu managers does not legitimise them as Sikh tradition. This
“business” of Hindu priests is not a phenomenon of Ranjit Singh
period only. Even recently, a priest Narain Singh of Manikaran, who
became Narayan Hari later on, installed Guru Granth Sahib and put a
large number of pictures of so-called gods and god-desses in the same
hall in order to get donations from all sections. One can find the statues
of Christ and Guru Nanak Sahib at Rishikesh’s Hindu temple. All this is
the business manouvering of the (Hindu) priests. The same happened
to the Sikh shrines as the greedy priests would do everything to earn
money. These Hindu priests had monop-olised the Sikh shrines to the
extent that the so-called outcastes were not allowed to enter major
Sikh shrines. Harjot wants to establish it as a tradition. The occupants
of the Sikh shrines had become debauches and even criminal, and all
they practised was like that of a Bohemian cult or a sort of Mafia;
Harjot wants that the activites and practices of these gangs should be
accepted as a norm and tradition in Sikhism.
Harjot refers to the descendants and relatives of the Sikh Gurus
as traditions. The Sikh history is unambiguous on this point that their
was. no approval of a descendant of the Gurus as a representative of
the faith. The succession of Guru-ship was never in doubt. Guru
Nanak Sahib never approved of Sri Chand or Lakhmi Das as successors.
Similar was the verdict about Datu and Dasu, Mohan and Mohri, Prithi
Chand and Mahadev, Ram Rai and Dhir Mal and other children of the
Gurus. The succession was never confusing. These ascetics tried to
earn in the name of their ancestors. Such tactics can be, and have
been, adopted by the families of all the prominent religious, political
and the other personalities. This, however, does not make it a tradition.
The Bedis, Sodhis and Bhallas etc., were not much successful before
Ranjit Singh. It is possible that the Hindu advisors of Ranjit Singh
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were responsible for “commercialization” of these families for various
reasons.
Harjot’s reference to Bhais and Gianis too is misleading. The
respectable members of the Sikh nation were not a class in themselves
as Harjot wishes to establish. The respect of a soical worker does not
grant him the status of a sub-guru. Harjot wished to establish such a
class, though he fails to convince anybody.
In the chapter “An Enchanted Universe: Sikh participation in
Popular religion” Harjot again picks up the acts of some aberrants and
makes a statement that it was the so-called “popular religion” that had
been accepted by some people. Harjot, referring to reports from the
journals of the Singh Sabha, claims that these were the accepted norms.
He says that the Singh Sabha tried to bring an end to the deviations (in
Harjotian terms, the popular religion). He had already referred to Kesar
Singh Chhibber’s criticism of the un-Sikh approach of some Mislleaders
with regard to power politics (an un-Sikh pattern). Thus, a few deviants
have always been there and the intelligentsia has always tried to correct
the aberration. Harjot’s reference to Sakhi Sarvar worship too is based
on false/ mischievous information. Harjot ignores H.A. Rose (whom
he quotes elsewhere) who recorded that there was enemity among the
Hindus who worshipped Sakhi Sarvar and the Sikhs who rejected him
(Sakhi Sarvar). The Sufi tradition (Harjot p. 155) was at its apex during
the period of Sheikh Farid but it disappeared after fourteenth century.
Similar is the presentation of Harjot with regard to Gugga, Sitla,
astrologers and the other Hindu cultural religious patterns in practise
by a few deviants. Harjot wants the reader to accept it as tradition.
This is an angry book written with contempt for Sikh ideology.
This is proved by the vituperative addresses, sentences, statements
and aggressive tone. While referring to the criticism by the Sikh
intellectuals, writers and elites, Harjot uses the term primitive protest.
Even under this heading he displays his confusion. While referring to
the criticism of the Sikh writers with regard to adoption of un-Sikh like
activities by Sikhs, he calls Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha as the beginner.
Here, he refers to Gurbilas Patshahi Chhevin. Earlier, he had referred to
Kesar Singh Chhiber too. He stands no were. Though this is a proven
fact that the Sikh writers have never ignored the lapses of aberrants or
the new entrants in the Sikh faith, these deviants or ignorant people
always needed help to know the concept till they became fully
conversant with the ideology.
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The chapter “Conserving Sanatan Sikh Tradition: The
Foun-dation of the Singh Sabha” too, is full of misrepresentations,
false information and distortion of facts. Harjot presents stray acts as
authentic tradition as portrays the deviants as representatives. Harjot’s
quotations from the Census prove nothing but a confused state of
mind or lack of information with the officials who recorded the census.
This, however, proves that the British were not classifying religious
boundaries. If the :British were doing so, then there would not have
been confused entries with regard to faith (Harjot p. 212). In the chapter
“A New Social Imagination: The making of Tat Khalsa”, Harjot does
not conceal his dislike and hatred for the intellectual leadership of the
Singh Sabha movement. For the Sikhs who dared check the onslaught
of the anti-Sikh forces, Harjot coins a new term ‘Tat Khalsa’. His
approach for the Sikh intelligentsia is aggressive and cruel. He despises
their act of sifting chaff from grain. He laments why Sikh intelligentsia
was successful in bringing an end to most of the un-Sikh interference
in the Sikh world. Harjotain contempt for the Singh Sabha leadership
reaches its height when he writes about Giani Ditt Singh. “It is ironic
that Ditt Singh, an untouchable himself, took to censoring inter-caste
commensality”. Harjot accepts, on the one hand, that Giani Ditt Singh,
inspite of his family of birth, was respected by the whole of the Sikh
nation (Harjot must be feeling perturbed over this). Secondly, Harjot
wants to present Giani Ditt Singh as an untouch-able writer. The use of
the word “ironic” further exposes the mind of Harjot.
Further, he is grieved that Singh Sabha was successful in revival
(in his words Sikhising). He attributes this success to the mass scale
campaign by the Sikh intelligentsia. He, however, ignores the fact that
the anti-Sikh propaganda by the Hindus, the Arya Samaj, the Christian
organisations was more powerful. All the Sikh shrines were occupied
by the Hindu managers, Udasis and the henchmen of the regime. The
financial sources of the Sikh leadership were so meager that their
Journals and the other organs could not survive for a long time. The
Sikh aristocracy, the rulers, etc. had turned their back to the Singh
Sabha, and still the Sikh masses accepted the Singh Sabha’s lead. The
journals of the Singh Sabha were in English language which could be
understood by 1% of the Sikhs. The Hindu occupants of the Gurdwaras
issued a Hukamnama against Professor Gurmukh Singh
excommunicating him. All these tactics, activities and attacks were
such as no ordinary organisation could have survived, much less
played an effective role. Inspite of this, the Sikh nation, as a whole,
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rejected most of the un-Sikh culture.
A study of this book leaves no doubt about the ulterior motives
of Harjot. He sympathises the debauch Hindu Mahants (managers),
he dislikes Sikh opposition to immoral practices, he laments end to the
celebrations of the fairs where eve-teasing, drunkenness and vulgarity
were prevalent, he sympathises with the fortune-tellers whom the Sikhs
rejected, he does not like that the Sikhs don’t observe fasts like Hindus,
he feels sorry for the Sikhs learning Gurmukhi and he hates all reforms.
Above all, he dislikes the Sikhs accepting the command of the Tenth
Guru, installing Guru Granth Sahib as Guru Eternal.
Harjot ignores all genuine sources and chooses minor stray
irrelevant references that suit formulations. He does not consider (may
be he has not read them) Gurbilas Patshahi Dasvin (Koer Singh),
Mahima Parkash, Bhatt Vahis, Rehitnamas, the writings of Bhai Gur-das,
Bhai Mani Singh, Bhai Nand Lal, the Persian sources like Dabis-tan-eMazahib, Ibrat Namah, Jang Namah, Twarikh-e-Hind; Tarikh-e-Sikhan,
Umdat-ut-Twarikh, etc., the works of Bhai Jodh Singh, Karam Singh
Historian, Hari Ram Gupta, Prem Singh Hoti, etc. Harjot has ignored
hundreds of the sources in favour of petty, ir-relevant references and
the works of aberrants and anti-Sikh writers. As a result, his book is no
more than an addition to literature of vile propaganda.
Why did he do so? It is not easy to answer this question. But
one can analyse his background, life style, career and association.
Harjot was a Student of Marxist teachers (i.e.” Romila Thapar, Bipin
Chander, K. N. Pannikar, etc.) at the J.L.N.University, Delhi. After this,
he joined Australian University for his Ph.D. studies. It seems that he
was awarded Ph. D. degree because he joined Eurocentric racist group
and wrote his thesis according to the wishes of this school. Immediately
after getting Ph.D. degree, like Pashaura and other members of this
Anti-Sikh Eurocentric Racist School, he was appointed to
the Chair of Sikh Studies at Vancouver. Since then, he along with the
other leaders of the Anti-Sikh school, led by W. H. Mcleod, no wonder
is busy in production of Anti-Sikh literature.
A word about the Oxford University Press. Why is this
prestigious publishing house some anti-Sikh propagation? It seems
some anti-Sikh organisation is influencing some of the editors. I hope
the managers of this reputed house shal1look into the matter and
bring an end to this sad state of affairs.
To sum up, Harjot’s book is no academic work. Vagueness,
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ambiguity, uncertainty, confusion are its main features. It is an angry
work written with prejudice, hatred, disdain, malice and ill will, and is
fun of mischievous propaganda based on misinformation. It seems to
be a part of some international conspiracy.

‘Construction of Religious Boundaries’
Dr Anurupita Kaur
Since the time Oberoi was openly accused of the academic
offence of suppressing Rose’s evidence about Sikh approach to Sakhi
Sarvar, he has been a very controversial figure in the field of Sikh
studies. Unfortunately his present writing does not in any way en-hance
his reputation as an objective student of Sikhism. Oberoi’s garrulous
pouring of words about irrelevant matters and events, which brings
out little evidence to support his pet nostrum that Sikhism is no religion,
only leads to a sense of boredom in the reader. Oberoi never quotes
the Guru Granth Sahib to support his view except the well known
hymn of the Fifth Master:
“I do not keep the Hindu fast, nor the Muslim Ramadan;
I serve Him alone who is my refuge,
I serve the one Master who is also Allah,
I have broken with the Hindu and the Muslim,
I will not worship with the Hindu, nor like the Muslim go to
Mecca,
I shall serve Him and no other,
I will not pray to idols nor say the Muslim Prayer;
I shall put my heart at the feet of the One Supreme Being;
For, we are neither Hindus nor Mussalmans”
Strangely enough, even this categoric statement of the Guru
about the independence of the Sikh religion, is disregarded by Oberoi. For,
like the three proverbial wise beings, his mind is made up, and he is disinclined
to hear, say or see anything different from what he believes in.
The main failure of Oberoi is his lack of method in organising his
study. He does not take the line of a scholar of religion, and thus fails
to identify that Sikhism is a societal and whole-life religion, which
discards and disowns all major elements of Hinduism or any other
salvation religion, namely, faith in Vedas, caste system, the doctrine of
Avtarhood, pantheism, monism, or henotheism, values of asceticism,
monasticism, Sanyasa, celibacy, Ahimsa and the like.
He does not take up the role of a historian either to explain why
it is that the Sikhs alone successfully turned back a thousand year
wave of invaders from the North West, why they were the first to raise
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the Ghadder rebellion against the British, while Gandhi and other Indian
leaders were readily co-operating with them, why it is that in the
Independence Movement, they sent 92 persons to the gallows, and
1,557 to suffer life-imprisonment out of a total of 127 and 2175,
respec-tively, and why it is that they were the only ethnic group to
organise a protest movement and send 40,000 volunteers to prison
when Indira Gandhi imposed the Emergency in India in 1975 abrogating
all civil liberties in the country. One does not understand why Oberoi
is fond of suppressing facts, for, he could not be unaware of the
wellknown statement of Vijaylakshmi, the Former Indian Ambassador:
“Punjab which had always been in the forefront of resistance to
oppression, kept its colours flying, during the Emergency also. It was
in Punjab and Punjab alone that a large scale resistance was organised
against it. The worst thing that happened during the Emergency was
that a brave nation was frightened into submission, and nobody spoke
except in hushed tones. In Dehra Dun, where I was, I hung my head in
shame, and wondered if this was the Bharat for which we, the freedom
fighters, had suffered. Even those, not actually in prison, were no less
than in jail. Only in Punjab the Akalis organised a Morcha against this.
Punjab’s lead in such matters should continue.”
Historical events like those mentioned above are numerous, but
Oberoi not only fails to explain them on the basis of his view, but is
evidently inclined to avoid the very mention of them.
Nor is Oberoi very serious about his role as a scholar of cultural
history. For, on the basis of his study, he is again unable to explain the
distinguishing Sikh cultural ethos as noted by Kazi Nur Muhammad,
the chronicler of General Abdali. The Sikhs had suffered the worst
persecution at the hands of the Mughals. Their Gurus were martyred,
and price was put on every Sikh head. But, the Sikhs during their rule,
treated members of all religions, including Muslims, liberally gave them
fun and equal participation both in the army and the civil administration.
The highest posts in the Artillery and the Mini-stries of the Khalsa
Sarkar, were manned by Muslims. Their confidence had been won, and
none of them betrayed the Khalsa Sarkar during the Anglo-Sikh Wars.
This is what Gardner wrote about the Khalsa Sarkar: “The Maharaja
was indeed one of those masterminds, which only require opportunity
to change the face of the Punjab. The Punjab Was not the same, semistarving, terrified, looted by the rulers, and poorly clothed during his
reign. It was a prosperous, homogeneous and peaceful state with all
the communities, Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs, fully satisfied partners
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in the government, in military and civil ad-ministration, and it was the
happiest state communally in Asia. The Maharaja visited the Hindu,
Sikh and Muslim places of pilgrimage. It was the only state in India,
which was the most prosperous, the most flourishing and most
contented.” It was a time when Europe and Russia were maintaining
Ghettos and carrying out pogroms against the Jews and at Pune low
untouchable castes could appear on the public roads only during
fixed hours lest their shadows should defile the higher castes.
Religious and ethnic differences and distinctions have deep
roots, and are social realities that just cannot be wishfully ignored, as
Oberoi has done; nor can they be artificially created by external
agencies or forces. These realities are based on new spiritual ideologies,
centuries of sufferings and blood of martyrs. It is easy to say that
Christ said nothing new, or what was already not there in the Jewish
thought or theology, or that the stories of redemption and resurrection
are a myth. But his crucification, thousands of Christian martyrs, and
centuries of Christian sufferings have made them a reality, which no
historian or social scientist can ignore or erase. So is it with the Sikh
identity, which Oberoi attempts to demolish with his laboured use of
pointless verbiage.
In his entire book, Oberoi paints only one-time pictures without
understanding them in their long-term historical perspective and growth.
For, just taking a snap-shot of a crowd consisting of Hindus, Muslims,
Sikhs and Christians, cannot lead to the inference that relations between
the communities have always been cordial, or have developed
homogenously. Making a black-out of important his-torical events
and conflicts, and ignoring evidently known realities are the major
flaws of Oberoi’s book. For example, the present reality is that Punjab
is the only riparian state in the country, 75% available waters of which
stand diverted to the non-riparian states. The sug-gested reasons for
this unprecedented discrimination are ethnic dif-ferences between the
communities. Thus, sidetracking socio-political and religious realities,
and instead rushing to superficial conclusions, cannot be perceptive
understanding of history, much less can it be considered scholarly
appraisal. Oberoi’s book gives us just a journalistic picture, though
even a knowledgeable journalistic assessment would not normally
ignore contemporary realities as has been done by the author. Even in
its style Oberoi’s writing would have been more readable and useful if
it had been precise.

Construction of Religious Boundaries
Kuldeep Singh
Harjot Oberoi is doing his best to throw the Khalsa Panth into
black hole under the guise of education. His newbook “Construction
of Religious Boundaries” should actually be titled An Attempt at the
Destruction of Sikh Religious Boundaries. The author presents a false
picture of Sikhism. This, however, should not be surprising. The finer
details of Sikhism are lost on a man who does not believe in searching
for the truth. Obaroi should realize, no matter how hard he tries to
mislead individualis from the true essence of Sikhism, Gurmat will
prevail, and the truth will always surface. The Khalsa Panth may suffer
a temporary setback at the hands of pseudo-scholars like Oberoi, but
in the end the Panth will rebound and expose their evil intentions.
Oberoi is determined to psychologically harm the Sikhs. His written
words cut deep into every Sikh. He will be remembered in history as a
man who tried desperately to hide the truth.
The book, ‘The Construction of Religious Boundaries’, is part
of Oberoi’s Ph.D. thesis, a thesis applauded by Dr. McLeod, a man
who led an active campaign to destroy the very foundations of the
Sikh value system. In the preface of his book, Oberoi goes out of his
way to praise Dr. McLeod: “The field of modern Sikh Studies has for
long been nurtured by the writings of professor W. H. McLeod. I have
been fortunate in having his association with this book almost from
its inception. My debt to him is enromous and my gratitude is in equal
measure.”
Oberoi has referred to some sources of original material. However
analysis of the material is extremely weak and un-academic. A lack of
understanding of the fundamental Sikh principles makes the work
illogical and vague. Perhaps it would be to Oberoi’s advantage to
reacquaint himself with Sikh doctrine.
To begin, the author is not aware of the true goals of the Singh
Sabha movement. The purpose of the Singh Sabha movement was
not to create new boundaries for the followers of the Sikh faith, but to
remind the Sikh of the boundaries within which they should exist.
Oberoi should understand, practising Sikhs do not set the rules for
themselves. They follow the directions and instructions of their Guru.
Obviously, for various reasons, some deviate from the established
practices. This can be attributed to human nature. Many of these
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Sikhs found it easier to adopt some of the Hindu Lifestyle to maintain
social harmony. Some Sikhs chose the path of least resistance and
assimilate into the predominant Hindu society. Deviation by a few
weak minded Sikhs does not prove that the boundaries of Sikhism
have shifted.
Moreover, there is hardly any religion, whose followers follow
the tenets by the book. Another reason for the deviation can be blamed
On the constant hospitality towards the Sikhs by the most elite section
of the Hindus-the Brahmins. Mr. D. Petri, the Assistant Director of
Criminal Intelligence for the government of India, has very rightly
made the following important observation in his confidential report on
the Development of’ Sikh Politics (1900- 1911), dated Simla, August
11,1911:
“Hinduism has always been hostile to Sikhism, whose Gurus
powerfully and successfully attacked the principle of the caste system,
which is the foundation on which the whole fabric of Brahminism has
been reared. The activities of Hindus have therefore been constantly
directed to the undermining of Sikhism both by preventing the children
of Sikh fathers from taking Pahul and by reducing professed Sikhs
from their allegiance to their faith. Hinduism has strangled Buddhism,
once a formidable rival to it and it has already made serious inroads
into the domain of Sikhism.”
Oberoi continues on his misguided path with a completely
perverted definition of Sanatan Sikhs. When the Arya Samaj was
created by Swami Daya Nand, the Hindus who did not believe in his
ideology, started calling themselves Sanatan Dharmi Hindus or the
“Original Hindus.”
Oberoi mistakenly makes the same claim in relation to the Sikhs,
who deviated from the Guru’s path. His claim that Sikhs who follow the
caste system, worship idols and believe in Pirs (Like Gugga Pir or
Sakhi Sarvar), are Sanatan Sikhs, is offensive to any Gursikh. Only a
person who searches for the truth and believes in the inspired words
of the Gurus and the Guru Granth Sahib, are true followers. How can
Oberoi assert that Sikhs who do not believe in Khanday de Pahul, are
Sanatan Sikhs? In fact, it might be more appropriate to call these so
called Sanatan Sikhs of Oberoi’s conception as Hindu Infiltrators.
These Hindu infiltrators came into the Sikh fold to dilute and pollute
Sikh doctrine. There is every possibility that these infiltrators may
have created a new set of religious boundaries in order to confuse and
dilute the Sikh Value System. But these newly created boundaries
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no relationship, whatsoever, with Sikhism. Therefore, Oberoi’s have
Sikh definition of a Sanatan Sikh is misdirected false and out of place.
However, the author does not stop here. He again pathetically
attempts to explain the Tat Khalsa. The term Tat Khalsa came into use
then a few Sikhs started referring to Banda Bahadur as their Guru.
They came to be known as the Bandai Khalsa. In so doing, these Sikhs
could no longer be considered part of the Sikh fold. Because of this
turn of events, the main body of the Sikh community started calling
itself the Tat Khalsa or the real Khalsa. This insured a clear distinction
between the ideologies of the Tat Khalsa and the Bandai Khalsa.
Obviously during the times of Banda Bahadur the boundaries of the
Sikh religion were crystal clear to the majority of Sikhs. Even though
Banda Bahadur made extraordinary sacrifices for the Sikh cause,
the Sikhs did not spare him when he deviated from the Sikh path. How
can Oberoi say that the boundaries were not clear. lt defined during
those days. Boundaries were clear even to the enemy rulers of
eighteenth century India. Here is their way of addressing the Sikhs in
their official orders:

BkBe gq;sK ok joe[ik fe fpnkpzd pesZb o;kBd
(“Nanak prastan ra harkuja ki biya-band bakatal rasanad”)
which mean, “To kill at sight all the followers of Guru Nanak
wherevr they are found.”
These were the times way past the period of Guru- Nanak and
just after the death of Guru Gobind Singh. All these followers were
Amritdhari Sikhs. Yet they were addressed as followers of Guru Nanak.
This Shows that the rulers of the time were convinced about the identity
of the message of the Sikh Gurus. They saw no distinction between
Guru Nanak and Guru Gobind Singh. The term Tat Khalsa is no longer
in Use and is obsolete for all practical purposes. There is only one
type of Khalsa - The Khalsa. Sanatan Sikhs and the Tat Khalsa are the
most ridiculous divisions of the Sikh brotherhood that anyone has
ever attempted to create.
Perhaps, Oberoi should sit and take copious notes in a class On
Sikh terminology to understand the etymology of words he
presumptuously uses. He needs this orientation to be considered a
scholar of Sikhism. Another term that he has either failed to understand
or intentionally misinterpreted is “Sahajdhari Sikh”. He has no
conception of what Sahajdhari Sikh means. Sahajdhari Sikh is a term
used for those, who have accepted, in principle, the value system of
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Sikhism. This includes: the belief in the ten Sikh Guru’s the present
Guru-Sri Guru Granth Sahib and the Khanday da Pahul ceremony for
initiation into the Khalsa Panth. These individuals have decided to
slowly march towards a more comprehensive religious experience
and strive to fully adopt all the principles of Sikh doctrine. The term
sahaj as applied here, definitely means the slow adoption, and should
not be confused with Sahaj Avastha, which means a stage of bliss.
Oberoi makes the following ridiculous and distorted state-ments
about Sahajdhari Sikhs without providing substantial evidence to the
reader:
“Sahajdhari Sikh totally inverted Khalsa categories of thought
and religious boundaries”
“Shajdhari Sikhs smoked,” based on the sole evidence of
Sukhbasi Ram Bedi’s book, Guru Nanak Bans Prakas,
“Sahajdhari Sikhs often had a radically different version of the
line of succession”
“Sahajdhari Sikhs favored a living human guru”
These irresponsible and out of context statements and
mis-leading assertions without any supporting evidence may fall into
the category of a hypothesis of someone’s imagination and cannot be
considered an academic work. Such a behavior is deplorable particularly
when if comes from a scholar who occupies the Sikh Chair at the
University of British Columbia in Canada.
History, on the other hand, witnesses a very important role played
by the Sahajdhari Sikhs. During war times, it was these Sikhs, who
gave shelter and protection to the Khalsa families, besides vital
intelligence to the Khalsa. The highly commendable role, played by
Diwan Kaura Mal (Kaura means Bitter) during the most difficult times
of the Sikhs, is remembered with gratitude and earned him the title of
Mitha Mal (mitha means sweet). The sacrifice of the young Haqiqat
Rai for the principles of Sikhism is still fresh in our memory. The
leadership role played by Master Tara Singh, who was once a Sahajdhari
Sikh is still remembered by the Sikhs. The Sikhs will also never forget
Professor Sahib Singh. He dedicated his life for the panth in providing
us with the most authentic translation and interpretation of the Sri
Guru Granth Sahib. If Oberoi intends to maiantain his
credibility, he should stay away from quoting McLeod, whose
reason-ing is without any substance. In particular, the quotation in
which McLeod himself presents the definition of a Sahajdhari as one,
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“who accepts the Naam Simran teaching of Guru Nanak.” Oberoi, if he
calls accept himself a Sikh, should know a state of bliss is not something
which can be adopted, but must be earned, achieved or attained.
The religious boundaries for Sikhism have been clear. In the Sri
Guru Granth Sahib there are indisputable guidelines. Here is just one
quick example. Any knowledgeable person, well-versed in Sikh doctrine,
would not have any problems locating this example or others like it:
Guru Ram Das has pointed out some of the basic require-ments
for being a Sikh in the following hymn:
gur siqgur kw jo isKu AKwey su Blky auiT hir nwmu iDAwvY ]
audmu kry Blky prBwqI iesnwnu kry AMimRq sir nwvY ]
aupdyis gurU hir hir jpu jwpY siB iklivK pwp doK lih jwvY ]
iPir cVY idvsu gurbwxI gwvY bhidAw auTidAw hir nwmu iDAwvY]
jo swis igrwis iDAwey myrw hir hir so gurisKu gurU min BwvY ]
ijs no dieAwlu hovY myrw suAwmI iqsu gurisK gurU aupdysu suxwvY
]
jnu nwnku DUiV mMgY iqsu gurisK kI jo Awip jpY Avrh nwmu
jpwvY ]

Gauri Var M.4, GGS, p. 305
English translation of the Shabad is as follows:
“One known as disciple of the holy Preceptor
Must, rising at dawn, on the Name Divine meditate.
At dawn must he no way fail to rise,
Should cleanse himself and in God’s Name,
the Pool of Amrita take bath.
Then, as by the Master instructed, must he the
Name Divine repeatedly utterThereby shall all his sins, evil and foul doings be shed.
Then with rise of day must he chant the Master’s WordIn rest and movement on the Name Divine must he meditate.
The disciple that with each breath and morsel on the Lord
meditates,
Shall the Master’s pleasure win.
The Master to such of the disciples his teaching imparts,
As the Lord’s grace have received.
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Nanak, servant of God, seeks dust of feet of such a disciple
As contemplating the holy Name, to it inspires others.”

The Owl Critic
Inderjit Singh
“Who stuffed that white owl?”
“Don’t you see, Mr Brown,”
Cried the youth with a frown,
“How wrong the whole thing is,
How preposterous each wing is!
I make no apology;
I’ve studied owl-ology.
And I tell you
What I know to be true.
Anatomy teaches,
Ornithology preaches,
An owl has a toe
That can’t be turned so!
Mr. Brown, I’m amazed
You should be so crazed
As to put up a bird
In that posture absurd.”
Just then, with a wink, and a sly little lurch,
The owl very gravely, got down from his perch,
And looked at his fault-finding critic
With a glance both deep and analytic.
And then fairly hooted as if he should say:
“Your learning’s at fault this time anyway;
Don’t waste it again on a live bird, I pray.”
Godfrey Saxe
The bird expert, seeing what he assumes to be a stuffed owl,
parades his learning, expertise and wisdom to show the ignorance of
anyone who sees the bird as realistic and lifelike. At the end of the
poem, the owl looks at its critic and moves and winks to show that it is
not only realistic but alive and well - despite the impressive learning of
Its critic.
Dr Oberoi, in his academic work, “The Construction of Religious
Boundaries,” flaunts similar learning to show that Sikhism founded by
Guru Nanak, with a holy scripture written and compiled by the Gurus
themselves, a faith recognised as one of the major religions of the
world, with millions of followers, does not really exist as an independent
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entity! Having read Or Oberoi’s ramblings through the history and
culture of Punjab before the advent of Guru Nanak practices criticised
by the Guru, my first reaction was probably similar to that of the owl;
astonishment at Or Oberoi’s erudition and a nod of disbelief at his
inability to detach irrelevant past practices from the uniqueness of the
Guru’s message. As the Guru reminds us:
One may read cart-loads of books,
With caravan-loads of books to follow; One may study shiploads of volumes,
And heap them pile on pile in his cellars; One may read for years
and years,
Right up to one’s last breath.
Of all things, it is a contemplative mind That really matters;
All else is the fret and fever of egoistic minds.
Guru Granth Sahib, Rag Asa
Sadly, Dr Oberoi’s voluminous research shows no evidence of a
contemplative mind. While many thousands of words are devoted to
pre-Nanak social and religious practices in Punjab, little attempt is
made to look at the Guru’s teachings. It was the Gurus themselves that
mapped out the nature and extent of Sikh belief. It was the Gurus
themselves who gave us the Sikh path through life. It was a path
through the jungle of ritual, superstition and bigotry that passed for
religion in India before the advent of Guru Nanak.
Dr Oberoi describes some of these superstitious and socially.
cruel practices in great detail. Inexplicably and paradoxically, however,
he regrets their passing and the emergence of a distinct, egalitarian
and enlightened approach to life based on the teachings of Guru Nanak.
If Dr Oberoi was simply ill-informed, the best response would be
to ignore him; to wink owl-like at his professed learning. But Dr Oberoi
holds the Chair of a reputable university. It is a Chair resourced in part
by donations from the Sikh community. He was appointed to promote
a wider understanding of Sikhism in the Western world. He has
singularly failed to do so and as such, should go, or be asked to go to
enable someone more loyal to the terms of appointment to do what he
was appointed to do.
This criticism of Dr Oberoi has nothing to do with freedom of
speech. No public or private company would look benignly on an
employee who having been appointed to promote a particular product,
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misuses his position to denigrate It.
Having said that, it is right to recognise that Or Oberoi has d e a
lot of work in his research. His thesis provides us with a fascinating
insight into the background, culture, rituals and practices in Punjab
before the birth of Guru Nanak. We learn of the prevalence of witchcraft,
idol worship, the worship of humans with supposedly godly powers.
We read of widespread infanticide and the cruel sub- jugation of women.
If Or Oberoi had restricted his thesis to an academic account of
this background there would be little cause for complaint. In its way it
gives us a better understanding of the measure of Guru Nanak’s
achievement in freeing the people of Punjab from the morass of
superstitious practices. Instead, ignoring his own research, the author
sees Sikhism as an unwelcome intruder into an idyllic scene of what he
lumps together as “Sanatan Dhanna.”
Or Oberoi devotes many pages of his thesis to describe peri-odic
Sikh lapses from the teachings of Guru Nanak. Yet he sees this blurring
of the Guru’s teachings as a good thing - a move back to the bliss of
Sanatan Dhanna. Surprisingly, for someone who claims to be a
practising Sikh, Or Oberoi is critical of the Tat Khalsa and Singh Sabha
revival movements for their work of reminding us of the purity and
high ideals of Sikh teachings.
Where, when and how did Dr Oberoi get things so wrong? We
can speculate on outside influences, particularly from those in India,
who would like to see Sikhism disappear into Sanatan Dhanna,
Hin-duism or whatever. A more charitable explanation is, that like the
owl-critic at the commencement of this review, Or Oberoi is mes-merised
by his learning and intellectual ability to the exclusion of common
sense and a recognition of the obvious. Even when the author makes
an excursion to Sri Guru Granth Sahib, it is in a superior, academic and
slighting way. For example, he refers to Guru Arjun Dev’s shabad
commencing with the line; “I keep neither the Hindu fast nor the Muslim
Ramadan,” and says that a similar sentiment was expressed by sant
Kabir. Precisely Dr Oberoi! Guru Arjun Dev, as the compiler of Sri Guru
Granth Sahib, could easily have excluded Kabir’s contnbution, but he
wanted to show that people from different faith backgrounds could
share similar understandings. While Sikhism delineates its own beliefs,
the Gurus emphasized that religious truth is not exclusive to Sikhism. Dr
Oberoi uses the word “boundaries,” in the title of his thesis, as a
synonym for “barriers.” A moment’s reflection would show that the
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Gurus removed barriers to dialogue by including compositions from
Hindu and Muslim saints in Sri Guru Granth Sahib
Sikhism is critical of the principle of exclusivity found in many
faiths that teach that theirs is the only path to God. If Dr Oberoi were
to study Sri Guru Granth Sahib, he would see different faiths as mountain
paths to the summit of an understanding of the meaning and purpose
of life. We can start from different points and still meet as We approach
the summit. This does not mean that all paths are equally viable. Nor
does it mean that they are mutually exclusive. Some are more tortuous
than others, and there are also “short cuts” that can set us back on our
journey. Some would also see pointless academic research as an
unrewarding diversion on our journey.
The Guru’s path is concerned with practicalities. It stresses
tolerance and respect for other faiths. It teaches the oneness of the
human race; the dignity and full equality of women; to earn by our
own efforts and share what we have with others. It teaches us
responsibility for the less fortunate in society. This is the Sikh path to
an under-standing of God and the wonder of His creation. It is the
clarity of these teachings that Dr Oberoi wishes to lose in the vague
morass of subcontinent practices that he describes as Sanatan
Dhanna.

Much Ado About Nothing
Dr Hakam Singh
“One may read cart loads of books or pack caravans with them. One may
read boat loads of books or fill cellars with them. One may read in every
breath through months, years and all one’s, life. But says Nanak, there is
only one factor (the love of God) that counts, the rest is all useless prattle
of ego”. (Guru Nanak, Adi Granth p. 467)

After going through Harjot Oberoi’s book, “The Construction
of Religious Boundaries”, one is immensely impressed by the amount
of work put in its preparation and the time he must have devoted to
this task.
He must have read “cart loads” of books and read them for
many years (fourteen years according to his own statement) which is
quite evident from the number of references listed in the book. He
seems to have taken great pains to go to some totally obscure sources
like Ruchi Ram’s autobiography to prove some insignificant points
which, he feels, would substantiate his thesis that towards the end of
the nineteenth century the Singh Sabha movement created the so
called “Tat Khalsa” which, by formulating new doctrines on what
Sikhism ought to represent, challenged all existing definitions of belief
and being within a pluralistic Sikh tradition (p. 416). This essentially
leads to conclude that according to Oberoi the Singh Sabha movement
was a reform movement which changed the very basic definition of
“Sikh”.
To support his thesis Oberoi gives some categorical state-ments
without any historical substantiation, which is in discard with the
fundamental definition of good research work. For example, on page
76: “Khalsa Sikhs accepted a line of nine successors of Guru Nanak.
Sahjdhari Sikh often had a radically different version of the line of
succession”. He further goes on to say that, “Khalsa Sikhs began to
recognize Adi Granth as Guru, Sahjdhari Sikhs were not given to
accept a text as a Guru and favored living human Gurus”. By saying
that Khalsa Sikhs “began to recognize Adi Granth as Guru” Oberoi
seems to imply that immediately after the death of Guru Gobind Singh
the Khalsa Sikhs did not start recognizing the Adi Granth as their
Guru. He thus seems to deny the historical evidence offered by Rahat
Namas Wntten by authors who were contemporary to the tenth Guru,
that before his death he gave the Gurnship to the Adi Granth.
Before going into a detailed appraisal of the contributions of
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this book it would be appropriate to review briefly the relevant
histori-cal background. Since this book deals mainly with the Sikhs
and the Sikh movements in the nineteenth century (although in the
preface of the book the author claims that, “this book seeks to answer
two closely related questions. How Indian religions are to be
conceptualized? What did it mean to be a Sikh in the nineteenth
century?), a brief account of evolution of the Sikh religion up to the
second half of the nineteenth century will be useful.
Sikh religion, as everyone knows, is a relatively young religion,
and it is not impossible to find historical documentary evidence for its
most significant events.
From Guru Nanak through Guru Arjun (the fifth Guru) ideals and
basic tenets of the new religious order were laid down. These included
strict monotheism, forbidding of the idol worship and mean-ingless
form and rituals. On the social side, the main attributes were equality
of all human beings irrespective of caste, col or, and geographi-cal
origin. The householder’s life with all its responsibilities was preferred
over monastic or ascetic life. As a practical step towards the equality
of humankind, the institution of langar (common kitchen) was
established, where high as well as low would sit together and eat. Sikh
temples (Dharamsalas) were established, that were open to everyone.
The most important event of this period was the compilation of the Adi
Granth, including hymns of the five Gurus together with those of many
contemporary and earlier sants and bhagats.
The theocratic monarchy of the time considered this new
movement to be a challenge and a “state within a state”.l For this the
fifth Guru had to sacrifice his life.
From Guru Har Gobind (the sixth Guru) onward a new phase
started. The use of force to uphold righteousness, to defend the
oppressed, and for self-defence was justified. The ninth Guru (Tegh
Bahadur) sacrified his life for protecting the religious freedom of Hindus.
The tenth and the last living Guru (Gobind Singh) started the amrit
ceremony, and through this he initiated the Sikhs into the Khalsa order.
He gave them a dress code, changed their names (to Singhs), and
enjoined them to keep unshorn hair. The most unusual aspect of ‘this
ceremony was that after initiating the first five (the Piyaras – the
beloved ones) he himself requested them and was initiated by them
thus bringing equality to an ultimate level. It is important to note that
four out of the five piyaras belonged to the untouchable castes. He thus
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in practicality finished the distinction of caste system which the earlier
Gurus had professed to be the worst malady of the society. A summary
of Guru Gobind Singh’s address at that time, based on the report of a
news writer, sent to the Mughal court and vouched by the Persian
historian, Ghulam Muhiuddin, goes as follows:
“I wish you all to embrace one creed and follow one path. Let the
four Hindu castes, who have different rules laid down for them in the
Sastras, abandon them altogether, and adopting the way of cooperation, mix freely with one another. Let no one deem himself superior
to another. Do not follow the old scriptures. Let none pay heed to the
Ganges, and other places of pilgrimage which are considered holy in
the Hindu religion, or adore the Hindu deities such as Rama, Krishna,
Brahma and Durga, but all should believe in Guru Nanak and his
successors. Let men of the four castes receive amrit, eat out of the
same vessel and feel no disgust or contempt for one another”.
After the death of Guru Gobind Singh in 1708, came Banda
Bahadur. He came like a whirlwind and toppled the Mughal empire in
Punjab. He stayed for a very short period - was captured in 1715 and
tortured to death. However, he gave the taste of freedom to Sikhs and
proved that dreams could be realized with unity and resolve. After the
death of Banda the number of Khalsa Sikhs could not be more than a
few thousands. The next few decades were even more testing for the
Sikhs. They were persecuted, were put to death whenever caught, and
there was a price on the head of a Sikh. A couple of times they were
even thought to have been exterminated. Inspite of all these adversities
the Khalsa did not lose courage and stayed steadfast on the path
fighting against the tyrants with an unshakable faith in the Guru.
Punjab at that time was in great political turmoil. Afghan invaders
from the Northwest swooped over the country year after year and
plundered the land with impunity. The only resistance was offered by
Sikhs who, with their gorilla tactics, harassed the invaders. They
rattled like a thorn in their side and time and again their efforts to
destroy the Sikhs were frustrated. Finally they got their chance in 1762
when in a direct confrontational battle the Sikhs, who were badly out
numbered, took heavy losses. Out of about thirty thousand Sikhs,
which included a majority of old men, women, and children, more than
half were killed. The episode is appropriately known as Vada
Ghalughara or the great holocaust.
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Even this great setback did not diminish the confidence of Sikhs,
because they all believed in “charhdi kala”, as taught to them by
Guru Gobind Singh.
After the ninth and last invasion of Ahmad Shah Abdali in 1769,
the Sikh Misls that were active for the past three decades, found a
power vacuum in Punjab and filled it immediately. However, instead of
joining together each Misl started its own territory which resulted in
frequent internecine skirmishes. This continued until the end of the
eighteenth century, when Ranjit Singh established a unified Sikh
com-monwealth in Punjab. Although no definite figures are available,
it will be hard to put the total number of Sikhs at that time to be over
one hundred thousand.
Soon after the establishment of the Khalsa Commonwealth a
large number of Hindus and a relatively small number of Muslims
started converting to Sikhism. So much so that within a couple of
decades the number of Sikhs is estimated to have risen to over one
million. This seems to be a reasonably correct figure because the reports
of first census in 1881 indicate the number of Sikhs to be 1.7 million.
With this historical background and statistical data let us examine
the view point of Oberoi regarding the culture, identity, and diversity
in the Sikh tradition in the nineteenth century, specially prior to the
Singh Sabha movement. Later on we will examine his views on the
work and achievements of this movement more critically.
According to Oberoi, towards the second half of the nineteenth
century the Sikhs, by and large, believed in, and practiced rituals and
rites and customs akin to those practised by the Hindus of Punjab. For
some unknown reason he has coined the term “Sanatan Sikhs”, which
he has given to this presumed majority. The reason for this title is
explained as follows:
“The word Sanatan derives from Sanskrit and has connotation
of something that is ancient, almost as if out of secular time” (p. 92). He
further explains, “The Sanatan Sikhs came in the course of the
nineteenth century to quite literally believe that their theology, rites,
and practices had ancient origins and were beyond the pale of
diachronic time”. He goes on to say that “the Sanatan Sikhs, in addition
to considering Adi Granth and Dasam Granth as their sacred was, also
began to accord an almost analogous status to the Puranas” (P. 99)
The reason for inclusion of Puranas into the category of sacred text is
“that much of the Dasam Granth materials had been called from the
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puranas” (p. 100).
To substantiate his arguments Oberoi quotes Anandghan as
“one of the best known Sikh exegets” and gives in extenso his
exposition of the words “Satnam Karta Purkh”, the first line of the first
stanza of Japu ji to prove the pervasiveness of the impact of what Dasam
Granth represented. After carefully going through this exposition of
Anandghan the only conclusion that one could draw is that it was
unimaginative and that even with the stretch of one’s imagination one
could not draw the conclusion that Oberoi has been able to extract.
In addition to the Sanatan Sikh religion Oberoi also invokes the
idea of a popular religion in Punjab in the nineteenth century. At some
places he has intermingled the two while at other places, as it suits
him, he has made efforts to keep the two separate. Anyway. the main
attributes of these followers of Sanatan and/or popular Sikhism are the
worship of Sakhi Sarvar, Guga Pir, Seetla Devi, and the village ancestors.
Of these only in the case of Sakhi Sarvar worship he has presented
some statistics. But the conclusion he has drawn from these figures
are just short of fantasy. According to him about 3% of the total
population of Sikhs in 1911 reported that they were the followers of
Sakhi Sarvar. On the basis of this measly figure he has the temerity to
conclude that the Sanatan Sikhism was the prevalent faith during the
nineteenth century. He must have soon realized the weakness of his
argument because he tries to hedge by saying that is a result of the
efforts of the Singh Sabha movement a sharp decline in the number of
followers of Sakhi Sarvar must have taken place between 1880 and
1911. Thus he seems to believe that there was a sharp rise in the
number of Sanatan Sikhs between the beginning of the nineteenth
century and 1880, and an equally sudden fall in their numbers after
1880, as if by the waving of a magic wand.
At another point in this book Oberoi has inadvertently given
a rather different thought on who these so called Sanatan Sikhs
were. During the reign of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, “the Khalsa
principles were watered down by the Lahore state, in part it
sanctioned the rituals and life cycle ceremonies associated with
Brahmanical Hinduism and its accompanying social system
encapsulated in the varna hierarchy”. This explanation seems more
plausible, because a sudden opportunistic influx of Hindus into
the folds of Sikhism resulted in a number of such people getting
close to the Maharaja, e.g. Dogra brothers, who Were never Sikhs at
heart. Such people manipulated the Maharaja, who himself, to start
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with, was not too enthusiastic and staunch a follower of the Khalsa
tradition.
It will also be incorrect to say that all of the new converts were
opportunists, because even after the Khalsa Raj was gone, a gairly
large number stayed within the folds of Sikhism. However, it will be
reasonably correct to assume that a fairly large number of the new
initiates could not and did not give up their age old traditions, and
breack blood relations and thus observed only the most significant
rules of a new religion as is reported by Ibbetson;2 "With the exception
of the Akali, who still adhered to the ordinances of the Khalsa, many of
the original observances of the Sikhs had fallen in disuse, but for the
five external signs and abstinence from tobaco." As a matter of
semantics Oberoi has the liberty to give this group of Sikhs any romantic
name. They came from the so called Sanatan Dharam and, therefore,
ne could justify this name, but nt for the reason given by Oberoi.
Another major point of discrepancy in Oberoi's bok is his appraisal
of the Singh Sabha movement, its modus operendi, and its
contributions, if any, to the Sikh religion.
The role of British Raj in helping the inception of this movement,
as percieved by Oberoi, is at best naive. According to him “British
administrators were disappointed that the contemporary state of
Sikhism did not measure to their standards”. The historical facts are
that immediately after the annexation of Punjab arrangements were
made by some high British officials to open missions in order to convert
Sikhs into Christianity. They should have been overjoyed rather than
disappointed to see the Sikhs going astray because it would he far
easier to convert such people than those who are steadfast in their
religion.
Another example of Oberoi’s strange logic - on page 235 he
writes, “the dynamics of two forces - the changes injected into Punjab
society by British rule and the dirve of the Kuka Sikhs to defend traditional
cultural values - led to the formation of Singh Sabha”. This needs to be
given serious thought. On the same page he says, “when in 1872 the
Kuka Sikhs staged their march to Maler Kotla, many within the community
were quick to percieve that this would sour the Sikh romance with the
Raj”. If the motivation behind the formation of Singh Sabha was to sweeten
the romance with the Raj, then the second reason given by Oberoi
negates it. He states (p. 235) that “in 1873 four Sikh students at a
Christian mission school in Amritsar declared their intention to convert
to the new faith. This latest announcement to convert, stirred Thakur
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Singh Sandhanwalia”. Singh Sabha formation took place soon
afterwards. Also every student of history knows what kind of sweet
romance existed between the British Raj and the Singh Sabha.
A lot more can be said about what Oberoi has written on the
Singh Sabha movement. Those interested should refer to the excellent
article by Gurdashan Singh Dhillon.3 (Chapter 2)
This book is padded up with a large body of irrelevant and
superfluous information which may be useful to some research workers
- a silverlining to the cloud. Other than that the book contains many
glaring inconsistencies some of which are pointed out below:
On page 22, he writes, “Religious books like Adi Granth are so
amorphous that those in favour of status quo, reformists and
resur-rectionists, could all quote chapter and verse in favour of their
cause”. The dictionary meaning of the word “amorphous” is without
definite form, lacking organization, uncrystalized. On page 50, however,
he writes about the Adi Granth, “A voiceless sector of Punjabi society
could now both interpret and express its life experience through a
highly structured and written body of religious thought”. Again on
page 54 he writes, “while the Adi Granth is the most voluminous and
structured of the early seventeenth century devotional anthologies”.
These self contradictory statements indicate that he has not cared to
study the Adi Granth. It is amazing that someone writing on the
construction of boundaries of Sikh Religion has hardly given any
reference from the Adi Granth where the teachings of the founders of
the faith have been compiled. and authenticated by one of the founders
himself.
Even when looking for “what constituted Sikh identity during
the early Guru period” Oberoi has quoted Bhai Gurdas Bhalla (p. 50)
and not the famous hymn of Guru Ram Das from the Adi Granth which
has similar meaning (Adi Granth p. 305-6).4
His statement on page 56, “just as there is no fixed Guru Nanak
in the Janam Sakhis, there is no fixed Sikh identity in the early Guru
period” is in bad taste and indicates that Oberoi is toeing the line of his
mentor, Dr McLeod who in his book “Guru Nanak and Sikh Religion
has left no stone unturned to prove by hook or crook that almost all
the sakhis written in the Janam Sakhis and the writings of Bhai Gurdas
On the life of Guru Nanak are myths and without any truth in them.
His arguments (p. 57) regarding the hymn of Guru Arjl’n (Adi
Granth, Bhairau, p. 1136), whose last stanza as quoted by Oberoi is:
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“To the formless one I bow in my heart, I am neither Hindu nor Muslim,”
are just fantastic. He invokes Prof. Sahib Singh that “Guru Arjun worte
this hymn in a definite context: He was responding to an older verse
by Kabir included in the Adi Granth”. Normally one responds to a
statement if one differs from its content. The two aforesaid hymns are
synonymous in spirit, therefore, Guru Arjun is substantiating Kabir’s
idea, affirming “I am neither Hindu nor Muslim”.
Oberoi’s skewed arguments to try to prove one of his
precon-cieved ideas by twisting the facts reminds me of that Biologist
who was conducting research on the “hearing power of fleas”. He was
giving a lecture on this subject when he took out a flea, set it on his
right hand and addressed the audience as follows:
“Ladies and gentlemen, I have trained this flea to listen to my
command and obey it”. So saying he said to the flea, “On to my left
hand”. The flea immediately flew and sat on his left hand. “On to my
right hand”, he said again and the flea immediately obeyed. He repeated
this another couple of times and the flea obeyed correctly every time.
Now he took hold of the flea and pulled out its wings. After this
operation he set the flea on his right hand and gave it the command to
go to his left hand. The flea did not obey even when he repeated it a
few times. “Ladies and gentlemen,” the biologist said triumphantly, “I
have conclusively proved that the hearing power of a flea is in its
wings”.
Some of Oberoi’s statements are confusing, for example, on page
59: “Given the paucity of written records it is hard to specify why the
Khalsa order was established and it is even harder to specify the exact
nature of the Khalsa under Gobind Singh”. Thus he does not seem to
think of any historical record that could shed light on this subject. At
the same time, however, he quotes (p. 61-62), probably from the var of
Bhai Gurdas Singh, “Similarly, only those who choose to identify with the
Khalsa are gunnukhs, the rest are all manmukhs”. Actually the meaning
should be - those who were gunnukhs (who follow the advice of the Guru)
identified with the Khalsa, the manmukhs went astray.
The statement on page 64 regarding the Khalsa ceremony of
‘Khande di Pahul’ is wrong when he says, “All this done to the
recitation of five quatrains from the writings of Guru Gobind Singh.
Every Sikh knows that Japu ji and Anand Sahib, which are an integral
part of this ceremony are not Guru Gobind Singh’s banis.
On pp. 69-70 Oberoi, by a rather convoluted argument tries to
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say that Guru Gobind Singh may not have given the edict that after
him, the Shabad Guru, will be the eternal Guru of Sikhs. He goes on to
say that it was the absence of any clear leadership within the Sikh
ranks after the death of Guru Gobind Singh that prompted Khalsa
Sikhs to fill this vacuum by putting Guru Granth, the Scriptural Guru
into service and thus, “the doctrine of Guru Granth served as a useful
substitute for the line of Sikh Gurus by providing much needed cohesion
to a Panth faced with political turmoil and serious internal dissension”.
This shows total disregard to the historical facts. After the death
of Guru Gobind Singh, Banda Bahadur remained an absolutely
undisputed leader of Sikhs for several years. Under his leadership
Sikhs were united, and conquered a good portion of Punjab. However,
he was never, even for a moment, accepted as a Guru by the Khalsa.
The reason is clear, and is substantiated by several historical writings
by some of Guru Gobind Singh’s contemporary writers, that the tenth
Guru did formally declare the Adi Granth to be the eternal Guru after
him.5
The statement on page 88, “While the Sikh Gurus and
sub-sequently, their disciples tried to redefine the norms of the society
in which they lived particularly under Khalsa, eventually they were
unable to create an absolutely new mode of social organization”, seems
to be off the mark when examined in the light of his earlier description
of the set of rituals appropriated by Khalsa Sikhs as set out in Rahit
Namas (pp. 64-66).
Let us come again to the so called “Sanatan Sikhs” who
accord-ing to him “came in the course of the nineteenth century to
quite literally believe that their theology, rites and practices had ancient
origin and were beyond the pale of dichronic time (p. 93)”. How this so
called Sanatan Sikh tradition appeared from the blue and rejected all the
norms set by the ten Sikh Gurus in favour of those from ancient tunes is
a mystery for which Oberoi does not have any clue. Further- more if these
so called Sanatan Sikhs believed in theology, rites and practices of ancient
origin that were condemned by the Sikh Gurus, how could they be
labelled ‘Sikhs’ of any kind or shade?
Oberoi’s explanation of Guru-Sikhi (p. 112) is a bit too over
stretched. The descendents of Guru Nanak (Bedis) and those of Sodhi
Gurus, though commanded great respect among the Sikh masses, Were
never given the status of any of the ten Sikh Gurus, or for that matter
Guru Granth Sahib. Although they used a pillow and people bowed to
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them out of respect, their seat in the congregation was always lower
than that of Guru Granth Sahib. They bowed to Guru Granth Sahib like
any other Sikh when they came to the congregation. Similarly sants
and sadhs were given due respect as told by the Sikh scriptures, but
they were never given the status of a Guru.
Oberoi seems to have a rather turbid view of Udasis and Nirmalas
and their role in the spread of Sikhism among the masses. For example,
on page 128, “It was Nirmalas who championed the cause of Sikhism
and became custodians of the faith”. But at the same time he is asking
the reason for the flourishing of Udasi akharas.
The Udasi lineage was started by Sri Chand, the son of Guru
Nanak. They never came into the fold of Khalsa in that they are ascetic
and do not observe the Khalsa code of five K’s. During most of the
eighteenth century when Sikhs were being persecuted and were hiding
most of the time, the Udasis took care of the Sikh shrines because the
Mughal and Afghan rulers did not consider them to be Sikhs and,
therefore, ignored them. Nirmalas, on the other hand, come from the
five Khalsa (Celibate) Sikhs sent by Guru Gobind Singh to Kashi for
higher studies in Sanskrit. They are amritdhari Sikhs and spend their
life in learning Sikh scripture and expounding them.
The number of Udasi and Nirmalas has never been large enough
to be a significant factor in any statistical consideration of Sikh
population.
Talking of popular religion in Punjab and its links with Sanatan
Sikhism in the nineteenth century Oberoi admits that the sources are
scarce and he has “used mainly three (not too reliable) sources; the
court chronicles, the records of the British Raj, and the diatribes of
Sikh intellegentsia from the last quarter of the nineteenth century”. He
goes on to admit that, “undoubtedly these sources reek with personal
biases, but once subjected to what Paul Ricoeur aptly calls,
‘hermeneutics of suspicion’, i.e., an iconoclastic textual reading
grounded in disbelief and always on the look out for filters, they begin
to yield rich dividends”. The only problem arises when the applicator
of hermeneutics of suspicion uses colored filters. In that case, to him
they may be yielding rich dividends but in actuality his conclusions
may be even more biased. This seems to be the case with Oberoi’s
book.
For example, on page 147 he gives a sweeping and categorical
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statement, “for much of the nineteenth century Sikhs were deeply
involved in the worship of miracle saints and undertook regular
pilgrimages to their shrines”. The basis of this statement seems to be
the figures he quotes for the 1911 census in which a mere 3% of Sikhs
were followers of Sakhi Sarvar. Now readers can judge for themselves
what kind of hermeneutics of suspicion he has applied.
Even when historical proofs to the contrary do exist, Oberoi
insists that Gurbilas Chhevin Patshahi was written in the latter
decades of the first half of the nineteenth century because it seem to
serve his purpose. On page 190-91 he discusses Gurbilas Chhevin
Patshahi and Sau Sakhi and lables them anonymous writings.
However, he then presumes that they were written by Sanatan Sikhs.
One wonders what makes him think so. These texts could as well have
been written by some clever and manipulative Hindu Brahmin whose
purpose was to in-filtrate Sanatan traditions into the Khalsa tradition
as was done earlier with Buddhism. As a researcher it would have been
more appropriate to hold his comments until an unequivocal proof of
their authorships was established.
Does Oberoi consider narration of avtaras and bloody battles
of Devi with demons in Dasam Granth to be just poetical rendering of
Hindu mythology into Punjabi and Brj Bhasha (the vernaculars of the
time) or a proof that the tenth Guru was a believer of these myths?
(considering that was all written by him). If the answer is affirmative
then how can he explain the other writings of the tenth Guru in Dasam
Granth which clearly state that he believes in only the one timeless
God?
Page 208: Oberoi writes, “there are all kinds of problems with
notions such as ‘quality of faith’. Quality according to whom?
Nineteenth century reformers, indigenous practitioners, or twentieth
century historians? Second, quality according to which standards?
Scriptural, ethical, theological, or historical? Third, even if we were to
accept assumption that ruling elites under Ranjit Singh were more
licentious than at other periods of history, its connection with a decline
in Sikhism remains nebulous. Quality in matters of religion is a very
relative concept which we may do well not try quantifying”.
The question immediately arises as to what yardstick has Oberoi
used to draw a line of demarkation between the Khalsa Sikhs and the
so called Sanatan Sikhs? Has he not done so on the basis of quality of
faith? Has he not by doing so ventured to quantify this concept?
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Page 314: “In the Khalsa view of the World the Granth was the
rightful heir to the ten Sikh Gurus”. This sentence smells of insinuation
that it is Tat Khalsa who gave the Guruship to Guru Granth Sahib and
not the tenth Guru.
Page 319: “All this was possible at the expense of the other Sikh
text, the Dasam Granth”. This is a totally incorrect statement. Dasam
Granth was neither compiled nor authenticated by any of the ten Sikh
Gurus. As a matter of fact even today discussions are going on
regarding the writings of Guru Gobind Singh and those of his court
poets in this volume. Although the Sikhs gave respect to Dasam Granth,
it was never given the status of Shabad Guru which was given to Adi
Granth by Guru Gobind Singh himself.
Page 330: “Sikh heroic figures from the eighteenth century were
shown to have been punished, tortured, and killed for desiring to
retain cultural markers”. The so called cultural markers that Oberoi is
referring to are the five Ks. I wonder if he has ever thought seriously
about their being religious markers.
Page 348: “Sikh claims over Punjabi rested on the fact that
the Adi Granth was written in the gurmukhi script, one of the
several scripts in which Punjabi can be written”. This indicates
Oberoi’s ignorance about the fact that Punjabi as spoken cannot
be written in any other script. The gurmukhi script was tailor
made to write Punjabi. For example, even the Devnagri script
which is the closest to Punjabi does not have the letter equivalent
to V. Most other scripts do not have consonants like “C’ or ‘R.
Page 416: “The Tat Khalsa by formulating new doctrines of what
Sikhism ought to represent challenged all existing definitions of belief
and being within a pluralistic Sikh tradition”.
It is hard to believe that a person holding a Sikh and Punjabi
chair at a university could give this kind of opinion which reeks of
either a total disregard for all historical evidences or lack of
understanding of basic doctrines of Sikhism.
Looking at the enormous amount of superfluous material that
this book contains and what a scholar of Sikh studies can get out of it,
a more appropriate title of the book should be: “Much ado about
nothing”.
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U.B.C. Sikh Chair:
Building or Destroying the Sikh Identity?
Dr Jasbir Singh Mann
More than 500 years ago, Guru Nanak established Sikhism with
its independent identity and doctrines in contradiction to all earlier
Indian traditions. Initial Canadian exposure of the Sikhs Was generated
by Sikh troops or by Sikh companies from friends and relatives. During
Queen Victoria Diamond Jubilee in 1897, Sikh regiments passed through
Canada which probably initiated the Sikh migra-tion. Six thousand
Sikh pioneers entered Canada between 1903 and 1908 in a
comparatively unregulated immigration. 3,000 Sikhs crossed the border
of the United States at that time.
“Sikhs worked hard in their fight against racial discrimination
and immigration ban for their existence and carried out a liberation
struggle for India from Canada and the United States under the serious
threat of political surveillance by the Britishers across North America.
The pioneer Sikhs in Canada went through the political climate with
racial conflicts in British Columbia and also underwent Asiatic riots
during a major depression which hit North America in 1907 and 1908.
Pioneeer Sikhs underwent isolated pattern of living conditions and
did rough outdoor work in sawmills and shinglemills particularly in
the lower Fraser Valley - Vancouver region on Vancouver Island.
Pioneer Sikhs went through the difficulties of solidarity, but continued
to have strong faith in Waheguru and the independent identity of the
Sikhs. The Sikhs established the Khalsa Diwan Society in 1907. By
1920 gurdwaras had been erected in Vancouver, New Westminister,
Vic-toria, Nanaimo, Golden, Abbotsford, Fraser Mills, and Paldi. The
Sikh migration continued during the First, Second World War, and
later on.”l
In order to promote better understanding of Sikhism in Canada,
the Sikh Community, under the Federation of Sikh Socities, established
a Sikh Chair at UBC with the General Objective: “to initiate, maintain
and promote instruction and research undergraduate and graduate
levels in the areas of Punjabi Language, punjabi Literature, Sikhism
{doctrine, religious practice and philosophy), Sikh History and other
aspects of Sikh Studies such as Sikhs in Canada.”2 The money for this
chair was paid by the Sikhs as well as by the multicultural department from
their taxes. UBC in 1987 selected Dr. Harjot Oberoi
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for this chair. The Sikh community did not have any say on this
appointment.
It is very interesting to note that the Sikhs paid the money and
signed the contract with UBC in 1985, but the chair was not started
until 1987. Sardar Mohinder Singh Gosal, the President of Federation
of Sikh Societies of Canada and the signatory to the contract, made a
statement on July 22, 1994 “that there is evidence to prove that the 2
year delay to start this chair was intentional under the pressures from
anti-Sikh political forces.”3 It seems very clear from his statement that
UBC became a part of the plan to defuse the Sikh identity from the
inception of this chair. It is possible that UBC waited for 2 years to hire
an applicant which was being groomed for anti-Sikh propaganda. As
is evident from the objectives of the Sikh chair, the applicant must be
qualified for Punjabi language, Literature, and Sikhism (doctrine,
religious practice, and philosophy). Dr Oberoi has admitted himself
that he is only a student of history, has nothing to do with religion,
and his qualifications for Punjabi language and literature remain
ques-tionable. Many other applicants with appropriate qualifications
were rejected. How the selection process was held to fulfill the special
objectives, as outlined in the contract, is a serious matter and needs
thorough investigation.
Anyhow, Dr. Oberoi took this assignment with special objectives,
but his seven years of published work and various presentations at
different universities has clearly shown that he has violated the
objectives of the chair. A group of visiting scholars from India, in the
month of July 1994, were approached by the Sikh community of North
America to review Dr. Oberoi’s academic work in reference to the
Endowment Trust Fund Contract between UBC, Government of Canada
and the Sikhs. The following material was reviewed by them.
1) The momerandum of agreement between the Federation of Sikh
Societies (representing the Sikh Community of Canada),
University of British Columbia, and the Government of Canada,
dated March 16, 1985 and February 25, 1987.
2) “Construction of Religious Boundaries” by Dr. Harjot Oberoi,
published by Oxford University Press, New Delhi, 1994.
3) Article, “Popular Saints, Goddesses and Village Sacred Sites: Rereading Sikh Experience in the Nineteenth Century”, read at UC
Berkeley, February 1987.
4) Article, “From Ritual to Counter-Ritual: Rethinking the Hindu-
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Sikh Question”, Sikh History and Religion in the Twentieth
Century, University of Toronto, 1988.
5) Article, “Sikh Fundamentalism: Ways of Turning Things Over?”,
Presented at the Annual meeting of the American Academy of
Religion, Anaheim, November 1989.
6) Article, “Sikh Fundamentalism: Translating History into Theory”,
Fundamentalisms and the State, University of Chicago Press
1993. Dr Oberoi has made different presentations on the subject
of fundamentalism in relation to Sikhism at various universities.
7) Article, “The Wordship of Pir Sakhi Sarvar: Illness, Healing and
Poplular Culture in the Punjab,” Studies in History, special
number on popular Culture, vol.2, 1987.
8) Article, “Popular Saints, Goddesses and Village Sacred Sites”,
University of Chicago Press, vol. 31, 1992, pg. 340-78.
9) UBC Report of Activities of Chair in Punjabi Language, Literature,
and Sikh Studies, covering the period 1987-1992..
10) UBC Report on Administrative and technical matters relating to
activities of the Sikh Studies Chair, with a forewording letter
dated February 7, 1992, signed by A.J. McClean, Associate
Vice President (Academic).
The following senior scholars of Sikh Studies participated in
this review:
1. Dr Balkar Singh, Professor & Head; Dept. of Guru Granth Sahib
Studies, Punjabi University, Patiala, India
2. Dr Darshan Singh, Professor & Head; Dept. of Guru Nanak
Studies, Punjab University, Chandigarh, India
3. Dr. Kehar Singh, Professor; Dept. of Political Science, Punjabi
University, Patiala, India
4. Dr. Gurnam Kaur Reader, Dept. of Guru Granth Sahib Studies,
Punjabi University, Patiala, India.
“They were of the unanimous opinion that the incumbent, Dr.
Harjot Oberoi, did not contribute to the fulfument of the objectives
laid down in the agreement concerning the Sikh Chair at UBC.”4 (For
more details, see appendix III)
The pertinent fmdings of the work done by Dr. Oberoi can be
summarized as follows:
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1. Western methodology suffers from two serious handicaps: a)
No settled scriptures 300 years after Christ. b) Christ Ministry,
lasted only 2.5 years. But, the Sikh scripture was interpreted
and demonstrated by the Gurus for 2.5 centuries. It is ridiculous
to apply methodologies relevant to Christian ideology where
scrip-ture developed as a result of history and culture to
Sikhism, where scripture is revelatory and authenticated by the
prophet. Validity of Oberoi’s application in this background by
using terms like ‘plurality’, ‘ambiguity’, and ‘fluidity’ becomes
meaningless and irrelevant.
2. It is a motiviated attempt to dissolve the Sikh identity and
ideology which is new and in contradiction to all earlier Indian
tradi-tions. Guru Granth Sahib is a new scripture with new
ideology and new religious experience. Sikhism completely
denies the authority of Vedas and Upanishads. Guru Nanak
even calls some of their injunctions to be wrong. The Sikh
Gurus were so clear and particular about the independent and
separate identity of their religious system, they took very
significant steps by compiling and authenticating the Sikh
scripture in 1604 AD with complete repository and fmal authority
on the Sikh ideology. The Shabad has been given the sanction
of God. The Tenth Master took two important steps: 1) Nash
Doctrine and 2) made the Sikh scripture, not only an exclusive
vehicle of the Gurus message, but also gave it the status of
Guru, Guide, and Teacher of the Sikhs.
3. Most of Dr. Oberoi’s formulations are based on Dr. McLeod’s
work, which has already been challenged, exposed, and found
to be inadequate. The reader is advised to study the following
books on this issue:
i) Perspectives in Sikh Traditions.
ii) Advanced Studies in Sikhism.
iii) Recent Researces in Sikhism.
iv) Fundamental Issues in Sikh Studies.
v) Ernest Trump and Hew McLeod as Scholars of Sikh Religion,
History and Culture
vi) Planned Attack on Aad Sri Guru Granth Sahib
4. Dr Oberoi does not study Sikh religion as a spiritual experience.
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He tries to give materialistic interpretation to a non-material
phenomena. His understanding of Sikhism is based Upon
Sociol-ogy and Anthropology. In order to understand Sikhism,
one must understand that history and sociology of Sikhism
flow out of Guru Granth Sahib. Any study which does not
include Guru Granth Sahib and the history of the Guru period
as references will be inadequate and will bring wrong results.
5. He totally ignores ample historical evidence which gives a
distinctive character to Sikhism including Sikh scripture,
martyrdom of the Gurus and thousands of Sikhs. If it were not
a distinctive religion, then what was the need to defend it by
courting martyr-dom? Dr. Oberoi has quoted that “Sikh Study
needs to be fully open to the gauge of history” on page 35; but
on the contrary, he has knowingly and willfully suppressed the
following academic facts:
-

History of Guru Period (Sri Chand, Mohan, Prithi, and Ram
Rai transgresed Sikh beliefs in early Sikh history and were
isolated)

-

Sikh Scripture delineating independent Sikh identity

-

Martyrdom of the 5th and 9th Guru to uphold religious
freedom

-

Testimony of Mohsan Fani (Muslim Chronicle, 1645)

-

Execution of Banda and 740 Sikhs in New Delhi (not even
one desereted while given the choice to do so, 1715-16)

-

Kazi Nur Mohammed (Historian of 18th Century)

-

Why prices on Sikh heads were fixed by Mughals? - Misal
Raj

-

History of Maharaha Ranjit Singh period(His government
was know as Sarkar-i-Khalsa; he issued coins in the name
of the Guru and all his princes were adressed as Khalsa. He
was made to appear at Akal Takhat and was granted
Tankhah. )

-

Work of Bute Shah is suppressed

-

Sikh Theologians like Kavi Santokh Singh, Giani Gian Singh,
Khushwakat Rai, Sohan Lal Suri, and Ahmad Shah, were
completely ignored
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6 His use of concepts like ‘multiple identities in Sikhism’, ‘several
competing definitions of a Sikh’ ‘religious diversity in Sikhism’,
‘religious fluidity in Sikh traditions’, ‘religious pluralism in
Sikhism’, ‘amorphous growth of religion’, etc., are not
sustainable in the face of 18th century Sikh History of
persecution. Ample Mogul State identifIcation of Sikhs is
ignored. “The Mughals, the Afghans, and many Hindu scribes
of Mughal courts called Guru Nanak and all his successors,
Nanak Panthis. Historical Mughal court records and writings
of Non-Sikh scholars clearly prove that the appelation Nanak
Panthi was attached not only to Guru Nanak and his immediate
successors, but even to Guru Hargobind, Guru Gobind Singh,
and Banda.”5
7. He makes vague and irrelevant observations regarding Sakhi
Sarvar, Guga, Settela, and Ancestor worship among the Sikhs.
“He clearly suppresses H.A. Rose’s clear observation (whom
he otherwise quotes) that in the Sikh villages, there was known
enmity between the Sikhs who did not worship Sakhi Sarvar
and the Hindus who believed in Sakhi Sarvar.”6
8. Oberoi suppresses the details of the mainstream Singh Sabha
movement and totally ignores the great role played by them
with the strength of Sikh ideology. Every student of Sikh history
knows that the Singh Sabha movement was wholly a revivalist
movement “working strictly within the parameters of the Sikh
religion and its tradition. In fact, the very reasons that it invoked
the authority of the Gurus and the Guru Granth Sahib and public
examples of Sikh martyrs who suffered and sacrificed themselves
for the principle of the Sikh religion, account for the Success of
the Singh Sabha leaders in safely steering the Sikh community
towards its goal in the lean period of Sikh history after the fall
of the Sikh kingdom. Dr. Oberoi is only promoting Singh Sabhas
with vested interest (Rawalpindi, Faridkot, Amritsar) which
stressed the need for human Gurus and wanted to promote that
Bedis, Bhallas, Trehans and Sodhis deserve special patronage due
to their descent from families of Sikh Gurus; which is contrary to
the Sikh ideology. He is promoting Raja of Faridkot; Baba Khem
Singh Bedi; and Bhai Avtar Singh Vahiria, whose books ‘Khalsa
Dharam Shastar,’ ‘Sikh Dharam Tat Darshan,’ and ‘Gurdarshan
Shastar’ clearly promoted anti-Sikh ideologies e.g.,
– Sikh Gurus didn’t prohibit the worship of Gods and Godesses
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– It was wrong to remove caste distinctions
The real Singh Sabhas which promoted Sikh doctrines as
enshrined in Guru Granth Sahib have been downplayed by Dr. Oberoi.
The Lahore Group, which represented the entire community of 118
Singh Sabhas, were in fact successful to project the correct image of
Sikhism. The Lahore Group writers and their published work is listed
below:
WRITERS: Prof. Gurmukh Singh, Giani Ditt Singh, Mayya Singh,
Bhai Jawahar Singh, Bhai Kahan Singh, Giani Gian Singh, Naurang
Singh, and Jodh Singh.
BOOKS: ‘Ham Hindu Nahin,’ ‘Panth Prakash,’ ‘Sacha Dharmi,’
‘Gurmat Prabhakar,’ ‘Gurmat Sudhakar’ and ‘Durga Parbodh.’
9. He talks of undefined religious boundaries in India, although
nearly 900 million of its population have concentrated itself to
Buddhism, Hinduism, Islam, Christianity, and Sikhism. He writers
on page 1 that “It is very well for the historians of religion to
think, speak, and write about Islam, Hinduism, and Sikhism;
but they rarely pause to consider if such clear cut categories
actually found expression in the consciousness, actions and
cultural performances of the human actors they describe. There
simply wasn’t any one-to-one correspondence between the
categories that were supposed to govern social and religious
behavior on the one hand, and the way people actually
experienced their everyday lives on the other hand.” It seems
to be a concoted story that before 19th century there were no
religious boundaries like Buddhism, Hinduism, Islam,
Chris-tianity, and Sikhism. He has clearly suppressed the
scholarly narratives which show defined boundaries before
the 19th cen-tury.
10. Dr. Oberoi has suppressed the work of Sikh academicians the
last decade, for example, Drs. Hari Ram Gupta, Ganda Singh,
Harbans Singh, Madanjit Kaur, Darshan Singh, Balkar Singh,
Gurnam Kaur, Nirbhai Singh, Sardar Daljeet Singh, Gurdarshan
Singh Dhillon, Tarlochan Singh, and Dr. Avtar Singh. It is very
interesting to note that Dr. Oberoi is quoting the unpublished
thesis of Dr. Gurdarshan Singh Dhillon and is completely silent
about his published work, which was sub-mitted to him as well
as to UBC. Thorough investigation is needed to why UBC
failed to ask Dr. Oberoi to comment on such work.
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11. He has suppressed the great historical evidence of succession of
Guru Granth as the living Guru, as recorded in Sikh, Persian,
Muslim, Hindu, and European sources. “Historical Sources of
Sanctification of Guru Granth Sahib are as follows :” 7&8
A. SIKH SOURCES
* Sainapat, Gur Sobha (1711AD) Bhai Nandlal, Bhai Prahlad, Bhai
Chaupa Singh, Rehat Namas
* Koer Singh, Gurlas Patshahi 10 (17S1AD)
* Kesar Singh Chibbar, Bansavalinama (1770 AD)
* Mahima Prakash (1808 AD)
* Munshi Sant Singh, account of Bedi family of the Una
* Unpublished records, Bhatt Vahis
B. PERSIAN SOURCES
* Mirza Muhammed, Harisi-Ibrat Nameh (170S-19AD)
* Sayad Muhammed Qasirt, Ibrat Nama (1722AD)
* Hussain Lahauri, Ibrat Maqal (1731AD)
* Royal Court News of Mughals, Akhbarat-i-Darbar-i-Mualla
(1708)
C. INDIAN HISTORIANS OF 19TH CENTURY
* Khushwant Rai, Tarikh-i-Sikhan (1811)
* Sohan Lal Suri
* Ghulam Muhy-ud-din
* Mufti Ali-ud-din
* Kanhaiya Lal
(Historian of Ranjit Singh Period)
D. EUROPEAN HISTORIANS OF 19TH CENTURY
* John MalcoIm
* WG Osborne
* WLM Greger
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* Joseph David Cunningham
* and even Ernest Trumpp
E. Dr McLeod, who is Dr Oberoi’s mentor, has confessed in his
personal communication in May 1989 by saying: “On the
sanctification of GGS, I am accused of attributing the Succes-sion
of GGS as Guru to a later need for cohesion rather than to an
explicit pronouncement of Guru Gobind Singh. It was another
question and not a positive statement. I am bound to
acknowledge that I have received no support for raising this
issue. The result is that other scholars are apparently unanimous
in their decision that their is no question of concern with this
particular pointing
F Dr Oberoi, in his book “Construction of Religious Boundaries”
(1994), completely ignores the above historical evidence of the
sanctification of Guru Manyo Granth, when he quoted, “When
in 1708, at the death of Gobind Singh, there was no one to
succeed him as Guru, the Panth turned into his collective
successor. This was to be an abiding belief of Khalsa Sikhs,
one that came in handy when waging battles for collective
survival and political sovereignity over the course of the 18th
century”. On personal questioning, Dr Oberoi says that he
meant that the concept of Guru Panth came in the 18th century,
which is again another misrepresentation, as the concept of
Guru Panth came during the earlier Guru period.
12. In 1988, Dr Oberoi quoted and blamed Or Kahn Singh Nabha for
bringing almost four centuries of Indian tradition to an end, by
writing his book, “We Are Not Hindus”. In June 1994 (VOICE),
Dr Oberoi himself writes that “CRB does not suggest that do
not have an independent identity. He is suggesting that in the
19th, there was a decline which does not mean that there were
other periods when Sikh identity peaked (e.g. 16th, 17th, 18th
Centuries).” What new sources has he found about established
Sikh identity in this period of 5 years? Dr Oberoi has clearly
suppressed the remarks made by Dr Kahn Singh Nabha that
the primary purpose of his book was to clear the
misinterpretation of Sikhism by few ignorant people, which he
quoted in the preface of his book: “these days there are many
among us who inspite of being Singhs consider themselves to
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be of Hindu Dharma. The reason for this is that they never
study and discuss their scriptures and neither study the history.
They spend their life on reading the books of other religions
and listen to the advice of the self-interested people, who go
about in various garbs.”10
13. Vancouver Sun, July 8, 1994- Oberoi says, “A silent majority of
the BC Sikhs do not have trouble with his scholarship, including
his argument that Sikhism is a blend of Hinduism and Islam.”
What material methods has he used to base this argument?
14. Oberoi’s research is based on Eurocentric methodology, which
is inapplicable to Sikh Studies. Please see Dr. Sodhi’s article for
details.
15. On page 49, Or. Oberoi feels, “although in the present state of
research, it is hard to specify the factors that prompted the fifth
Guru of the Sikhs to collate an anthology of devotional
litera-ture.” If Dr. Oberoi studies the Sikh literature and history
thoroughly, he would clearly understand the preparation of
Adi Granth by the fifth Guru as follows:
a) The Bani in the Adi Granth is the only true Bani of the Gurus
(Concept of Kachi vs. Paki Bani)
b) No Bani of the Gurus has been left outside the Adi Granth, by
him
c) Any clamied existence of Bani could not be true, since the same
would have been scrutinized and tested by the fifth Guru himself.
d) To preserve the revealed compositions of the Gurus from
adulteration
e) To establish new scripture, distinct Sikh religion and its
independent identity
16. The motives of Dr. Oberoi becomes clear that he has joined the
Christian missionary conspiracy and anti-Sikh propaganda
when, in the preface (pg. xii) of the book, he writes his gratitude.
“The field of modern Sikh studies has for long been nurtured
by the writings of Prof. McLeod: the numerous citations from
his work will attest to that. I have been fortunate in having his
association of this book, almost from its inception and read
several early drafts, unfailingly responded with extensive
Comments and saved me from many errors.” Sikh scholars from
different Universities throughout the world have exposed the
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conspiracy as headed by Dr. McLeod and many books have
been published and are available for scrutiny. It is now high
time for Dr. Oberoi to answer those discussions, otherwise he
will continue to make more errors in the future.
17. Anybody who even tries to discuss the philosophy of the Sikh
religion, is being dubbed as fundamentalist. Dr. Oberoi writes
about Sikh fudamentalism as, “While ideologies of the Sikh
fundamentalism are still in the process of formulating Sikh
‘fundamentals’, their firm advocacy of spiritual innerrancy
makes them quickly attack anyone who proposes a critical
textual analysis of Sikh sacred writingss.”11 He is also promoting
“The Text and Meaning of Adi Granth” on page 49. Thirty
international Sikh scholars have reviewed this study and have
compiled their observations in the book “Planned Attack on
Aad Sri Guru Granth Sahib: Academics or Blasphemy.” Justice
Ram Singh Bindra has praised this book on the back cover by
saying that “this book has exposed the ugly and sinister design
of the group ending in the PhD thesis aimed at eroding the
authenticity of the Guru Granth Sahib. It is intriguing to know
how an unreliable manuscript (No history beyond 1987, No
date of compilation, No author, and internal consistency proves
to be a Minas literature) was suddenly adopted to form the
shaky basis of a University thesis. Equally intriguing is the
unexplained fact how a dead scholar was resurrected to
contribute a new article to the Sikh Review which has been
used as a justification for the choice of the subject of the
thesis.”12 As Dr. Oberoi is being the head of a chair, funded by
the Sikhs, it now becomes his moral responsibility to comment
on this international conspiracy which is trying to diffuse the
independent Sikh identity.
18. Dr. Oberoi feels that his book, “Construction of Religious
Boundaries,” is a post-structural theory of Sikhism and in the
following pages, 49, 50, 51, 59, 61, 64, 66, 190, and 422. He has
tried to clarify about early Sikh identity. Sikh scholars are of the
opinion that ideologically and historically, post-structural theory
of Sikhism as proposed by Dr. Oberoi is a clear distor-tion,
misinterpretation, misrepresentation and only an anti-Sikh
propaganda.
* On page 49, Oberoi states that “the death of Guru Nanak provided
significant access to embryonic Sikh panth, which is followed
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by other narrations.” The entire statement is a deliberate
distortion. The 10 Gurus did not create an embryonic Sikh Panth.
After a period of about two and a half centuries, including over
a hundred years of militancy and martyrdoms in confrontation
with the mighty state, they created a mature Panth, powerful
enough to once and for all, throw back a thousand year wave
of invaders, who had trampled under their heels. The so-called
Sanatanist society is certainly not a Sikh Guru tradition, but
was a post-Sikh tradition. It was not without reason that the
Gurus wielded the sword for more than a hundred years and
gave that sword as an essential rehat to every Sikh who bowed
before the scripture and its defined ideology. But Oberoi
scrupulously avoids quoting it in order to define the Sikh
religion. It was not an embryonic, but an ideologically mature
Sikh Panth which the Gurus left, despite the repeated orders of
the Mughal state that every Nanak Panthi should be destroyed.
The Sanatan Sikhs were only fair weather friends who crept
into the Sikh fold during Khalsa Raj.
* Dr Oberoi, on pages 50, 51, 59, “tries to grapple with implicit and
explicit nature of Sikh identity” which is again a simple distortion
of contrary established data. Sikhism is defined and has to be
understood, not by any (ancillary) sources like the Janamsakhis
or Sausakhis. It is defined in the Guru Granth. It is Guru Nanak
who says that a Gurmukh is he who follows the will of God. It is
he who again says that God is the destroyer of evil. It is this
definition of the Sikh which the 10 Gurus demonstrated by their
sword and martyrdom. Evil is a fact of life and the Sikh system
being a whole-life system, it is the duty of the Gurmukh to
oppose the oppression and injustice. Again, it is Guru Nanak
who says that life is a game of love and to practice it, you have
to lay down your life for it. Oberoi has wrongly defined
Gurmukh. It is not ritualistic practices that define a Sikh, but it
is his deeds that do it. Oberoi fails to quote the first Var and
Pauri 37 of Bhai Gurdas, where he clearly records that Guru
Nanak, by his system, demonstrated the other two systems to
be of a lower category; hence, even Bhai Gurdas leaves no
room for confusion of an amorphous Sikhism. It is wrong to
state that Bahi Gurdas’ Sikhism was implicit The Janamsakhis
made it explicit. There are only two facts that define Sikhism
and demonstrate its thesis or make it explicit. The definition is
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in Guru Granth and 240 years of Sikh history of Guru Period
with the final outcome of the Panth of Guru Nanak. Bhai Gurdas
in Var 42 clearly defines the Sikh Panth as the one which denies
all allegiance to other scriptures, including the Vedas. But,
Oberoi has dehberately avoided quoting the above sources
which clearly indicate creation of the Sikh Panth and no plural
or sanatanist Panth.
* On page 61, Oberoi makes a misstatement as Sainapat (was not
a biographer but a chronicler) to that it was the wish of the
Tenth Master that all Sikhs turn Khalsa. The Guru only laid
down the test as to who was a good Sikh so that the waverers
are eliminated and this is Sainapat who says that Dellii Sikhs,
could not abide by his criteria and drifted apart. Hence, the
Tenth Guru created the famous Nash Doctrine of Sikhism
(Dharam Nash, Bharam Nash, Karam Nash, Kul Nash and Krit
Nash).
* In tracing distinctive Khalsa, Dr. Oberoi is misleading when he
talks about externals, taboos, and life-cycle rituals. Sikh identity
is ideologically always to be tested by the deed of the Sikh
because the Gurus clearly emphasized that it is the deed that is
dear to Him and not the form alone. Merely externals or out-ward
look does not make a person Gurmukh or Khalsa. At-tempts are
being made to confuse these terms by partisan observers and
critics, the ideal of the Gurmukh, the true Khalsa is very clear in
hundreds of hymns in the Guru Granth .
* On page 64 and 66, Dr. Oberoi constructs an autonomous identity
with his post structural theory which is inadequate. There is
only a single construction of the Sikh autonomus identity which
was produced by Guru Nanak. No new step or stage was
developed thereafter. It was only his thesis which was
demonstrated and a mature Panth was created by Guru Gobind
Singh. The system of Pahul was there. The prescription of
fighting evil with force if necessary, was also laid down by
Guru Nanak being in accordance with the will of God. The Ten
Master gave the symbol of Kirpan to the Sikhs so that they
should not forget the essential doctrine of Guru Nanak that evil
has to be confronted. Externals alone or sociology cannot define
Sikhism as ideologically defined in Sikh scripture. Hence, rituals
as defined by Oberoi has no place to define Sikh identity.
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* On page 190, Oberoi has given too much emphasis on Sanatan
Sikhs by his post structural theory which has nothing to do
with Sikhism, as those Sanatani Sikhs were a fair wheather
develop-ment who had no place or identity in the earlier 400
years of Sikhism, Sausakhi nor in doctrinal literature. Like the
Messianic literature of the Jews and the Christians, it only
appeared in the 19th century.
* On page 422, Dr. Oberoi’s motive of diffusing Sikh identity
becomes clear when he suggests that Rehat Namas or the
Gurblases could be used for the creation of Sikh doctrinal
identity. He forgets that Sikh identity is strictly defined in Guru
Granth Sahib and two and a half centuries of Guru Period
including the martyrdom of the 5th and 9th Guru and not by
mundane writings. It is very clear that neither later Sikh litera-ture
nor Tat Khalsa could create a new identity which was already
clearly defined by the Gurus and the sanctification of Guru
Granth Sahib as the living Guru of the Sikhs.
The published work of Dr. Oberoi and his presentations at
different universities, have shown that he has failed to fulfill the
objectives of the chair for which he was hired. It is recommended that
independent investigation is needed to find out the real truth. The
questions that arise are spelt out in Appendix VIII. The Sikh community
of North America and the Government of Canada must obtain the
answers from UBC.
In conclusion, Dr Oberoi as the occupant of the Sikh Chair, did
not follow the objectives, his work is incompatible to the objectives,
and only a simple exercise of historiography to suit his personal ego or
the reward to pay the master who got him qualified for this chair. As
the discussion done by his writings is on the alien subjects are
associated with Sikhism and Sikh subjects, their real impact constitutes
anti-Sik-hism propaganda. The Sikh academicians who have reviewed
the work of Dr Oberoi are of the unanimous opinion that the conclusions
are preconceived and his data is concoted to comply with the desired
results. The materials and methods applied by Dr Oberoi to construct
his post-structural theory are wrong and that is why he was unable to
find the independent Sikh identity in the early Sikh tradition. His poststructural theory seems to be a planned design to conceal crucial
historical records and unethical study to diffuse the Sikh identity. Dr.
Oberoi should not forget the history of the Sikhs of British Columbia
who worked very hard to promote the Sikh identity and concept of
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freedom as defined in Guru Granth Sahib. “The list of such names is
not hidden from any Canadian Sikhs e.g. Bhais Mewa Singh, Bhag
Singh, Balwant Singh, Kapur Singh, Kartar Singh, Piara Singh, Rattan
Singh, Uttam Singh, Harnam Singh, Udham Singh, Hardit Singh, Ram
Singh, and Karam Singh. Equally the Canadian Sikhs also do not forget
the names of the villains of the Sikh community e.g. Bela Singh, Baboo
Singh, and Partap Singh Tajoke.”13 Nobody is immortal and in that
sense, in the history of the Sikhs of British Columbia, Dr. Oberoi has a
choice to fall into one of the above two categories.
The North American Sikhs have to understand that they are not
living in a Colonial Raj anymore. We are living in a democratic society
and are paying our taxes regularly. Every Sikh institution, university,
or any government who takes your money must be held responsible
and accountable. Seven years is enough time’ for Dr. Oberoi to prove
his responsibility and accountability; which he com-pletely failed. In
the above context, it is for the readers to judge whether the UBC Sikh
chair is building or destroying the Sikh identity.
The real issue is that Dr. Oberoi failed to fulfill the objectives of
the Sikh Chair as outlined in the agreement between UBC and the Sikh
Community. But, he is conveniently sidetracking it by making it an
issue of Academic Freedom, which is not true. “Academic freedom is
never unlimited and the general social law, including that of libel, applies
equally well to it. Under Academic freedom, individuals and groups
have the right to protest against research which can produce
psychological pain, suffering and misinterpretation of doctrines.”
Academic Freedom always demands Academic humility, honesty,
in-tegrity, and ethics. The height of Dr. Oberoi’s ignorance about
Sikhism becomes very clear when he writes about Amrit ceremony on
page 64, “All this was done to the recitation of five quatrains from the
writing of Guru Gobind Singh.” While every Sikh knows that the five
banis recited during the preparation of Amrit are: Jap Ji (Guru Nanak):
Anand Sahib (Guru Amar Das), Jaap Sahib, Swayas, and Chopai (Guru
Gobind Singh).
Hope Waheguru will give strength to Dr Oberoi to propagate
Sikh doctrines, religious practice, and philosophy in an accurate
man-ner as written in the requirement in the General Objectives of the
Agreement under which he has been contracted.
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The V.B.C. Sikh Chair - A Review
S. Iqbal Singh Sara
After three attempts earlier, at the Nehru University, New Delhi,
and at Canberra, through Master’s seminar papers and doctoral
dissertation, respectively, and 14 years later, HARJOT OBEROI, has
just finished yet another tirade against the success of the Sikh people
and the Sikh religion, in all its socio-political aspects, in emerging since
the Sikh Raj, as a redoubtable world community and a stateless nation.
“The Construction of Religious Boundaries, (Culture, Iden-tity
and Diversity in the Sikh Tradition)” is an eminent and impressive
exercise in destructive scholarship published by the Oxford University
Press, Delhi, 1994.
Not content with the earlier “Ritual to Counter-Ritual,
Re-thinking of Hindu Sikh Relations”, the Canberra dissertation, and a
subsequent assault executed at Berkeley, California, in 1987, “Popular
Saints, Goddesses and Village Sacred Sites: Re-Reading Sikh
Ex-perience in the Nineteenth Century”, the author has displayed
remark-able perseverance in furthering his favourite pursuit, of unmaking the Sikhs.
As the author confides in the Preface, his object in bringing
forth his new book focuses on taking a thriving Sikh nation back to its
beginnings. The book is devoted to the premise, “What did it mean to
be a Sikh in the nineteenth-century?” as the Preface declares. And
again, he contests, “Why did an influential set of Sikh leaders seek to
purge established practices and establish a homogeneous religious
community?”
Obviously, the author does not approve of the prevailing status
of the Sikh people and their faith. Why, else, would he then, with all the
literary and institutional resources at his disposal, through the
governments in India and universities in America, expend 14 years to
keep battering at the existing composition of the Sikhs and their
institutions?
He seems also to have exclusive and secret proprietary rights to
some mythological and mysterious attacking tool, he continuously
employs. This is his elusive weapon, “Sikh Tradition”. For, whatever
cannot be substantiated in fact or reality of the matter, he frequently
falls back upon this illusory argument. This, in fact, is the strength of
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the caluminous propositions ludicrously advanced in the essays
couched in scholastic pomposity. The characterizations and
terminology and vocabulary are awesome, if not intimidating. But that
is about all there is no substance or usefullness in any sense
whatsoever. The grain of Sikh reality is left untouched under the chaff.
The author persists in reviving and continuing an imaginary
conflict supposed to prevail between two segments amongst Sikhs,
which he identifies as “Tat Khalsa” and “Sanatan Sikhs”. His thesis
aims at resurrecting the evolutionary and natural episodes that
cul-minated, way back, in formalising and structuring the present Sikh
nation. He fights it, again and again. At page 396, he ascribes to the
“Sanatan Sikhs” (read, Un-Khalsa), what ne calls, the “Sikh Tradition”
(read, anti-Khalsa). His Sanatan Sikhs are mouthing the argument, “If
the Sikh Gurus had been keen on making Sikhs a separate religious
community, they would have endowed its adherents with beliefs, lifecycle rituals, festivals and symbols radically different from those of
Hinduism. Since they had not, it seemed logical that their only intention
in initiating Sikh tradition was to remove tile social and moral evils
which had seeped into the fabric of Hindu society… This was a position
diametrically opposed to Tat Khalsa thinking. It further polarized Sikhs
into two hostile camps, and this estrangment was to work itself out
fully during the Akali movement in the 1920s. In denying the original
and distinctive nature of the Sikh faith, Sanatan Sikhs became the
worst enemies of the neo-Sikhs. They also came to be viewed as a part
of the Arya Samaj and other Hindu bodies that refused to accept Sikhs
as an autonomous religious community.” Author Oberoi then argues
that the Sikh peasantry (he calls them ‘non-elites’) also resisted the
newly evolved Sikh norms of the Khalsa quality. He acknowledges,
however, that the village or rural population (the non--elites), the
peasants, were unlettered. But the point he misses is that it was the
Singh Sabha Movement and the Chief Khalsa Diwan, as its corollary,
that initiated and carried on a steady campaign of educating the Sikh
masses. They started innumerable Sikh schools, Colleges and other
literary institutions, which all helped to make the ‘non-elite’ literate
and amenable to the enlightened Sikhism in the current 20th century.
The Sikh movements were all dynamic, and yielded positive results
over many decades.
Then, in his conclusion, on page 416, while he concedes that
religion is a ‘cohesive social force’, he still somehow makes a lame
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argument that the Sikh peasantry were not responsive to the Khalsa
spirit instilled by Sikhism. He forgets that a large body of all protagonists
in the struggle for Sikh pre-eminence, in the modern sense, was
contributed by the peasantry. He admits finally, however that the Sikh
endeavours in social and educational reform, spurred by the spirit of
the Khalsa, matured into a cultural identity, which both the formal and
non-formal Sikhs visualized and identified with, and made Sikhs a
distinct group. This cultural reality had now come to be articulated at
the level of eyeryday life.
Finally, he laments, that when the spirit ofthe Khalsa achieved
aggrandisement, and “When this process finally reached a climax, it
resulted in either the subordination of all other identities within the
Sikh tradition or their complete estrangement from it”.
About the suggestion of “Sanatan Sikhism” there are obvious
omissions and lapses in the argument. Author Oberoi puts the words
in the mouth of the ‘Sanatan Sikhs’ about Sanatan Sikhism. It is
suggested that the Gurus did not set the Sikhs apart as a distinct
group. It is stated that the only purpose of Sikh propagation must
have been social reform and liberation of Hinduism from archaic
practices. All this, of course, is utter non-sense.
The Sikh Gurus, even prior to the visible transformation of
Sikhism into the Khalsa Panth, evinced every purpose and intention
of consolidating the adherents into a distinct social, cultural and
religious body. The regimens of daily life were illustrative. The
“pangat” and “sangat” traditions were propitious and suggestive of
what was coming. The missionary adventures into far flung places quite untypical of the Hindu passivity - were forebodings of the
impending upheaval. The first four Gurus gave every evidence of the
organizational program for the Sikhs. The Fifth Guru, of course, carried
the process a great deal further. At the same time, a large body of
Punjab peasantry, the foreign-blood from Central Asia, the Jats and
other invaders, embraced Sikhism. This is the main mass of the neoSikh Khalsa today. The process did not distinguish, however, between
them and the Kshatrya or other castes who came into the Sikh fold.
Great and chivalrous martial heroes sprang from non-Jat classes, for
the edifica-tion of the Sikh’ nation. Again, in the 20th century, non-Jat
leaders of the Sikh movements and historical episodes, such as Nankana
Sahib saga, (won by Kartar Singh Jhabbar), made history. They are
part of the “Constructed Religion” that so occupies author Oberoi.
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The 6th, 9th and the 10th Gurus have made what Sikhism is
finally today, in the context of author Oberoi’s contrariness, and his
publications assailing the fact.
If the author must still maintain an argument for “Sanatan
Sikhism” of which he seems uniquely conscious, then it must be
some-thing quite against the grain of the Sikh polity.
The author concludes that the reality of the Sikh Khalsa today is
the result of history. This is the Sikh Khalsa people. The term “Tat”
(Khalsa) is a misnomer, denoting only an episode in past history, and
inapplicable to the modern Sikh nation. The Sahajdharis (clean shaven)
are still within this fold and part of it, on the merit of religious, social,
cultural and political identification. “They also serve who only stand
and wait”. Sikhs and Sikhism are dynamic forces.
No amount of nihilism and undermining of Sikhs, evident from
the publication of “The Construction of Religious Boundaries”,
authored by Harjot Oberoi, is going to make any difference to the
resurgence of Sikhism and Sikhs.
The professed objectives of the Sikh Chair, at UBC, as
covenanted in the Chair-formation Agreements starting from 16 March,
1985, are dealt a nasty blow, by the “research” of Oberoi as exemplified
in his new thesis: “The Construction of Religious Boun-daries” .
One clear objective for which the University acquired some
$700,000.00 of public and private funds, donated by Sikhs and
Multi-culture Canada, was:
“… and research shall be in keeping with the established academic
standards and every possible effort shall be made to present the
teachings and practices of Sikhism in an accurate manner.”
(emphasis supplied)
But, Oberoi, hired by the University, for the carriage of these
objectives presumably, has an entirely different agenda of his own.
What is it? Turn to page 47 of his nefarious book. Ensconced in his
UBC Sikh Chair comfortably, Oberoi chants the death Mantra on the
Sikhs and the Sikh community, as it is today, by this declaration:
“As a point of departure, this book in general and this chapter in
particular dispute this oversimplified linear growth model. I argue for a
series of highly complex ruptures, rapprochements and
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transitions which eventually resulted in what we recognize as the
modern Sikh Community.”
This extraordinary assignment occurs following the contents
preceding it, on the same page, which are as follows:
EARLY SIKH TRADITION
In conventional histories of the evolution of Sikh tradition it is
common to treat the rise, spread and consolidation of Sikhism asJl.
single unitar:y whole.
Such a narration, like much else in acadeplic discourse, seeks to
dispel disturbing contradictions and synthesises Sikh experience in
order to give it coherence.
By this means the Sikh past, to use Nietzsche’s illuminating
term, is made ‘painless’ for the minds of those who seek to live by it.
A pseudo-synthetic historiography comforts contemporary
practitioners of the faith that their present vision of the world and their
religious practices simply continue all that was enunciated and
estab-lished by the founders of the Sikh tradition.”
(emphasis supplied)
Paraphrased in simple terms, Oberoi is challenging the Sikh
community, “Look, I do not care what your history and strengths are,
you Sikhs and Sikh community, I will unravel all you believe in, I will
destroy your belief systems (as part of my academic research, of
course). I will show that you, almost 20 million Sikhs, are nothing
but an off-shoot of Hinduism, that you are shreds of the
enveloping vast ‘Indic cultural thinking’ of the predominant Hindu
culture and Hin-duism. You will not be recognized as a ‘pan-Indian
community’. You do not exist in the international community. I am
going to carry on what Swami Dayanand at the turn of the century
had undertaken to do - to assail Sikhism, its Gurus, its beliefs,
Granth and the Sikhs themselves. It is not yet over. The Sikh Chair,
well, I am the academic who knows what to do with Sikhs and
Sikhism. All of you there, go to hell:”
Oberoi then faces the fact of vast “Sikh Empire” first, to begin
his demolition. This is what he says:“The dramatic political triumph of the Sikh movement in the
second half of the eighteenth century gave the Sikhs a vast empire,
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but ironically the attainment of power and the process of state formation
stalled the crystallization of a uniform Sikh identity.1
For much of its early history the Sikh movement, in line with
indigenous religious thinking and practices - with the exception of an
understandable emphasis on the soteriological2 teachings of Guru
Nanak - had shown little enthusiasm for distinguishing its constituents
from members of other religious traditions, or for establishing a pan-Indian community.”
Oberoi, then, as in his previous dissertations, revels in repeat-ing
the inane assertions that “Sikh notions of time, space, corporeality,
etc. etc., were firmly rooted in Indic cultural thinking”. He also
dis-covers, and tells his audience, that “The territories in which the
Sikhs lived, the languages they spoke, etc., were shared by numerous
other communities in Punjab.”
To what purpose are these absurd statements? So what, if the
Sikhs developed in a land that is tht cradle of Western or Central Asian
foreign invasions of “India, that is, Bharat”? The Muslims are as much
a part of the Indian landscape as any other so called “Indian”
com-munity. Sikhs, in particular, emerged from the racial and spiritual
synthesis that was always ongoing for centuries, from the earliest
Buddhist times, 4th and 5th century B.C. How do all these events and
history detract from the supreme fact of the ascendance of Sikhs as a
people, and Sikhism as a religion?
Oberoi, of course, does not seem to believe, as do Sikhs, “who
seek to live by it”. Even so, his specious and contrary exegesis falls far
short of veracity. The arguments are misleading and un-factual. The
thesis against Sikhism, as it exists and as it was, is a blend of prejudice
and scorn. The urge to dismember Sikhism is the driving impulse of the
entire anti-Sikhism “research”. Irrelevance is the only relevance.
Q. One has to ask, what then was the “Sikh Chair” at U.B.C.
contracted for?
The antecedents of the occupant of the Chair, his training and
associations, are overwhelmingly suggestive of the probability that it
is, in fact, not a SIKH CHAIR at all. The works, the products, coming
out of 4t in the past 6 years, since its inception in September, 1987, are
indicative of this inference. There is a manifest ongoing agenda to
undo the Sikhs and Sikhism, as best as can be achieved.
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To advance his argument, Oberoi, attempts to differentiate
between the alleged definitive ‘demarcations’ of Christianity from the
very start of it, and the “early Sikh tradition”. He reasons that while
Christian “church leaders”, soon after Christ, started
“excommunicating” those “within the church who transgressed its
systematized beliefs”, publicizing the boundaries of belief and practice
“were quit alien to early Sikh tradition”.
What “early Sikh tradition”? If Oberoi is controverting the
essential fact that, starting with the very first Guru, Guru Nanak, the
teaching of Sikhism remained constant and logical, and its followers
constantly sure-footed about their beliefs from the very start, then
Oberoi is misstating or obfuscating the truths. Any analytical research
would have confirmed that the “Khalsa Sikhs” (as Oberoi, labels them)
were, in their beliefs as Sikhs, no different from the “Sikh tradition”
Sikhs, (presumably meant to be pre- 10th Guru period Sikhs).
The suppositions of author Oberoi, about the “early Sikh
tradition” are his whole hypothesis. This hypothesis is arbitrary. The
“early Sikh tradition” phraseology is perfectly vague. Yet he uses it as
his authority for all the abrasive and “non-traditional” formulations of
the Sikh history and the Sikh past. This is not only academically unfair,
but also inflammatory to a mass of people.
Author Oberoi has to be reminded what he has obscured from
the readers’ view.
He forgets the fact that Jesus was the only prophet after whom
Christianity is founded. Sikhism had ten prophets. That is why his
argument about Christianity and Sikhism is invalid. That is why it took
Sikhism over 200 years, from Guru Nanak to Guru Gobind Singh, the
Tenth Sikh Guru, to reach its visible culmination. The Sikh Chair ignores
the fact that there never, at any time, was any divergence from the core
precepts and beliefs of Sikhism. Guru Nanak preached exactly what
Guru Gobind Singh, the last and Tenth prophet idolized. The founder
of Sikhism, Guru Nanak - and his period, confusingly charac-terized by
Oberoi as “early Sikh tradition”- reverberated the later verbalizations
of the Tenth Guru Gobind Singh.
You just have to refer to the text of the Guru Granth, wherein
Guru Nanak’s ‘Babarvani’ is included. Nanak was the first classic
heralded, as a Sikh Guru, of protection of human rights. Provoke by
the carnage of Punjab by the Moghal invader, Babar, in early sixteenth
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century, it was Nariak, who proclaimed:
je jeevay, pat lathi jae,
Sabh haraam, jeta kich khai:
If a man can compromise his honourable living, all sustenance
to keep him alive ought to be “haraam”- illicit. Nanak was, therefore,
preaching the necessity for upkeeping the human dignity; to have the
will and strength to resist aggression, and to be able to repel it. This is
exactly what the last Guru of the Sikhs, Guru Gobind Singh,
institutionalized as an article of faith for the followers of Sikhism. It is
easy to see, thus, how the “Khalsa” or what Oberoi distinguishes as
“Khalsa Sikhs”, became a visible and corporeal reality. The fundamental
precepts and principles of Sikhism, thus, were carried on. They had
never changed. Sikhs are what they always were. Not-withstanding
the highly damaging and subversive mission of Oberoi’s “research”,
the -reality is totally different from Oberoi’s mischievous propositions
about Sikhism, belaboured in his publications.
Oberoi also does a disservice to what he calls the “Sahajdhari”
Sikhs, as he distinguishes them from whom he calls, “Khalsa Sikhs”.
His drive for “diversity” amongst Sikhs and Sikhism, seems to be
intense as well as blind. For one thing, he accuses “Sehajdhari” Sikhs,
as follows:
“Khalsa Sikhs were prohibited the use of tobacco, Sahajdhari
Sikhs smoked. Khalsa Sikhs accepted a line of nine successors of
Guru Nanak, Sahajdhari Sikhs often had a radically different version of
the line of succession;
“Khalsa Sikhs began to recognize the Adi Granth as guru,
Sahajdhari Sikhs were not given to accept a text as a guru and favoured
living human gurus.”3
It would be hard to imagine a more callous mis-statement of
facts. Yet Oberoi, as the occupant of the Sikh Chair, at the University
of British Columbia, seems to be immune from ensure by the employ-ing
university. The accusations are intolerable, and are a gross insult to,
and defamation of thousands of Canadian Sahajdhari Sikhs – some of
whom even operate Sikh temples, with Guru Granth Sahib as the
presiding deity as usual. Where is the ministry of state, responsible
for Multiculturalism, Canada? Is this why the Canadian government
provided Endowment assistance funds to the University? To hire a
man, as destructive of the Sikh organization and social structure, as
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Oberoi’s writings illustrate him to be? Is this the “research” in Sikh
Studies, that the Sikh masses in Canada envisioned?
Oberoi does not seem to have accepted the reality that being a
“KHALSA SIKH” is not merely the outward form of “initiated Sikhs,
who are thus baptized to appear as Khalsa Sikhs. Being a Khalsa Sikh,
is also a state of mind and consciousness. The Sahajdhari Sikhs are, in
point of fact, as Khalsa Sikh as Oberoi could imagine. The activity of
the Sahajdhari (so-called) Sikhs is indeed eloquent in what has been
taking place over the past few decades, all over the world. In many
instances they are the spearhead of Sikh progress and achieve-ment.
It is utterly miserable for Oberoi to conceive, as an academic and an
author, and describe Sahajdhari Sikhs in the manner that he has done.
It demonstrates the sole motivation of propagating divisions and
dissension amongst the Sikh community. But it is being done through
a public institution, the University. It must stop.
Author Oberoi has abundantly established that what we have at
the U.B.C. is not a “Sikh Chair” in Sikh Studies, at all. What the Chair
is achieving is the dissemination of propaganda against the unity and
cohesion and viability of the thriving world Sikh community. What the
Chair is after, appears to be the tendentious literature calculated to
disparage and malign Sikhs and their future; to shake and jolt their
belief pattern, and to subvert their programs for future development
and progress. It is a planned part of the promotion of the “Indic culture”
by repression of the Sikh religion and history.
What a difference it could have made, if in pursuit of the intended
objectives and the hopes of Multiculturalism, Canada, the Chair had
undertaken appropriate studies to highlight the uniqueness of Sikhs
and Sikhism in the protection and safeguarding of human rights. Some
one in this Sikh Chair could have emphasized, through research, for
instance, that the martyrdom of the 9th Sikh Guru, Tegh Bahadur, was
the direct consequence of the Sikh Panth extending protection to
Kashmiri Brahmins from forcible conversion to Islam. Sikhs have always
laid down their lives, so that the oppressed, and the weak could have
a chance to live. But that will have to be for the research of somebody
other than Oberoi.
Oberoi has not spared from indignity and trivialization the Sikh
sacred scripture, the Guru Granth Sahib, either. In his cocoon of
“research”, he attempts to scandalize the Guru Granth, the GodIn-spired scripture, believed in by the Sikhs, as follows:
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“Although in the present state of research it is hard to specify
the factors that prompted the Fifth Guru of the Sikhs to collate an
anthology of devotional literature, it is easier to discuss its impact.”
(Page 49, ‘The Construction of Religious Boundaries,)4
Which other world religion has been made to suffer mutely such
vile attack upon its divine scripture? Its gospel, universally so
acknowledged? Is the Sikh Chair so ideal a spot to choose to mount an
“open season” on Sikhs and Sikhism?
Then again5, Oberoi, continues his treatment of the Sikh Sacred
scripture, as follows:
“While propagandists of modern Sikhism see in the collation of
the Adi Granth in 1603-4 under Guru Arjan a powerful public declaration
of the separation of the Sikh Panth from other religious traditions,
historically it is difficult to admit such an interpretation.
“It was scarcely uncommon, in medieval India, to compile
anthologies of devotional literature called gutkas or pothis. Their
compilers and readers did not perceive these texts as essentially
state-ments of sectarian intent.
“While the Adi Granth is the most voluminous and structured of
the early seventeenth-century devotional anthologies - features that
can be explained by the institutional successes of the Sikh move-ment
and its growing secular resources - it was certainly neither the first nor
the last such collection.” (emphasis supplied)
There may be a thousand Gutkas, but there is only one Adi
Granth. At this point, Oberoi resorts to some mysterious “manuscripts”
and mentions Gopal Narayan Bahura’s “Surdas Ka Pada”, and says
this anthology was compiled in Rajasthan 21 years before the Adi
Granth. He acknowledges that bulk of it occupies the compositions of
the “saint-poet Surdas”, and other poets, and it is identified as “the
Fatehpur manuscript of 1639 V.S. (1582 AD.)” There may be a host of
Hindu subcultures and sects, but only one Sikhism. Oberoi draws a
distinction. He says while the Adi Granth may have now become “a
key cultural marker of Sikh ethnicity, it would be a gross
misinterpretation to view it in the same vein for the early seveneenth
century”. Why?, one may ask him. The Adi Granth was always the
same to Sikhs. He charges that:
“Its heterodox textuality and diverse contributors were far more
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the manifestation of a fluid Sikh identity than a signifier exclusivity”6
His slander and calumny attacking the Sikh belief in their
sacred scripture, draws upon almost surgical dexterity to achieve
attempted expose of the facies underlying the research “object”
(the Granth). Because, he says about his technique:
“If our object is to understand the complex nature of modern
Sikh identity, it will not do to mix modern Sikh understandings and
practices with past patterns: it is critically important to disaggegate
the two and locate the precise period of their origins.” (p. 55).
What, one may ask, is the Sikh Chair trying or hoping to
achieve by Granth’, as one volume, is equally unknown. As we
said in the beginning, if the foundation becomes questionable, the
superstruc-ture built upon it automatically losses its validity.
There is no historical evidence for linking the Dasam Granth in
its present form, either with the Tenth Master, or with the literature
thrown or lost, or with the name of Bhai Mani Singh, or with any
known or tangible material existing for over a century before it. The
recent story of a granth presented by the Tenth Master and its existence
is also of the same brand. For, it has been now introduced three centuries
after the alleged event.
In any case, is this the kind of “research” and work that the
objectives of the Sikh Chair Agreements had intended? The Sikh
community never contracted for beings subjects to such abuse of the
Sikh Chair’s activity. Nor could the Ministry of Multiculturalism have
bargained for such strong-arming of a monority ethnic community,
with state funds.
Is the Endowment Trust fund at U.B.C. now a perennial
disinformation resource for the victimization of Sikhs in Canada and
elsewhere?
In defies credulity that the University of British Columbia could
choose to become a privy to the commission of such outrage against
Sikhs and Sikhism. The stock argument of “academic freedom would
not go anywhere, in this instance. Acedemic freedom can never be
unlimited and abusive of facts and reality. No research chair could
ever be conceived as the centre of dehumanization of a faith. Yet this
is exactly, what the Sikh Chair at UBC is engaged in accomplishing.
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The Sikhs in North America have their task all cut out for them.
The activity of Oberoi as the Sikh chair, nor or the other “ researchers”
of the MacLeod agenda, can be stomacted. The Univer-sity campuses
must decline to become the breeding grounds for the planned agenda
of disinformation against the Sikh community here and abroad.

The Sikh Chair at U.B.C., Vancouver

Dr G. S. Gill
The first shock delivered to the Sikh community by Or Oberoi
after occupying the Sikh Chair, was his paper, “From Ritual to CounterRitual - Rethinking the Hindu-Sikh Question.” read at the University
of Toronto in 1988. Its very first para stated, “In 1897 when Kahn
Singh Nabha, the erudite Sikh scholar, proclaimed through a Vernacular
tract that Ham Hindu Nahin (We are not Hindus) he brought almost
four centuries of Sikh tradition to an end… Also the two shared the
same territory…and key theological doctrines.”
Such incorrect statements not accepting Sikhism as an
inde-pendent, sovereign faith had already been made by some ignorant
writers who saw Sikhs and Sikh faith from a distance. The Sikhs would
have taken no notice of it and considered it as another expression of
ignorance by an individual who is a stranger to Sikhism. However, the
person, chosen by “competent” authority to occupy the Sikh Chair,
was expected to have studied the Sikh holy scripture, the Guru Granth.
The scripture specifically states that it rejects both Hindu and
Muslim theologies.
J/e r[;kJh nbj[ w/ok .. fjzd{ s[oe d[jK B/p/ok .. ojkT[ ..
Bk jw fjzd{ Bk w[;bwkB .. nbj okw e/ fgzv gokB .. p. 1136
gzfvs w[bK i' fbfy dhnk .. Skfv ub/ jw e[S B bhnk .. p. 1159
Gurbani clearly says that Sikhs have nothing to do with the
rituals or beliefs of Hindus & Muslims. They keep away from both of
them.
J/s{z ;KMk ;kfjp pkg{ jwkok .. p. 97 Guru Granth Sahib
;G wfj oft ofjwk gqG{ J/e/ g/fy BkBe fpr;kJh .. p. 1299
Rejecting the Hindu philosophy, Gurbani states that the mis-sion
of human life is not to qualify for admission to a mythical place called
‘heaven’, but to realize the Lord vibrating in every human being by
loving people and accepting them all as equal, whatever their colour or
creed.
The statement that Sikhs shared the same theological doctrine
with Hindus is a proof of total ignorance about the Sikh theology or is
an attempt to deny the existence of the Sikh scripture, the Sikh faith
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and the contributions of the Sikh Gurus made over a period of two
centuries.
Later writings or Dr Oberoi convinced that while sitting on the
Sikh Chair, he is misusing it to distort and damage the image of the Sikh
faith and the Sikh Community. They found that Oberoi and the Sikh
Chair form an odd couple.
The Sikhs, therefore, organised seminars to expose all this
injustice being done to them and their faith. Unfortunately, instead of
taking this criticism positively and improving his knowledge of the
Sikh faith, Oberoi and his friends considered it a personal attack on
him. The University authorities, to save their integrity, as naturally
expected of them, sided with the professor. To protect his writings
they put forward the shield of academic freedom, something totally
irrelevant to the issue. The Sikhs objected not to the freedom of his
expression but to baseless lies, factually wrong observations, and
misrepresentations of their faith by a person holding the Sikh Chair.
Tomorrow, the University may have to face greater embarrassment
when the people come to know the truth.
To win the sympathy of the general public, particularly the
scholars, it is alleged that Sikhs want the professor to preach the Sikh
faith which according to the university teaching code obviously cannot
be done. It again is a crude attempt to distract the people from the real
issue - unsuitability of the professor for holding the Sikh Chair. The
professor agrees that he is simply a historian by training. He agrees
that he is not qualified as a Sikh theologian and it means that he is not
competent to teach Sikh theology or the language of the Sikh scripture,
Gurmukhi (Punjabi). It has been proved by his writings. That is what
the Sikh community and critics of his writings have been trying to put
across to the University administration.
Many eyebrows were raised when the UBC gave the Sikh Chair
to Dr Oberoi. Normally such a Chair should be offered with a specific
assignment for a limited period of time. An experienced teacher is
chosen for the job. Here is a historian (Anthropologist) sitting on the
Sikh Chair, having little knowledge of Sikh faith. It appears the
University took no time to find a suitable professor because they
knew who was the person to be nominated. Probably this was the
reason that the professor was named so quickly after the last date for
the receipt of the applications. The purpose of the Sikh Chair was to tell
the world the truth about the unique principles of the faith about which
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Pearl Buck wrote.”
“I have studied the scriptures of the great religions, but I do not
find elsewhere the same power of appeal to the heart and mind as I find
here m these volumess... They speak for the human heart and the
searching mind.”
However the chair was given to an individual who writes to
damage and disort the image of the faith and its followers.
It was but natural that many scholars and practising Sikhs, were
up to challenge the writings of the professor. This present book attempts
to expose the same deplorable situation generated by Prof. Oberoi’s
penmanship, to the woe of Sikhism.

Eurocentrism Vs KhaIsacentrism
Dr S.S. Sodhi
The purpose of this article is to introduce to Sikh researchers
the concepts of Eurocentrism and compare it with Khalsacentrism.
Eurocentrism first raised its ugly head in Sikh research, when E.
Trumpp was invited by the India Office authorities in 1869, to produce
a translation of Sri Guru Granth Sahib. This ignorant and arrogant,
“historian in a hurry” is a good example of Eurocentric research. On
many pages of his translation of the Adi Granth (1877, 1970), Dr E.
Trumpp was as insulting as any European could ever be to the Sikh
heritage and Sikh scripture. Here are some examples:
1. The Sikh Granth is a very big volume, and couched at the same
time in dark and perplexing language, in order to cover these
‘defects. It is for us Occidentals a most painful and almost
stupefying task, to read only a single raga.
2. Sikhism is a waning religion, that will soon belong to history.
3. Guru Nanak’s words as preserved in the Sikh Granth were so
often dark and unintelligible to me.
4. Guru Nanak’s travel to Mecca is an invention from the begin-ning
to the end.
5. The way in which Nanak used the disciples who attached
themselves to his person, was not very conducive to impart to
them any considerable knowledge. They were little more than
his menial servants. The mass of Nanak’s disciples were ignorant
Jats, who on an average could neither read nor write.
6. What Nanak looked chiefly for in his successor, were not
scien-tific accomplishments, or a cultivated mind, but blind
obedience to the commands of the Guru. The stories, which are
told in Janamsakhis of the total “sacrificism intellects” of Lahana
are, therefore, very significant.
7. Angad was altogether unlettered and could himself neither read
nor write. The tradition, which makes him inventor of the
Gurmukhi letters is without any foundation.
8. The few verses of Angad, which are contained in the Granth, are
but a poor repetition of the words of Nanak and shallow in
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the extreme.
9. Guru Amar Das performed all sorts of menial services to Angad,
as Angad had done to Nanak.
10. Guru Amar Das was unlettered like his master Angad.
11. Sikh Gurus strictly observed the caste system of India.
12. Guru Ram Das was without any scientific education. His
Compositions were not original show miracles or embrace
Musalman faith.
13. Guru Arjun was the first Guru who meddled in politics.
14. Guru Arjun collected verses of the preceding Gurus, to which he
added his own very numerous but carelessly written verses.
15. To these verses he added the verses of the bhagats to prove
that
the tenets of the Sikh Gurus were already entertained
and proclaimed by the earlier popular saints.
16. Guru Arjun called this miscellaneous collection Granth (i.e., the
book). It was given the authority of Vedas and Puranas, which
the unlettered people had never been able to read, whereas the
Granth was composed in their mother tongue and intelligible to
the vulgar.
17. Guru Arjun was the first Sikh Guru who laid aside the garb of a
fakir, and kept an establishment like a grandee; he engaged
also in trades in a grand style.
18. Guru Hargobind was addicted to hunting, and entered the
services of the Emperor Jahangir. After Jahangir’s death, he
entered the services of Shah Jahan. When Shah Jahan sent
troops against him, he fled to Kartarpur and later to Kiratpur.
19. Guru Hargobind had no time nor taste for meditation and
composition of religious poetry.
20. Har Rai seemed to have neither inclination nor calling for poetry.
21 Guru Tegh Bahadur, like a mad man, was given to deep silence.
22. Guru Tegh Bahadur, while feeling unsafe in Punjab, moved to
Patna under the garb of a Hindu pilgrim.
23. Guru Tegh Bahadur, who was not a learned man nor conversant
with disputations, was thrown into prison because he refused to
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show miracles or embrace Musalman faith.
24. Guru Tegh Bahadur ordered his Sikhs to cut off his head because
he could not tolerate the pain inflicted on him in Delhi.
25. Moral views of Sikhs of Guru Tegh Bahadur’s time were confusing. Guru Tegh Bahadur was outlawed by Delhi government
and captured as a criminal at Agra.
26. Guru Gobind Singh was surrounded on all sides by dangers, so
he retreated to the mountains (Paonta Sahib). There he kept
himself concealed.
27. Guru Gobind Singh never studied Sanskrit but tried to imitate it
in his compositions, which on the whole are very difficult and
intricate.
28. Guru Gobind Singh’s mind was deeply tinged with superstitious
notions of Hindus. So he wanted to secure the aid of goddess
Durga, who was the special object of his worship.
29. Guru Gobind Singh made a human head sacrifice to Naina-devi
who then blessed him.
30. “As Guru Gobind Singh offended the high caste people by
abolishing caste system, they left him. Hence Khalsa consisted
of lower caste people such as Jats.
31. According to Guru Gobind Singh, Guru Granth Sahib in its
present form produced a spirit of meekness and humbleness.
So the Guru set to work and composed a big, heavy Granth. He
completed it in 1696 A.D. and called it Granth of the Tenth
Reign.
32. Guru Gobind Singh exaggerated the importance of his fights
with Hill Rajas in Vichittar Natak.
33. When Guru Gobind Singh’s children were put under the
foun-dation of a wall, the weeping of these children was heard
for many days.
34. Guru Gobind Singh was again defeated at Muktsar by Imperial
forces.
35. After leaving Damdama, Guru Gobind Singh went to Sir hind,
where his sons had been buried alive. From Sirhind the Guru
went back to Anandpur and settled there again, unmolested.
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36. Guru Gobind Singhjoined Imperial army of Emperor Bahadur
Shah.
37. Guru Gobind Singh went to Deccan, because he was appointed
the commander of five thousand horses.
38. Even though the Guru’s wounds were stitched, and healed, but
it seemed that the Guru was bent on dying. After appointing
Guru Granth Sahib the Guru, he became senseless.
39. Guru Gobind Singh died broken hearted, weary of life far from
the scenes of his exploits.
For more detailed arrogance of E. Trumpp readers are advised to
read Preface, Introductory essays of his translation of Adi Granth
(1877 & 1970). pp. I - XCVI
After heaping Eurocentric insults on the Sikh Gurus and Sikh
scripture, E. Trumpp, in Chapter III of his book, says the following
insulting things about Sikh religion.
1. Nanak himself was not a speculative philosopher, who built up
a concise system on scientific principles. He had not received
a regular school-training, and uttered, therefore, his thoughts
in a loose way, which are now scattered through the Granth,
and must first be patiently searched out and collected into a
whole, before we can form an idea of his tenets.
2. Nanak himself was by no means an independent thinker, neither
had he any idea of starting a new religious sect. He followed all
essential points, the common Hindu philosophy of those days,
especially the system laid down in Bhagavad Gita. He also
followed Kabir who was already a popular man in India.
3. Kabir’s writings which were composed in the Vulgar tongue,
were accessible to the unlearned masses.
4. The tenth Guru, Gobinq Singh, relapsed in many points again
into Hinduism. He was a special votary of Durga.
5. Nanak remained a thorough Hindu according to all his views.
We should be wrong in assuming that Nanak forbade the
worship of other gods on the ground of the unity of the Supreme.
He took ,over the whole Pantheon, with all the mythological
background, and subordinated it to the supreme Brahm.
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6. Guru Granth denies the libemm arbitrium in man (Free will).
7. Buddhism like Sikhism is nothing but unrestricted pessimism
unable to hold out any solace except that of annihilation.
8. Guru gives salvation to the elect using principle of “Decretum
aetemum.” Those elects are chosen according to the pleasure
of the Hari. It is Hari’s sport.
9. Sikhism is not moralizing Deism.
10. Earlier Gurus deified man into supreme himself.
11. Guru Gobind Singh took rude and ignorant Jats, kept them
subservient by kindling in them the hatred against Muslims.
12. The sayings of Bhatts were composed for the occasion of abject
flatteries, without any intrinsic value, and were added to Guru
Granth by Guru Arjun himself.
13. The verses of the different Gurus have been distributed into 31
ragas, apparently without any leading principle, as hardly any
verse is internally connected with another.
14. By thus jumbling together whatever came to hand without any
judicious selection, the Granth has become an extremely
incoherent and wearisome book, the few thoughts and ideas,
that it contains, being repeated in endless variation, which are
for the greatest part nothing but a jingling of words.
15. As Guru Arjun and Guru Nanak did not understand Sanskrit,
they were incapable of writing shlokas.
16. Though the Granth, as regards its content, is perhaps the most
shallow and empty book that exists in proportion to its size, it is
on the other hand, in linguistic point of view, of the greatest
interest to us, as it is a real treasury of the “old Hindu” dialects.
17. Nanak and his successors employed in their writings purposely,
the Hindui idiom, following the examples of Kabir and other
bhagats.
It must be pointed out that E. Trumpp has been source of hidden
inspiration to many “Occidental” historians such as Dr Mc-Lead,
Oberoi, Pashaura Singh, J.S. Grewal, and S.S. Hans. But the leader of
the pack is Dr McLeod, the rest of them are his role-dancing followers.
Here are some examples of what McLeod has to say about
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Sikhism and Sikh Gurus while using his Western reality and his right to
use Social Science methods developed in Europe to understand an
Eastern religion, Also his determined effort to convert somebody’s
subjective faith to bring to it objectivity, is arrogantly evident. These
examples are from his books such as “Evolution of The Sikh
Com-munity” (1975), “The Sikh History, Religion, and Society” (1989),
“Who is a Sikh? The Problem of Sikh Identity” (1989), the readers will
notice that the Trumppian themes run in McLeod’s writings,
1. Guru Nanak was the founder of Sikh religion in the organizational
sense, and not in the religious sense.
2. Nath tradition was worked by Kabir; Guru Nanak provided the
extension.
3. Guru Nanak in a way is a Sant Nanak.
4. Guru Nanak never went abroad.
5. Guru Gobind Singh lost all his battles.
6. Regression from Sikhism to Hindu religion took place at the time
of Guru Amar Das.
7. Jat influence got guruship to Guru Arjun Dev.
8. Guru Arjun corrected the bani written by Guru Nanak (Pashaura
Singh, 1991).
9. Compilation of the Adi Granth’was a process, it was not Dhur
Ki Bani (Pashaura Singh, 1991).
10. Bhagat Bani was included in Sri Guru Granth Sahib to please
the minorities (Pashaura Singh, 1991).
11. Guru Arjun was murdered and not martyred in 1606 A.D,
(Pashaura Singh, 1991).
12. Guru Granth is an anthology which is very amorphous (H.
Oberoi, 1994).
Dr James R. Lewis, Professor of Philosophy and Religion,
Appalachian State University, Boone, North Carolina, while writing
for “Advanced Studies in Sikhism” (1989), has exposed the behaviour
of Eurocentric historians in his famous article “Misrepresentation of
Sikh Tradition in World Religious Text Books” (1989).
Dr Lewis feels that as India was under a colonial rule, the
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Eurocentric Historians such as W.L. McGregor (1846), H.H. Wilson
(1848) and E. Trumpp were reinforcing and legitimizing British
im-perialism by downgrading the religion of the Sikhs (it must be noted
that J.D. Cunningham and Evans Bell did support Sikh aspirations in
this period, for which they were punished).
Mystified by the colonial and imperialistic scholars, some Sikh
historians such as J.S. Grewal, S.S. Hans, Pashaura Singh, and Harjot
Oberoi, have also committed errors of fact and interpretation in Sikh
history. Many Western scholars have joined this pack.
For example, following misstatements were made by Eurocentric
Sikh scholars in the recent past about Sikh history. They have been
collected from various books used in the Departments of Religious
Studies in North America.
1. Sikhism is the outcome of the impact of Islam on Hinduism
(Ellwood, “Many People Many Faiths”, 1987).
2. Guru Gobind Singh was killed in a battle (Robert Ellwood, 1987).
3. The Tenth Master slew a chicken rather than a goat on the
occasion of the formation of the Khalsa (Robert Ellwood, “Many
People Many Faiths”, 1987, pp. 101-102).
4. Guru Gobind Singh introduced into Sikhism the worship of the
terrible Hindu Goddess of Death, Durga. (Lewis M. Hopfe
“Religions of the World”, 1987).
5. Guru Nanak was the disciple of Kabir (Ward J. Fellows “Religions
East and West”, 1979).
6. Guru Nanak accepted gods of Hindu pantheon (K.W. Morgan
“The Religion of the Hindus”, 1953, p. 41).
7. Guru Granth Sahib is not comprehensible to most Sikhs, despite
the fact, they hold it sacred (David G. Bradley “A Guide to
World Religions” 1963, p. 128).
8. The Sikhs, in their fight for survival against Islam, became instead
a symbol of religious intransigence and hatred (Hyla S. Converse
“The Religious World”, 1988, p. 98).
9. Sikhism is more of a reformed Hindu religion (Wing-tsit cham, et.
al, “The Great Asian Religions. An Anthology”, 1969, p. 5).
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10. There is little doubt that in Sikhism, Muslim Sources predominate
(John Hutchison “Path of Faith”, 1969, p. 200).
11. Guru Nanak leaned rather more to Islam than to Hinduism
(Ninian Smart: “The Religious Experience of Mankind” 1976 p.
150).
12. Sikhism is an equal admixture of Islam and Hinduism (D.L.
Carnody: “The Story of World Religion”, 1988, p. 253).
13. Sikh religion is not in any absolute sense new (J.B. Noss &
David Noss: “Man’s Religion”, 1984, p. 221).
14. Sikhism was grafted (syncretized) on foreign elements (Paul B.
Courtright and Harbans Singh: “Punjab Past and Present”, 1976,
p.417).
15. Sikhs are the most militant of warriors (L.M. Hopfe: “Religions
of the World”, 1987, p. 184).
16. Sikhs started believing in combativeness and even militarism
(H. Stroup: “The Founders of Living Religion”, 1975, p. 104).
17. Sikhs, like Muslims, started believing that death in battle was a
passport to paradise. (R. Cavendish: “The Great Religions”,
1980, p. 49).
The present author firmly believes that the “sloppy scholar-ship”
of these Eurocentric, Colonial, Racist and Imperial Scholars is due to
their hidden desire to show the superiority of Christianity, and
justification of colonization. These scholars represent the elite and
elect behaviour of Calvinistic males.

EUROCENTRISM AND SIKH RESEARCH
After giving the above examples, a brief introduction to
‘Eurocentrism’ is in order at this time. ‘Eurocentric’ Sikh researchers
are self-appointed Sikh historians who want to bring “correctness” to
Sikh history. Their linear, collective mind treats the Sikhs, Sikh Gurus,
and Sikh scripture the same way as Marx treated various European
religions. These empiricists and logical-positivists use social science
methods developed in Europe to understand and evaluate the mystic
writings of the East. They operate using object-subject duality. They
are committed to hard-headed no-nonsense interpretation of mystical
realities and lives of cosmocentric Sikh Gurus. Their logical-positivism
wants to verify the Sikh traditions by recorded documentations. They
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get their inspirations from such European thinkers as Calvin, Wilden,
Habernras, Sartre, Marcuse, Freud, Mane, and Hegel (see Sirdar Kapur
Singh’s “Sikhism”, Institute of Sikh Studies, 1993).
The motivations of Eurocentric scholars are repressionprojection mechanisms. The Eurocentric scholar is uncomfortable with
contradiction between the theory and practice in his own religious
traditions. By repressing, they project the contradiction to Sikhism.
McLeod’s articles in the Sikh Review, January & April 1994, are very
good examples of this phenomenon.
This psycho-dynamic interpretation explains why faithless
scholars, raduate students in a hurry, the Western and some mystified
Eastern role-dancing followers, have given such a differential
treat-ment to Sikhism. The present writer is not aware of any article of
Dr McLeod where he has taken Christianity to task for being a very
oppressive and colonizing religion.
By this ‘repression’, projection mechanism of motivation, these
Eurocentric scholars want to bring structure to Sikhism and make it
‘sociologically respectable’ (Oberoi, 1994). Calvinistic elect and elitist
thought has brought the dehumanizing structural “necessity” rational
efficiency, concentration on self, selfishness and ability to “denature
the supernatural”, in Eurocentric scholarship. Eurocentric
scholars want “to see” the invisible in the visible or “essential in
the appearing. “
A Eurocentric researcher believes, or is mystified in believing, in
the inferiority of Asian religions. The readers are recommended to read
W.L. McGregor (1848); H.H. Wilson (1848); E. Trumpp 1877; R.S. Ellwood
1987; Hopfe 1987; Ward J. Fellows 1979; Geoffrey Parrinder 1965; K.W.
Morgan 1953; D.G. Bradley 1963; J.B. Noss 1984; and writings of
McLeod, J.S. Grewal, S.S. Hans, Gurinder Mann, Pashaura Singh, and
H. Oberoi for understanding the “Culture of the Fitters” of Sikh
Religion.
It is a known fact that Darwin’s origin of the species (1859) gave
freedom to the imperialists, colonizers, and fitters to create the culture
of the Fitters. Using their linear and colonized mind, these Eurocentric
historians are trying to fit Sikh religion to the “Social Science, European,
no-nonsense paradigm.” They also operate on the assumption that
the researcher is separate from the object of study, and in fact seeks to
gain as much distance as possible from the object of the study.
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KHALSACENTRISM AND SIKH RESEARCH
Khalsacentric research believes in essence, wholism,
intro-spection and retrospection. It rejects the hypothetical statistical -interventionist model of research and the use of
European social science methods. A Khalsacentric researcher does
not approach the subject of study with a prestored paradigm in
her/his psyche.
Through retrospection, a Khalsacentric researcher questions to
ascertain if the interpretations of his findings are causing psychic or
spiritual discomfort to the people who belong to the culture under
study.
Khalsacentric researcher looks for the wholistic reality rather
than a detached reality. He looks for the essence of the culture rooted
in a particularistic view of reality. False propositions of one culture are
not applied to study other cultures to produce distorted and hurtful
knowledge.
Khalsacentric researcher seeks total immersion in the culture
before rushing to study it. A researcher cannot stay separate from the
object of the study. The distance distorts the view. A Khalsacentric
researcher “cleanses the doors of his/her perception, through
intro-spection of any pre-existing paradigms.”
Khalsacentric researcher uses retrospection to see if the
in-terpretation is not intentionally made convergent to provide a “good
fit to the existing paradigms of knowledge.”
Khalsacentric researcher does not use “Freedom of
Expres-sion as a Crutch.” His personality is very important and his
knowledge of ethno-methodology of research is very crucial for
the research outcome.
It must be pointed out that a Khalsacentric scholar assumes the
right and responsibility of describing Sikh realities from a subjective
faith point of view of the Khalsa values and ideals. He centers himself
and the Sikh community in his research activity.
Khalsacentric researcher recognizes the pivotal role of his-tory,
especially the history of Sikhs vs Muslims, Hindus and Christians,
and uses ideological, humanistic and emancipatory anti-racist
aware-ness to formulate his hypotheses. Colonial, Calvinistic, elitistic;
and arrogantly elect behaviour is not accepted in Khalsacentrism. Part
of the mandate of Khalsacentric research is to screen out oppressive
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assumptions.
Khalsacentric researcher stresses the importance of centring
Sikh ideals, codes, and symbols in Punjab as a place and the struggle
that was put up to oppose the oppressive assumptions.
Khalsacentric researcher self-consciously obliterates the
sub-ject/object duality and enthrones Khalsa wholism in his research.
The perceptive which a Khalsacentric researcher brings to the
research exercise, depends upon his experiences, both within and
outside the Sikh culture. When centring Khalsa values, the researcher
must centre his own ideals. It is, therefore, important that Khal-sacentric
scholars declare who they are and what has motivated them to study
Sikhism (If Sikhs had known what McLeod was going to write in his
recent articles in The Sikh Review, January and April 1994, stating his
own contradictions about Christianity and his repression -projection
of those contradictions to Sikhism, their reaction to his indulging in
Sikh research since 1968, would have been different). Same argument
could be applied to the recent research produced by Oberoi, Gurinder
Mann, and Pashaura Singh. While McLeod was running away from
Christianity, using the missionary money of New Zealand; Oberoi,
Pashaura, and Gurinder Mann were busy selling the Sikh soul for
landing a University position.
Even though Sikhism has become a living, assertive way of life,
a Khalsacentric researcher can extract the following specific Sikh values
and apply them to “discover himself.” These values are easily traceable
in the Sikh scripture and ethos.
1. Khalsacentrism is an assertive way of life which rejects the
dichotomy between spiritual and empirical life of a person. It
has successfully challenged the initial structure of existing
religions through “structured inversion and negation of the
negation.
2. In Khalsacentric living, Sikhs reject the unreality of life,
withdrawal from life, indulgence in asceticism or sanyasa,
var-nas or caste, pollution, ritualism and avtarhood.
3. All ten Sikh Gurus developed a life-affirming system and asked
Sikhs to model life as a game of love, and truthful and assertive
living.
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4. Khalsacentrism believes in universal consciousness and deep
mystical saintliness. Sikhs’ concept of God is “the sole One,
self-existent, creator-person, without fear: without enmity,
timeless, unincarnated, self-created, gracIous, enlightener
benevolent, ocean of virtues and ineffable.” The Sikhs are urged
to internalize these attributes by repeating them in their prayers.
5. In Khalsacentric living, a householder’s life is a must. Khalsa
has no use for recluses, ascetics and other-worldliness.
6. Rejection of celibacy made the status of woman equal to man.
7. Khalsacentrism believes in the importance of work and production.
Work should not be divided through castes. A Sikh breaks free of
the convoluted cycle of higher vs lower castes.
8. Khalsacentrism recommends work and sharing of. incomes.
Sikhism, like socialism, deprecates the amassing of wealth. In
Sikhism a wealthy man has a social responsibility of sharing.
9. Khalsacentrism fully accepts the concept of social responsibility.
An oppressor who dehumanizes and hinders the honest and
righteous discharge of a householder’s life, has to be tackled.
A Khalsa becomes the protector or rakha, whether they are
Brahmins from Kashmir or the powerless women being taken
to Ghazni for slave trade.
10. A Khalsa undergoes constantly what psychqlogists call positive
disintegration and cognitive dissonance, because of his truthful
living and believing in the principles of adde so jhadde. His
reality is formed through his internalizing of the remarkably
powerful Sikh Ardas and gurbani. He becomes a gurmukh by
killing his ego, and then is expected to re-enter the fannah
phase of his life to fulfil his social responsibilities. Guru Arjun
Dev, Guru Tegh Bahadur, Guru Gobind Singh and his children,
and many of his followers up to the present time, have followed
this path of social responsibility, producing a compulsion of
re-entry into the oppressed world and enjoying martyrdom.
11. In Khalsacentrism, the oppressive status quo has to be
challenged. Sikhism teaches politeness to friends and defiance
to oppressors.
12. Through social participation and resistance against wrong
doings a Khalsa becomes “the instrument of His Attributive
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Will, and wants to bring Haleemi-Raj or Kingdom of God on
Earth for everybody. He wants Sarbat da Bhala.
13. By repeating and internalizing Naam, the Khalsa stops seeing
lines of duality in his reality. He becomes cosmocentric, and
the pain of the universe becomes his own pain. Haumen
(Egoism), the neurosis of the soul, dies through this awakening.
14. In Khalsacentrism, remembering Karta Purakh in the company
of Sadh Sangat is the means to evolve. A Khalsa develops a
sense of cosmocentric awareness and power of
“discrimination.”
Naam repetition is a psychological method of removing ‘I-am-ness,’ the greatest malady of human beings. It also awakens in
“Khalsa,” His Will through love, contentment, truth, humanity,
other-orientedness, and unconditional positive regard for the
oppressed. Naam removes lust, anger, greed, attachment, and
vanity. The Khalsa emerges to defend the claims of
conscious-ness against oppression. The Khalsa becomes the
vanguard of righteousness by defining himself in the image of
the Guru.
15.Idalsacentrism believes in egalitarian society and joins the
cosmocentric universal culture, where only “the pure will be
allowed to rule.”
16. Through Khalsa, Guru Gobind Singh took Sikhism to the Phoenix
Principle” of the Khalsacentric life-affirming system, and brought
revolutionary liberation.
The Khalsacentric researcher rejects subject/object separa-tion,
encourages collectivism rather than individualism, grounds him- self in
complementarity, leaves false consciousness of Eurocentric thinking,
looks at struggles as a way of transferring human conscious-ness, makes
research centred in its base community (Punjab), and gets grounded in
Punjab experience of 500 years, and familiarizes himself in the language,
philosophy and myths of the Sikhs through cultural Immersion.
The Khalsacentric researcher must examine himself or herself in
the process of examining any subject. The introspection and
retrospection are an integral part of Khalsacentric research.
Introspec-tion means that the researcher questions herself or himself in
regard to the subject under study. In retrospection the researcher
questions himself or herself after the project is completed to ascertain if
any personal biases have entered, or are hindering the fair interpretation
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of the results. He attempts to know how the community being studied
will feel about his research findings.
The first question that a Khalsacentric researcher asks is “who
am I?” In defining himself he defines his place and the perspective he
brings to the research exercise. The data collected must include the
personal knowledge of the subjective faith of the researcher, his
per-sonality, functioning, experiences, motivation (repression,
projection, spiritual, mystical) in order to provide some source of
validation for the result of his inquiry.

FINAL WORD
The purpose of this article was to show that the theme of
Eurocentrism runs through the writings of McLeod, Pashaura Singh,
and Oberoi. It is very clear that they got their “research inspirations”
from E. Trumpp, who came to India in 1869 to write a book about Sikhs
for the benefit of the colonizers. I feel that E. Trumpp colonial men-tality
and “accidental” reality were picked up consciously or uncon-sciously
by these historians in a hurry - rapidly trained in social science
methodology with European traditions. “The other kind of seeing” of
Khalsacentric research where the place, time, the nature of the
community being studied, the role and the role models played, does
not fit into their egocentric - repression - projection paradigms.
When some of these scholars write about Sikh Gurus as “political
personalities,” they open windows for others to see the pathol-ogy
they are suffering from. The mystification of producing and
“im-pressing” people with their writings without introspection and
retrospection, has caused the Sikh community a great deal of hurt and
stress. Their zeal to bring “sociological respectibility” to Sikhism has
made them arrogant and dehumanizing.
If they could have read the reactions of First Nations of North
America, Women and Blacks about the Eurocentric research done on
them by the “well meaning researchers of the 60’s,” they would not
have gone the direction they have taken. The cover of academic freedom
will not shelter them for a long time. Their instrumental, non-believing
personalities that take sadist pleasure in trampling over the subjective
faith of a troubled minority, have to be challenged and exposed. May
Sat Guru forgive them for the hurt they are causing. Perhaps “they do
not know what they are doing,” because of the acute academic neurosis
which has made them linear, non-intuitive, convergent, and myopically
pathological.
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vk joi's T[pokJ/ dh f;Zy Xow ns/ fJfsjk; tZb fgZm
vkeNo pbeko f;zx
vkeNo joi's T[pokJ? B{z f;zx fbyD dh ed/ b'V BjhI gJh, fJj T[;dk
fBih wkwbk j? go fJ; s'I fJj nzdk}k bkT[Dk w[Ffeb BjhI j? fe T[j wkfgnK dh
Xkofwe neKfynktK ns/ f;Zy fto;/ dhnK jdK ftZu ofjD B{z fsnko BjhI j? .
nekdfwesk dk fBo;zd/j Xkofwe j'D ik Bk Xkofwe j'D Bkb e'Jh f;ZXk ;zpzX
BjhI j? go fijVk nekdfwesk dk nkXko jh Xkofwe j't/, T[; tZb fgZm BjhI ehsh
ik ;edh . :{ ph ;h f;Zy u/no Bkb i[Vh j'Jh nekdfwesk ftZu fJ; u/no bJh
czv d/D tkb/ f;ZyK dhnK GktBktK Fkwb jB . vkeNo T[pokJ/ dhnK fbysK s/
nkXkos fJ; fNZgDh dh b'V :{Bhtof;Nh gqpzXeK dk fXnkB nekdfwe B?fsesk
tZb d[nkJ/ ikD dh e'fFF ftZu g?dk j'Jh j? .
fJ; ftZu e'Jh FZe BjhI j? fe t/yD B[z vkeNo T[pokJ/ B/ y'i f;ZyK ns/ f;Zy
Xow pko/ eoB dh e'fFF ehsh j? . fi; u/no s/ T[j ezw eo fojk j? , T[E/ f;Zy
nfXn?B shi/ Bzpo s/ j? ns/ gfjb/ s/ d{i/ Bzpo s/ gzikph GkFk ns/ gzikph ;fGnkuko
j? . fJjBK d'jK pko/ vkeNo T[pokJ/ dk e'Jh ezw ;kkjwD/ BjhI nkfJnk . fJ; pko/
g[ZS/ ikD dh b'V BjhI j? feT[Ife ;yh ;oto, r[Zrk gho ns/ w{btkd dh nkV ftZu
i' T[;B/ ;fGnkukoe xkD ehsk j?, T[; B{z T[;B/ ;fGnkukoe frD iK frDtk
b?Dk j? . T[; B/ gqrN o{g ftZu ;wki ftfrnkBh gj[zu nXhB ezw eoB dk dkntk
ehsk j? . fJ; B/ gqrN o{g ftZu ;wki ftfrnkBh gj[zu nXhB ezw eoB dk dkntk
ehsk j? . fJ; Bkb f;Zy Xow fuzsB dk w{b gq;zr , f;Zy nfXnksfwesk T[; d/
nfXn?B y/so s/ pkjo jh j' rJh j? . gzikph pko/ T[; B/ e[M BjhI ehsk jh BjhI
brdk j? fe gzikph d/ fJj fszB/ e'o; eotkT[D tk;s/ T[; e'b ;woZEk jh BjkhI j?
. i' uko e'o; w? t/y/ jB, T[BQK ftZu'I f;Zy nfXnkswesk t?;/ jh r[zw ikgdh j? . fJ;
soQK f;Zy u/no B{z GkFk ns/ fXnkswesk s'I wfjo{g eo fdZsk frnk j? . i' e[M
;kjwD/ nkfJnk j?, T[; Bkb th f;Zy f;XKs, f;Zy nfXnkswesk ns/ f;Zy Ehnkb'ih
d/ w{b nkXkoK B{z x'ok jh bkfJnk frnk j? . u/no B/ f;Zy nekdfwesk d/ rb'pb
;o'ekoK B{z ;kjwD/ fbnkT[Dk ;h go u/no B/ j[D sZe nf;Zy ehwsK ns/ f;Zy Xow
d/ fto'X ftZu ezw eo ojhnK ;z;EktK ns/ FeshnK B{z f;Zy ;kps eoB dh e'fFF
jh ehsh j? . :{ ph ;h f;Zy u/no dk fJj Nhuk sK ed/ th BjhI ;h . fJ; soQK fiBQK
ny"sh f;Zy gq;zrK dk ;wki Fk;sqh nfXn?B vkeNo T[pokJ/ B/ ehsk j? ,. T[j f;Zy
fuzsB, f;Zy fJfsjk; ns/ f;Zy ehwsK s/ nXkos eoe/ gq;s[s BjhI ehsk frnk .
fJ; B{z f;Zy Xow dk fBzdBh: gqFB jh efjDk ukjhdk j? feT[Ife fJj nkgD/
gqrNkt/ ns/ gqGkt ftZu f;jswzd nekdfwesk s/ fpbe[b gk;/ ubk frnk j? .
fe;/ th e"w d/ f;XKse ;o'ekoK pko/ nfijh nf;jswzd nekdfwesk dh nkfrnk,
xZN' xZN T[;/ jh e"w tb'I ubkJh ik ojh u/no s/ BjhI fdZXsh ikDh ukjhdh . :{ ph
;h u/no tb'I i' e[M j' fojk j?, T[j f;Zy Xow d/ jZe ftZu BjhI j? .
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vkeNo T[pokJ/ dhnK fbysK ftZu fiBQK g[;seK d/ jtkb/ 80 ch;dh s'I tZX
fdZs/ rJ/ jB, T[jBK g[;seK B{z f;Zy Xow d/ gq;zr ftZu wkBsk gqkgs ns/
fezs{w[esg[;sedk BjhI fejk ik ;edk . tkXk fJj j? fe fJj b/ye gzikph s'
Bktkec j'D eoe/, f;ZyK d/ ;'qs ;kfjs ns/ r[opkDh se f;X/ gj[zu th BjhI ;ed/
. ;[DhnK ;[DkJhnK d/ nkXko s/ nkgDh fBZih s;Zbh tk;s/ ns/ nkgd/ f;nk;h fjsK
tk;s/ fbyhnK rJhnK fbysK B{z gqwkfDe g[;seK BjhI nkfynk ik ;edk . fJjBK
g[;seK ftZu'I th T[jBK jtkfbnK dh jh u'D ehsh j?, fi; Bkb b/ye B{z wBwoih d/
f;ZN/ eZYD ftZu ;j{bs fwbdh j't/ . fJ; gj[zu ftXh B/ y/ye dhnK fbysK B{z
T[bko, dbhb fto[X ns/ nekdfwe B?fsesk d/ T[bN ;kps j' ikD dk okj gZXok
eo fdZsk j? . y'i dh fdqFNh s'I i/ nkXko Hbs j'D, jtkb/ ngq;zre j'D ns/
Bhns th mhe Bk j't/ sK nekdfwe T[XVX[wz h dk nzdk}k bkT[Dk e'Jh w[Ffeb BjhI
j? .
fJ; fdqFNh s'I vkeNo T[pokJ/ dhnK fbysK ftZu gqkgs r?o nekdfwe ns/
f;Zy fto'Xh XkoBktK tZb :{Bhtof;Nh nfXekohnK dk fXnkB d[nkT[D dk :sB jh
b/y d/ nrb/ g?fonK ftZu ehsk ik fojk j? .
1. vkeNo T[pokJ/ B/ gfjbK eZY bJ/ BshfinK B{z g[FN ns/ gqkwDs eoB
bJh, dbhbK bZGD B{z nekdfwesk gotkB eo fbnk j? . fJ; B{z
nekdfwesk BjhI, XV/pzdh iK tZX s'I tZX nekdfwe f;nk;s nkfynk ik
;edk j? . fJ; soQK vkeNo T[pokJ/ e'bI' nkgDh jh u/no d/ NhfunK fto[XZ
ezw eoB dh tXheh j' rJh j? .
2. vkeNo T[pokJ/ dhnK fbysK ftZu gZSw ftZu ftes;s j'J/ wkvb dh tos'I
sK ehsh rJh go fJj fXnkB ftZu BjhI oZfynk frnk fe fJfsjk; w{be
XowK (Semetic) Bkb ;zpzXs wkvb pkDh w{be (revelatory) Xow
T[s/ j{pj{ bkr{ BjhI ehs/ ik ;ed/ . wkvb B{z f;XKs dk pdb th BjhI
wzfBnk ik ;edk feT[Ife f;XKs ftZu'I wkvb g?dk j[zdk j? Bk fe wkvb ftZu'I
f;XKs g?dk j[zdk j? . ;"fynK f;ZN/ eZYD d/ bkbu ftZu b/ye B/ fJe gk;/
f;Zy ;q'sK dh EK r?o f;Zy ;q'sK B{z, ;r'I f;Zy fto'Xh ;q'sK B{z nk;ok pDk
fbnk j? ns/ d{i/ gk;/ nf;Zy ;o'ekoK B{z f;Zy ;o'eko ;wMD dh rbsh
eo bJh j? . f;ZfNnK dk rbs ;/X ftu fBebDk, fJ; jkbs ftZu e[dosh ;h
. f;Zy nfXn?B Bkb i[Vh j'Jh u/no s'I fJ; dh nk; BjhI ehsh ik ;edh .
3. Xow fuzsB d/ y/so ftZu f;XKs ns/ ofjs ftZu yZgk e'Jh BjhI rZb BjhI j?
. f;XKs dh ofjs T[s/ ;odkoh dk wkvb nk;k dh tko ftZu r[o{ BkBe
d/t ih B/ fdZsk j'fJnk j?, T[; B{z tos e/ f;ZN/ eZYD dh EK, b/ye B/ fJ;
gZy/ B{z f;Zy Xow d/ fto'X ftZu tosD dh tXheh ehsh j? . fJ; d/ Bkb jh
b/ye B/ f;Zy fto'Xh f;ZN/ eZYD d/ T[bko ftZu, ngqwkfDe fbysK d/ nkXko
s/ f;Zy Xow fto[X gfjbK jh fSVh j'Jh w[fjzw B{z sefVnK efo e/ nekdfwe
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ubkeh ns/ f;XKsjhD fto'Xsk ehsh j? . nfrnkB ns/ fJB;kBh ew}'ohnK
s/ nkXko N[Nh j'Jh ik fyzvh j'Jh wkBf;esk Bkb i[VhnK j'JhnK e[ohshnK
d/ nk;o/ Bkb, fe;/ th Xow d/ f;XKs dh fBzfdnk nekdfwe BjhI nytk
;edh . vkeNo T[pokJ/ fiBQK ;yh ;otohnK ns/ r[Zr/ d/ GosK nkfd dh
rZb eoe/, f;Zy f;XKs d/ fto[ZX f;ZN/ eZYD dh f;os'V :sB eo fojk j?,
T[jBK B{z fet/I th f;Zy d/ nzsors gotkB BjhI ehsk ik ;edk . f;Zy Xow
sk fJBQK e[ohshnK d/ fybkc ijkd S/Vdk j? . ;' f;Zy d/ xo izw g?D Bkb
ns/ e/; oZy e/ gZr pzB b?D Bkb sK f;Zy nytkT[D dk nfXekoh BjhI
j'fJnk ik ;edk . fB;zr j' e/ efjDk j't/ sK fejk ik ;edk j? fe fij'
fijk nedfwek vkeNo T[pokJ/ dhnK fbysK ftZui' B}o nkT[d
I h j?, fJ;
B{z jhD GktBk dk fFeko nekdfwesk nkfynk ik ;edk j? ns/ nekdfwe
dZbkfroh d/ x/o/ fZu ofj e/ tosh rJh e{N-p"fXesk th rodkfBnk ik
;edk j? . nfijh nekdfwesk dh nkfrnk d/D dk noE fJj j't/rk fe
f;Zy ;'fwnK Bkb ubkJh ik ojh :{ ph ;h f;Zy u/no B{z f;Zy Xow fto[ZX
gquko-e/Ido i'I os/ ikD dh nkfrnk fdZsh ik ojh j? .
4. ;yh ;oto, r[Zrk gho, wksk okDhnK ik ghoK wi"oK Bkb i[V/ j'J/ Xkofwe
F'FD e/Ido dk f;Zy nekdfwesk Bkb d{o dk th tk;sk BjhI j? . vkeNo
T[pokJ/ B/ fJBQK B{z nkgD/ nfXn?B dk e/d
I o fet/I pDkfJnk ns/ fJj f;Zy u/
no tb'I ftuko/ ns/ ;zGkb/ ikD bJh }o{oh fet/I j't,/ fJ; pko/ fBoDk ehs/
ikD dh b'V j? . ;yh ;otohnK tor/ T[bMD e/IdoK Bkb'I N[ZN e/, b'e f;Zy
sK ;i/ jB go i/ e'Jh f;ZyK ftZu'I fJBK tZb frnk j? sK fJj f;Zyh d/ x/o/
ftu'I pkjo j' frnk j? . nfijk f;jswzd gq;zr sK vkeNo T[pokJ/ dhnK
fbysK dk Gkr BjhI pfDnK < fJ; s'I Bshik eZfYnk ik ;edk j? fe vke
T[pokJ/ B/ Xkofwe F'FD dk fFeko phwko ns/ nf;jswzd ;o'ekoK B{z
f;Zy f;XKsK B{z Ykj bkT[D tk;s/ tofsnk j? . f;Zy u/no okjh ;kjwD/
fbnKdh rJh fJj' fijh fbys B{z f;Zy nekdfwesk d/ x/o/ ftZu sK fpbe[b
BjhI oZfynk ik ;edk .
5. vkeNo T[pokJ/ dhnK fbysK, f;Zy Xow dh ;[zssq ;EkgBk B{z ftrkV e/ g/
F eoB bJh S/Vh rJh :'iBkpzd wfjzwK dk fjZ;k ;kjps j' rJhnK jB .
f;Zy Xow B{z gfjbK gqkgs XowK dh fBozsosk ftZu iK gqkgs XowK d/ ob/
t/I ftZu'I g?dk j'fJnK wZs ;kps eoB tk;s/ b/ye tX/o/ T[s;[e bZr fojk
j? . b/ye dhnK fbysK ftZu T[go'es XkoBktK B{z oZd eod/ y'i ;kfjs
(vkeNo ntsko f;zx, vkeNo doFB f;zx, vkeNo fBoG? f;zx, vkeNo
pbeko f;zx, vkeNo wdBihs e"o ns/ vkeNo r[oBkw e"o dhnK SkghnK
g[;seK nkfd) dk jtkbk sZe BjhI j? . i/ fes/ GkJh ekjB f;zx nkfd B{z
jtkb/ bJh tofsnk th j? sK T[; dh th ;jh gq;zr ftZu BjhI ehsh rJh .
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6H vkH w?ebkT{v dhnK fbysK pko/ gfjbK jh pj[sk e[M fejk ik
u[Zek j? ns/ vkH w?ebkT{v B/ pj[s ;kohnK nkgDhnK fbysK ftZu
fbnKdhnK r?of}zw/tko rZbK gotkB th eo bJhnK jB. fJE/ sK
fJzBK jh efjDk fe fi; ftdtkB dh ;zpzXs y'i y/so d/ w{b
;'fwnK sZe, GkFK eoe/ iK f;XKse w[jkto/ s'I Bktkech eoe/,
gj[u jh BjhI j?, T[; dhnK fbysK d/ nkXko s/ gowkDe BshfinK
sZe fet/I gj[zfunk ik ;edk j?. vkH T[pokJ/ dhnK fbysK ~ vkH
w?ebkT{v tb'I tos/ rJ/ c[ZN B'NK dh ftnkfynk sZe ;hws
nkfynk ik ;edk j?. vkH w?ebkT{v B/ fijVhnK rZbK fBZih
fuZmhnK nkfd ftZu wzB th bJhnK jB, vkH T[pokJ/ T[jBK bJh
th i{MD ~ fsnko j?. f;Zy fuzsB wkBf;esk d/ nfXnkswheoD
dh rZb eodk j? go vkH T[pokJ/ f;Zy nfXnknksfwesk ns/ f;y
wkBf;esk Bkb i[V/ j'J/ j'o w;fbnK ~ T[bMkT[D ftZu jh o[fMnk
j'fJnk B}o nkT[Idk j?. f;Zy Xow d/ ftfdnkoEh ti'I }[zw/tkoh
Bkb fejk ik ;edk j? fe vkH T[pokJ/ dhnK fbysK ftZu'I
nfXnksfwesk r[zw j? ns/ fJj fbysK ;wki ftfrnkB Bkb
;zpzXs gZSwh wkvbK dhnK u/ghnK j/mK, f;Zy f;XKsK ~ b[ekT[D
dk :sB jh nkyhnK ikDhnK ukjhdhnK jB. eh f;Zy u/no s'I
fJj ;G e[M ikfJ} iK nekdfwe j?<
7H f;XKs Bkb' I N[ Z N hnK j' J hnK ;wki ftfrnkBe ftXhnK,
T[Got/I sZsK dhnK e;eK dk fJfsjk; j' iKdhnK jB. f;Zy
nfXn?B tk;s/ pkDh Bkb'I N[ZfNnk j'fJnk wkvb ;theko eoBk
efmB j?. eth ;zs'y f;zx, frnkBh frnkB f;zx ns/ pkeh f;Zy
b/yeK s'I fpBK y[Ftes okfJ, ;'uD bkb ;{oh, nfjwd Fkj
pNkbhnk nkfd B/ nkgDhnK fbysK ~ f;Zy GktBk Bkb'I N[ZND s'I
pukfJnk j'fJnk j?. go vkH T[pokJ/ fJjBK ;G ~ SZv e/
ntsko f;zx pkjohnk tor/ f;Zy fto'Xh b/yeK dk ;jkok b?Idk
j?. pkDh Bkb'I N[ZfNnk wkvb, fi; dh tos'I vkH T[pokJ/ dhnK
fbysK ftZu j' u[Zeh j?, okXk ;[nkwhnK ns/ fBozekohnK ~ f;ZyK
Bkb obrZv eo d/t/rk. i/ fJj wkVhnK fgosK ;[u/s s"o s/
gkJhnK ik ojhnK jB sK fJj u/no d/ NhfunK d/ fto[ZX jB.
i/ fJj ;G e[ZM nu/s jh j' frnk j? sK s[ozs f;Zy fuzsB d/ y/
so ftZu ezw eo oj/ nekdwhiBK Bkb p?m e/, fJ; pko/ ;[us/
j'Dk ns/ f;jswzd gj[zu ftXh ~ ngDkT[Dk }o{oh j?.
8H f;Zyh fto'Xh Bshi/ eZYD dk bkbu vkH T[pokJ/ T[s/ J/BK jkth
j? fe T[j ;yh ;otohnK ~ w?ekbc d/ jtkb/ Bkb fjzd{ wzB e/
th ns/ pkeh jtkfbnK Bkb g{ie FoXkb{nK ~ w[;bwkB nkfd
wzB e/ th Bshi/ f;ZyK ns/ f;Zy Xow d/ fto[ZX jh eZYdk j?. f;Zy
Xow pko/ nfrnkB iK rbs ;{uBk d/ nkXko s/ p/;[o/ Bshi/ th
b/ye T[pokJ/ f;ZyK s/ ;[ZN fdzdk j?. nfij/ FzfenK ftZu fxfonk
j'fJnk ftdtkB f;Zy u/no Bkb fBnK fet/I eo ;edk j?<
9H vkH T[pokJ/ B/ fi; soQK ;BksBh f;ZyK dh e'Nh dh nkV ftZu
d[BhnK Go dhnK e[ohshnK f;Zy Xow Bkb i'V e/ wzst-f;Xh eo
bJh j?, T[;/ e'b'I nZr/ ~ nkgD/ tor/ nkX[fBe f;ZyK dh nkV ftZu
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fGnkBe f;ZN/ eZY b?D s'I fJBeko BjhI ehsk ik ;edk. eh i/
e[ZM r'o/ b'e wzvbh pDk e/ ;w?e ghId/ jB sK ;w?e dh tos'I ~
Jh;kJhns dk Gkr wzfBnk ik ;edk j?< i/ BjhI sK wVhnK nZr/
r'v/ N/eh nzX ftFtkFh ew}'o wkBf;esk tkb/ ftnesh, nkgD/
nkg jh r[o{ d/ f;Zy fet/I j' rJ/< u/no torh }[zw/tko EK s'I
fJj' fijhnK r?o }[zwt/ kbh tkbhnK rZbK ~ nekdfwe gotkB BjhI
ehsk ik ;edk.
10H f;zx ;Gk bfjo dh w[ykbcs ns/ f;Zy fJfsjk; ftZu F'FDh
ebkpk}hnK ~ wkBsk, vkH T[pokJ/ dhnK fbysK dh gqXkB ;[o j?.
fJzM brdk j? fe b/ye r[opkDh s'I Bktkec j? ns/ fpBK fwjBs
d/ ehfsnK ;"fynK f;ZV/ eZYD d/ bkbu ftu, f;Zy nekdfwesk ~
Fzfenk d/ izrb tZb XZeh ik fojk j?. nfijh y[ZbQ f;Zy u/no s/
ofjzfdnK }kfJ} eoko BjhI fdZsh ik ;edh feT[Ife fJj u/no
f;ZyK dh y{B g;hB/ dh ewkJh ftu'I pDh j'Jh j?. j[D sZe u/no
nkgDk eosZt fBGkT[D ftZu n;cb ojh j? ns/ fJj nkfrnk j'o
BjhI d/Dh ukjhdh.
11H vkH T[pokJ/ B/ @@u[Zg d/ f;XKs## ~ wBwo}h d/ f;ZN/ eZYD bJh
tos fbnk j? ns/ nkgD/ nkg ~ @@nb'uBkswe ftdtsk## dk
gqshfBX wzB fbnk j?. fJj' fij/ T[bko ftu'I b/ye B/ f;Zy
nekdfwesk ~ wkoe;h ftXh ns/ gZSwh wkvb d/ d' g[VK ftueko
doV-coV eoB dk :sB ehsk j?. fJ; tk;s/ vkH T[pokJ/ jT{w?
ns/ ftdtsk dk }okp]so gfjB e/ i' ihn nkt/, efjD d/
nfXeko dk wkbe j' frnk ikgdk j?. f;Zy u/no s'I Bk fJj
T[bko F'Gk fdzdk j? ns/ Bk jh u/no s'I fJ; dh nkfrnk fdZsh
ikDh ukfjdh j?.
fJjBK B[efsnK d/ nkXko s/ ;"fynK jh fJ; Bshi/ s/ gj[zfunk ik
;edk j? fe vkH T[pokJ/ B/ nkgDhnK ;kohnK fbysK dk o[y, f;Zy wkBf;esk
ns/ f;Zy f;XKsK ~ tb{zdoD tkbk jh oZfynk j'fJnk j?. fJ; ftZu e'Jh
FZe BjhI fe fe;/ th nekdfwe ;z;EK iK f;Zy u/no d/ w[Yb/ ;o'ekoK dh
ntj/bBk, T[;/ jh ;z;EK Bkb i[V/ j'J/ gb/Nckow s'I BjhI ehsh ikDh
ukjhdh. vkH T[pokJ/ brksko fJjh ntZfrnk eoh ik fojk j?. i/ T[; ~
:ehB j? fe T[;B/ g[;seK fby e/ f;Zy fuzsB ~ fBykoB ftZu fjZ;k gkfJnk
j? sK fJj rZb T[; ~ f;Zy Xow Bkb ;zpzXs nkekdfwesk bJh ezw eo
oj/ nekdfwe ndkfonK Bkb ob p?B e/ ftuko b?Dh ukjhdh j?. i/ T[j
nfijk BjhI eo ;edk sK T[; ~ B?fse j";bk ftykT[IfdnK fJ; f;Zy ndko/
Bkb'I tZy j' e/ ezw eoBk ukjhdk j?.
fgZS/ fdZs/ B[efsnK dk ft;Eko jtkfbnK ;fjs th gq;s[o ehsk ik
;edk j?. ;ze/s wkso B[efsnK d/ nkXko s/ ;KM/ f;ZfNnK s/ gj[zuD, u/no
~ tkd fttkd d/ x/o/ s'I pukT[D ns/ f;Zy Xow fuzsB ~ y'ok bZrD s'I
w[es oZyD bJh s[ozs ekotkJh ehs/ ikD dh b'V ;kjwD/ j?.
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f;Zy Xow pko/ y'i, ekBcoz;K ns/ nekdfwe
nfXeko
vkH r[o{w/b f;zx f;ZX{

fgS' e V
gZSwh d/FK ftu i' y'i f;Zy Xow pko/ ehsh ik ojh j?, T[j nkw eoe/
nzro/} gq'c?;oK tb'I iK T[BK dh fBrokBh j/m j' ojh j?. fJBQK gq'c?;oK ftZu
vkH webkT{v (W.H. McLeod) dk BK tX/o/ T[`xk j?, fi; d/ d' ekoB
jB. fJZe fJj fe T[;B/ f;Zy Xow pko/ eJh y'i g[;seK fbyhnK jB ns/
d{i/ fJ: B/ nkgDh fBrokBh j/m eJh f;Zy ftfdnkoEhnK ~ f;ZX/ iK nf;ZX/
s"o #s/ ghHn?uHvhH eokJh j?. fJBQK ftfdnkoEhnK ftZu vkH joi's f;zx
T[pokJ/ (gq'c?;o f;Zy u/no :{HphH;hH, t?Be{to, eB/vk), vkH gF'ok f;zx (gq'H
f;Zy u/no :{Hn?wH n?BH nkoEo, nwohek), vkH r[fozdo f;zx wkB (gq'H f;Zy
u/no e'bzphnk :{H, fBT{:koe, nwohek ns/ ;[oihs f;zx jK; (ohNkfJov
g'qL r[o{ BkBe d/t :{Bhtof;Nh nzfwqs;o, gzikp, Gkos) d/ BK wFj{o jB.
vkH webkT{v ns/ T[; d/ ftfdnkoEhnK d/ f;Zy Xow pko/ gqrNkJ/ rJ/
ftukoK #s/ ekch uouk j'Jh j? ns/ j' ojh j?. nkU gfjbK t/yhJ/ fe fJBQK
d/ fejV/ ftuko fJ; uouk dk ekoB pD/.
vkH webkT{v d/ ftuko
(T) r[o{ BkBe d/t ih f;Zy Xow d/ pkBh BjhI, T[BQK d/ ftuko e/tb
fBor[B ;zgodkJ/ ns/ BkE gzE d/ ftukoK dk jh tfNnk o{g jB.
(n) r[o{ BkBe d/t ih pko/ iBw ;kyhnK M{mhnK jB.
(J) r[o{ noiB d/t ih B/ e'Jh Fjhdh BjhI fdZsh. T[j sK ;r'I w[rbK
jZE'I i/BQ j'D T[gozs i/bQ ftu jh ;tortk; j' rJ/ ;B.
(;) r[o{ r'fpzd f;zx ih s'I pknd feT[fI e f;ZyK d'b e'Jh Y[etK g?o'eko
BjhI ;h fojk, fJ; eoe/ f;ZyK B/ @rqzE ;kfjp# ~ @r[o{# Ekg fbnk
ns/ ykb;k gzE dh gqEk ubk bJh. fJ; dk noE fJj j? fe r[o{
r'fpzd f;zx B/ @r[o{ rqzE# ;kfjp ~ Bk sK e'Jh r[orZdh jh fdZsh
ns/ Bk jh @ykb;k# Ekfgnk.
(j) nkfd rqzE dh fsnkoh ;w/I eJh j'o yofVnk dk nk;ok fbnk
frnk.
(e) eoskog[o tkbh phV n;bh BjhI, ;r'I pzB/ tkbh phV n;bh j?.
(y) gzit/I r[o{ dk ;b/e j? i' nkg B/ nkgD/ g[Zso d/ w[zvB ;z;eko
;w/I fejk ;h. f;ZyK B/ f;oc 18thI ;dh ftZu tkb oZyD/ F[o{ ehs/
.
vkH T[pokJ/ d/ ftuko
(T) 1857 sZe f;ZyK dh nkgDh e'Jh tZyoh j'Id BjhI ;h. fJj j'I 1897
ftZu GkJh ;kfjp GkJh ekBQ f;zx BkGk d[nkok fby/ rJ/ feskpu/
@jw fjzd{ BjhI# s'I pknd poeoko j'Jh. fJ; s'I gfjbK f;Zy,
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fjzd{nK s'I e'Jh tZyo/ BjhI ;B.
(n) 19thI ;dh ftu f;Zy wZs w{b o{g ftZu fjzd{ wZs ftu pdb frnk
;hA fJ; eoe/ ;yh ;oto tor/ w[;fbw cehoK dh g{ik ehsh iKdh
;h.
vkH gF"ok f;zx d/ ftuko
(T) r[o{ noiB d/t ih B/ @nkfd rqzE# dh ;zgkdBk ;w/I eJh j'o
yofVnK dk nk;ok fbnk.
(n) r[o{ noiB d/t ih B/ @nkfd rqzE# dh ;zgkdBk ;w/i pkDh ftZu
eJh ndbk-pdbhnK ehshnK, yk; eoe/ @w{b wzso# ftu.
(J) r[o{ ;kfjp B/ pkDh ftZu ndbk-pdbhnK f;Zy ftukoXkok ~
fBykoB ykso ehshnK] Gkt fe pkDh, @X[o dh pkDh# BjhI ;r'I
;w/I-;w/I f;o pdbdh ojh j?.
T[go'es ftukoK fty f;Zy Xow, f;Zy ftukoXjkok ns/ f;Zy fcbk;ch
gqsh fto'X Gkt j?. fJBQK ftukoK ftu fJe rZb yk; eoe/ d/yD tkbh fJj
j? fe gfjbK ewbkT{v B/ i' ftuko f;Zy Xow pko/ gqrNkJ/ jB, T[BQK dh
gq'VQsk jh T[; d/ ftfdnkoEhnK dh y'i okjhI eokJh rJh j?. fw;kb d/ s"o
#s/ webkT{v B/ fejk fe f;Zy Xow r[o{nK s'I BjhI, pbfe pknd ftZu f;ZyK
d/ T[`dw Bkb j'Id ftu nkfJnk. fJ; dh gqVQsk T[pokJ/ B/ fJj efj e/
ehsh fe 1897 sZe f;ZyK dh nkgDh e'Jh tZyoh j'Id BjhI ;h. webkT{v B/
ftuko fdZsk fe @r[o{ rqzE ;kfjp# dh ;zgkdBk ;w/I j'o yofVnK dk nk;ok
fbnk frnk ;h sK gF"ok f;zx B/ T[j yoV/ gqrN eo fdZs/ (:kd oj/ fe
gF"ok f;zx B/ r'fJzdtkb g'EhnK ns/ yoVk Bzpo 1245 ~ @nkfd rqzE# dh
;EkgBk dk w{b dZf;nk j?).
j[D ;tkb g?dk j[zdk j? fe webkT{v B/ nfij/ gqFB feT[I yV/ ehs/
ns/ T[; d/ fFFK B/ T[BQK gqFBK dh gq'VQsk feT[I ehsh< fJ; dk ;zy/g fijk
fgS'eV j/mK fdZsk iKdk j?.
id Gkos ftu fJ;kJh fwFBoh nkJ/ sK T[BQK dk w[Zy nkFk Jh;kJh
wZs ~ c?bkT[Dk ;h. ;G s'I gfjbK T[j Gkos d/ dZyDh sZN s/ T[`so/ ns/
nkgDk ezw F[o{ eo fdZsk. dZyD ftZu rohph pj[s ;h, yk; eoe/ BhthnK
ikshnK ~ d' t/b/ o'Nh th doeko BjhI ;h j[zdh. fJ; bJh ;G s'I gfjb/
Jh;kJh nfij/ b'e pD/ feT[Ife fwFBohnK B/ T[BQK bJh o'Nh dk gqpzX th
ehsk ns/ ofjD dk th. eJh uou pDkJ/ rJ/ sK fe fJj b'e T[BQK dh
geV ftu ofjD. uou-gqkoEBk jo n?stko bJh }o{oh eo fdZsh, fiE/
Jh;kJh wZs pko/ dZf;nk iKdk ;h ns/ b'VwzdK dhnK b'VK g{ohnK ehshnK
iKdhnK ;B. fJ: soQK dZyD ftZu Gkoh frDsh ftZu b'e Jh;kJh wZs XkoB
eo rJ/. fJ; dk gqwkD dZyD ftZu nZi dh Gkoh Jh;kJh t;'I ftu d/fynk
ik ;edk j?.
fidK-fidK fJj fwFBoh Gkos d/ T[`so tZb ~ tXd/ rJ/ fJBQK dk
ezw n"yk j[zdk frnk. ekoB fJj ;h fe fJe sK fjzd{ Xow fJ; gk;/ tX
w}p{s ;h ns/ d{i/ b'e n?B/ rohp BjhI ;B. yk; eoe/ gzikp ftu fJBQK
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dk ezw j'o th w[Feb j' frnk. gzikp d/ b'e y[Fjkb ;B ns/ nkgD/ Xow
ftZu gZe ;B, ukj/ fjzd{ ;B iK f;Zy. gzikp ftu S'NhnK ikshnK ~ th
o[}rko dk e'Jh yk; xkNk BjhI ;h. fJj n"eV d/y e/ fwFBoh ;z;Ek B/
;fEsh ns/ ;w/I d/ nB[;ko nkgDk g?IsVk pdfbnk. fJBQK B/ j/m fbyhnK
ftXhnK s/ }'o fdZsk L
(1) gzikp ftu pEkBe fwFBoh ;?INo y'bQ/ ikD, fiBQK ftu Jh;kJh wZs
dh ikDekoh ;EkBe GkFk ftu fdZsh ikt/.
(2) f;Zy Xow d/ Xkofwe rzqEK dk nfXn?B ehsk ikt/ ns/ fJ; ~
Jh;kJh wZs d/ w[ekpb/ d/ fwFBoh ;?INo ftu ftukfonk ikt/.
(3) Jh;kJh wZs dh T[`swsk fdykT[D bJh ;fjzdh-;fjzdh ;ZN f;Zy Xow
dh p[fBnkd T[`as/ wkoh ikt/ ns/ b'eK ftu G[b/y/ gkJ/ ikD.
cb;o{g pNkb/ ftu fJe tZvk fwFBoh ;?INo y'fbQnk frnk, fi;d/
gkdoh gzikph p'bh, f;Zy Xow ns/ gzikph ;fGnkuko s'I ikD{ ;B. vkH
webkT{v fJ;/ ;?INo dh g?dktko j?.
vkH webkT{v B/ f;Zy Xow ns/ T[; d/ gktB rqzE @nkfd rqzE# dk
nfXn?B ehsk. go nkgD/ fwZE/ j'J/ Nhu/ d/ nB[;ko f;Zy ftukoXkok ~ w'Vs'V e/ g/F ehsk. fJj e[dosh j? fe fi; Xow pko/ G[b/y/ gkT[D/ j'D, T[;
Xow d/ #rqzE# T[`s/ fezs{ eo'. fJjh ukb vkH webkT{v B/ uZbh ns/ fJE'I
sZe efj fdZsk fe f;Zy Xow dh ;EkgBk ftu r[o{nK dk e'Jh jZE BjhI.
fJ; dk gqsheow e[M fuo sK f;Zy ftdtkBK ftu Bk j'fJnk (f;?Zy f;o gJh
s/ jh ikrd/ jB) feT[Ife e[M ftFtk;xksh f;Zy, webkT{V dk gZy g{od/
;B. go id webkT{V dh y'i dk B/fVUI ikfJ}k fbnk frnk sK gsk bZrk
fe T[; dk wzst f;oc f;Zy Xow ~ Ykj bkT[Dk jh j? feT[Ife fJ; y'i
dk d'Jh m'; fwnko BjhI ns/ Bk jh e'Jh fBZro ;p{s j?. id f;Zy Xow
d/ ftdtkBK B/ ;p{sK ;w/s T[; ~ nkgDh y'i dhnK T[DskJhnK dk nfj;k;
eokfJnk sK webkT{v ~ eJh ;[XkJhnK eoB bJh wip{o j'Dk fgnk.
(GkJh i'X f;zx dhnK dbhbK d/ ekoB webkT{v j[D eoskog[o tkbh phV
~ n;bh phV efjzdk j?) nkgDh ukb gzikp ftu Bk bZrdh d/y e/
webkT{v B/ gZSwh ftFt-ftfdnkfbnk ftu f;Zy Xow dk nfXn?B ns/ y'i
ikoh oZyh ns/ eJh j'o G[b/y/ g?dk eo fdZs/. fJBQK G[b/fynK dk id
ekBcoz;K B/ T[`soh nwohek ftu ns/ ;EkBe s"o #s/ ekBcoz;K okjhI fto'X
ehsk sK webkT{v ~ e'Jh j'o okj bGZDk fgnk. T[j okj ;h fe f;ZyK
d/ Xow #s/ T[mkJ/ j'J/ fezs{nK ~ f;Zy ftfdnkoEhnK okjhI jh T[Gkfonk ikt/
. cb;o{g T[; B/ T[pokJ/, gF"ok f;zx ns/ eJh j'o f;Zy ftfdnkoEhnK ~
nkgDk jZE m'ek pDkfJnk.
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;tkb g?dk j[zdk j? fe fJBQK ftfdnkoEhnK B/ nkgD/ Xow, eow,
JhwkB ns/ yk; eoe/ gzikph ;fGnkuko ~ feT[I dkn #s/ bk fdZsk< fJ;
dk ;ze/s w?I gF"ok f;zx d/ Ehf;; pko/ fby/ fJe b/y ftu fdZsk ;h. (gF"ok
f;zx d/ Ehf;f; dk nekdfwe nfXn?B-fJzv' eB/vhnB NkfJw} ngq?b 8-141993). ;tkb ehsk ;h fe @fJ; d[BhnK ftZu fezB/ e[ ftnesh n?;/ j'Dr/
i' Xow ykso nkgDh o'}h d/ ;kXBK ~ bZs wko d/Dr/< fJ; ;tkb dk
T[`so bZGD bJh ;k~ nkgD/ nzdo v{zxh B}o wkoBh gt/rh. go ro[O d/
n;bh f;Zy FkfJd f;Zy Xow d/ n;{bK ~ jh wjZssk d/D.# webkT{v d/
ftfdnkoEhnK ~ ghHn?uHvhH torh ;G s'I T[`sw T[gkXh dk bkbu jh BjhI
fdZsk frnk ;h, ;r'I T[BQK dhnK B"eohnK th gZehnK eo fdZshnK rJhnK.
nfijh jkbs ftZu Xkofwe tckdkoh sK eh fJe (nykT[sh) f;Zy JhwkB th
v'b ;edk j?. w/o/ ftuko ftZu i/ gF"ok f;zx, T[pokJ/ ns/ wkB tor/ f;ZyK
B/ nfijk ehsk j? sK ;k~ T[BQK dh f;Zyh dk xZN ns/ w}p{oh dk tX/o/
fynkb oZyDk gt/rk.
nekdfwe nfXeko ((Academic Freedom))
gZSwh f;Zy y'ihnK ns/ T[BQK d/ fFFK B/ f;Zy Xow pko/ nkgDh y'i
~ @nekdfwe nfXeko# d/ Ujb/ S[gkT[D dh e'fFF ehsh j?. fJ; ftZu e'Jh
FZe BjhI fe ftFt-ftfdnkbk ftu fJe y'ih ~ jo soQK dh y'i eoB dk
g{ok jZe j?, pFos/ fe T[j y'i :'r s}ofpnK ns/ T[fus fBohyDk okjhI
;Zu ~ T[ikro eo/. T[j ;Zu fi; dh g[FNh (Confirmation) j' ;e/.
;Zu jw/Fk ;Zu jh oj/rk, pkj/ T[j fe;/ ~ e"Vk bZr/ iK fwZmk. nfij/ ;Zu
~ e'Jh nIu BjhI nkT[Idh, feT[Ife T[j ;w/I, ;EkB iK fybkn d/ pzXBK s'I
w[es j[zdk j?. nfij/ ;Zu dh gqkgsh s[jkvk @nekdfwe nfXeko# j?.
go ;tkb T[`mdk j? fe fi; ;Zu ~ fJe y'ih @;Zu# efjzdk j?, eh
T[j ;jh ;Zu j?< fJ; ;tkb dk T[`so sK jh fwb ;edk j? i/ e'Jh j'o
T[;/ y/so dk fBg[zB y'ih s[jkv/ ;Zu dh g[FNh eo/. ukj/ T[j g[FNh nkgD/
siofpnK okjhI eo/ iK s[jkv/ fdZs/ j'J/ y'i sohfenK okjhI eo/. fJzi e'Jh
d{;ok y'ih sK jh eo ;edk j? i/ s[;hI nkgDh y'i ~ okFNoh iK
nzsookFNoh gZXo #s/ goyD bJh gq;s[; e'. fJ; eoe/ jh ghHn?uHvhH
Ehf;; ftu doi y'i ~ @y'i gZsoK# (Research Papers) okjhI y'i
gofunK (Research Journals) ftZu Skfgnk iKdk j. i' y'i eoBk
@nekdfwe nfXeko# j? sK T[; ~ T[fuZs gofunK ftu yk; eoe/
fBoDkfJe y'i gofunK (refered research journals) ftu SkgDk th
@nekdfwe nfXeko# ftu nkT[Idk j?.
T[go'es ftuko @nekdfwe nfXeko# dh gqhGkFk dh jZd ftu nkT[Id/
jB. g[FNh bJh Collier’s Encyclopaedia ftu Academic Freedom pko/ fdZsh j'Jh gqhGkFk gq;s[s j?L
“Academic freedom, the ability to develop knowledge
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and communicate it within an institute of learning without interference from administrative officials, political
and ecclesiastical authorities or any others. The need
for such freedom stems from the traditional function of
a university to increase, preserve, evaluate and impart
knowledge by reporting accurately and faithfully the
results of his (her) investigations. He (She) may not
falsify or twist these results to fit a preconcerned pattern nor serve a special constituancy… scholarship demands honest reporting; similarly, the claim to an academic freedom is founded and depends upon that honesty. Threats to academic freedom may arise when
the scholar develops ideas that challenge those commonly held by certain groups. At such times, individual
citizen, pressure groups or even the community at large
may wish to interfere with teaching or research.”

T[go'es gqhGkFk dk ;kozF fJj j? fe frnkB ~ gkT[Dk, tXkT[Dk ns/
gq;ko eoBk, frnkB ~ gkT[D bJh T[`fus y'i sohe/ tosD/ ns/ T[; d/
gq;koB bJh fdnkBsdkoh tosDk. frnkB dh gqkgsh bJh gq:'rh sZsK
(data of facts) ftu j/ok-c/oh eoBk fJe x'o pdfdnkBsdkoh j?.
@nekdfwe nfXeko# dh p[fBnkd fdnkBsdkoh s/ fBoGo j?. gqhGkFk ftu
fJj th fejk frnk j? fe i/ fe;/ y'i ekoB nkw b'eK d/ jktK-GktK ~
;ZN ti/ sK T[; GkJhuko/ d/ b'eK ~ ftneshrs s"o #s/ iK ;w{fje s"o
#s/ dybnzdk}h eoB dk jZe j?.
nekdfwe nfXeko dh T[go'es gqhGkFk dh b'n ftu i/ n;hI
webkT{v d/ ftfdnkoEhnK dh y'i ~ goyhJ/ sK fJBQK ftu'I fe;/ dh th
ghHn?uHvhH dh y'i g{oh BjhI T[sodh. ekoB j/mK fdZs/ iKd/ jB L
(1) T[pokJ/, gF"ok f;zx ns/ wkB B/ nkgD/ Ehf;;K d/ nkXko s/ e'Jh
th y'i gZso BjhI Skfgnk. (T[pokJ/ B/ e[M gZso i' ekBcoz;K ftu
gVQ/, T[BQKI s/ T[; d/ Ehf;; dh y'i ;wroh pko/ e[M gsk bZfrnk,
fi; d/ nkXko #s/ Ehf;; dh y'i ;wroh pko/ e[ZM e[ ftukoK dk
th gsk bZrk).
(2) fJBQK y'ihnK B/ y'i-gZso sK eh SkgD/ ;B, ;r'I nkgD/ Ehf;;
bkfJpq'ohnK ftu pzd eok oZy/ jB. r[fozdo f;zx wkB d/ nkd/F
#s/ T[; dk Ehf;; d' ;kb bJh e'bzphnk ftFt-ftfdnkbk ftu'I
goy bJh pkjo BjhI nk ;edk. fJ;/ soQK T[pokJ/ d/ nkd/F #s/
T[; dk Ehf;; n;Nqb
/ hnB B?FBb ftFt-ftfdnkbk ftu'I goy bJh
pkjo BjhI nk ;edk. fe;/ soQK gF"ok f;zx dk Ehf;; NoKN'
ftFt-ftfdnkbk ftu'I pkjo nk frnk, fi; eoe/ T[; dh g{oh y'i
dk gsk bZr frnk. i/ T[; ~ th gsk j[zdk sK gF"ok f;zx dk
Ehf;; th ftFt-ftfdnkbk dh uko-dhtkoh dh wbehns pD e/
ofj ikDk ;h.
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gF"ok f;zx, T[pokJ/ ns/ wkB j'oK ~ e'Jh g[ZS/ fd fJe gk;/ sK s[;hI
@nekdfwe nfXeko# d/ nkXko #s/ nkgDh y'i ~ f;ZX eod/ j' ns/ d{i/ gk;/
nkgD/ Ehf;;K ~ pzd eotk e/ @@nekdfwe nfXeko## d/ w[ZYb/ sZs dh
T[bzxDk eod/ j'. s[jk~ gsk j? fe y'i dh gqwkDesk T[d'I sZe f;ZX BjhI
j[zdh, id'I sZe T[; y'i ~ s[jkv/ ;wekbh y'ieko fBoy-goy e/ f;ZX Bk
eoB. s[jkv/ wB ftu fejVk u'o j?< gF"ok f;zx dh u'oh sK cVh rJh,
fi;d/ cb;o{g T[; ~ nekb s]s ftu jk}o j'D bJh fejk frnk ns/
s[jkvh u'oh ;kjwD/ nkJh sK w/o/ ftuko ftu s[jkvk th FkfJd fJj' jFo
j'tr
/ k.
fJBQK ftfdnkoEhnK B/ nkgDh y'i Skgh sK BjhI go sK th fijVh
T[`x-;[Zx d/ nkXko #s/ i' fezs{ T[BQK dh y'i pko/ T[mkJ/ rJ/ jB, T[BQk dk
T[so d/D/ th fMied/ jB. ekfJdk sK fJj j? fe fJe y'ih nkgDh y'i
dh gq"VQsk bJh T[; EK g[Zi/ fiE/ T[; dh y'i s/ fezs[ ehsk ikt/. y'ih nkw
eoe/ fJe ekBcoz; dh Feb ftu ;KM/ gb?Nckow s/ fJZem/ j' e/ nkgdh
y'i dh fBoy-goy eod/ ns/ eokT[Id/ jB sK fe T[BQK dk teko tX/ ns/
nekdfwe y/so ftu wkDsk gqkgs j't/. go fJj y'ih sK T[BQK ekBcoz;K
ftu ;Zd/ #s/ th BjhI g[Zi/ fiE/ fJbQK dh y'i pko/ jh uouk j'Dh ;h. fw;kb
d/ s"o #s/ 1989 ftu bk; J/Iifb; ns/ 1992 ftu t?Be{to ftu f;Zy Xow
pko/ j' ojhnK ekBcoz;K ftu webkT{v ns/ T[; d/ u/fbnK ~ yk; eoe/
;Zd/ gZso G/i/ rJ/ fe nkU ns/ nk e/ nkgD/ ftuko j'o f;Zy ftdtkBK Bkb
;KM/ eo'. fJBQK nkT[DK sK eh ;h, fe;/ ;Zd/-gZso iK N?bhc'B dk T[`so th
BjhI fdZsk. eh fJj @nekdfwe nfXeko# d/ fybkc BjhI fe nkgD/ ftukoK
dh ;[oZfynk s'I th ezBh esokJh ikJ/. w/o/ ftuko ftu fJj nekdfwe
pdfdnkBsdkoh j?. fJ; d/ T[bN fJj y'ih nkgDhnK ekBcoz;K eokT[Id/
jB, fiBQK ftu nkw f;Zy ftdtkBK iK f;Zy ;zrsK ~ ;Zdk sK fJe gk;/ fojk,
ekBcoz;K dh ;koh ekotkJh th r[gs oZyh iKdh j?. Go';:
/ 'r ;kXBK s'I gsk
bZrk j/ fe fJBQK ekBcoz;K ftu T[jh f;Zy ftdtkB fjZ;k b?Id/ jB iK ;Zd/
iKd/ jB i' f;Zy Xow pko/ p/p[fBnkd y'i d/ ;zpzX ftu fJZe' E?bh d/ uZN/
-tZN/ jB. ;tkb T[`mdk j? fe fJj ftdtkB fJbQK y[chnK ekBcoz;K okjhI
fejVh ;'u-ftuko eoBk ukj[zd/ jB, i' ;ko/ f;Zy ftdtkBK ~ y[ZbQk-;Zdk gZso
d/ e/ BjhI j' ;edh. T[`so f;ZXk j? fe fJBQK d/ wB ftu e'Jh y'N j? iK
fJj ikDd/ jB fe fJBQK dh y'i ftu e'Jh nekdfwe pdfdnkBsdkoh j?.
i/ e'Jh nfijh rZb j? sK ukjhdk j? fe xZN s'I xZN @nekdfwe nfXeko#
dh rZb sK Bk eoB, feT[Ife nfijk eoB Bkb y'i dh ;[uZwsk d/ dkr
bZrdk j?.
webkT{v ns/ T[; d/ fFFK d[nkok nk:'fis ehshnK fszB ekBcoz;K
dh bVh ftu'I fJe fgZS/ fij/ Nov 1993 MADISON (WISCONSIN) ftu j'Jh. d{;ohnK d' ftu'I fJe 3, 4, 5 cotoh (1994)
~ ANN ARBOR MJICHIGAN ftFt-ftfdnkbk ftu j'Jh ns/
d{;oh 10, 11, 12 cotoh ~ NoKN' ftFt-ftfdnkbk ftu j'Jh. fJBQK
ekBcoz;K ftu f;oc ;Zd/ j'J/ p[bko/ ns/ ftnesh jh Fkwb j' ;e/.
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webkT{v ns/ T[; d/ fFFK dh y'i ;zpzXh fto'Xh ftuko oZyD tkb/ ftdtkBK
~ ;ZdDk sK fJe gk;/ fojk ;{fus th BjhI fesk frnk. fj; soQK fJj b'e
nkgDh y'i ~ @nekdfwe nfXeko# d/ fgStkV/ skV e/ @nekdfwe nfXeko#
torh ;[Zuh gqEk dhnK XZihnK T[vkT[Id/ jB. ekBcoz;K dk ekfJdk sK fJj
j? fe fi; ftF/ #s/ ftuko-tNKdok j'Dk j't/ T[; ftF/ d/ ;woEeK ns/
fto'XhnK ~ fJe;ko ;Zdk-gZso d/ e/ nkgD/ ftukoK ~ ;KM/ eoB bJh
;Zfdnk ikt/. i/ ekBcoz; d/ jkb ftu ;hNK Bh:s j'D sK p[bkfonK ns/
gqpzXeK dhnK ;hNK okythnK eoe/ pkeh dhnK ;hNK fdbu;gh oZyD tkb/
;o'fsnK bJh y[ZbQhnK oZyhnK iKdhnK jB. i/ ekBcoz; dh e'Jh ch; j't/
sK no}h d/ nkXko #s/ first come first serve dh ftXh ~ ngDkfJnk
iKdk j?. go fJBQK ekBcoz;K ftu sK p[bko/ th ns/ ;o's/ th ;Zd e/ p[bkJ/
rJ/ ;B. }kjo j? fe gqpzXe fe;/ j'o fXo ~ fJ; ekBco;z ftu fjZ;k b?D
s'I ikD-p[ZM e/ ftotk oZyDk ukj[zd/ ;B. i/ nfijh ftFt-ftfdnkbk d/
nfXekohnK ns/ p[bkfonK dh Bhns #s/ th FZe eoBk F[o{ eo fdzd/, f;Zy Xow
pko/ ekBcoz; ftu FkfJd jh whvhnk iK ftFt-ftfdnkbk d/ nfXekoh e'Jh
fdbu;gh b?D. nkw f;Zy ;zrsK ~ fJ; soQK dhnK ekBcoz;K dk B'fN;
b?Dk ukjhdk j?. nfijk B'fN; fJ; ;zpzX ftu fJ; eoe/ th wjstg{oB j?
fe eJh p[bko/, f;Zy ;zrs d/ T[`dw Bkb ;Ekgs ehshnK j'JhnK gq'c?;ofFgK
s/ fpokiwkB jB. Bkb jh ;zpzXs ftFt-ftfdnkbk d/ nfXekohnK ~ f;Zy
gq'c?;oK okjhI ehsh rJh @nekdfwe nfXeko# dh T[bzxDk pko/ th ;{fus
eoBk ukjhdk j?.
gq'c?;ofFg ns/ gq'c?;o dh fB:[esh
id e'Jh gq'c?;ofFg (chair) fe;/ ;z;Ek iK ftnesh tb'I g?;/ dkB
eoe/ fe;/ ftFt-ftfdnkbk ftu ;Ekgs ehsh iKdh j? sK nkFk fJj j[zdh
j? fe fJ; dh wo:kdk ~ ekfJw oZyD bJh fe;/ :'r ftdtkB ~ T[; bJh
fB:[es ehsk ikt/. nfij/ ftnesh dh Gkb ns/ u'D bJh ftFtftfdnkbk d/ nfXekoh ;zpzXs gq'c?;ofFg d/ y/so ftu T[`x/ ftdtkBK ~
;Zdk-gZso G/id/ jB, fi; ftu fJj nkfynk frnk j[zdk j? fe ;kvh ftFtftfdnkbk ftu cbkBh gq'c?;ofFg ekfJw ehsh rJh j? ns/ ;k~ T[; d/ bJh
fe;/ :'r ftdtkB dh dZ; gkU. }kjo j? fe fijV/ ftnesh dh dZ; gkJh
ikt/rh, T[j nzsookFNoh s"o #s/ nkgDhnK y'i gqkgshnK d/ nkXko #s/ ;fji/
jh T[`xk j't/rk. fJ; soQK id dZ;/ j'J/ BktK dh ;{uh ftFt-ftfdnkbk d/
nfXekohnK gk; nkT[Idh j? sK T[j T[BQK dh :'rsk ns/ ;bkj[sk-gZsoK d/
nkXko #s/ fJe s'I fszB sZe ftdtkBk ~ w[bkeks (interview) bJh ;Zd/
fdzd/ jB. nkyo ftu ;G s'I :'r ftnesh ~ oZy fbnk iKdk j?. j[D sZe
nkw eoe/ gq'c?;ofFgK #s/ T[jh ftnkesh ;[F'Gs jB, fiBQK eoe/ ftFtftfdnkbk dk Bk th T[`xk j[zdk j?.
j[D ;tkb g?dk j[zdk j? fe f;Zy irs dh wkfJnk d[nkok ;Ekgs
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ehshnK rJhnK f;Zy gqc' ;? ofFgK bJh nDikD/ ns/ y'iekoh d/ y/so ftu
f;yKdo{ ftneshnK ~ fet/I fB:[eshnK fwb rJhnK!
w/ok Gkt T[pokJ/, gF"ok f;zx s/ wkB s'I j?. fJBQK fszBK ftneshK ftu
T[j fejVh T[sfeqFN :'rsk ;h, fi; d/ nkXko #s/ ;zpzXs ftFt-ftfdnkbk
B/ fJBQK ~ f;Zy gq'c?;ofFg d/ :'r ;wfMnk. w/o/ ftuko ftu fJBQK fszBK ftu
j/m fby/ r[D ;KM/ jB, FkfJd fJj r[D fJBQK dh fB:[esh dk ;kXB pD/
j'DL
(1) T[pokJ/ ns/ gF"ok f;ZX/ s"o #s/ ns/ wkB nf;ZX/ s"o #s/ webkT{v
d/ fFF jB.
(2) fszBK B/ nkgD/ Ehf;; ftu f;Zy Xow pko/ fezs{ T[mkJ/ jB.
(3) fJBQK B/ nkgD/ Ehf;;K ~ S[gkT[D (b[e' e/ oZyD) dh e'fFF ehsh
j?.
(4) nkgD/ Ehf;; dh y'i T[`s/ nkXkos fJBQK B/ FkfJd jh e'Jh y'igZso Skfgnk j't/, i/ Skfgnk th j? sK T[j fe;/ fBoDkfJE
(refered) y'i gou/ ftu BjhI Skfgnk.
(5) fszB/ nkgDh fbnkes eoe/ BjhI, ;r'I f;Zy Xow pko/ T[bko{ y'i
eoe/ gqf;ZX jB.
(6) fszBK dh fB:[esh bJh vkH webkT{v B/ Fbkxk gZso fby/ iK
fbytkJ/ j'Dr/.
(7) fszB/ nkgD/-nkg ~ f;Zy efjzd/ jB, feT[Ife pkjoh s"o #s/ bZrd/
th jB.
ftFt-ftfdnkbk ~ g[ZfSnk ikt/ fe f;Zy gq'c?;ofFgK bJh T[BQK fejVk
u'D-fwnko oZfynk ;h. fJ; ;tkb okjhI ;zpzXs ftFt-ftfdnkbk dh u'D
ftXh dk GKvk th GZi ikt/rk ns/ @nekdfwe nfXeko# dh jZd dk E'EkgB
th ;kjwD/ nk ikt/rk. nyho ftu fJe ;tkb vkH webkT{v (i/ f;Zy Xow
d/ nfXnkgB bJh :'r ftdtkB ikD/ iKd/ jB) ~ eoe/ ;wkgs eodk jK.
eh fJj fszB/ ftfdnkoEh f;Zy gq'c?;ofFgK d/ :'r jB<
--------
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f;Zy Xow, f;Zy gq'c?;ofFg ns/ joi's T[pokJ/
vkH r[o{w/b f;zx f;ZX{
fgSbk Mks
nkgD/ n?wHJ/H (Bfjo{ :{Bhtof;Nh, BthI fdZbh), ns/ ghHn?uHvhH
(B?FBb :{Bhtof;Nh, e?Bpok, nk;No/bhnk) Ehf;; dh y'i okjhI f;yK ns/
f;Zy Xow ~ uzrk-wzdk fbyD s'I pknd, j[D 14 ;kbK d/ ;w/I fgZS'I joi's
T[pokJ/ B/ f;ZyK d/ fJfsjk; ns/ Xow pko/ w[V fezs{ T[mkJ/ jB. fJj fezs{
T[; B/ nkgDh BthI Sgh g[;se, The construction of religious
boundaries (culture, identity and diversity in the Sikh tradition), 1994, Oxford University Press, New Delhi, pp. 493)
ftu f;Zy Xow, f;Zy wo:kdk, f;Zy ofjsBkwk, f;Zy GkJhukok, f;Zy okiBhsh,
f;Zy oki nkfd dh T[sgsh, ftek; ns/ ;fEosk pko/ T[mkJ/ jB. J/E'I sZe
fejk frnk j? fe f;Zy fJZe XkVthI e"w j?, fi; dk BK e'Jh BKn j? ns/
Bk EK j?. nkgD/ e[ZM b/yK (e.g. Popular saints, Goodesses and
village sacred sites: Re-reading Sikh experience in the nineteenth century and ritual to counter ritual, re-thinking of
Hindu0Sikh relation, etc.) okjhI f;Zy e"w ns/ Xow d/ nkj{ bkj[D s'I
pknd, joi's T[pokJ/ B/ nkgDh ;Zioh g[;se okjhI w[V f;ZyK d/ }ywK #s/
Bwe fSVfenk j?. f;Zy e"w, f;Zy ws ns/ f;Zy Xow dh wkD-wo:kdk ~
nkgDh y'i okjhI fBzdDk T[pokJ/ dk wB-gquktk brdk j?, fi; ~ T[j
nekdfwe y'i efjzdk j?.
T[pokJ/, nkgDh g[;se d/ w[ypzd ftu fbydk j? fe w/ok nkFk f;Zy
e"w d/ w[ZY pZMD tZb fbikD dk j?, noEks fe f;Zy e"w fet/I j'Id ftu
nkJh. Bkb jh T[j fJj th gqFB eodk j? fe 19thI ;dh ftu fJe f;Zy
d/ eh noE ;B noEks fJe f;Zy dk ofjD, gfjoktk, eeko, o;w'-fotki
ns/ ;z;eko fe; soQK d/ ;B. fJe gqFB j'o th eodk j? fe @ikD/-gfjukD/
(T[`x/) f;Zy bhvoK B/ 19thI ;dh ftu ;Ekgs f;Zy Xow ns/ w;:kdk dh
GzB-s'V eoe/ fJe ;wo{g (HOMOGENEOUS)f;Zy e"w ns/ GkJhpko/
dh ;EkgBk eoB dh feTI[ mkDh< fJ; gqFB s'I f;ZX j? fe T[pokJ/ ;Ekgs
f;Zy wo:kdk ns/ Xow T[`s/ fezs{ eodk j?. T[; B/ 14 ;kb fJ;/ gqFB
dk T[`so bZGD ftu bk fdZs/ jB, id fe Gkosh ns/ ftd/Fh bkfJpo/ohnK
fJ; d/ ;jh T[`so Bkb GohnK gJhnK jB. Y/o ;kok ;kfjs f;Zy Xow ns/
wo:kdk pko/ gqwkDhe ;kfjsekoK, fJfsjk;ekoK, Xow ftnkfynkekoK ns/
okiBhse bhvoK dh rtkjh Bkb Gfonk fgnk j?. fJ; ;kfjs ftu f;Zy
wo:kdk, f;Zy Xow d/ w[ZY iK ;Ekgsh pko/ e'Jh fezs{ BjhI fwbdk. j'
;edk j? fe T[pokJ/ fJBQK ;ko/ ;kfjsekoK Bkb'I nkgD/ nkg ~ nB'yk
frnkBtkB ;wMdk j't./ go :kd oj/ fe nekdfwe-nB'ykgB wBxVsK dk
w[Eki BjhI, pbfe fJe gq'VQ ;p{s wzrdk j?, fi; d/ Bkb fJwkBdkoh dh
Mbe th g?Idh j't/. go fJzM ikgdk j? fe T[pokJ/ gk; e'Jh nB'y/ ns/
r[ZM/ wkbeh jZe jBl fiBQK okjhI T[j nkgDhnK fwfEjk;e (MYTHO-
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LOGICAL) ns/ nihp'-rohp y'i ftXhnK okjhI nkgD/ Ehf;} dh gq'VQsk
eodk ik fojk j?. T[; dk ;G s'I tZvk jfEnko j? f;Zy gozgok dh
SkDphD. i' ;tkb sZE ns/ ;Zu d/ nkXko #s/ f;ZX BjhI j' ;edk, T[; ~
T[j fJZe Sbkt/ d/ o{g ftZu oZy e/ g[Bo-f;oidk ns/ g[Bo-;bkj[zdk ofjzdk
j?. fJzM eodk-eodk T[j tkeJh fJ; rZb ftu :ehB eoB bZr g?Idk j?
fe f;Zy gozgok fJe Sbktk jh j?. fJj rZb uhB d/ nykD Bkb pVh
Y[edh j?. nykD j? fe i/ e'Jh M{m brksko ;" tkoh p'bh ikJhJ/ sK ;Zu
gqshs j'D bZr g?Idk j?. nkgD/ ;ko/ d/ ;ko/ b/yK ftu T[pokJ/ nkgD/
nkowu/no nkgj[do/gD ~ fBzdkiBe wBxVsK okjhI nwbh ikwk gfjBkT[D
dk :sB eodk ofjzdk j?. wBxVs fdwkrh ekYK dk ufoZso-fusoD,
gqhGkFk ns/ Fpd u'D i' nekT{ BjhI sK xNhnk }o{o j?.
T[pokJ/, nkgDh g[;se ftu @sZs ykb;k# ns/ @;BksB ykb;k# pko/
wBxVs fNZgDh eodk j'fJnk fJe EK fbydk j?, @@i/ r[o{ ;kfjpkB f;ZyK
dk tZyok Xkofwe GkJhukok EkgD bJh T[s;[e j[zd/ sK T[j f;ZyK ~ w{b
o{g ftu fjzd{ Xow Bkb'I tZyo/ wZs, ihtB-gzX, Xow, wo:kdk, fsT[jko ns/
fBFkB nkfd dh pyfFF eod/. feT[Ife T[BQK B/ nfijk BjhI ehsk, fJ; bJh
fJj nkyDk T[fus bZrdk j? fe T[BQK B/ f;Zy gqzgok dh ;EkgBk bJh f;oc
fjzd{ ;wki dhnK ;wkie ns/ ;dkukoe e[ohshnK ~ fsbKibh jh fdZsk.
fJj gZy @@sZs ykb;k dh ;'uDh s/ fpbe[b T[bN ;h. fJ; bJh f;yK d/
nrKj d/ row XV/ pD rJ/. fJ; tyokU B/ 1920 ftu nekbh bfjo
;w/I nkgDk ozr fdykfJnk. f;Zy xow wo:kdk dh p[fBnkdh ns/ nd[Zsh
;EkgBk ~ m[eokT[D eoe/ @;BksB f;Zy# nkX[fBe f;yK d/ d[FwD pD rJ/
. fJBQK ~ nkohnk ;wki, ns/ j'o fjzd{ ;z;EktK, fiBQK B/ f;ZyK ~
y[dw[yfsnko Xkofwe GkJhukok wzBD s'I BKj eo fdZsh, dk jh Gkr wzfBnk
ikD bZrk.## T[pokJ/ nrKj fco dbhb fdzdk j? fe g/Iv{ f;yK B/ th Bt/
I ykb;/ d/ fB:wK ~ ngBkT[D s/ BKj-B[Zeo ehsh, sK th T[j fJj wzBdk
j? fe g/Iv{ iBsk nBgVQ ;h. go T[j fJj G[Zb iKdk j? fe f;zx ;Gk bfjo
ns/ uh\ ykb;k dhtkB B/ f;Zy iBsk dh ikrqsh ns/ gVQkJh bJh brksko
w[fjzw ubkJh. T[BQK B/ nB/eK f;y ;e{b, ekbi ns/ j'o f;ZfynkdkfJe
;z;EktK dk gqpzX ehsk. fJBQK ;j{bsK eoe/ g/Iv{ iBsk gVQ-fby rJh, fi;
eoe/ 20thI ;dh ftu f;ZyK ftu f;Zy Xow gqsh ikrqsh nkJh. f;y bfjoK
B/ f;Zy Xow dh gozgok ~ g[ysk jh bjhI ehsk, ;r'I gqtkB th uVQkfJnk.
fJ; sZE ~ Gkt/i T[pokJ/ ;theko eodk j? sK th T[j fJj rZb #s/ o}kwzd
BjhI j[zdk fe g/Iv{ f;ZyK B/ ykb;/ dh Xow wo:kdk dh ;EkgBk ftu :'rdkB
gkfJnk. T[j fJj G[Zb iKdk j? fe f;Zy ws d/ fBek; ftu w[Ybk jZE g/
Iv{ iBsk dk jh ;h. nkfyo ~ T[j fJj wzBdk th j? fe f;ZyK d/ ;wkie
ns/ ftfdne ;[Xko fgZS/ @ykb;/ dh GktBk# jh ezw eodh ;h, if; eoe/
T[j nkgDh ;fGnkukoe ikD-gfjukD ;Ekgs eo ;e/. fJ; gfjukD d/
Gkrh ;ko/ soQK d/ f;Zy ;B, fi; eoe/ f;Zy wZs fJe wo:kdk pD ;eh.
fJ; ;EkgBk dh j'Id nZi f;Zyh ihtB d/ jo gfjb{ ftu'I fdykJh fdzdh j?.
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ykb;k gzD dh ;kfynks ;EkgBk s'I gfjbK (i' r[o{ r'fpzd f;zx ih
B/ ehsh) th f;Zy Xow dh nkgdh j'Id (;wkfie, GkJhukoe ns/ yk; eoe/
fJe Xow d/ o{g ftu) GbhGKs ;Ekgs j' u[Zeh ;h. fJ; ;EkgBk, ftu
gfjb/ ;ko/ r[o{nK dh w'jo bZr u[Zeh ;h. fBsk-gqsh ihtB dh gqzgok ;Ekgs
j' u[Zeh ;h. Xow wo:kdk jo ihtB d/ gfjb{ ftu ikfrqs j' u[Zeh ;h ns/
;G s'I wjZstg{oB rZb fJj j? fe ;zrs ns/ gzrs dh wo:kdk fJ; sZE
tZb GbhGks ;ze/s eodh j? fe GftZy ftu ykb;/ d/ fB:w, oj[ohs ns/
Xkofwe n;{b fe; soQK d/ j'Dr/.
gfjb/ uko r[o{nK B/ f;Zy Xow dh BhIj, fJ; d/ n;{b dh ftT{Ispzdh
ns/ f;Zy wo:kdk dh ;EkgBk ehsh. gzit/I r[o{ B/ fJ; ftu r[Dkswe gZy'I
pVk tkXk ehsk. fJBQK B/ f;ZyK d/ Xow rqzE ~ f;y irs ns/ Xow dk
whoh Ezw pDk fdZsk. fJBQK ;fwnk ftu f;Zy Xow dh B[jko d/y e/ pj[s
;ko/ gzikph iZN ns/ j'o feZskekoh ns/ wZX J/;hnK dk ftd/Fh y{B f;Zy Xow
d/ x/o/ ftu nkfJnk. nZi d/ Bt-f;Zy ykb;k dh j'Id fJ;/ ;w/I pZMh. f;Zy
Xow ftu iZN, yZsoh ik j'o ikshnK ~ tyok e/ BjhI d/fynk frnk. pjkdo
;{ow/ ;kohnK ikshnK ftu'I y[zGK tKr T[`m/, fiBQK B/ f;Zy Xow dh BhIj ~
g[ysk ehsk. 20thI ;dh ftu th iZNK Bkb'I tZyohnK ikshnK d/ bhvoK B/
f;Zy fJfsjk; ns/ f;Zy wo:kdk dh ;EkgBk ftu T[`u/ doi/ dk :'rdkB
gkfJnk. BBekDk ;kfjp dk ;kek, i' ;H eosko f;zx MZpo B/ csfj ehsk,
fJ;/ bVh dh fJe nfjw fw;kb j?.
S/t,I/ ;Zst/I ns/ d;t/I r[o{ ;kfjpkB B/ f;Zyh dh T[j B[jko, i' nZi ;ko/
irs d/ ;kjwD/ j?, ;Ekgs ehsh. fJj sZE T[pokJ/ dh ;wM s'I FkfJd
pkjo j?. fJ;/ eoe/ T[; dh g[;se fJ; nNb ;ZukJh ~ nZy'I go'y/ eodh
j?. i/ T[pokJ/ ni/ th ;BksB f;Zy dh j'd
I ~ fJE tZyoh ns/ nd[sZ h ;wMdk
j? sK fJj ntZFe s"o #s/ e'Jh f;Zy wZs s'I tZyoh Xkok j't/rh.
T[pokJ/ fJj f;ZNk th eZYdk j? fe ni'e/ @ykb;k# dh j'Id ns/ sZE
stkohyh xNBktK dk fwbr'Gk j?. @sZs ykb;k# th ;opZs ykb;/ dh fJe
eVh j?. @ykb;k# Bkb @sZs# fJe fwfEne ;zXh dk o{g-wkso jh j?, fJj
e'Jh ;zrms o{g ftu tZyoh ;ky BjhI. fJj f;oc fJfsjk; ftu fJe nkw
fijh xNBk dk ;ze/s wkso jh j?. fJ; fwfEne xNBk dh ni'e/ f;Zy wZs
iK @ykb;k# e"w Bkb e'Jh f;XKse iK nfXnkswe ;KM BjhI. ;fjiXkoh
f;Zy gfjbK th f;Zy Xow ik f;Zy wo:kdk Bkb, ;wkie, GkJhukoe,
okiBhse ns/ Xkofwe s"o #s/ pZM/ j'J/ ;B, nZi th pZM/ j'J/ jB. T[pokJ/
dh g[;se ftubk, i' f;Zy Xow iK f;ZyK pko/ fBy/Xtkd dk gqgzu oukfJnk
frnk j?, T[; Bkb e'Jh coe BjhI g?D bZrk. Xow e'Jh po\ dk s/dk BjhI
i' ;/e fdZfsnK y[o ikt/rk iK e'Jh eZeVh dk czpk BjhI i' c{e wkfonK T[v
ikJ/rk.
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T[pokJ/ dh ;G s'I tZvh G[Zb j? fe T[j f;Zy Xow ns/ f;Zy fJfsjk;
~ tZyo/-tZyo/ nfXn?B dk ftFk BjhI pDkT[Idk, ;r'I f;Zy Xow ns/ fJfsjk;
~ fJe' oZ;/ pzBQdk j?. fJj mhe j? fe whoh-ghoh d/ n;{b d/ w[skpe fJj
d't/I ftF/ fJe' gqpzX ftu goy/ ik ;ed/ jB,g o fJj rbs j? fe d'jK
d/ nfXn?B iK ftukoB bJh fJe' ekoiftXh dk gq:'r ehsk ikt/. T[pokJ/
fJj g[Zb eodk j'fJnk nkgdh ekoiftXh d/ j/o-c/o Bkb f;Zy Xow ~ th
;wkie, fJfsjk;e, okiBhse ns/ wkBt ftfrnkB dhnK ekoiftXhnK nXhB
jh ftukodk j?. Xow dk fJfsjk; ns/ Xow wo:kdk d' tZyo/-tZyo/ ftF/
jB -- gfjbk gqsZy j? ns/ d{ik nkfdy j?. fJfsjk; y'fink ik ;edk j?,
BjhI y'fink ik ;edk, Xow f;o\ ftukfonk ik ;edk j?. fJfsjk; nB[Gth
j? ns/ Xow gko-nB[Gth j?. fJ; bJh fJBQK d'jK dk nfXn?B fJe'
ekoiftXh d/ wkgdzvK Bkb BjhI ehsk ik ;edk. fJj rZb T[pokJ/ ~ i/
;wM nk ikt/ sK T[j T[rV-d[rV dbhbK d/ e/ g[;se fbyD bJh Bk sk
nkgDk ;wK yokp eodk ns/ bk jh gkmeK dk. j/mK n;hI T[pokJ/ dh
g[;se ftu'I T[dkjoDk d/ e/ fJj f;Zy eoKr/ fe T[j f;Zy Xow ns/ f;Zy
fJfsjk; ~ fet/I fJZe' B}o Bkb d/ydk j?. Bkb jh n;hI fjj th ftukoKr/
fd T[; B/ fet/I :{HphH;hH dh gq'c?;fFg d/ fby/ j'J/ T[dF/ K Bkb fybtkV ehsk
j?L
g'qc?;ofFg d/ T[d/F, T[pokJ/ ns/ T[; dh g[;se
;kX ;zrs dh dkB ehsh j'Jh wkfJnk okjhI ;Ekgs ehsh rJh
gq'c?;ofFg dk fJZe w[ZYbk T[d/F fJ; gqeko j?L
@@HHHy'i nekdfwe fwnko #s/ g{oh T[sodh j't/ ns/ fJ; okjhI f;Zy
Xow ns/ oj[ohs ~ ;jh o{g ftu gq;s[s ehsk ikt/.## T[pokJ/
B/ nkgDhnK fbysK ftu T[go'es f;Zy gq'c?;ofFg dh Fos ~ feE'I
sZe poeoko oZfynk j?, fJ; rZb dk j/mK ikfJ}k fbnk ikt/rk.
Bkb jh T[; dhnK fJfsjk;e ns/ Xkofwe s"o #s/ rbs
fpnkBhnK ~ th x'fynk ikt/rk L
(T) In conventional histories of the evolution of Sikh
traditions it is common to treat the rise, spread and
consolidation of Sikhism as a single unitary whole.
Such a narration, like much else in academic discourse,
seeks to dispel disturbing contradictions and
synthesizes Sikh experience in order to give it
coherence. By this means the Sikh past, to use
Nietzsche’s illuminating term, is made ‘Painless’ for
the minds of those who seek to live by it. A
pseudosynthetic historiography conforts contemporary
practioners of his faith that their present vision of the
world and their religious practices simply continue all
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that was enunciated and established by the founder of
the Sikh tradition.” (The Construction of Religious
Boundaries, culture identity and diversity in the
Sikh Traditions, p. 47).
f;ZX/-;kd/ FpdK ftZu T[pokJ/ f;Zy GkJhuko/, Xow wo:kdk ns/ f;Zy
;ZfGnkuko ~ u[D"sh d/ fojk j?. T[; dk Gko j? fe T[j f;Zy gqzgok, f;Zy
GkJhuko/ ns/ f;Zy fJfsjk; ~ fNZu BjhI ;wMdk. T[pokJ/ nB[;ko f;Zy
f;oc fjzd{tkd dh fJZe Fky jB. f;Zy e"wKsoh gZXo #s/ GkJhuko/ d/ fGnkb
BjhI, wfj} fJe wkw{bh fijh Fesh d/ wkbe jB. ;[nkwh D;k Bzd dh gqEk
~ ekfJw oZyfdnk, T[pokJ/ f;Zy r[o{nK, f;ZyK, T[BQK d/ rqzEK ns/ wo:kdk
~ ;[ykthI B}o/ BjhI d/ydk gqshs j[zdk.
T[pokJ/ nkgDh g[;se ftu fJe j'o EK fbydk j? L
(n) “The dramatic political triumph of the Sikh movement
in the second half of the eighteenth century gave the
Sikhs a vast empire, but ironically the attainment of
power and the process of State formation stalled in
the crystallization of the uniform Sikh Identity. For much
of its early history the Sikh movement, in line with indigenous religious thinking and practices, with the exception of an understandable emphasis on the
Soteriological teachings of Guru Nanak, had shown
little enthusiasm for distinguishing its constituents from
members of other religious traditions, or for establishing a pan-Indian community."
Oberoi, then, as in his previous disertations, reveals in
repeating the inane assertion that, “Sikh notions of time,
space corporeality… were firmly rooted in Indic cultural thinking.” He also discovers and tells his audience that, “the territories in which the Sikhs lived, the
languages, they spoke… were shared by numerous
other communities in Punjab.”
gfjbh sK rZb fJj j? fe f;Zy oki d/ pDb Bkb f;ZyK dh nkgDh
fBZih gfjukD fet/I o[e rJh. ;r'I f;Zy oki dh ;EkgBk Bkb sK f;Zy
GkJhukok w}p{s j'Dk ukjhdk j?. d{ih rZb fJj j? fe r[o{ BkBe dk Xow
w'yFtkdh (Soteriological) BjhI fit/I fe w;hj dk Xow j?. fJ; Fpd
dh d[otos'I ehsh rJh j?. r[o{ BkBe d[BhnK ~ okj fdykT[D nkJ/ ;B,
fojkJh fdtkT[D bJh BjhI.
T[pokJ/ dh T[go'es s[e ftu e'Jh rZb th ;kfynks BjhI fit/I fe
f;Zy fJzv;tkdh dh g?dktko jB, Gkt fe fjzd{st d/ gqGkt j/m g?dk j'J/
. j'o ikshnK, w[;bwkBK ;w/s, th fJzv;tkdh ftu ofjzdhnK ;B, T[BQK #s/
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fjzd{tkd dk n;o feT[I BjhI fgnk< f;ZyK dk fJe' ;w/I fjzd{nK, w[;bwkBK ns/
j'o ikshnK ftueko ftuoB dk fJj noE BjhI fe f;ZyK dk GkJhukok ns/
Xow T[BQK ikshnK d/ XowK dh g?dktko jB. fJBQK rZbK eoe/ s[;hI f;ZyK
dh nkgDh j'd
I ns/ Xow ~ M[mbk BjhI ;ed/. T[pokJ/ d/ sZE wBxVs jB,
neb ftj{D/ jB ns/ ;ukJh s'I jhD/ jB. f;Zy ftukoXkok d/ fybkc ns/
nkgj[do/ jB. fJj y'i d/ BK j/m f;Zy Xow d/ fybkc fJZe frDh-fwEh
ukb j?. fJjdk noE fJj j'fJnk fe @@ngq;zfresk jh gq;zfresk j?##
(Irrelevancy is the relevancy), fi; dh Mbe T[pokJ/ dh g[;se ftu
EK-EK d/yh ik ;edh j?.
(J) Khalsa Sikhs were prohibited the use of tobacco,
Sahajdhari Sikhs smoked. Khalsa Sikhs accepted a line
of nine successors of Guru Nanak, Sahajdhari Sikhs
often had a radically different version of the line of succession; Khalsa Sikhs began to recognize the Adi Granth
as Guru, Sahajdhari Sikhs were not given to accept a
text as a Guru and favoured living human gurus (p. 76).

T[go'es N{e @ykb;k f;Zy# ns/ @;fjiXkoh f;Zy# d/ w[zj s/ f;ZXh ug/
V j?. ;G s'I tZX jhDh rZb fJj j? fe fJ; soQK d/ ftuko f;Zy Xow dh
fBogZysk ns/ ;fjBFhbsk #s/ XZpk jB. nB/e eB/vhnB f;Zy ;fjiXkoh jB,
T[j r[o{ rqzE ;kfjp ~ g{id/ th jB, T[; dh pkDh dh gq"VQsk th eod/ jB
ns/ fBZsB/w tKr r[od[nkfonK ftu ;/tk th eod/ jB. gsk BjhI eB/vhnB
;oeko B/ T[pokJ/ tork pzdk g?;/ d/ e/ ;{Bhtof;Nh ftu feT[I brk oZfynk
j?, i' pj[gZyh ;fGnkukoe Bhsh ~ Ykjh ik fojk j?.
T[pokJ/ BG/ fJ; sZE ~ nZy'I go'y/ eo oZfynk j? fe @f;Zy# dh j'Id
T[; d/ pkjow[yh gfjokt/ ftu jh BjhI, ;r'I T[; d/ X[o nzdo dh ;fEsh
ftu th j?. don;b ykb;k f;Zy fJZe wB'ftosh j?, fi; ftZu sB, wB ns/
XB ;ko/ gZy fJefwe j' e/ gqekF j[zd/ jB. ;ko/ ;z;ko ftu ykb;k f;Zy
ns/ ;fjiXkoh f;Zy ob e/ f;y Xow dh gqrsh ftu fjZ;k gk oj/ jB.
T[pokJ/ fJ; gqrsh ~ FkfJd MZb BjhI ;edk. fJ; bJh nkgDhnK T[bko
fbysK okjhI gkVK gkT[D dh nekdfwe ftT[Is pDkJh p?mk j?. don;b
T[pokJ/ f;Zy gq'c?;ofFg dh rZdh #s/ p?m e/ f;ZyK dh fJew[mZ sk, T[BQK d/ Xow
ns/ ;ZfGnkuko pko/ fxBkT[dk gqkg/rzvk eo fojk j?. fJzM brdk j? fe fJ;
gq'c?;ofFg dk wB'oE f;ZyK pko/ ngwkB;{ue ;kfjs g?dk eoB dk j?, fi;
Bkb f;ZyK ~ Bhtk ftnkfynk ik ;e/. fJBQK #s/ fuZeV ;[fZNnk ik ;e/ ns/
f;y Xow dk GftZy X[zdbk j' ;e/. fJj ;koh dh ;koh :'iBk @fJzv;
;ZfGnkuko# ~ :kBh fe fjzd{ gqftosh ~ w[V ;[oihs eoB ns/ f;Zy Xow
#s/ m';D bJh pDkJh rJh ikgdh j?.
fezBk uzrk j[zdk fe i/ fJ; gq'c?;ofFg okjhI eB/vk d/ pj[gZyh
;fGnkuko ~ T[Gkfonk iKdk, fi; okjhI fJj f;ZX ehsk iKdk fe fe; soQK
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f;Zy fJ; dh pV"Qsoh ftu nkgDk :'rdkB gk oj/ jB ns/ wB[Zytkd dh
T[;koh ftu vN/ j'J/ jB. fezBk uzrk j[zdk fe i/ fJ; gq'c?;ofFg okjhI f;Zy
r[o{nK ns/ woihtfVnK dhnK wkBtsk bJh fBskfDnK ns/ dp/ j'J/ fJB;kBK
bJh nkgDhnK ikBK tkohnK jB. r[o{ s/r pjkdo Fjhd j'J/ fi; eoe/
r?o-w[;fbw fJ;bkw dh ;ZN s'I pZu ;e/.
(;) f;ZyK d/ gktB rqzE ;qh r[o{ rqzE ;kfjp pko/ T[pokJ/ fbydk j? “Although in the present state of research it is hard to
specify the factors that prompted in fifth Guru of the
Sikhs to collage an anthology of devotional literature,
it is easier to discuss its impact. (T[pokJ/ nkgDh fJ; N{e
dh gq'VQsk bJh fgF"ok f;zx d/ Ehf;} dk jtkbk fdzdk j?. :kd
oj/ fe fgF"ok f;zx B/ i' y'i r[o{ rqzE ;kfjp dh ;zgkdBk pko/
ehsh j?, T[j ;koh dh ;koh oZd j' u[eZ h j?. fgF"ok f;zx B/ nkgDh
y'i d/ rbs fjZf;nK ~ nekb sys #s/ g/F j' e/ rbs ;theko
eo fbnk j?. fJ; pko/ j'o ikDekoh bJh d/y' Planned
attack on Aad Sir Guru Granth Sahib : Academics or
Blasphemy, Editor Bachittar Singh Giani, 1994.
T[pokJ/ ns/ fgF"ok f;zx f;ZX/ iK nf;ZX/ s"o #s/ fJZe r[o{ d/ u/b/ jB
noEks r[oGkJh jB. Gkt fd vkH webkT{Vv fgF"ok f;zx d/ Ehf;} ftubh
rbs y'i pko/ fJBQK fszBK ~ GbhGKs frnkB ;h. sK th T[pokJ/ fgF"ok
f;zx dk jtkbk fdzdk j?. f;ZX j? fe fi; y'i dk nkXko jh |bs j't/,
T[j nkgD/ nkg ftu fezBh e[ gqwkfDe j't/rh.
nkgDh g[;se ftu T[okJ/ nZr/ ik e/ fbydk j? -While propagandists of modern Sikhism see in the
collation of the Adi Granth in 1603-04 under Guru
Arjan a powerful public declaration of the separation
of the Sikh Panth from other religious traditions,
historically it is difficult to admit such an iterpretation.
It was scarcely uncommon, in medieval India, to
compile anthologies of devotional literature called
Gutkas or Pothis. Their compilers and readers did
not perceive these texts as essentially statements of
sectarian intent. While the Adi Granth is the most
voluminous and structured of the early seventeenth
century devotional anthologies-features that can be
explained by the institutional success of the Sikh
movement and its growing secular resources – it was
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certainly neither the first nor the last such collection
(pp. 54-55)
fJ; N{e ftu eJh |bs fpnkBhnK jB.
f;Zy gZE dh ;EkgBk ~ r[o{ rqzE dh ;zgkdBk Bkb ekipZX eoBk ns/
fco fJ; ftuko ~ nkX[fBe f;Zy wZs d/ gqukoeK d/ BKn bkT[Dk fJe x'o
nfBnK j?. ekoB fJj j? fe f;Zy Xow ns/ f;Zy gzE By/V/ BjhI ik ;ed/
, don;b fe;/ th Xow ~ T[; d/ gzE (community) Bkb'I fBy/V e/ BjhI
ftukfonk ik ;edk. i/ fe;/ Xow dh j'Id d/ Bkb-Bkb T[; d/ gzE dh
T[sgsh ns/ ftek; BjhI j[zdk sK T[j Xow y[d-p-y[d wo ikt/rk. ;Zu sK
fJj j? fe f;Zy Xow r[o{ BkBe s'I b? e/ nZi sZe fiT[Idk ikrdk j?.
ftfrnkB ftu fiD;K dh ftF/Fsk pko/ fJZe ftuko j? fe Establishment
of a species is dependent on the existence of its members who
portray unique features. fJj ftuko XowK #s/ T[; d/ nB[:kJhnK dh
ftbyZDsk eoe/ th g{ok Y[edk j?. f;Zy Xow ns/ f;Zy gzE r[o{ BkBe Bkb
F[o{ j'J/. gzE dh j'Id T[; d/ wzBD tkfbnK dh frDsh T[`s/ jh fBoGo BjhI
j[zdh, ;r'I T[; Xow d/ n;{bK ~ poeoko oZyD tkfbnK T[`s/ fBoGo j?,
Gkt/I T[BQK dh frDsh fe;/ ;w/I pj[psh Bk j't/.
fJ;/ N{e ftu T[pokJ? B/ fJe j'o pj[s pVh G[Zb ehsh j?. T[j j?
r[o{ rqzE ;kfjp dh ;zgkdBk ns/ fJ; dh wjZssk ~ r[Ne/ iK g'Eh wkso
jh d;ZDk. fJ; ;zpzX ftu T[pokJ/ fJe r[Ne/ iK g'Eh dh T[dkjoD fdzdk
j? i' r[o{ rqzE ;kfjp s'I 21 toQ/ gfjbK ;zgkdB ehsk frnk. fJ; ftu yk;
eoe/ ;{odk; dh pkDh j? ns/ e[M j'o ;zsK-;kXK d/ gd th jB. nfij/
r[NfenK iK g'EhnK Bkb r[o{ rqzE ;kfjp torh ftFkb ouBk dk w[ekpbk
eoBk fJj dZ;dk j? fe T[pokJ/ dh ;'u fezBh ;zehoB ns/ nBnekdfwe j?.
;zehoB fJ; eoe/ fe T[j w{b s"o #s/ fJe gksoh fe;/ r[Ne/ Bkb r[o{ rqzE
;kfjp tor/ pj[gZyh ns/ ftFkb frnkB ;kro dk w[ekpbk eo fojk j?.
p{zd ~ jh ;kro efjD dk fJj :sB i/ ;zehoB ;'u dk XkoBh BjhI sK
j'o eh j?< c/o fJzM eofdnK T[j fJj G[Zb frnk j? fe r[o{ rzqE ;kfjp
dh ;zgkdBk dh fgmG{wh ftu r[o{ gqEk ezw eo ojh j? Bk fe fe;/ fJZe
nkw ftnesh dh ;zgkdB ;'u. i/ T[; B/ w[ekpbk eoBk jh ;h sK r[o{ gqEk
ftu w'jB g'EhnK iK r'fJzdtkb g'EhnK dk f}eo sK e[M jZd sZe ;'G ;edk
;h, go fe;/ fJe nDgSks/ r[Ne/, fi; dk ;zgkde e'Jh nkw ftnesh ;h,
Bkb x'o y[Bkwh j?.
T[pokJ/ dh ;'u nBnekdfwe fJ; eoe/ j? fe T[j T[BQK d/
;wrohnK (MATERIALS) dk w[ekpbk eoB dh e'fFF eo fojk j?,
fiBQK ~ fJe Xoksb s/ BjhI oZfynk ik ;edk. fJj T[;/ soQK dh rZb j?,
fit/I e'Jh ;zsfonK ns/ ;/pK dk nkg;h w[ekpbk eo fojk j't/.
fJ;/ N{e ftu T[pokJ/ fJj efjzdk j? fe r[o{ rqzE ;kfjp BK sK e'Jh
gfjbh ns/ Bk jh e'Jh nkyoh feos j?, Gkt fe nfij/ rqEz , r[o{ rqEz ;kfjp
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dh ;zgkdBk s/ gfjbK th ns/ pknd ftu th ou/ iKd/ oj/ jB. ;tkb g?dk
j[zdk j? fe eh ;Zuw[Zu e'Jh n?;h g'Eh, r[Nek iK rqzE j? i' r[o{ ekb s/
gfjbK iK pknd ftu fe;/ r[o{ iK gho g?rzpo d/ nkgD/ d;s/ w[pkoe Bkb
fbfynk frnk j't/ ns/ d[BhnK d/ fJZe gqw[Zy Xow dk gktB rqzE ejkfJnk
j't</
fJe EK T[pokJ/ fbydk j? fe r[o{ rqzE ;kfjp dh i' wjZssk nZi j?,
T[j 17th ;dh ftu BjhI ;h. fJj eEB fJe Ne;kbh ftuko s'I fpbe[b
T[bN j?. id th e'Jh Xow iBw b?Idk j? sK T[; d/ g?o'eko nkozG ftu
f}nkdk eZNVtkdh j[zd/ jB, Bk fe pknd ftu. nZr/ ik e/ T[pokJ/ fJe
EK s/ c/o fbydk j? fe r[o{ rqzE ;kfjp ftu fBfjs fGzB fGzB wsK d/ w{b
gkmK ns/ fJ; ftub/ tZyo/-tZyo/ ouBjkfonK eoe/, r[o{ rqzE ;kfjp dk e'Jh
GotK gGkt BjhI fgnk. fJ;/ eoe/ gfjbK-gfjbK fJj fe;/ f;Zy gfjukD
~ iBw BjhI d/ ;fenk. fJe Xkofwe rqzE i' fbfynk jh fJ; bJh ikt/
fe T[; Xos dh gfjukD j' ;e/ sK fco fJj fet/I ;Zu j'fJnk fe nfijk
rqzE T[; Xow dh gfjukD jh Bk eok ;e/. fJj T[pokJ/ dh fJe jk;'jhDh
dbhb j? ns/ wfj} nekdfwesk dh fSdoh SK dk goSktK j?.
;tkb g?dk j[zdk j? eh :{HphH;hH ftu ;Ekgs ehsh rJh f;Zy
gq'c?;ofFg dk w{b wB'oE f;Zy Xow ns/ f;Zy gzE T[`s/ fuZeV ;[NDk jh j?<
nekdfwe y'i j'Dh ukjhdh j?, go t[j fe;/ sZE ns/ dbhb #s/ nkXkfos
j't/. yk; eoe/ i/ y'i fe;/ Xow, gzE ns/ ;ZfGnkukoe w;fbnK pko/ j't/
sK fJe y'ih dh j'o th f}zw/tkoh j' iKdh j? fe nfij/ w;fbnK ~ oVethI
Fpdktbh ns/ ekD;{s/ f;ZfNnK okjhI g/F Bk ehsk ikt/. fJj N{e fJBQK d'jK
gZyK ~ do;kT[Idh j? -“Its (Adi Granth’s) heterodox textuality and diverse
contributors were for more the manifestation of a fluid
Sikh identity than a signifier of exclusivity” (p. 55).
Gkt fe r[o{ rqzE ftub/ ftfGzB wsK tkb/ w{b gkm ns/ tZy-tZy
ouBjko/, sob f;Zy gfjukD dk gqrNktk wkso jB Bk fe fJ; dh tZyoh
nBzBsk d/ ;{ue.
T[pokJ/ dh T[go'es N{e ftu Fpdktbh ns/ FpdkoE d't/I yot/I ns/
p/p[fBnkd/ jB. fJzM eoe/ T[; B/ nkgd/ Gkt ~ bZS/dko Fpdktbh okjhI
nekdfwe ikwk sK gfjBk fbnk, go i' m/; f;Zy Xow dh wo:kdk ns/
T[;d/ wzBD tkfbnK d/ jktGkt ~ gj[zukJh j?, T[; dk fJj nzdk}k th BjhI
bk ;edk. j' ;edk j? fe T[pokJ/ fJ; ~ nekdfwb nfXeko dk BK d/
bt/, go T[; ~ fJj th gsk j'Dk ukjhdk j? fe nekdfwe nfXeko dh
gqhGkFk ftu fjj th fejk frnk j? fe i/ fe;/ y'i ekoB nkw b'eK d/ jktKGktK ~ ;ZN tZi/ sK T[; GkJhuko/ d/ b'eK ~ ftneshrs s"o #s/ iK ;w{fje
s"o #s/ dybnzdk}h eoB dk jZe j?. fi; gq'c?;ofFg dh e[o;h #s/ T[pokJ/
p?mk j?, i/ T[; dh ;EkgBk bJh T[BQK b'eK B/ g?;/ fds/ j'D fiBQK d/ Xow
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dh fJj p/gsh eo fojk j? sK T[BQK dh dybnzdk}h j'o th ;koEe ns/
Gktg{os pD iKdh j?.
nkT[ j[D T[go'es N{e dh SkDphD eohJ/. T[pokJ/ nB[;ko f;Zy
Xow dh gktB g[;se noEks r[o{ rqzE ftu fGzB-fGzB wZsK d/ w{b gkm jB
(Heterodox textuality) ns/ fJj gkm w[ysfb\ ouBjkfonK d/ jB
(diverse contributors), i' f;Zy gfjukD dh ftbyZDsk d/ (signifier of
exclusivity).
f;Zy Xow Bkw dk Xow j?
Bkw ig' Bkw sg' fJ; dk X[ok j?. fi; Xow dk nkXko T[; gqwkswk
dh f;\s ;bkj jh j't/ ns/ T[; d/ Bkw dk rktD j't/, T[; ftu fGzB-fGzB
wZs fe; soQK ;wK rJ/< r[o{ rqEz dh ;zgkdBk t/b/ r[o{ ;kfjp B/ T[BQK GrsK
dh pkDh jh doi ehsh, fi; dk X[ok Bkw igD d[nkb/ x[zwdk ;h. whoK
pkJh, ;{odk; nkfd d/ ;b'e fJ; eoe/ nzfes BjhI ehs/ rJ/ ;B fe T[j
ntskoh gqwkswk dk rkfJB eod/ ;B. r[o{nK dh ;koh dh ;koh pkDh
gqwkswk d/ r[D rkfJB tZb o[fus j?. T[; d/ BK dk jh ikg j?. r[o{ rqzE
;kfjp ftu xZN s'I xZN 30,000 Fpd nfij/ jB, fiBQK ftu f;X/ iK nf;ZX/
s"o #s/ Bkw igD dk nbkg jh ehsk frnk j?. T[pokJ/ dk fJj eEB fe
r[o{ rqzE ;kfjp ftu w[ysfb\ wZsK dk gkm gmB j?, fJe w{b'I jh f;Zy Xow
dh gqEk ns/ wo:kdk d/ fybk\ j?. feT[Ife T[; B/ nkgDh ny"sh nekdfwe
y'i okjhI nkgD/ fwE/ j'J/ Ehf;} ~ T[;koBk ;h. fJ; bJh T[; B/ r[o{ rqzE
;kfjp pko/ fJj wZs xV fbnk. T[; dh g[;se ftubh fwZE
(HYPOTHESIS) fJZe rZb #s/ fBoGo j?. T[j j? f;Zy Xow, f;Zy gzE
ns/ f;Zy GkJhuko/ dh gfjukDh dh soi dk fJfsjk;e gZy. fJ; bJh T[j
fijVh th dbhb xVdk j? (ukj/ T[j r[o{ rqEz dh pkDh pko/ th feT[I Bk j't/
) T[; dbhb dh g[FNh bJh wswo}h d/ jtkb/ tosdk j?. ftfrnkB ftu
id e'Jh y'i nkozGdk j? sK T[; dh fwE iK gfoebgBk (HYPOTHESIS)
Ekg bJh iKdh j?. fco T[fus ;wZroh (MATERIAL) ns/ Y[et/I
sohfenK (METHODOLOGY) okjhI nkXko-sZs (DATA) fJZeso
ehsk iKdk j?. nkXko-sZs d/ ftFb/FD (ANALYSIS) s'I i' gfoDkw iK
Bshi/ fBebd/ jB, T[BQK d/ nkXko #s/ nkgDh w[Ybh fwE iK ifjebgBk
~ f;ZX iK nf;ZX ehsk iKdk j?. r[bkw ;'u gfoebgBk (HYPOTHESIS)
~ ;fEo ns/ nzsw ukjh wzB e/ s[odh j?. T[; ~ ;Zu pDkT[D bJh nkgDh
wBwo}h dh ;wroh iK nkXko-sZs fJZemk eodh j?. fJ; soQK d/ y'ih
w{VwshJ/ sK j[zd/ jh jB, Bkb jh soe ofjs th j[zd/ jB. fJ; soQK d/
y'ihnK (RESEARCHERS) gk; ;[szso ;'u dh xkN ns/ gqfspzXs
(CONDITIONAL) ;'u dh pj[sks j[zdh j?. pj[s/ nfij/ y'ih fJ;
soQK dh ;'u d/ r[bkw fszB ekoBK eoe/ j[zd/ jB.
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(1) ghHn?uHvhH d/ fBrokB dh nXhBsk, feT[Ife ghHn?uHvhH dh T[gkdh
i' b?Dh j[zdh j?.
(2) gZeh B"eoh (TENURED) dh bkb;k ! g/go SkgD dh bkb;k
ekoB eJh tkoh T[j nkgDh wBxVs y'i ~ SgD d/ bkfJe pDk
b?d
I / jB.
(3) F'jos dh G[Zy eJh tkoh y'ihnK ~ fwE (HYPOTHESIS)
ns/ f;XKs (THEORY) ftub/ \oe ~ fBy/VB BjhI fdzdh. T[j
i' gfoebgBk f;ZX eoBk ukj[zd/ jB, T[; ~ nrkT[I ebfgs
fynkbK d/ nB[;ko (PRECONCEIVED IDEAS) f;ZX
(PROVED) ehsk frnk fenk; eo b?Id/ jB. fJ; w[Zd/ dh
gqkgsh bJh T[j wBxVs nkXko-sZE g?dk eo b?Id/ jB. J/E/ fJe
iht ftfrnkBh dh T[dkjoD y{p oj/rh. T[j ekb/ ns/ fuZN/
u{fjnK okjhI fJj f;ZX eoB dh e'fFF eo fojk ;h fe ekb/ u{j/
dh uwVh fuZN/ u{j/ T[s/ fgT{Id ehsh ik ;edh j?, pFos/ fe e[M
o;kfJDe fefonktK ~ o'e fbnk ikt/. fJj T[; dh fwE
(HYPOTHESIS);h, go id T[j fJ; fwE ~ f;ZX Bk eo
;fenk sK T[; B/ fuZN/ u{j/ dh uwVh s/ ekb/ g/N Bkb fJe Nkeh
bk fdZsh ns/ y{p;{os s;thoK fyZu e/ nkgDh y'i T[`x/ ;kfJz; d/
gou/ ftu Skg fdZsh. go e[\o ed/ th S[fgnk BjhI ofjzdk. fe;/
j'o ftfrnkBh B/ T[; dh y'i ~ d[jokDk ukfjnk sK T[j d[jok
Bk ;fenk. fJ; soQK u{fjnK d/ ftfrnkBh dk g'b y[bQ frnk.
nZiebQ T[j p/eko j?.
T[pokJ/ dh g[;se ftubh y'i d/ pj[s/ gZy wBxVs dbhbK d/ e/
T[;ko/ rJ/ jB ns/ T[BKQ dh g[FNh bJh T[j jh jtkb/ (REFERENCES)
fdZs/ rJ/ jB i' T[; dh fwE dk ;kj God/ jB. fto'Xh jtkfbnK ~ nZy'I
go'y/ ehsk frnk j?. fJ; soQK dh y'i ~ fJe-gk;h y'i fejk iKdk j?, id
fe y'i d/ f;ZN/ ;ko/ gZyK ~ ftuko e/ eZY/ ikD/ ukjhd/ jB.
fJ; ftu e'Jh FZe BjhI fe T[pokJ/ dh g[;se (The Constructions
of Religious Boundries, Culture, Identity and Diversity in
the Sikh Tradition) fJZe gqGktFkbh F?bh ftu fbyh rJh j?. fJ; ~
gVQfdnK fJj fJe tXhnk nekdfwe y'i dk MkT[bk gkT[Idh j?, go fJ;
d/ pj[s/ gZy T[bkotkdh jB ns/ sZEK s/ T{D/ jB.
(B'N -- fJ; b/y d/ e[M fjZf;nK ~ T[;koB ftu fJepkb f;zx ;kjok
d/ b/y “The U.B.C. Sikh Chair” dk ;jkok fbnk frnk j?).
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APPENDIX I
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN
The Federation of Sikh Societies of Canada
and
The University of British Columbia
The federation of Sikh Societies of Canada, Ottawa, Ontario
(referred to as “Federation” hereinafter) and the University of British
Columbia, Vancouver, B C. (referred to as “University” hereinafter)
agree to the following:
1. The University shall establish a CHAIR IN PUNJABI
LANGUAGE LITERATURE AND SIKH STUDIES, provided the
Federation can make available to the University funds
amounting to not less than Canadian $ 800,000. It is understood
that a part of these funds may come from the Endowment
Assistance Program of the Multiculturalism Directorate of the
Government of Canada.
2. The general objective of the Chair shall be:
- to-initiate, maintain and promote instruction and research on
under-graduate and graduate levels in the areas of Punjabi
language, Punjabi literature. Sikhism (doctrine, religious practice
and philosophy), Sikh history and other aspects of Sikh studies
such as Sikhs in Canada;
- to establish a focal point towards a better understanding of
Canada’s pluralistic and multicultural nature and of Sikhs and
Sikhism in Canada;
- to conduct research on the contribution of Sikhs to Canadian
society and to encourage publication of such research;
- as far as possible, the Chair shall be inter-disciplinary and its
activities comparative;
All instruction and research shall be in keeping with the
established academic standards and every possible effort shall be made
to present the teachings and practices of Sikhism in an accurate manner.
3. The University shall contribute to the endeavour through its extensive
library holdings in the areas mentioned above and other akin
areas, by providing space and other usual facilities for the
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operation of the Chair, by introducing appropriate courses, and
by facilitat-ing relevant research and publications. It is expected
that the University would continue to enhance its relevant
library holding as far as its resources permit.
4. The University shall establish an Endowment Trust Fund when
the Federation is ready to deposit in it the funds that will be
raised.
5. The Federation shall be entirely responsible for the monies it
collects for the establishment of the Chair until the monies are
deposited in the Endowment Trust Fund of the University.
6. The Endowment Fund, its income and all expenses charged
there - to shall be audited once every year by the University’s
external auditors who shall provide a certified statement, a copy
of which the University shall forward to the Government of
Canada and to the Federation.
7. The University shall have full control of the Endowment Trust
Fund and full autonomy for the deployment of the resources
according to the stated objectives of the Chair.
8. The University shall retain the sole right for the selection of
academic personnel according to the established academic
search procedures.
9. The Endowment shall support the appointment of at least one
qualified person in professional ranks. Additional persons may
be appointed with full or partial financial support from the
Endowment and/or the University, provided such additional
appointments conform to the objectives of the Endowment.
10. The appointments, while made in the Faculty of Arts, shall not
be viewed as exclusively belonging to that Faculty. Whenever
permissible according to the University’s rules, appropriate and
practically possible, the personnel whose appointments are
supported by the Endowment shall be allowed to teach courses
in other faculties and educational institutions. Furthermore,
the Chair shall not be subject to any reduction that may be
carried out in the Faculty of Arts and the responsibility for its
satisfactory operation shall ultimately be that of the University,
not the Faculty. The appointments shall be University
appointments.
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11. As far as possible, the University shall support activities at
other educational institutions that are in agreement with the
objectives of the Chair.
12. The Endowment income may be used in combination with
income provided by other sources to further the objectives of
the Endowment.
13. The University shall continue to take whatever steps it would
normally take to develop study of the academic fields mentioned
in (2) above, it shall ensure that the: establishment of the
Endowment does not result in the deprival of priority assignable
to these fields in the normal course of University expansion or
change.
14. The University shall enable the Federation to ascertain from
time to time that the objectives of the Chair are pursued as far
as possible and practical, and that no significant deviation from
the objectives as accepted in this agreement is taking place.
Towards that and, the University shall supply to the Federation,
whenever requested to do so, an account of the activities
(instruction, research, etc., supported by the Chair. It is
understood that the Federation shall not request this information
more frequently than once a year and that it may be supplied in
the form of existing descriptions of courses, lists of
publications, etc.
15. The President of the Federation may seek once a year an informal
meeting with the Dean of the Faculty of Arts of his
representative to gather information about the activities
supported by the Endow-ment. The meeting shall be at
convenience of both parties.
16. The federation and the University undertake to create a review
committee composed of equal number of (not exceeding 3 from
each institution) representatives of the two institutions. The
com-mittee shall meet periodically to review the activities of
the Chair. It is understood that the advice and the suggestions
of this com-mittee shall not be such as will infringe upon the
freedom of the University, particularly the freedom ‘ agreed
upon in (7) and (8) above.
17. The Federation and the University agree to participate in a review
committee that shall be created and shall function under the
guidelines of the Endowment Assistance Program. It is under-
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stood that the advice and the suggestions of this committee
shall not be such as will infringe upon the freedom agreed
upon in (7) and (8) above.
18. The University shall submit to the Government of Canada, with
a copy to the Federation, a full evaluation report on the activities
against the stated objectives for the Chair, based upon the first
four (4) years of full activities. This evaluation will be submitted
not later than the end of the fifth year of the activities.
19. In the event of the activities of the Chair being discontinued or
likely to be altered significantly by the University, the University
shall consult with the Federation or its successors and the
Govern-ment of Canada in respect of an alternative use of the
Endowment Fund: the recommendations made jointly by both
the Federation and the Government shall be mandatory.
20. At no time shall the Federation or the University demand or
expect from each other anything which conflicts (a) with the
guidelines or requirements of the Endowment Assistance
Program or (b) with the smooth running of the Chair. At all
times academic standards and ethics shall be observed.
This agreement consists of twenty (20) clauses.
Signee _______________

Signee____________

Robert M.T. Smith

Mohinder Singh Gosai

President pro tem

President

University of British Columbia

Federation of Sikh Societies
of Canada

Place: Vancouver, RC.

Place: Vancouver, RC.

Date March 16, 1985

Date March 16, 1985
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APPENDIX II
The Australian National University
The Library

GPO Box 4, Canberra, ACT 2601
Telegrams & cables NATUNIV
Canberra Telex AA 62694
NA TUNI
Telephone 062-493I1I

Reference

9th February, 1990

I Sara
Suite 6
6325 Fraser Street (at 47th)
VANCOUVER BC VSW 3A3
CANADA
Dear Sir,
With reference to your letter dated 7th Nov. 89, concerning
the following AN.U. Ph.D. Thesis.
OBEROI, H.S.
A world reconstructed: religion, ritual and community among the Sikhs,
1850-1901.
AN.U. Ph.D. Thesis 1987.
I regret the author has denied us permission to make copies.
Your order is, therefore, cancelled.
The published version should be released soon and wishes potential
readers to consult it, when available.
Please find enclosed your open cheque.
Yours sincerely,
Lending Services Librarian,
User Services Division,
R.G. MEMZIES BUILDING.
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APPENDIX III
REPORT
(On Dr Harjot Oberoi’s Academic work in reference to the
objec-tives of the Endowment Trust Fund Contract between UBC,
Govern-ment of Canada and the Federation of Sikh Societies on behalf
of the Sikh Community)
A meeting of visiting Sikh scholars from India with Dr Harjot
Oberoi, other professors from U.B.C., and Dr Hugh Johnston of Simon
Fraser University, was held on July 22, 1994,5:30 pm - 8:30 pm, in Room
604, Asian Studies Centre, 1871 West Mall, University of British
Columbia, Vancouver. Attendees of the meeting included:
1. Dr Balkar Singh
2. Dr Darshan Singh
3. Dr Kehar Singh
4. Dr Gurnam Kaur
5. Dr Harjot Oberoi
6. Dr Hugh Johnston
7. Dr Kenneth Bryant
Also present were the members of the Sikh public.
The meeting’s main agenda was to deliberate upon Dr Oberoi’s
work as UBC Sikh chair holder, in reference to the Objectives of the
Endowment Trust Fund contract establishing the Chair.
The findings of the Sikh scholars visiting are stated on the
following pages:
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FINDINGS:
1. It is our opinion that none of the publications submitted address
the objectives laid down for the Sikh chair, including Sikhism’s
doctrines, religious practices, philosophy, and the subjects of
Sikhism and Sikhs and Sikhism in Canada.
2. More specifically, the said publications, as to the content, tone
and tenor, are visibly incompatible with the objectives of the
Sikh chair in question.
3. These publications seem to us an irrelevant exercise in
historiography.
4. In our opinion, the works of Dr Oberoi suppress the crucial
historical record and, as such, are grossly unfair and harmful to
Sikh sensibility.
IN VIEW of the hurt caused to the Sikh community by the writings
of the present occupant of the UBC Sikh Chair, we are unanimously of
the opinion that the incumbent, Dr Harjot Oberoi, is not contributing
to the fulfilment of the objectives laid down in the agreement concerning
the Sikh Chair at UBC.

(Appendix)
The following material was reviewed for this report.
1) The memorandum of agreement between the Federation of Sikh
Societies (representing the Sikh community of Canada),
University of British Columbia, and the Government of Canada,
dated March 16, 1985 and February 25, 1987.
2) “Construction of Religious Boundaries” by Dr Harjot Oberoi,
published by Oxford University Press, New Delhi, 1994.
3) Article, “Popular Saints, Goddesses and Village Sacred Sites:
Rereading Sikh Experience in the Nineteenth Century”, read at
UC Berke1ey, February 1987.
4) Article, “From Ritual to Counter-Ritual: Rethinking the Hindu-Sikh Question”, Sikh History and Religion in the Twentieth
Century, University of Toronto, 1988.
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5) Article, “Sikh Fundamentalism: Ways of Turning Things Over”,
Presented at the Annual meeting of the American Academy of
Religion, Anaheim, November 1989.
6) Article, “Sikh Fundamentalism: Translating History into Theory”,
Fundamentalisms and the State, University of Chicago Press
1993.
7) Article, “The Worship of Pir Sakhi Sarvar: Illness, Healing and
Popular Culture in the Punjab,” Studies in History, special
number on Popular Culture, vol.2, 1987.
8) Article, “Popular Saints, Goddesses and Village Sacred Sites”,
University of Chicago Press, vol. 31, 1992, pp. 340-78.
9) UBC Report of Activities of Chair in Punjabi Language, Literature, and Sikh Studies, covering the period 1987-1992.
10) UBC Report on administrative and technical matters relating to
activities of the Sikh Studies Chair, with a forwarding letter
dated February 7, 1992, signed by Al. McClean, Associate VicePresident (Academic).
ARTICLES BY DR OBEROI PRIOR TO 1994
1) Article, “Popular Saints, Goddesses and Village Sacred Sites:
Rereading Sikh Experience in the Nineteenth Century”, read at
UC Berkeley, February 1987.
2) Article, “From Ritual to Counter-Ritual: Rethinking the Hindu-Sikh Question”, Sikh History and Religion in the Twentieth
Century, UOT 1988.
3) Article, “Sikh Fundamentalism: Ways of Turning Things Over”,
Presented at the Annual meeting of the American Academy of
Religi6n, Anaheim, November 1989.
4) Article, “Sikh Fundamentalism: Translating History into Theory”,
University of Chicago Press 1993.
5) Article, “The Worship of Pir Sakhi Sarvar: Illness, Healing and
Popular Culture in the Punjab”, Studies in History, special
number on Popular Culture, vol. 2,1987.
6) Article, “Popular Saints, Goddesses and Village Sacred Sites”,
University of Chicago Press, vol. 31, 1992, pp. 340-78.
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REPORT OF SIKH SCHOLARS ON
OBEROI’S WORK
The reported Work of the Chair has, from all known accounts,
been below standard in quantity and quality and what is worse still, it
suffers from lack of academic integrity. We briefly record below some
salient points which need specifically to be gone into in order to bring
the work of the Chair upto the mark.
1. The report which should have been an annual feature, gives
account of five years, and the output of the Chair is extremely
inadequate.
2. All papers, less than half a dozen, published over a period of
five years, are nothing but a reproduction or rehash of the
chapters of the thesis of the author for his Ph.D. In fact, the
book being published is also virtually his thesis done before
he came to the Chair. The plea that this is done by all young
scholars is unacceptable. Even his published paper
‘Fundamentalism and the State’ is just a slightly expanded version
of the earlier paper read at Anaheim. Thus, none of his papers are
a product of any work done during the five years of the Chair.
3. Apart from quantity, the quality is even more inadequate, and
displays clearly lack of knowledge of the subject by the author.
Dr Oberoi is repeatedly writing about Sikh religion and its
fundamen-talism. In all his papers, there is not even a single
quotation from the Sikh Scripture supporting his view. He writes
that Kahn Singh created the Hindu-Sikh divide. His ignorance
is so blatant that he does not even know that for 240 years, Ten
Sikh Prophets lived and preached a separate religion, thousands
made the supreme sacrifice for their faith including three
Prophets, an authenticated Scripture was given, said that they
were neither Hindu nor Muslims and organised a community
with specific principles and world-view, the ethics of which,
spiritual and moral, have yet to be surpassed in quality.
In the entire Sikh Scripture, there is nothing fundamentalist. In
fact, the use of the word fundamentalism in the case of Sikhism is an
ignorant misrepresentation, for, its embodied principles are eternally
true and valid, and the only fundamentalism is that truthful living is
the holiest truth.
The papers of Oberoi have been reviewed and called incorrect,
superficial, mischievous, ignorant and lacking in academic conduct. A
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copy of the reviews of his papers is enclosed. The quality of his papers
has been so poor that Dr(s) Noel King (one paper), Kharak Singh (one
paper), and G.S. Dhillon (three papers) have published papers
specifically against his formulations being ignorant, incorrect and
perhaps motivated. Against Oberoi’s observations of Sikh
Fun-damentalism - a creation of the nineteenth century, Dr King said
in his paper, ("Fundamentalism’ ‘modernity’: Sikhism a Tertium Quid”):
“At base, it was the continued unfolding of the unseeded,
encoded nature of Sikhism as originally propounded by the first Mahala
and the other nine…The same spirit told forth the same truths as they
applied to that stage of life. Let us give but one brief example. It was
not one person, however brilliant, saying Ham Hindu nain hai late in
the nineteenth century but the First Teacher coming up from the Three
Day Waters saying Hai nain Hindu, Hai nain Mussalman which is
basic”. All the five papers were analyzed and were found to be factually
and rationally baseless, ignorant both about Sikhism and the Punjab
Problem (copies enclosed).
4. The conduct of Oberoi has been equally unfortunate. Only two
examples are given:
i) Since the writings of Oberoi, he has been repeatedly invited to
conferences of Sikh Studies to defend his point of view. In
December, 1988, Dr Oberoi was invited to respond to the opposite
view of Dr G.S. Dhillon on the subject of his paper at Long
Beach, University of California. He avoided it. Again, a
conference was held on 2nd December, 1990, at his own
University campus at Vancouver, and he was invited to defend
his papers against the points of view of Dr King, Dr Kharak
Singh and Dr Dhillon which were to be expressed at the
conference. The conference was attended by Dr Johnston, and
ministers from the government who sent their mes-sages and
representatives to address the conference. Yet, Dr Oberoi failed
to appear, much less defend his views or propositions. The
following day, when our deputation met the Director of the
Department, we were amazed to learn from him that on 2nd
Decem-ber, Dr Oberoi had informed him that he was leaving the
depart-ment to attend the Conference. Does not his conduct
show that both his consciousness and his formulations are
baseless, and his non-observance devoid of ethics?
ii) In his paper, Oberoi wrote that late in the nineteenth century
Singh Sabha leaders were the first to object to the worship of
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Sakhi Sarvar by the Sikhs. This is baseless. The Gurus in practice
and in their hymns specially condemned the worship of Sakhi
Sarvar and goddesses. His contrary view could be due to
ignorance or motivation. In fact, motivation appears evident,
because he indulged in deliberate suppression. Rose, a known
authority on the subject, and Oberoi quotes him profusely,
wrote that the Sikhs in the villages not only disregarded the
worship of Sakhi Sarvar, but were hostile to those who
worshipped him. He stated that comparatively few Sikhs were
followers of Sakhi Sarvar, and there. was in fact a sort of
oppression in the Central Districts between the Sikhs and the
Sarvarias, one party worshipping the Sikh Guru, and the other
worshipping Sakhi Sarvar, i.e., one party were Sikhs, and the
other were ordinary Hindus who followed Sakhi Sarvar. He
added that the worship of Sarvar spread eastward in the fifteenth
and six-teenth centuries and was the prevalent cult at the time
of the development of Sikhism, and that most of the conversions
to the Khalsa were from the erstwhile worshippers of Sakhi
Sarvar. This, he explains, was the probable reason of opposition
between the two forms of faith, i.e., between the Hindu
Sarvarians and the Sikhs opposing their cult. He added that in
the nineteenth century Sarvarians were looked upon as ordinary
Hindus. And yet, while fully knowing all this, Oberoi, we believe,
deliberately suppressed the above clear conclusion of an
authority like Rose, and also Macauliffe, and made the distortion
that Singh Sabha leaders were the first to object to Sakhi Sarvar
worship among the Sikhs. Evi-dently, his entire article would
be found to be baseless mis-representation. Such a conduct
would, we believe, be unpardonable of an ordinary person, but
much less can it be glossed over in the case of an occupant of
a Sikh Chair. Further, such conduct is unacademic, unethical
and violative of the terms of the Agreement with the University.
Clause (2) of the Agreement reads: “All instruction and research
shall be in keeping with the established academic standards
and every possible effort shall be made to present the teachings
and practices of Sikhism in an accurate manner.”
Undoubtedly, Dr Oberoi has violated the conditions of the
Agreement by knowingly suppressing facts about accurate Sikh
prac-tices, established academic literature and Sikh Scriptures and
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history by making conscious concealment of truth, and by expression
of inaccuracies.
5. We have not detailed here all the inaccurate, misleading and
malicious statements of Dr Oberoi. However, those
misrepresentations are analyzed, discussed and exposed in the
five papers referred to above. But, he continues and persists.
The latest is his paper published in the book “Fundamentalism
of the State”. In that paper, he repeats his earlier formulations
made at Anaheim and elsewhere, and which stand controverted
in the earlier papers of the authors mentioned above, both in
regard to Oberoi’s facts and arguments. Yet, he remains
completely silent about those papers published in the books
and read at the conferences. A copy of the letter addressed to
the Editors of the Fundamentalism project is enclosed.
6. Finally, it is our considered view that the matter about Oberoi’s
academic work and conduct is too serious to be brushed aside.
Not only his conduct is unacademic, but he has been
consistently work-ing in opposition to the objectives accepted
in the Agreement. His violations have been specifically indicated
above. We wonder if the conduct shown by Oberoi can, in any
sense, merit his continued presence in an academic forum, much
less as an occupant of a Chair. We, therefore, suggest that a
way should be found to dis-pense with the services of Dr Oberoi.
Another important fact is the publication of his thesis in the
form of a book. We fear its publica-tion is vetted by some
authority on Sikh religion, lest it should also be a problem for
the author, the community and the University. Already, the
publication of a thesis by the Toronto University ‘has offended
the entire community for its being considered blasphe-mous
and incorrect. Over a score of papers have been published
against the Toronto work, and the SGPC, the highest body of
the Sikhs, has taken note of it for its libel and inaccuracies. In
the interests of amity it is suggested that the publication of
Oberoi’s book should be properly checked, lest it should create
a serious but an avoidable problem for the University and the
Sikh community. Already the Sikhs who have been contributing
towards the Chair at Toronto, have been seriously concerned
about the work done there and have represented to the
University accordingly. In all sincerity we wish, as citizens of
Canada, that no controversy should arise concerning the work
of the Chair in this university.
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APPENDIX IV
March 20, 1987

JOB ADVERTISEMENT FOR UBC SIKH CHAIR
The Department of Asian Studies anticipates making a one -year
visiting appointment in Punjabi language and literature and Sikh studies
for the academic year 1987-88. We invite your application or
nominations of others who may be qualified to teach courses in
begin-ning and intermediate Punjabi language and at least one other
field such as Sikh literature, religion, or history. Ph.D. degree required,
as well as a very good command of spoken and written Punjabi.
Candidates should send a complete C.V., samples of research
papers and publications, and the names and addresses of three referees
to Professor Daniel L. Overmyer, Head, Department of Asian Studies,
Asian Centre, 1871 West Mall, University of British Columbia,
Van-couver, B.C., Canada V6T 1W5. Candidates should request their
referees to send confidential letters of recommendation directly to the
same address. The deadline for completion of applications is May 15,
1987.
The Department expects to make a tenure-track appointment to
an endowed position in Punjabi and Sikh studies beginning in July
1988, following the University’s normal procedures. Thc person
ap-pointed to the one-year visiting position may be a candidate for the
tenure-track appointment the following year.
Sincerely,
Daniel L. Overmyer,
Professor and Head
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APPENDIX V
TO: U.B.C. SOUTH ASIANISTS
FROM: FRITZ LEHMANN, HISTORY (x5748)
RE. HIGHLIGHTS OF SHASTRI INDO-CANADIAN INSTITUTE
ANNUAL MEETING
1. India’s Acting High Commissioner, Mr. K.P. Fabian wishes to
visit U.B.C. in the very near future to meet South Asia specialists
and administrators. He would likely address us on an aspect of
Indian foreign policy (he prefers North-South dialogue) and
wishes to discuss the proposed chair in Sikh studies, about
which his government is concerned. He seemed to me to be a
reasonable and sympathetic person.

APPENDIX VI
March 10, 1995
Dr S. Sodhi,
School of Education,
Dalhousie University,
Halifax, NS.
B3H 3J5
Dear Dr Sodhi,
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APPENDIX VI
March 10, 1995
Dr S Sodhi
School of Education
Dalhousie University
Halifax NS
B3H 3J5
Dear Dr Sodhi
In reply to your letter received by the President on 21 February,
1995, let me assure you that research done at the University of Toronto
must meet the standard of peer review. The University is also committed
to its Policy on the Ethical Conduct of Research which includes freedom
of enquiry.
It is the University’s intention to make public its research
findings, including doctoral dissertations. In accordance with its
an-nounced policy in the Calendar of the School of Graduate Studies,
however, the School of Graduate Studies may permit an author to
postpone publication for a restricted period of time. Mr. Fennech’s
thesis has been restricted until 31 January, 1997, at which time it will be
available through the normal channels. The abstract of the thesis is,
again in accordance with standard policy, a matter of public record in
the School of Graduate Studies.
To my knowledge, no researcher at the University of Toronto is
aware of the conference you allude to. It is not the University’s practice
to send speakers to conferences uninvited, although its faculty
members are free to respond to invitations as they deem appropriate.
Respected Dr Gillmartin,
Sincerely yours,
Paul W. Gooch,
Vice- Provost.
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APPENDIX VII
Centre of Sikh Studies
(at Sikh Center of Orange County)
2530 Warner Ave., Santa Ana, CA 92704 Tel:(714)641-9034
Dated: 26 March, 1995

To:

Dr David Gillmartin
Association for Asian Studies

Subject: To Set Up an Independent Review Committee by
Association for Asian Studies to Study the Issue of Unethical
Studies by Sikh Endowment Chairs subverting Sikh Ideology.

Respected Dr Gillmartin
Thanks very much for including a round table discussion on
“Endowment Academic Chairs in South-Asian Studies: Prospects and
Problems” on April 8th in your annual conference. The Sikh community
has noted in past, that certain scholars are intentionally trying to
subvert the Sikh ideology. Various seminars have been held on these
issues and proceedings of such seminars have been published. The
Sikh community would like to share their concerns with you.
Sikhs migrated to North America 100 years ago and worked hard
against racial discrimination and immigration bans. But still, they
maintained their independent identity by establishing different Sikh
Gurdwaras since 1907. Even since the 1960s, as immigration policies in
North America became more liberal, more educated Sikhs got the chance
to migrate. Sikhs wanted to work with Westerners at academic levels in
hope to get partnership which would secure best results at western
universities and paid with open mind to U.B.C., U.O.T., Univ. of
Michigan, and Columbia Univ. As the Sikhs have no political
independent power to promote their own identity, the Punjab crisis in
the early 1980s forced the western Sikh community to take the
responsibility on themselves to project the authentic image of Sikhism
in the West (which was being eroded politically by anti-Sikh forces). Sikhs
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contributed generously so that a generation of promising young
scholars would provide some long-term faculty appointments ending
in long lasting results that would provide the future generations with
a true Sikh identity and their roots as enshrined in Sikh scriptures and
early 17th and 18th century historical process in the making of Khalsa
Sikh identity well documented in Persian and Sikh historical literature.
The Sikh community gave all their trust, understanding, commitment
and respect to western university tradition of freedom of academic
inquiry. They also thought that the western scholarship would also
abide by the academic responsibility, honesty, humility, and integrity.
They also hoped that the evidence and critical analysis would not
mean hostility or insensitivity. But, all the dreams of the perspective
donors were shattered at U.O.T by the planned attack on the
authenticity of their Sikh scripture (original available in Kartarpuri
Bir) by the use of unauthenticated MS # 1245 (with no date, no
history before 1987, no authorship). Somebody published articles
under the authorship of Dr Loehlin while he was invalid or dead.
The same author, later on at Akal Takhat, accepted the charges for
doing such irresponsible research (for details, read “Abstracts of
Sikh Studies”, July ’94). At UBC there was a clear cut understanding
of the memorandum agreement that the chairperson would present
in accurate manner the Sikh doctrines, religious practice, and
philosophy. Inspite of this agreement, the chair- person
academically suppressed the historical evidence by Dr Rose and
the Sikh identity as established in Sikh scripture and early Persian
and Sikh historical sources of 17th and 18th century.
Dr Oberoi has openly admitted that he is not a student of
religion. Then why did he write about the “religious boundaries”?
Sikhs feel that he simply did this to make his masters happy, who
helped him to get his job. S. Mohinder Singh Gosal, President of the
Sikh Societies of Canada, said “that there is sufficient evidence to
prove that the two-year delay to start this chair was intentional under
the pressures from anti-Sikh political forces.” It is possible that the
two year wait was a design to hire a groomed applicant. Dr Oberoi did
as Asad notes, “it is a notorious tactic of political power to deny a
distinct unity to populations it seeks to govern, to treat them as
contingent and indeter-minate…It is precisely the viewpoint of
interventionist power that insists on the permeability of social groups, the
unboundedness of cultural unities, and the instability of individual selves”
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(Talal Asad “Multiculturalism and British Identity in the Wake of the
Rushdie Affair,” Politics and Society 18(4) 1990).
The Sikh community is clearly aware of the implications of
methodological atheism that characterized all rational empirical re-search
today. We will give one example here that shows how these critical
scholars manipulated the concept of rational empiricism.. Numerous
examples can be found in different books related to this issue.
Perspective donors felt cheated and humiliated when the famous
doctrine of succession of Guru Granth as the living Guru of the Sikhs
from October 6, 1708 was altered. There are enough historical sources
(Sikh, Persian, Sanskrit, Indian and European historians as quoted by
Dr Ganda Singh, Dr Harbans Singh, and Dr Mandanjit Kaur) available
which indicate that Guru Gobind Singh, on Octobe.r 6, 1708, sanctified
Aad Guru Granth as the living spiritual Guru of the Sikhs. Now let us
see how these critical scholars at western universities suppressed the
above historical evidence.
1) In 1994, Dr Oberoi’s “Construction of Religious Boundaries”
said “Whenin 1708, at the death of Guru Gobind Singh, there
was no one to succeed him as Guru, the Panth turned into his
collective successor. This was to be an abiding belief of Khalsa
Sikhs, one that came in handy when waging battles for collective
survival and political sovereignity over the course of the 18th century.”
2) In 1991 Dr Pashaura Singh’s unpublished thesis “Text and
Meaning of the Adi Granth” on page 91 says “The Singh Sabha
reformers sanctified this standard version and set aside all other
versions used in earlier centuries.”
3) Dr Gurinder Mann’s “Studying the Sikhs” on page 147 says
“The death of Guru Gobind Singh, in 1708, began a new chapter
in the history of the Sikh community. With the limited sources
at our disposal, it is hard to understand clearly how the
community effectively filled the vacuum caused by the passing
away of the Guru and the dissolution of this central Sikh
institution. Why was the guruship discontinued?
Why couldn’t the above western scholars find the historical
evidence of such crucial Sikh doctrine, which has been cited by famous
Sikh scholars like Drs Ganda Singh, Harbans Singh and Madanjit Kaur?
Is this western rational empirical approach ethical? According
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to Collier’s Encyclopaedia, “academic freedom is never unlimited and
the general social law including that of libel applies equally well to it.
Underoacademic freedom, individuals have the right to protest against
research which can produce psychological pain, suffering and
misinterpretation of doctrines.” After the candidate gets his degree,
Ph.D. THESIS becomes a public property, then why is the Ph.D. thesis
[MAKING OF THE SIKH SCRIPTURE] being locked at Columbia
University since 1993? Why did Or Lou Fenech, another McLeodian
student who finished his Ph.D. degree [PLAYING THE GAME OF
LOVE, SIKH TRADITION OF MARTYRDOM] on December 16, 1994,
have his thesis restricted until 31 January 31, 1997? [see appendix]
that is there to hide? Is this a good example of methodological atheism?
Good academics always have the ingredients of respon-sibility,
honesty, humility, and integrity.
We appreciate the Association for Asian Studies, which is the
largest organization of Asian scholars in North America, for issuing
an “open letter of concern”. But, unfortunately, it failed to clarify the
concerns of the Sikh scholars. Sikh Studies in North America has
been under seige under one group of scholarship whose motive seems
to be more political than academic. Dr Tarlochan Singh in his book
“Ernest Trumpp and W.H. McLeod: As Scholars of Sikh History,
Religion and Culture” quotes on page 254: “A reading of ‘Evolution
of Sikh Community’ (1975) reminded me of a white and physically
attractive Bull who entered a China shop of rare curios and broke as
many precious glassware as his first momentous attack could.
Considering it a great and impressive feat, the Bull came out, started
wagging his tail and became the leader of a whole group of White
Bulls”. Sometimes all alone, sometimes with a team of White Bulls,
Hew McLeod entered his China shop of Sikh Studies again with the
express motive of reduc-ing all the precious possessions of this China
shop of “Sikh Religious and Historical Studies” to rubble and rubbish
in his four thin books having the same themes, the same chapters and
repetitions of malicious attacks on Sikh history and religion. Senior
scholars of Sikh study have refuted Or McLeod’s formulations, but
their work has been purposely suppressed.
Any honest clarification is being dubbed as fundamentalism
and religous orthodoxy. Separate independent Sikh identity and
authenticity of Sikh scripture is being attacked. Main stream Sikh
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thought is being marginalized by these politically oriented scholarships.
The acquisition of intimidation is being thrown at every scholar or
institution who tries to give his opinion on the issues. Wrong
statements are being made about the fact that people who object to
this unethical scholarship are not qualified historians or academic
scholars of Sikh studies. All issues have been discussed in detail at
different academic conferences, and proceedings of such seminars are
available to scrutiny. The issues have been clearly defined and must
be taken up for dispassionate academic discussion. We request
Association for Asian Studies to set up an immediate independent
committee to review the issues. We will be more then happy to provide
all books and articles published expressing such unethical and libelitus
issues of Sikh studies. We want co-operation from all concerned and
feel that the Association for Asian Studies can take a lead on this and
it is only then that academic freedom for the scholars and the rights of
the Sikh community will not be in danger.
Sincerely,
Jasbir Singh Mann,
Secretary.
Copy to:

Dr Stephen Pollus, UC Berkeley
Lee Schlesinger, University of Michigan
Dr David Ludden, University of Pennsylvania
Dr Ranbir Singh Sandhu, University of Ohio

Enclosed:

Planned Attack on Adi Granth
Few reviews of Oberoi’s Work (Book in Press)
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APPENDIX VIII
NEED FOR AN INVESTIGATION AT UBC
SIKH COMMUNITY WAS UNFAIRLY TREATED AS
FOLLOWS:
* Why UBC made first year visiting appointment rather than tenure
track for endowment chair from THE beginning as signed in the
contract?
* Why UBC took 2 years to commence chair?
* Is Dr Oberoi full qualified to teach Punjabi language and literature?
* Are his publications consistent with objectives of chair?
* Why did he use unethical academic suppression of crucial
historical evidence?
* Why weren’t the objectives supervised by UBC?
* Why didn’t UBC report per agreement?
* Why wasn’t a review committee set up?
* Why UBC allowed violations of SSRHC?
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